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CHAPTER I

PREDECESSORS FROM ANTIQUITY TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

The word,

11

Clarinet 11 , was classified by Hornbostel and Sachs as a

generic term for all pipes, usually made of cane, in which the sound is
produced through the vibration of a single reed.

This

reed,

or

.. percussion lamella .. , is often formed on a pipe as a flexible tongue by
a three-sided cut at the free end, and is known as an

11

idioglott 11 reed . 1

The definition of the clarinet for this study includes the further
stipulation that it is an instrument which overblows, functionally, at
the i nterva 1 of a twe 1fth above the fundament a1 notes. 2

These two

characteristics--the production of the sound by means of a mouthpiece
with a single, beating reed, and a cylindrically bored body providing
the capability of being overblown at the twelfth--are what distinguish
the clarinet from all other woodwind instruments of the present day.
For the purpose of examining the clarinet's

11

pre-history 11 at this point,

1Erich M. von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs, nsystematik der
Instrumentenkunde, 11 Zeitschrift fOr Ethnologie 46 (1914): 553 - 90; Klaus
Wachsmann, 11 Reed instruments, 11 NGDMI, 3:219; and Curt Sachs, Handbuch
der Musikinstrumentenkunde, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1930),
p. 338.
2overblowing is the process by which the player causes the air
column of his instrument to break up into aliquot parts each of which
vibrate at a frequency that is in direct proportion to the fundamental
frequency.
On the clarinet it involves increased wind pressure, the
adjustment of the pressure and position of the lips on the reed, and the
use of a small 11 Speaker 11 hole in the body tube to assist the process.
See Philip Bate, 11 0verblowing,n NGDMI, 2:978.
1

2

however, we will adopt the generic definition used by Hornbostel and
Sachs.

The more specific definition will become useful when we reach

the point of discussing the earliest manifestations of the true clarinet
and need to distinguish these from the closest relative of the clarinet-the chalumeau.

Antiquity
Predecessors of the modern clarinet can be traced to instruments
from as 1ong ago as the third dynasty ( 2778 to 2723 B.c.) of the 01 d
Kingdom in Egypt.
as

~~~~

They are double pipes called memet (in hieroglyphics

) and were depicted on the reliefs of seven tombs at

Saqqarra, six tombs at Giza, and the pyramids of queen Khentkaus. 3 The
pipes of the memet were attached to each other by pieces of cloth and
resin, each pipe having from four to six finger holes and a separate
mouthpiece with an idioglott reed. 4 This external beating reed provides
the link connecting the ancient memet to the instrument we know as the
clarinet.

The idioglott or single reed is an important characteristic

of the modern Egyptian clarinet, the arghul, and may be cut in such a
way that the attached end is either uppermost ("katamonoglott"), nearest
the player, or lowermost ( 11 anamonoglott 11 ) as in the European clarinet.
These reeds are found in types of arghul called the zummara and mashOra

3Hans Hickmann, Musicologie Pharaonique (Kohl: Hietz, 1956), p.
155; Idem, Musikgeschichte in Bildern: Agypten (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher
Verlag fur Musik, 1961), p. 158; Lise Manniche, Ancient Egyptian Musical
Instruments (Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag Munchen, 1975), pp. 19-20.
4Manniche, p. 18; Oskar Kroll, The Clarinet (Ne~ York: Taplinger,
1968), pp. 12-13. Two examples of memet are found 1n the museums of
Cairo and Berlin, both lacking mouthpieces, see Manniche, p. 19 footnote
80.

3

(plate 1), 5 while other modern Egyptian triple pipes sometimes utilize
both types of idioglott reed. 6 Both mouthpieces are placed entirely
within the player's mouth, the sound being produced by continuous or
circular

breathing

(i.e.,

one

stores

air

in

the

cheeks

blowing

continuously, inhaling through the nose at the same time) J

Other

ancient pipes with idioglott reeds have been identified in sources from
later civilizations, such as: the aulos from Greece, 8 the launeddas from
Sardinia (c. 900 to 500 B.C. and still in use), 9 and the halil from
Palestine (5th or 4th century B.C.).10
In Europe, during the Middle Ages, reed pipes in the strict sense
of the word seem to have been oboes, that is, they used a double rather
than a single reed.
No source, pictorial or literary, refers to a
clarinet. 11 It is interesting to take note, however, of various terms
for reed pipes which were first recorded in the French literature of the
twelfth century.

They include the following: chalumeau, chalemeau,

5Kroll, p. 13; Hickmann, Musikgeschichte in Bildern, Abbildung 87,
p. 120.
6Hei nz Becker, Zur Entwi ckl ungsgeschi chte der anti ken und
mittelalterlichen Rohrblattinstrumenten (Hamburg: H. Sikorski, 1966),
pp. 77-9.
1 see

William J. Conner and Milfie Howell, "ArghUl," NGDMI, 1:72.

8James W. McKinnon and Robert Anderson, "Aulos," NGDMI, 1:85;
Greek Musical Writings, volume 1: the musician and his Art, ed. A.
Barker (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 14-15, 186-9;
and Becker, pp. 79-80.
9Andreas Fridolin Weis Bentzon, The Launeddas,
(Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1969), 1:28-9, pl. VIla.

2

vols.

10Eric Werner, "Jewish Music," Grove 6, 9:614; cf. Jeremy Montagu,
"Halil," NGDMI, 2:118-9.
0

- -

11curt Sachs, The History of Musical Instruments (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1940), p. 288.
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PLATE 1
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Two types of idioglott reed, ana- and katamonoglott, used in the
mouthpieces of the masQGra and
Entwicklungsgeschichte

der

zummara,
anti ken

from Heinz
und

Becker,

Zur

mittelalterlichen

Rohrblattinstrumenten (Hamburg: H. Sikorski, 1966), p. 79.
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cha 1eumeau,

cha 1eumi au,

cha 1erne 1 ,

chalemiaus,

chalemelle,

chalemele,

canameau,
chalemie,

cannebaux,

cani mea us,

chalemye,

chalemise,

chalemine, canamelle, kalemele, qalemele, and schalmaye.12

A common

derivation of these words appears to be the Latin word, calamellus, the
diminutive of calamus, 13 or the Latin, calamum, from the Greek,
kalamon, 14 or kalamos, 15 all of which mean .. reed pipe 11 • These names,
including some of their latin equivalents, were used from the twelfth
through

the

instruments.

eighteenth

centuries

to

indicate

sever a1

different

For instance, the French poetic literature of the twelfth

century includes them to identify the shawm and pan pipe.16

Their

interest for us stems from the fact that they clearly presage the late
seventeenth-century term, chalumeau, which was the name of an instrument
that shared with the clarinet, the fundamental characteristics of single
beating reed and cylindrical bore.

I will say more about the chalumeau

in the remaining three sections of this chapter.

12Jean Baptiste de La Curne de Sainte-Palaye, Dictionnaire
Historique de l'Ancien lanqaqe Fran£ois, 10 vols. (Paris: H. Champion,
1875-82), 1:335.
Cf. Fritz Brucker, Die Blasinstrumente in der
altfranzosischen Literatur (Giessen: Romanischen Seminars, 1929), pp.
17-79.
13Auguste Brachet, An Etymological Dictionary of the French
language (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1878), p. 79.
14Leon Cledat, Dictionnaire Etymologique de la Langue Francaise
(Paris: Hachette, 1931), p. 123, s.v. chaume.
15Kathleen Schlesinger, 11 Clarinet, 11 Encyclopiedia Britannica, 11th
ed. (Cambridge: University Press, 1910), 4:439.
16Brucker, P-P· 43-7. See also Pierre larousse, Grand Dictionnaire
Universel du XIXe siecle, 15 vols. (Paris: Administration du Grand
Dictionnaire Universel, 1865-76), 3:864.
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The Sixteenth Century
Several
chalumeau

(or

French dictionaries from the sixteenth century use
the

Latin

equivalent)

to

identify

a

variety

of

For example, Estienne (1552) described the calamus as a
upype or whistleu, 17 and Harrison (1570) defined the chalumeau as 11 a
reed, a pipeu.1 8 Similarly, the chalumeau, according to Sainliens
instruments.

(1593) is

11

a reede, a pipe, stemmes of hearbsn.19

equivalent word for chalumeau was zampogna.
word as

11

In Italy,

an

Florio (1598) defined this

an oaten-pipe, a sheapheards-pipe, a bagge-pipe 11 , and in a

later edition of his dictionary (1611) he substituted a 11 Reede-pipe 11 for
the latter instrument. 20 None of these definitions suggest that these
instruments ca 11 ed cha 1umeau made use of a single reed, references to
which begin to appear only in descriptions from the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
Three illustrations from the sixteenth-century have been said to
depict European single-reed instruments.

Two of these are identified as

chalumeaux in a valuable article concerning the clarinet by Kathleen
Schlesinger, and the third is described by Herbert Heyde as an ancestor
17Robert Estienne, Dictionariolum Puerorium Tribus Linguis Latina
Anglica e Gallica (London: R. Walsium, 1552; reprint ed., New York: Da
Capo, 1971), s.v. calamus.
18[Luke Harrison], A Dictionarie French and English (London: H.
Bynneman, 1570; reprint ed., Menston: Scolar Press, 1970), s.v.
chalumeau.
19claude de Sainliens, A Dictionary French and English (London: T.
Woodcock, 1593; reprint ed., Menston: Scolar Press, 1970), s.v.
chalumeau.
20John Florio, A Worl de of Wordes, or Most copious and exact
Dictionarie of the Italian and English (London: E. Blount, 1598; reprint
ed., New York: G. Olms, 1972); Queen Anna's New World of Words or
Dictionarie of the Italian and English tongues (London: M. Bradwood,
1611), s.v. zampogna.
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of the clarinet. 21

The first is found in plate seventy-nine of the

woodcut impressions made for the Kaiser Maximilian I. Triumph (Triumph
of Maximilian I), a series of woodcuts compiled in 1518 for the Emperor
Maximilian I, and published in 1526 (plate 2). 22 This plate illustrates
ten men on horseback playing wind instruments which are cylindrical in
outward appearance.

The leading group of five horsemen play instruments

which are shorter than those played by the second group.

According to

Schlesinger these are chalumeaux, yet the instruments of the first group
are identified in the anonymous compiler's descriptive text which
accompanies the illustrations as double-reed shawms, those of the second
group as rauschpfeifen. 23 It is not clear why Schlesinger did not take
21 schlesinger, 11 Clarinet, 11 4:439-440; Herbert Heyde, "Ein Urahn
der Klarinette?" Deutsches Jahrbuch fur Musikwissenschaft fur 1970
(Leipzig: Peters, 1971), 15:121-24.
22 Hans Burgkmair, The Triumph of Maximilian I, trans. of text by
S. Appelbaum (New York: Dover, 1964), p. 9 footnote 38, pl. 79. This
plate was attributed to the engraver, Albrecht Altdorfer on stylistic
grounds, see Joseph Meder, Durer-Kata 1og. Ei n Handbuch uber A1brecht
Durer's Stiche, Radierungen, Holzschnitte, deren Zustande, Ausgaben und
Wasserzeichen (Vienna: Gilhofer and Rauschburg, 1932), p. 223.
23 A translation of the Latin text is provided by Barra Boydell in
The Crummhorn and Other Renaissance Windcap Instruments(Buren: F. Knuf,
1982), pp. 369-70 note 364:
And after these the Burgundian pipers should ride wearing the
Burgundian colours with . . • , shawms, and Rauschpfeifen, and they
all [should] be wearing laural wreaths ...
11

This identification of the instruments in plate 2 is accepted by David
Munrow. He points out that it is the first group which plays the shawm,
on the basis of the pirouette of the shawm and the reedcap of the
rauschpfeife visible in the engraving. Recently, however, the latter
instruments have been convincingly been identified as ••schreyerpfeifen"
by Boyde ll .
Montagu a1so suggests that the former group should be
called "tenor shawms" from his labelling of these instruments in
Burgkai r 's plate seventy-eight. See David Munrow, Instruments of the
Middle Ages and Renaissance (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976), p.
51; Boydell, p. 316; Idem, "Rauschpfiefe, .. NGDMI, 3:197-8; Jeremy
Montagu, The World of Medieval & Renaissance Musical Instruments
(Woodstock: N. Y.: Overlook Press, 1976), p. 87.
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PLATE 2

Players

of

the shawm

(left)

and

schreyerpfeife

from

the

Kaiser

Maximilian I. Triumph compiled in 1518, modern edition, Hans Burgkmair,
The Triumph of Maximilian I (New York: Dover, 1964), pl. 79.
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note of this descriptive text or, if she did, why her conclusion is in
conflict with it.
ent it 1ed

11

Schlesinger's second example, from an engraving

Mus i ca 11 in Jost Amman's Wapen und Stammbuch of 1589,24 is

described as being similar to a small, single-reed instrument exhibited
at the Royal Military Exhibition in London during 1890 (see below page
27).

Amman's plate (plate 3), however, illustrates clearly that the

instrument in question is a recorder having a fipple mouthpiece with a
flue rather than a mouthpiece and reed.
Herbert Heyde, the German organol ogi st, proposed an ancestor for
the clarinet though not, necessarily, a chalumeau, in a third pictorial
representation from the sixteenth century.

He described and reproduced

a painting (c. 1525) which is found on the wing of the altar of the
southern side of the chapel in the Stadtkirche in Bitterfeld, East
Germany. 25 In this painting, Job, a favorite Renaissance subject of
artists, is depicted in a leprous state sitting on a dung heap while a
woman (his wife?) is cleansing him by pouring water over his head.
Three musicians are also taking part in this ceremony by playing
instruments which: appear to be made of metal, are held vertically, and
terminate with a wide trumpet-like bell (plate 4).

Heyde suggests that

what is partially inserted in the players' mouths is a single-reed
mouthpiece with a metal reed attached to the upperside by a wire or cord
(plate 5).

Indeed, there is ample evidence for the use of metal reeds

24Jost Amman, Wapen und Stammbuch (Frankfurt: S. Feyrabend, 1589;
reprint ed., Munich: G. Hirth, 1881), p. 111.
This engraving had
already appeared in Philipp Lonicer's Insignia Sacr~ Caesare~ Maiestatis
. . . (Frankfurt: S. Feyrabend, 1579), p. 103; see Andreas Andresen, Der
Deutsche Peintre-Graveur oder die deutschen Maler als Kupferstecher
(Leipzig: R. Weigel, 1864; reprint ed., New York: Collectors Edition,
[1977]), 1:375.
25Heyde,

11

Ein Urahn der Klarinette? 11 , 15:121; abb. 1-2.
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PLATE 3

J\1 VS I CA .

l{d n f.:t~f~\'t U\,Uuit ma~~ jc f.:i n/
Dann O t~ t~ hi n ~~ o.:n Di\·nm t m.:in.
il'

A woman

playing

an

organ

from

Jest

Amman's

Wapen

und

Stammbuch

(Frankfurt: S. Feyrabends, 1589; reprint ed., Munich: Hirth, 1893), p.

111.
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PLATE 4

A painting on an altar in the Stadtkirche in Bitterfeld, East Germany
(c.

1525), from Herbert heyde,

11

Ei n Urahn der Kl ari nette? 11 Deutsches

Jahrbuch der Musikwissenschaft fUr 1970 15 (1971), ill. 1.
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PLATE 5
.. .

:..

;. ,.~ ' ...·l J~
L ~, .f·
' -·

.
\

A section of the painting (plate 4) on an altar in the Stadtkirche in
Bitterfeld, East Germany (c. 1525), from Herbert Heyde,
Klarinette?

11

11

Ein Urahn der

Deutsches Jahrbuch der Musikwissenschaft fur

(1971), ill. 2.

1970 15

13
from

the

Brandenburg

inventory of

1582,26

and

in

bellows-blown organ) made by Afranio degli Albonesi

the

phagotus

(1480-c.

(a

1565).27

Heyde, however, did not concede the possibility that the painting in
fact may illustrate the use of a reed cap (covering a double reed),
rather

than

a

mouthpiece. 28

single-reed

Thus,

of

the

three

illustrations two clearly do not show single-reed instruments and the
remaining one is by no means clear in this respect.
The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
Definitions for the chalumeau in dictionaries from the beginning of
the seventeenth century are found to be similar to those of previous
dictionaries.
chalumeau as

For instance, the Englishman,
11

Cotgrave (1611) defined

a small reed, or cane; also, the stemme of an hearbe;

a 1 so, a wheaten or oaten straw, or a pipe made thereof 11 • 29
provided a definition of chalemelle as
of a wheaten or oaten strawn. 30

11

He also

a little pipe made of reed, or

Nicot (1616) defined it as a

11

tuyau de

26cited by Curt Sachs in Musik und Oper am kurbrandenburgischen
Hof (Berlin: J. Bard, 1910), p. 207.
27Heyde, 15:122. See also Lyndesay G. Langwill, The Bassoon and
Contrabassoon (London: E. Benn, 1975), pp. 7-9; Francis W. Galpin and
Guy Oldham, 11 Phagotus, 11 NGDMI, 1:557.
28see Anthony Baines,

11

Reviews, 11 GSJ 27 (1974): 151.

29Randle Cotgrave, A Dictionarie of the French and English tongues
(London, 1611; reprint ed., Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 1950), s.v. chalumeau.
30cf. Jeffrey Pulver, A Dictionary of Old English Music & Musical
Instruments (New York: E. P. Dutton & ~o:, 1929) '. p. 20~ . . P.ulver
interpreted this definition and others s1m1lar to 1t as s1gmfy1ng a
primitive shawm.
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froment .. (reed or wheat stalk), 31 an instrument which may have included
an idioglott reed as described in what follows.
Marin Mersenne,
Universelle

(1636),

chalumeaux. 32

in his massive musical

described

several

treatise,

different

reed

Harmonie
pipes

as

In Proposition IX of the fifth book of wind instruments ,

four different types of cha 1umeaux are i 11 ustrated ( p1ate 6).

The

first, from 1eft to right, is a pipe of wi 11 ow open at both ends, the
second is a simple recorder-like instrument without any tone holes.

The

fourth is wind-capped instrument called a mirliton or kazoo, whose reed
is a thin piece of skin wrapped around the inside of the capsule.

It

was set into vibration by speaking or singing into the only tone hole
(B) near the top of the instrument.

The third and fifth instruments

have idioglott reeds and are made from wheat stalk or

11

tuyau de ble

11

•

The third is cut in the middle, the fifth on the upper part, to form a
beating tongue which vibrates, when the reed portion is taken into the
mouth and air is blown into it.

The first of these chalumeaux has two

tone holes, one placed at each end, the second has three tone holes
placed at the lower end of the pipe.

Mersenne stated that none can make

ten or twelve different pitches through the means of these three
holes

11

•

33

These two instruments foreshadow the more sophisticated

31Jean Ni cot, Thresor de 1a Langue Francoise tant anci enne que
moderne (Paris: D. Doucovr, 1606; reprint ed., Menston: Scalar Press,
1970).
32Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle, 3 vols. (Paris: S.
Cramoisy, 1636; reprint ed., Paris: Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifque, 1963), 3:228-9; trans. by Roger E. Chapman as The Book on
Instruments (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1957), pp. 298-9.
33Translation by Chapman, p. 298.
l'on puisse faire dix ou douze tons differens par le moyen de ces
trois troUS
11

11

•
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PLATE 6

A

A

c

"Chalumeau"

instruments

illustrated by Marin Mersenne

in Harmonie

Universelle, 3 vols. (Paris: S. Cramoisy, 1636; reprint ed., Paris:
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1963), 3:229.

16
11

Chalumeau" with a separate or "heteroglott" reed, utilized by composers

of the eighteenth century.
Mersenne mentions at a 1ater point in the fifth book of wind
instruments (Proposition XXVI) the various parts and reeds of the
"bagpipe of the country people", the chalemie or cornemuse.

He

illustrates two single reeds (marked 1 and 2 in Plate 7) and one doublereed ( 3) next to the tubes in which they were inserted.

The first

single reed (1) is simply a piece of cane with an idioglott tongue.

It

was inserted at the end of the pipe marked NL, protected by the section
LM, and placed inside the bag.

The pipe NL was part of the great

bourdon or drone pipe, made in three pieces (PO, ON and NL).

The second

single reed (2) was made from straw or wheat and is similar to the third
and fifth chalumeaux of the fourth proposition (plate 6 above).

It was

inserted at the end of the small bourdon or drone pipe (HK), placed in
the bag, and protected by a sheath (D).

The double reed (3) made from

thin pieces of cane, was fitted to the same double joint as the pipe
called the chanter or chalumeau (EFG), and protected by the sheath (D).
Mersenne also noted that the chalumeau (EFG) of this type of bagpipe is
played in two ways.

First, by using it as part of the bagpipe itself,

second, by pulling it out of the skin to play as a small double-reed
instrument. 34
Another contemporary definition of the chalumeau which describes an
instrument that is practically identical to Mersenne's bagpipe is found
in Trichet's manuscript treatise, "Traite des instruments de musique"
(c. 1640).
Mersenne, p. 229.
34Mersenne, pp. 376-80; trans. Chapman, pp. 354-7.
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PLATE 7

'J
.,)

~-"

.
~

1-'

8

Ill_

A chalemie or cornemuse in Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle, 3 vols.
(Paris: S. Cramoisy, 1636; reprint ed., Paris: Centre national de la
Recherche Scientifique, 1963), 3:283.
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The chalumeau is (1) a rustic pipe made from a wheat stalk
wi ~h a cut in its upper surface, ha 1 f a foot 1ong, such as are
st1ll played by children and young shepherds; it is a\1f (2) the
chanter of a cornemuse played as a separate instrument.

A contemporary illustration of an instrument that seems to be similar to
Trichet's first type of chalumeau is found in the oil painting,
de paysansu by Louis Le Nain (1593-1648). 36

11

Reunion

Here, a peasant boy is

playing a small cane pipe, that has an unidentifiable number of tone
holes.

Unfortunately,

the reed cannot be seen,

so it is debatable

whether this instrument is a single-reed chalumeau or a simple recorder.
It is evident from these sources, that during the sixteenth and
seventeenth

centuries

in

France,

the

single-reed

chalumeau

was

a

separate pipe with an idioglott reed, sometimes used as part of the
bagpipe.

Furthermore, the word

11

chalumeau 11 continued to designate a

pipe which utilized a single or double reed through the seventeenth and
into the eighteenth centuries.

For instance, both the cha 1 umeau (or

chanter) and drone of Borjon's (1672) musette used a double reed, as did
the musettes of Hotteterre (1737) and de Garsault (1761). 37

In 1715,

35sibyl Marcuse, A Survey of Musical Instruments (New York: Harper
1975), p. 719; cf. Pierre Trichet, Traite des instruments de
musique (vers 1640), ed. F. Lesure (Neuilly-sur-Seine: Societe de
musique d'autrefois, 1957), pp. 92-4.
& Row,

36see 11 Classique: art classique. XVIIe siecle,: Grand Larousse
Encyclopedique, 10 vols. (Paris: Librairie Larousse, 196~), 2: pl. 3;
Thomas Munro, "Painting," The World Book Encycloped1a, 20 vols.
(Chicago: Field Enterprises Educational Corp., 1961), 16:45.
37[Charles Emmanuel Borjon de Sceller_y], Traite de la ~usette
(Lyon: I. Girin and B. Riviere, 1672; repnnt ed., Gene~a: M1nkoff,
[1972])· [Jacques] Hotteterre, Methode pour la Musette (Par1s: J. B. C.
Ballard: 1738; reprinted., Geneva: Minkof_f, ~977); ~Fran~ois Al~xandre
Pierre] de Garsault, Notionaire, ou memor1al ra1sonne (Par1s: G.

19

Crousaz wrote of the chalumeau as a 11 tuyau de bled .. , implying an
38
idioglott reed.
A distant relative of the French musette was the
pi bgorn (a hornpipe) of England and Wa 1es in use from the fifteenth
through the nineteenth centuries. 39

Indeed, fo 1k instruments having

idioglott or heteroglott reeds are presently in use in Czechoslovakia
and in several provinces of the U.S.S.R. 40

Additional evidence for the

use of a single-reed wind instrument in European art music seems to be
1acki ng until

the end of the seventeenth century.

No single-reed

instrument, with the exception of the reg a1 organ, is found in the
instrumental

treatises

of

Virdung,

Agricola,

Luscinius

and

Praetorious. 41
The Mock Trumpet
By the 1ast decade of the seventeenth century a key-1 ess, wind
instrument had become popular in England, under the name of the mock
trumpet.

It may be considered a type of chalumeau because of its

38 Jean Pierre de Crousaz, Traite de Beau (Amsterdam: F. L'Honore,
1715)' p. 239.
39 Henry Balfour, 11 The Old British 'Pibcorn' or 'Hornpipe' and its
affinities, .. Journal of the Anthropological Institute 20 (1890) 144-7;
Iowerth C. Peate, 11 Welsh musical instruments, .. Man 47 (Feb. 1947): 21-2.
Cf. Joan Rimmer, 11 Pibgorn, 11 NGDMI, 3:109-10.
40see Anthony Baines, European and American Musical Instruments
(New York: Viking Press, 1966), p. 112; and the Atlas of Musical
Instruments of the Peoples Inhabiting the USSR, eds. K. A. Vertkov et
al. (Moscow: State Music Publishers, 1975).
See also the extensive
listing of folk clarinets given at the end of the article 11 Clarinet•• by
Nicholas Shackleton in NGDMI, 1:402.
41sebastian Virdung, Musica getutscht und auszgezogen (Strasbourg:
W. Bischoue, 1511; reprint ed., Kassel: Barenreiter, 1931); Martin
Agricola, Musica Instrumental is Deudsch (Wittenber~:. G. Rhaw,. 1529;
reprinted., Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1969); Ottmar Lusc1~1us, Musurgla.seu
Praxis Musicae (Strasbourg: I. Sch?ttum, 153~); M1chael Pr?etor1us,
Syntagma Musicum: II. .~e Org.anographla (Wolfenbuttel: E. Holwe1n, 1619;
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resemblance to the recorder and probable use of an idioglott reed.
unique,

extant tutor

for

this

instrument

is

found

in the

A

Euing

collection of the University of Glasgow.4 2 Its title page reads:
The Fourth I Compleat Book for the I MOCK TRUMPET I Containing
Plain and Easy Directions to Sound ye MOCK TRUMPET 1 Together with
Variety of new TRUMPET TUNES AIRES MARCHES & MINUETS I fitted to
that INSTRUMENT, and Very Proper for ye BRAZEN TRUMPET, also I
se~erall FIRST and SECOND TREBLES for two TRUMPETS I the whole
Fa1rly Engraven I price 6d 1 Note ye first Second and Third Books
may be had where these are Sold 1 --- 1
London Printed for I. Walsh at ye Harp in Katherine Street, I.
Hare at ye Viol & Flute in Cornhill, and 1 P. Randall at ye Violin
and Lute with out Temple Barr in the Strand.
The imprint "I. Walsh . • . I. Hare . • . and P. Randall" show that this
vo 1ume was pub 1i shed between November 1706 and October 1708.43

The

earliest three datable books for the mock trumpet, all published by John
Walsh, appeared between 1698 and 1703.

Their titles have been traced

through newspaper advertisements:
A Collection of Ayers fitted for the new instrument call 'd the
Mock Trumpet, & a1so first and Second Treb 1es f4'4 two Trumpets:
Graven price Is (Post Boy, 13-15 September 1698).
A Second Book for the new instrument ca 11 ed, the Mock Trumpet;
containing variety of Trumpet-tunes, Ayrs, Marches, Minuets, made
purpose 1y for that Instruments: with Instruction for Learners.
Also several first and second Treb145 for two Trumpets. Engraven.
Price Is (Flying Post, 4 May 1699).
42GB(Ge), Class-mark B.e. 19. The contents of this tutor and
nature of the mock trumpet were initially investigated by Thurston Dart
in "The Mock Trumpet," GSJ 6 (1953): 35-40.
43william c. Smith, Bibliography of the Musical Works published by
John Walsh during the years 1695-1720 (London: Bibliographical Society,
1948), p. xxvi.
44smith, p. 6, no. 17.
45smith, pp. 8-9, no. 21. See also Mic~ael Ti~mouth, "A Calendar
of References to Music in Newspapers publ1shed 1n London and the
Prnvinroc fl~~n-171Q) _ " R_M_A_ R~s~~rch Chronicle. no. 1
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The 3d Book of the Mock Trumpet.
Containing variety of new
Trumpet Tunes, Airs and Minuets fitted to that Instrument, and
v~ry. proper for the Brazen Trumpet, as a1so for Learners on the
V1ol1n, Flute or Hoboy, being both easy and pleasant. Likewise
1st and 2d Trebles for Trumpets , with directions for Learners
price Is (Post Man, 23-26 October 1703).46
'
The mock trumpet, clearly meant for the dilettante performer, was
described in the first two books.

Evidence of its early popularity in

London is found in an advertisement from The Diverting Post of 25
November 1704:
Wilder's Mock Trumpets, which have been so well approv'd of by the
greatest Musick Masters in England, and allow'd to imitate the
Real Trumpet almost to perfection, are sold at most Musick-Shops
in London. The said Wilder does every Day, from 9 till 11 of the
Clock in the Morning, teach (several Gentlemen to sound first and
second Trebles by Book so exact, that it is difficult to
distinguish them from real Trumpets) privately at his own Lodgings
at the Golden Horse-shoe in Blew Ball Court, in Salisbury Square,
Fleet street, where any Musick-shop in Engla9d may be furnished
with Mock-Trumpets Wholesale very reasonably.
One or more mock trumpet tutors were a part of Thomas Britton's (16441714) large collection of music and instruments sold at auction on 6-8
December

1714.48

As

late

as

27

October

1718,

the

following

advertisement appeared in The St. Ives Post Boy or The Loyal Packet:

46smith, p. 41, no. 137.
47Tilmouth, p. 57.
48A printed catalogue of Britton's music and instruments included:
[number] "130. 9 books of instruction_for ~he Psalmody, F~ute and Mocktrumpet", as reprinted by John Hawk1 ns 1n A Genera 1 H1 st~ry of . the
Science and Practice of Music, 5 vols. (London, 1776, repr1nted 1n 3
vols., London: Novello, 1853; reprinted., New York: Do_ver, 1963),
2:792-3. From 1678, weekly music meetings were held at Bntton's home
in London, where the mock trumpet may have been played.
See M.
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George Barton • . . Sells the following Things at his Shops in
Peterborough, at St. Ives and at St. Neot's every Market Day vi4
. . . Violins, Hoit-boys, Flutes, Mock-Trumpets, Flagelets . ' . . 9
Two mock trumpet tutors formed part of the extensive music collection in
The Hague of the collector Nicolas Selhof (1680-1758).50
The structural nature of the mock trumpet 51 is of some uncertainty
since this wind instrument is apparently not defined in any contemporary
dictionary. 52
This makes the information contained in The Fourth
Compleat Book, especially important, therefore.

After its title page

(transcribed

chart,

below),

there

are:

a fingering

one

page

of

directions for playing, and a page devoted to the rudiments of music.
This is followed by eighteen pages of music, paginated from 1 to 18.
The fingering chart entitled, "The GAMUT or Scale for the Mock Trumpet",
shows a scale of one octave from g' to g'', with seven tone holes
numbered from 1 to 7 (plate 8).

The second page of the tutor is worth

quoting here at length s i nee it provides important

directions for

playing:
Directions for the Mock-Trumpet, The Gamut must be learned
backwards, and forwards, by heart, then you must observe how to
hold your Trumpet, which is thus, your Left hand baing uppermost,
place the middle finger of your left hand, on ye 3 Hole, and the
fourth Finger of your Right Hand, on the lowest Hole, with your
Right Hand Thumb beneath to Support, ye trumpet, then the rest of
49Tilmouth, "A Calendar of References to Music in Newspapers
published in London and the Provinces (1660-1719)," p. 103.
50"No. 2801-The Compleat Book for the Mock T~um~et, for one or two
Trumpets, no. 2802-idem, ut supra, the fourth Book.' 1n Catalogue of t~e
music library, instruments and other property of N1colas Selhof, sold 1n
the Hague; 1759, intro. by A. Hyatt King (Amsterdam: F. Knuf, 1973), p.
240.
51Not to be confused with the tromba marina.
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PLATE 8

The G.A111.UT or Scale for the Mock Tru~_pet
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A fingering chart for the mock trumpet from The Fourth Compleat Book for
the Mock Trumpet (London: J. Walsh, J. Hare, and P. Randall, [17061708]), p. [iii].
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your Fingers, wi 11 stop the other ho 1es in Course. The Figures
under the Gamut, Directs you how to place your Fingers upon the
Ho 1es, then put the Trumpet in your Mouth, as far as the Gilded
Leather, and blow pretty strong, which will produce the Notes, in
the Gamut whose Names, are set over them, which teaches the Names
of the Lines and Spaces. Your Left Hand Thumb is ca 11 ed, your
firstdFinger, which stops the HoJe, underneath your fore Finger,
the 2 your middle Finger, the 3 tRur next, the fourth The fotR
Finger, of your Right Han1 the 5 the middle Finger, the 6
your Fourth Finger, the 7 h which stops the 1owest Ho 1e. The
Marks and Rules for Graces are these viz. A close shake thus = an
open Shake Beat or Sweeting thus + To Grace Gsolreut in Alt, you
must put down the middle Finger, of your Left Hand, and the middle
Finger of your Right Hand, upon their proper Holes, then close
beat, the fore Finger of your Right Hand, and it produces a
tingling Gsolreut in Alt. To make a ratling between 2 Notes,
first put down the Thumb and fore t~ nger of your Left hand, and
beat strong with your middle and 4 Fingers, of the same Hand,
remaining on. A close Shake must be play'd from ye Note above,
Example, If you would Shake Ffaut in Alt, first sound Gsolreut in
Alt, then Shake your thumb in the same breath, on its proper Hole,
concluding with it on. An open Shake or Sweetning is by Shaking
your Finger over the half Hole, next below the Note to be sweetned
ending with it off. Thus you must sweeten De 1aso 1 sound your
Delasol, Shaking the third Finger of your Left Hand, over the half
Hole, next below, keeping your finger up. In short after a close
Sha~~ keep your Finger down, After an open Shake keep your Finger
up.
As we can see, the mock trumpet was covered in gi 1ded 1eather and
otherwise closely resembled a recorder, with finger number one for the
thumb, beneath the hole for the index finger of the left hand. Indeed,
the fingering is identical to that used for the alto recorder. 54
An instrument which seems to match the description above was
preserved into the twentieth century only to be destroyed during World
War II.

It had been owned by the Flemish collector, C. C. Snoeck, and

53This page is reproduced in Albert R. Rice, .. The History and
Literature of the Chalumeau and the Two-Keyed Clarinet, .. The Clarinet 1
(Aug. 1974): 12.
54col in Lawson, The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century Music (Ann
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was described in the catalogue of the Royal Military Exhibition of 1890
by the editor, C. R. Day, who identified it as chalumeau:

CHALUMEAU, in g', French pitch. This instrument consists of a
tube of cane open at the lower end, the upper being closed by the
natural joint of the cane. The tube is covered with red leather;
and the reed consists of a sma 11 tongue detached from the cane
itself, and shaved down to the required thickness. It is worthy
of note that in this instrument the reed is placed upon the upper
side, unlike the arrangement in the clarinets of the present day,
and, therefore, the lips could have exercised but little control
over the vibrations of the tongue. There are six finger-holes
upon the upper side, with a seventh or thumb-ho 1e be 1ow. The
bell note is g'. The tone of the chalumeau is not unlike that of
~ts sggcessor the modern clarinet. Length 8~ inches, diameter .6
1nch.
In 1894, Snoeck described this instrument as a "chalumeau i

anche

battante", 21 centimeters in length, not adding any new details to Day's
earlier description of it.5 6 Eight years later, most of his collection
was bought for the Staatliche Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin, in whose
catalogue this instrument is described

as an "Idioglott Klarinette". 57

It appears that this instrument may be identified with the mock trumpet
on the basis of its length and the leather covering. 58

55A Descriptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments recently
exhibited at the Royal Military Exhibition, London, 1890, ed. C. R. Day
(London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1891), p. 110, no. 221, photographed in
p1 • IV, no. A.
56cesar Charles Snoeck, Catalogue de la collection d'instruments
de musique anciens ou curieux (Ghent: J. Vuylsteke, 1894), p. 174, no.
916.
57curt Sachs Sammlung alter Musikinstrumente bei der Staatlichen
Hochschule fur Musik zu Berlin. Beschreibenden Katalog (Berlin: J. Bard,
1922), p. III, col. 344, no. 2916.
58cf. Lawson, p. 32. Private correspondence confirming the 1oss
of this instrument was received in June of 1983 from Dr. Dieter
Krickeberg of the Staatl iches Institut fur Musikforschung Preussicher
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The early arrival of the "chalumeau" in the Netherlands is shown
by the publication of two volumes of duets by J. P. Dreux during 1703 to
1704. 59 Originally published by Estienne Roger in Amsterdam, the extant
volumes in the Herzog-August library in Wolfenbuttel were pirated by
Pierre Mortier in about 1709, 60 their titles read:
FANFARES I Pour 1es Cha 1umeaux & Trompettes 1 Propres auss 1 a
joOer sur les Flutes, Violins & Haubois 1 Composees Par 1 JAQUES
PH I LIPPE DREUX I Livre Premier [Second] I A AMSTERDAM I Chez
PIERRE MORTIER sur le Vygendam 1 qui vend les Livres Nouveaux en
Musique.
In his catalogue of 1706 Roger included these Fanfares by Dreux, and
offered chalumeaux for sale at 3 florins apiece. 61

The music of these

duets is confined to the notes g', and£' tog'', and would therefore be
playable on a keyless chalumeau.

Similar to the contents of The Fourth

Compleat Book for the Mock Trumpet, these duets illustrate further the
early association of the chalumeau and trumpet in terms of musical
idiom. 62
Baines suggested that a description of a keyless wind instrument
in Buonanni's book of 1722 concerning musical instruments is, in fact, a

59Fran9ois Lesure, Bibliographie des editions musicales publiees
par Estienne Roger et Michel-Charles le Cene (Amsterdam, 1696-1743)
(Paris: Heugel et Cie, 1969), p. 66.
60samuel F.

Pogue~

"Roger, Estienne," Grove 6, 16:99-101.

61catalogue de Musique appended to [Andre Felibien, sieur des
Avaux] , Conferences de 1 'academi e roya 1e de pei nture et de sculpture
(Amsterdam: E. Roger, 1706), n.p.
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description of the English mock trumpet. 63
several which appear in

This description is one of

number XX III , entitled , "Obo~":

Before ending this narrative , it remains to be pointed out
that among the instruments, which are played with breath there is
one (at best not much employed) which is commonly called scialumo
[chalumeau]. Usually this is made of cane in the manner of a
zampogna, as long as 64he recorder, it has seven holes, that is six
above and one below.
Buonanni's zampogna was a wheat stalk chalumeau similar to Mersenne's
65
Gastone Vio has shown from archival documents located
"tuyau de ble".
in Venice at the Pieta, that the German , Lodovico Erdtman (Ludwig
Erdtmann) was made "Maestro Professore di Salamuri" at the beginning of

63
Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their History, 3rd ed.,
(London: Faber and Faber, 1967), p. 296.
64 All translations not otherwise attributed are by the present
writer.
"Prima di terminare questa narrativa, non ~ da lasciarsi
l'accennare, che tra gl'Istromenti, li quali si suonano col fiato
uno ve n'~, (se bene non molto adoperato) il quali volgarmente se
chiama Scialumo, suole esser questo fatto di canna a modo di
Zampogna, e lungo come il Flauto, e ha buchi sette, cio~ sei di
sopra, ed uno di sotto".
Filippo Bonanni [Buonanni], Gabinetto Armonico pieno d'Istromenti sonori
(Rome: G. Placho, 1722), p. 68. Some of Buonanni's definitions are
slightly changed in an Italian-French edition, edited by G. Ceruti
(Description Des Instrumens Harmonigues I Descrizione degli Istromenti
Armonici Rome: V. Monaldini, 1776, pp. 82-3). The above definition and
others from the 1722 edition, are repeated by Pietro Gianelli in
Dizionario della musica sacra, e profana (Vienna: A. Santini, 1801),
1:92.
65cf. Bonanni [Buonanni], Antique Musical Instruments and Their
Players, 152 Plates from Bonanni's "Gabinetto Armonico", with a new
intro. and captions by F. L. Harrison and J. Rimmer (New York: Dover,
196
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1706. 66
11

Th.1s 1ns
. t rumen t was also known as the

11

Salmoni

11

,

11

Salmo

11

and

Saltaron .. , and may have been identical to Buonanni's scialum6.67
The Chalimo or Chalimou

In his catalogue of the wind instruments at the Bachhaus in Eisenach,
Heyde quoted part of an invoice list of instruments dated 1687, in which
.. Ein Chor Chalimo von 4. stOcken .. were purchased from Nuremberg for the
Duke of Ri::imhil d-Sachsen.

Heyde imp 1i ed that these instruments were

built by the Nuremberg maker Johann Christoph Denner (1655-1707), whose
stamp appears on a

11

Basset-Blockfli::ite

During the eighteenth century,

11

in the Bachhaus collection.68

11

Chalimou

11

instruments were ordered from

Denner's son, Jacob (1681-1735), and are recorded in archival documents
from Nuremberg (1710) and Gi::ittweig (c. 1720), discussed below .
origin of this instrument is suggested by its French name,

11

The

chalumeau

11

(as well as the cognates in English, shalamo; Italian, scialumb; and
German,

Schalamaux)

found

in

several

books

and

musical

sources.

Furthermore, during the late seventeenth century, French makers such as,
the Hotteterre family,

became widely celebrated for their superior

66Gastone Vio,
Precisazioni sui documenti della Pieta in
relazione alle 'Figlie del coro', in Vivaldi Veneziano Europeo, ed. F.
Degrada (Florence: L. S. Olschki, 1980), pp. 105-6. According to the
account book of the Pieta, 7 ducats and 16 grossi were paid to Ortoman
[Erdtmann] on 17 March 1706 per doi salamoni per choro .. ; while on 30
July he received 40 ducats per saldo d'instrumenti salmo per coro ...
See M. Talbot, Vivaldi e lo chalumeau, .. Rivista Italiana di musicologia
15 (1980): 150.
11

11

11

11

11

67cf. Talbot,

11

Vivaldi e lo chalumeau, .. pp. 158-62.

68Quoted from the Ri::imhi 1der Kammerech.nungen by H~rbert Heyde in
Hi stori sche Musi ki nstrumente im Bachhaus E1 senach ( [We1mar]: Bachhaus
Eisenach, 1976), p. 193, no. Ll. This document is preserv?d in the
Staatsarchiv Meiningen, according to private correspondence wh1ch I have
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craftsmanship in making recorders, flutes, oboes and bassoons.69

In

1696, J. C. Denner and the woodwind maker , Johann Schell petitioned the
Nuremberg city council to be recognized as master craftsmen, and be
granted

permission to make for

sale the

"

French musical

instruments . . . which were invented about 12 years ago [i.e. 1684] in
70
Only the recorder and oboe are mentioned in this document,
France."
but

the

single-reed chalumeau must have been one of these new
instruments J 1 Their petition was granted in apparent recognition of

these new type of instruments.72
It should be borne in mind that from the late seventeenth century,
the

German

nobility slavishly copied their

French contemporaries,

adopting their language, clothes, food, furniture, dances, and music.73
Therefore, the use of the chalumeau and several

other instruments

originating in France reflects this tendency of contemporary German

69 Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their History, p. 276.
7°Nuremberg city archive, Rep. E 5 I, Drechs. 53, Prod. 26; quoted
by Ekkehart Nickel in Der Holzblasinstrumentenbau in der Freien
Reichsstadt Nurnberg (Munich: E. Katzbichler, 1971), p. 204.
71 Nora Post brought to my attention a Gobelins tapestry, "Argus et
Mercure" (c. 1718, The Louvre, Paris), that depicts an instrument which
appears to be a chalumeau or a baroque clarinet. See Maurice Fenaille,
Etat General des Tapisseries de La Manufacture des Gobelins Depuis son
origine jusgu'a nos jours 1600-1900 (Paris: Hachette et Cie, 1904) ,
3:122-3, 127, 129. A keyless chalumeau is described as late as 1753 in
Diderot and d'Alembert's Encyclopedie, see below, pp. 42-45.
72several extant recorders by J. C. Denner and Schell were made at
so-called, "French pitch", between A-3.92 and about A-415, see Br~ce
Haynes
"Johann Sebastian Bach's P1 tch Standards: The Woodw1 nd
Perspe~tive," JAMIS 11 (1985): 100. Cf. Friedrich von Huene, "Denner,"
NGDMI, 1:557.

13see Adrien Fauchier-Magnan, The Small German Courts in the
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society.

74

The earliest evidence of the use of the chalumeau in Germany

is found in an anonymous collection inscribed "Hannover 1690".

It is

entitled, "XIIe Concert Charivari ou nopce de village a 4 Violon, 2
Chalumeaux 3 Pollissons et

un Tambour

les

Viollons

en Vielle"J5

Mattheson, in his biographical sketch of the composer, G. P. Telemann,
stated that during his stay at Hildesheim, Telemann became acquainted
"mit dem Hoboe, der Traverse, dem SchalOmo, der Gambe" as well as other
instrumentsJ 6

This comment refers to Telemann's stay at Hildesheim

sometime between 1697 and 1701, where he established contact with French
musicians of the court of Brunswick.

Reinhard Keiser's subsequent use

of the chalumeau in Hamburg also probably indicates his exposure to it,
when he was the Kapellmeister at Brunswick before 1695. 77

In Dresden,

the "Privat-Chatoulle" of August the Strong probably made use of the
chalumeau.

An invoice dated 1709 from the Dresden maker,

Johann

Christian MUller, included bassoon and oboe reeds, and "4 cadalichen
Rohr", which Heyde be 1 i eves were reeds for the cha 1umeau or shawm .7 8
74other French names used for instruments in the Nuremberg
archival sources include: "Hautbois", "Basson", and "Taille", see below,
pp. 43-4.
75In "12 Grands Concerts en Partition", 0-brd (OS), 1226/12, see
Hans Oskar Koch, "Sonderform der Blasinstrumente in der deutschen Musik
vom spiten 17. bis zur Mitte des 18. Jahrhunderts" (Ph.D. diss.,
Ruprecht-Karl- Universitit, 1980), p. 223, the beginning of this work is
transcribed on page 92. Koch, p. 91, believes that these chalumeaux
were "Deutschen Schalmey".
76Johann Mattheson, Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte (Hamburg, 1740;
reprinted., Kassel: Birenreiter, 1969), p. 357.
77Heinz Becker, "Oas Chalumeau bei Telemann," in Konferenzbericht
der 3. Magdeburger Tel emann-Festtage (Magdeburg: Deutsche Kul turband,
1969)' p. 69.
78staatsarchi v Dresden, Rechnungen der Pri vat-Chatoull e Augusts
des Starken, 1709, f. 70 quoted by Herbert.. Heyde in "Blasinstrumente und
"t
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Numerous musical sources also indicate that the greatest use of the
chalumeau during the eighteenth century occurred in German and Austrian
centers, such as , Frankfurt, Dresden, Darmstadt and Vienna.79
In

1730,

a biography of J.

C.

Denner

appeared

in

J.

G.

Doppelmayr's Historische Nachricht von den NOrnbergischen Mathematicis
und

KOnstlern,

crediting this maker with the

improvement of the

chalumeau, as well as the invention of the clarinet.

In 1678, Denner,

the son of a Nuremberg turner of game whistles and hunting horns
11
(

Wildruff=und Horn=Dreher 11 ) , Heinrich Denner, had established a well-

known business by building many fine quality woodwind instruments,
including: recorders, pommers, oboes, dulcians, bassoons, racketts, and
chalumeaux.

He trained two sons, Jacob and Johann David (1691-1764) in

the art of instrument building, but while some of Jacob's instruments
have survived there are no known examples of the work of Johann David.
Today, at least sixty-seven instruments by J. C. Denner and thirty-eight
by Jacob are extant in museums and private collections.8°
A significant passage concerning the cha 1umeau and clarinet, in
Doppelmayr's biographical account of J. C. Denner is cited here:
Finally his artistic passion compelled him to seek ways of
improving his invention of the aforesaid instruments [recorders],
Bedeutung der Blasinstrumente im Schaffen von Johann Joseph Fux (Graz,
forthcoming).
79Becker 11 Das Chalumeau bei Telemann,u p. 357. For a list of
musical works ;ritten from c. 1703 to 1772 see Becker, 11 Das Chalumeau im
18. Jahrhundert, 11 in Speculum Musicae Artis. Festgabe fOr H:inrich
Husmann zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. H. Becker and R. Gerlach (Mumch: W.
Fink, 1970), pp. 40-6; and Lawson, The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century
Music, pp. 172-82.
80see Phillip T. Young, Twen.ty-Five Hu~dred Historical Woodwind
Instruments: An Inventory of the MaJor Collect1ons (New York: Pe~dragon,
1982), pp. 20-6; Idem, 11 Some Further Instruments by the Denners, GSJ 35
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and this praiseworthy intention had the desired effect. At the
beginning of the current century, he invented a new kind of pipe
work, the. so-called clarinet, to the great delight of all music
lo~ers, d1scovered again from ancient times the already well-known
st1ck or sfckett bassoon, and at length presented an improved
chalumeau.
This account of Denner's improvement of the chalumeau and invention of
the clarinet is the earliest written evidence crediting this maker with
the .. invention .. of the clarinet.

It is the original

source for

virtually every eighteenth-century account which mentions the clarinet's
inventor as Denner or a

11

NOrnberger .. , but in the light of recent

research should not be accepted at face value without careful scrutiny.
Nickel observed that this text appeared almost twenty-five years after
Denner's death, and included inaccuracies, such as Denner's age at the
time he left Leipzig to live in Nuremberg.

Doppelmayr also tended to

exaggerate the achievements of other Nuremberg craftsmen, such as
Sigmund Schnitzer and Georg Gr0n. 82 Furthermore, the contributions of
other contemporary makers to the development of the chalumeau and
clarinet have not been examined, and the exact nature of Denner's
improvements to the chalumeau, according to Doppelmayr, are also not
81cf. the English translation given by Kroll in The Clarinet, pp.
13-14.
nzuletzt triebe ihn sein Kunst=Blieben annoch dahin an, wie
er noch ei n mehrers durch seine Erfi ndung und Verbesserung bey
bemeldten Instrumenten dargeben mogte I dieses gute Vorhaben
errei chte auch wOrckl i ch ei nen erwOnschten Effect, i ndeme er zu
An fang
di ese
1auffenden
Secul i,
e~ ne
neue
Arth
~on
Pfeiffen=wercken, die so genannte Clar1nette, zu der MuslcLi ebenden grosen VergnOgen, ausfande, ferner wi ed.erum die V?r
alten Zeiten schon bekandte Stock=Fagotte, endl1ch auch d1e
Chalumeaux verbesserter darstellte ...
Johann Gabriel Doppelmayr, Historisches Nachricht von den NOrnbergischen
Mathematicis und KOnstlern (Nuremberg: P. C. Monath, 1730), p. 305.
8
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known.

However, the "Chalimo" purchased from Nuremberg, for the Duke of

Romhild-Sachsen in 1687, raises the possibility that Denner was making
these instruments at that early date.

In 1698, the writer, C. Weigel,

mentioned numerous instruments made in Nuremberg by "Zwey berOhmte
Meister" (Denner and Schell?), but cites neither the chalumeau nor the
clarinet. 83 Until further evidence is uncovered, a reasonable working
hypothesis would seem to be that Denner became involved with the
clarinet sometime after 1698.

Several eighteenth-century descriptions

of the chalumeau provide us with a clearer idea of the structural nature
of this instrument in different locations and at different times.
In addition to the type of "scialumo" described with that term
(quoted above on page 27), Buonanni described a second type called the
"calandrone":
Another type of sci a1umo, according to performers, is
calandrone, which has holes like the recorders.
Near
beginning of the mouthpiece are two keys that cover
diametrically opposite holes. The lips are pressed as in
zampogna, and it renders a raucous sound that 1s not pleasant.
is played in the same manner as the recorder. 8

the
the
two
the
It

83christoff [Christoph] Weigel, Abbildung der Geme\n-N~Blichen
Haupt=Stande (Regensburg: n.p., 1698), pp. 237-8; cf. Fr1ednch von
Huene, "Denner," NGDMI, 1:557.
84Filippo Bonanni [Buonanni], p. 68.
Un altra specie di ~cialumo .dicesi. dalli Su~na~o~i
Calandrone, i1 quale ha li buch1, come 1.1 Flaut1, e nel p~1nc~p1o
dell' imboccatura ha due molle, le qual1 premute, danno 11 f1ato
per due buchi oppositi in diametro, dove si pone la bocca e
inferita un Zampogna! rende questa ~n suon~"rauco, e poco grato, e
si suona colle medes1me regale dell1 Flaut1 •
11

This definition is repeated by P. Gianelli in Dizionario della musica
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The only apparent difference between Buonanni s calandrone and his
1

scialumo is the addition of two diametrically opposite keys near the
mouthpiece.

A more comprehensive definition of the word chalumeau, is

found in J. G. Wa 1ther s Mus i ka 1i sches Lexicon of 1732.
1

Of the four

types that he described the last two instruments are the most important
in this discussion:
Chalumeau, plural, Chalumeaux (French) Fistula pastoritia [Latin].
A shawm, shepherd s pipe made from some parts of cane called
calamus. Besides this meaning, it is also found as the chanter in
a bagpipe. Furthermore, it is a small woodwind instrument that
has seven holes and a range from f 1 to~~~. Also the name for a
little wind instrument made from boxwood that has seven holes, two
brass keys up near the mouthpiece, and an additional a partes ~ole
near the bottom.
It has a range of from f 1 to ~
and Q.
possibly also to Q and~~~~ .~ 0
1

1 1

1 1

,

11

Not surprisingly, the first two definitions correspond to Tri chet s
definition a century earlier, as well as to Mersenne s descriptions. 86
1

1

85cf. the translation given by Angela Maria Owen in "The Chalumeau
and Its Music," The American Recorder 8 (1967): 7.
"Chalumeau, pl Chalumeaux (.9il]_.) Fistula pastoritia [lat.]
eine Schallmey, Schafer=Peiffe; weil sie mehrentheils aus Rohr [so
calamus heisset] gemacht ist. Nebst dieser Bedeutung wird auch die
an einem Dudel=Sacke befindliche Pfeiffe; ferner ein kleines
BlaB=Instrument, so sieben Locher hat, und von f biB ins ~ gehet,
also genennet.
Ferner ein kleines aus Buchsbaum verfertigtes
Blas=Instrument, so sieben Locher eben beym AnsaBe, zwo meBingene
Klappen,
auch
bey
der
untern
noch
ein
a partes
Loch hat, und vern f biss ins

-h und -c gehet".

-a und -b, auch wohl

biB ins

Johann Gottfried Walther, Musikalisches Lexicon, oder musikalische
Bibliothek (Leipzig: w. Deer, 1732; reprint ed., Kassel: Barenreiter,
1953)' p. 153.
86cf. the descriptions in Mersenne, Harmonicorum ~ibri XII (Pa~is,
1648· reprint ed. Geneva: Minkoff, 1972). See Veromka Gutmann, Zur
Funktion der Schriften von Mersenne und der Dictionnaires von Richelet
und Furetiere in Johann Gottfried Walthers Musicalischem Lexikon - Eine
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The third instrument is identical to the mock trumpet and Buonanni 's
scialumo, the additional ~" of its range presumably played in the
overblown register.

This higher register is achieved by: opening one of

the keys, increasing the wind pressure, and tightening the lips on the
reed, forcing the air column into a higher frequency.87

Walther's

fourth chalumeau with two keys corresponds to Buonanni's calandrone,
except for its ~ partes or double hole for its lowest finger hole.

This

double hole was provided to aid in the playing of the lowest half-step
of the range.
Walther's entire definition was repeated practically verbatim in
Majer's instrumental treatise, Museum Musicum (1732), placed between
descriptions of the recorder and the transverse flute. 88

Heinz Becker

pointed out that eighteenth-century writers, such as Majer, classified
wind instruments on the basis of the number of finger holes on the
instrument, instead of the present-day systems based on the nature of
the

vibrating

bodies of the

instrument. 89

In addition to this

description, Majer provided an additional section devoted to members of
the chalumeau family:
It is usua 1 to have soprano and alto or quart, and even
tenor and bass chalumeaux, at either French or German pitch, and
because of their difficult embouchure they are very hard to blow.
Jahrbuch fur Historische Musikpraxis (Winterthur: Amadeus,
(1982): 45-59.
87cf. Philip Bate,

11

1983), 6

0verblowing, 11 NGDMI, 2:978.

88Joseph Friedrich Bernhar~. Caspar Maje~, Museum M~sicum
Theoretico Practicum, das ist Neu=eroffneter Theoret1sch=und Pract1scher
Music-Saal (Schwab. Hall: G. M. Majer, 1732; reprint ed., Kassel:
Barenreiter, 1954), p. 32, 5; repeated in Idem, Neu-eroffneter
Theoretisch und Pracktischer Music-Saal (Nuremberg: J. J. Cremer, 1741),
pp. 43-4' 7.
89cf. Heinz Becker,
11

11

Das Chalumeau im 18. Jahrhundert, 11 pp. 27-8
11
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The fingerings of these correspond most closely
but their range does not extend much beyond an
re~son, it is deemed unnecessary to report at
th1s matter, especially since if one can olay
can also perform easily [on the chalumeau].~o

with the recorder,
octave. For that
further 1ength on
the recorder one
'

Evidently, these types of chalumeaux were made in a family to compensate
for their small playing range.

The

11

quart 11 chalumeau was given this

name because parts for it were transposed a fourth 1ower to provide a
convenient fingering for the player. 91 Those instruments described to
be at French (Kammerton) pitch and German (Chorton) pitch--a major
second or minor third higher 92 --suggest that the latter were used in the
few

works

composed

for

the

cha 1umeau

in

a

sharp

ton a1i ty. 93

Incidentally, the lexicographer E. L. Gerber (1814) credited J. c.
Denner with the improvement of the chalumeau both in its tone as well as
90 cf. the translation by Kroll in The Clarinet, p. 14.
Man hat sonst Discant, Alt- oder Quart Chalumeaux, wie auch
Tenor- und Bass-Chalumeaux, theils mit dem Franzosischen 1 theils
mit Teutschem Ton 1 und sind absonderl ich ratione des schwehren
AnsaBes 1 sehr hart zu blasen I die Application darauf
correspondi ret mei stens mit denen Fl othen; A11 ei n deren Ambitus
erstrecket sich nicht viel uber eine Octav. Wird derhalben vor
unnothig erachet 1 weitlaufiger hievon zu melden I zumalen 1 wann
man eine Flothen blasen kan I wird man auch hier praestanda
praestiren konnen 11 •
11

Majer, Museum Musicum . . . , p. 32, 6.
91 See Becker,

11

Das Cha 1umeau i m 18. Jahrhunderts, 11 p. 31.

92For much seventeenth and eighteenth-century
regarding these types of pitch see Arthur Mendel, 11 0n the
in Bach's Time 11 Musical Quarterly 41 (1955): 337-8;
11
Johann Sebast i ~n Bach's Pitch Standards: The Woodwind
JAMIS 11 (1985): 55-114.

documentation
Pitches in Use
Bruce Haynes,
Perspective, 11

93The majority of the music written for the chalumeau demonstrates
that the lowest pitch of these instrume~ts was either for~~ similar.to
the recorder family. An instrument p1 tched at Chorton could have 1ts
lowest pitch sounding g and be playable in a work wri;.ten in A ~ajor,
such as the aria 11 Meiner Seelen, Lust und Wonne from Re1nhard
Keiser's' opera, Cro~sus (1730 version). See Lawson, The Chalumeau in
Eighteenth-Century Music, pp. 18, 36-7, 70-1.
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its tuning.

94

Majer observed that the fingering of the cha 1umeau v1as

very similar to that of the recorder, but the embouchure (or position of
the 1ips) required was more difficult to achieve.

Surely, the fipple

mouthpiece of the recorder offered 1ess resistance than the reed and
beak mouthpiece of the chalumeau.

Neither Buonanni, Majer, Walther nor

Mattheson mention the mouthpiece of the chalumeau in their writings.
In addition to Buonanni's rejection of the tone of the calandrone,
there were previously two other unfavorable comments concerning the
sound of the chalumeau.

Walther noted in his manuscript, "Praecepta der

Musicalischen Composition" (1708) that the "Chalemau (French) is a short
wind instrument which gives a sound similar to when a person sings
through his teeth". 95 In 1713, Mattheson made a scornful remark about
the sound of the chalumeau in his Neu=Eroffnete Orchestre:
The so-called chalumeaux may be allowed to voice their
somewhat howling symphony of an evening, perhaps in June or July
and frg~ a distance, but never in January at a serenade on the
water.

94Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Neues Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der
TonkOnstler (Leipzig: A. KOhnel, 1812-1814; reprinted.; Graz:
Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1966), cols. 871-2.
95Johann
Gottfried Walther,
Praecepta
der
Musicalischen
Composition (1708), ed. P. Benary (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1955),
p. 43.
"Chalemau (gall) ist ein kurtz blasend I~str~ment,. gieb.~ einem
Klang von sich, als wenn ein Mensch durch d1e Zahne s1nget .
96Translation by Kroll in The Clarinet, p. 15.
"Den so genandten Cha 1umeaux mag vergonnet seyn I das s s i e
sich mit ihrer etwas heulende Syrnphonie des Abends etwann im Junio
oder Julio niemahls aber in Januario auff dem Wasser zum
Standchen ;'und zwar von weitem horen lassen".
Johann Matthes on, Das Neu=Eroffnete Orchestre (Hamburg: B. Schi 11 er' s
Wittwe, 1713), p. 272.
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This complaint may have been caused by a mixed use of different sizes or
of

tunings

unpleasant

chalumeau

instruments.97

instrument with

a loud

It

seems

tone would

unlikely that
have

been

used

an
in

combination with particularly gentle instruments, such as is the case in
Graupner's Trio for bass chalumeau, viola d'amore and basso continuo,
and Telemann's Ouverture for two chalumeaux, two violette and basso
continuo.
A few documents indicate that Jacob Denner constructed sever a1
sizes of chalumeaux and clarinets. None of his chalumeaux, however,
appear to be extant today.

The earliest evidence dates from 1708 when

Duke Dernath of Schleswig Holstein, a friend of the composer, Keiser,
ordered four "Chalimou-Partien" from Jacob Denner.

It is not clear from

the Duke's request, however, whether instruments or pieces of music were
being asked for.9 8 In 1710, a number of instruments were ordered for
the Duke von Gronsfeld in Nuremberg from Jacob Denner.

In the following

list, Nuremberg city document 1282, is found the earliest reference to
the "clarinette" along with the "chalimou" and other wind instruments:
4
1
2
4
1
2

Hautbois, a fl. 5
Taillie
Fagott, a fl. 14
Flauten, a fl. 3
Alt-Flauden
Bass-Flauden a fl. 8

97see Heinz Becker, "Klarinette.
MGG, 7 (1958): col. 1007.

20 fl. [ i . e. fl orin
7 fl. or gulden]
28 fl.
12 fl.
5 fl.
16 fl .

C. Die europiische Klarinette,"

98see Becker "Das Chalumeau im 18. Jahrhundert," p. 34 note 32a.
This letter is 'found in "J. G. Dernaths Archiv, Reichsarchiv
Kopenhagen", according to Peter Hirschfeld in Herrenhiusen und Schlosser
in Schleswig-Holstein, ed. 0. Vollert, 2nd ed. (n.p.: Deutscher
Kunstverlag, 1959), p. 122. Contrary ~o Hirschfeld'~ note, this l~~t~r
is not cited by Torben Krogh in "Re1nh?rd ~.e1ser 1n Kopenhagen, . 1n
Musikwissenschaftliche Beitrige: Festschr1ft fur Johannes Wolf zu se1nem
sechzigsten Geburtstage (Berlin: M. Breslauer, 1929), pp. 84-7.
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4
1
2
1

Chalimou, a fl. 3
Alt Chalimou
Chalimou-Basson, a fl. 14
Clarinettes

12 fl .
5 fl.

28 fl.99
15 fl .

Two other documents dated c. 1720, from Gottweig, a Benedictine abbey,
about forty miles west of Vienna on the Danube, show that Jacob Denner's
craftsmanship was admired in distant localities.100
Denner's estimate of the cost of building three

11

The first is

choirs 11 of woodwind

instruments including three sizes of chalumeaux.
I Chor Hautbois mit 6 Stimen
alle von buxbaum
3 Primieur Hautbois a 5 fl

15 fl
9 fl
44 fl

1 Taille
2 Basson, a 22

I Chor Chalimou mit 6 Stimen
3 Primieur Chalimou,
1 Second Chalimou
2 Basson, a 18

a3

fl

9 fl
7 fl
36 fl

I Chor Flauden mit 6 Stimen
9 fl
3 Primieur Flauden, a 3 fl
6
fl
1 Second Flauden
30
fl
2 Basson, a 15 fl
101
Zu diesen noch 2 Flaud d'Almanq 45 fl

It is useful to compare this estimate with Denner's bill for the
completed instruments as follows:

99Nickel, Der Holzblasinstrumentenbau in der Freien Reichsstadt
Nurnberg, pp. 251-2.
100Horace Fitzpatrick,
Abbey,n GSJ 21 (1968): 81-7.

11

Jacob Denner's Woodwinds for Gottweig

101quoted by Fitzpatrick, P· 83.
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3
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
2
2

Hautbois
Taillie
Basson
Primieur Chalimou
Second Chalimou
Basson
Primieur Flaud
Second Flaud
Basson
Flaud d Almanques
1

12
8
20
2
5

30
6
5

24
12

fl
fl
fl
fl 30X [Kreutzer]
fl
fl
fl
fl
fl102
fl

This bill shows not only several price reductions, but a decrease in the
number of instruments from twenty to seventeen, only one primieur
chalimou and one bassoon having been delivered.

Every instrument in the

Gottweig document is identical to those in the Nuremberg city list, with
the exception that transverse flutes replace the clarinets.

A direct

comparison of the prices of the three types of chalumeaux to the prices
of the remaining instruments, suggests that they are Majer s soprano,
alto and bass instruments. 103
The Gottweig estimate for "I Chor
1

Chalimou mit 6 Stimen" further suggests that a similar combination of
four instruments were made in 1687, for the Duke of Romhild-Sachsen and
referred to as "Ein Chor Chalimo von 4. stOcken" (see above, page 28).
By the

1730s the sound of the chalumeau had attracted the

attention of organ builders in Germany.

An 8 1 cyl i ndri ca 1 reed stop,

called the chalumeau, is first met with in the organ of the Frauenkirche
at Dresden, built during 1732 to 1736 by the celebrated maker, Gottfried
Silbermann.104 This "chalumo" stop was described by Marpurg (1757) as a

102Reproduced by Fitzpatrick as pl. V(a).
103see JOrgen Eppelsheim, "0berlegungen ~urn Thema 'Chalumeaul ," ~n
Studien zur AuffOhrungspraxis und Interpretat1on von Instrumentalmus1k
des 18. Jahrhunderts (BlankenburgjHarz, n.p., [1983]), 19: 87-90.
104ul rich Dahnert, "The Newly Restored Si 1hermann Organ in the
Catholic Court Church, Dresden," Organ Yearbook (Buren: F. Knuf, 1973),
4 (1973): 122.
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pleasant

reed

stopn

and

Adlung

Sil bermann' s organs included it . 105

(1768)

reported

that

most

of

Accardi ng to Wi 11 i ams, Sil bermann

claimed to be the inventor of this stop.1°6 Other names for it included
the terms chalemie and Schallmey and were found in several organs made
during the 1750s. 107 Three further examples of this stop in eighteenthcentury organs have been recorded.

They are the 8'

11

Chal0meau 11 on the

the Catholic Court Church in Dresden (made by G.
Silbermann, 1750-54); 108 the 8' 11 Chalimouii 11 , also called 11 Schallmey 11 on
Brustwerk

in

the Oberwerk in the church of St. Maximi in Merseburg (1752);109 and the
Shalum0 11 on the Pedal of the 11 Kneiphofische 11 organ at the Domkirche
in Konigsberg. 110

8'

11

105 Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Sammlung e1n1ger Nachrichten von
berOhmten Orgel werken in Teutschl and (Buren: C. G. Mayer, 1757;
reprinted in Marpurg, Historisch-Kritische Beytrage zur Aufnahme der
Musik, 5 vols. (Berlin: G. A. Lange, 1754-1778; reprinted., Hildesheim:
G. Olms, 1970), 3 (1758), p. 499.
Jakob Adlung, Musica Mechanica
Organoedi, 2 vols. (Berlin: F. W. Birnstiel, 1768; reprinted., Kassel:
Barenreiter, 1961), 1:78.
106Peter Wi 11 i ams, The European Organ, 1450-1850 (London: B. T.
Batsford, 1966), p. 272. As can be seen, J. S. Bach's plans for the
disposition of the organ at St. Blasius at MOlhausen, drawn up before 21
February 1708, included an 8' 11 Schalemoyu stop (Williams, p. 271, wrote
11
Chalemoy 11 ) .
Bach's plans are reproduced by Werner Neumann in
Bilddokumente zur Lebensgeschichte Johann Sebastian Bach I Pictorial
Documents of the Life of Johann Sebastian Bach, Bach-Dokumente, val. 4,
English version, Anne Wyburd (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1979), p. 412, pl.
81.

107 Adlung, 1:78.
108Adlung, 1:211 and
See also Dahnert, p. 122.

11

Miscellen, 11 AMZ 4 (21 July 1802), col. 703.

109Adlung, 1:78, 257-8.
110Marpurg, 3:515.
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Descriptions from the Mid-Eighteenth Century
Descriptions of the chalumeau from the mid-century are found in
countries where little or no music for the instrument survives.

For

instance, in France, music for the eighteenth-century chalumeau has thus
far not been found.111

Nevertheless, a primitive chalumeau, quite

similar to the mock trumpet and Buonanni's scialumo, was described in
Diderot and d'Alembert's Encyclopedie (1753), and illustrated in volume
five of the Planches (1767). 112 It is described after a brief mention
of the use of wind instruments by the

11

ancient 11 Phrygi ans, Lybi ans,

Egyptians, Arcadians and Sicilians:
Our chalumeau is quite different from that of the ancients.
It is a wind instrument with a reed like the oboe. It is composed
of two parts; the head, on which is attached a reed resembling
that of the organ, except that it is of cane, and the body made of
wood. The body of the instrument has nine holes . . . . It must
be remarked that the eighth hole is double, that is the body of
the instrument is pierced in this place with two small holes,
placed one next to the other. Those that play this instrument
hold and play it like the recorder, closing these two holes
together or separately, when playing the lowest tone or a semitone
above it.
Thus, they do what is practiced on various other
instruments.
. • • . It appears that the chalumeau, whose length is less
than a foot, is able to play in unison with the tailles and r~e
treble of the harpsichord. It is not longer in use in France. 1

IliA concert program, however, reported in the Mercure de France
(21 February 1728) included a 11 Conc. de chalumeau avec accomp. de la
symph. 11 , see Constant Pierre, Histoire du Concert Spirituel 1725-1790
(Paris: Heugel et Cie, 1975), p. 234.
112[Denis Diderot], 11 Chalumeau, 11 _E~cyclopedie, o~- ~ictionnaire
raisonne des sciences, des arts et des met1ers par un soc1ete de gens de
lettres 17 vols. (Paris: Briasson, David, Le Breton, 1751-1772), 3
(1753), 'p. 65; Recueil de planches sur les ~cie~ces. les arts liber~ux
et les arts mechaniques, avec leur expl1cat1on, 11 vols. (Par1s:
Briasson, David, LeBreton, 1762-1772), 5 (1767), pl. 8.
113[Denis Diderot],

11

Chalumeau, 11 Encyclopedie .

. .'

3:40.
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This

instrument

(plate 9)

is quite short in comparison to other

instruments shown in a plate from the Recueil de planches (1767).114
Figure 20 shows the entire body of the instrument seen from the back,
figure 21, from the front, and figure 22, the beak mouthpiece separated
from the instrument.

The only differences between this chalumeau and

the mock trumpet are its doubled eighth hole for the little finger, and
a separate beak mouthpiece requiring a heteroglott reed tied on with

11

Notre chalumeau est fort different de celui des anciens:
c'est un instrument i vent & i anche, comme le hautbois. Il est
compose de deux parties; de la tete, dans laquelle est montee
1 'anche semblable i celle des orgues, excepte que la languette est
de roseau, & que le corps est de bouis; du corps de l'instrument,
ou sont les trous au nombre du neuf . . . . Il faut remarquer que
le huitieme trou est double, c'est-i-dire que les corps de
1 'instrument est perce dans cet endroi t de deux petits trous,
places i cote l'un de l'autre. Celui que joile de cet instrument,
qui se tient & s'embouche comme la flute-i-bec, ferme i la fois ou
separement les deux trous, comme il convient, & tire un ton ou un
semi-ton, ainsi qu'on le pratique sur divers autres instrumens .
• . • • Il paroit que le chalumeau, dont la longuer est
moindre que d'un pie, peut sonner 1 'unisson des tailles & des
dessus du clavecin. Il n'est plus en usage en France
114 For a reproduction of the entire plate see lawson, The
Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century Music, p. 19, pl. 4. A reconstruction
of this chalumeau was made by Canon Francis W. Galpin and is preserved
in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, see Nicholas Bessaraboff, Ancient
European Musical Instruments. An Organological Study of the Musi ca 1
Instruments in the leslie lindsey Mason Collection at the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston (New York: October House, [1941]), p. 97, no. 107. This
reconstruction was erroneously attributed to Stuehnwal in [Barbara
lambert and D. Samuel Quigley], Musical Instruments Collection.
Checklist of Instruments on Exhibition (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts,
1983), p. 29, no. 17. Two additional reconstructions of this chalumeau
have been recorded.
One is a copy of Galpin's reconstruction made by
T. lea Southgate and is now in the Miller collection in Washington,
D.C. , see The Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection. A Checklist of the
Instruments, comp. l. E. Gilliam and W. lichtenwang~r (Washi~gton:
library of Congress, 1961), p. 21, no. 293. Another 1s found 1n the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in ~ew York City, see the Cat~logue of the
Crosby Brown Collection of Mus1cal Instruments of All Nat1ons, 5 vols.
(New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1901-1914), 1:133, no. 1849.
11

•
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PLATE 9

A keyless chalumeau from the Recueil

de planches,

11 vols.

(Paris:

Briasson, David, Le Breton, 1762-72), 5 (1767), pl. 8, s.v. "Lutherie,
suite de Instruments i vent".
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string, like that of the clarinet.1l5

Because of its short length it

seems unlikely that the range of this chalumeau could be the same as
that of the tenor (tailles) and the upper register of the harpsichord.
Plate XXI of the Recueil de pl anches provided a comparison of many
instruments' ranges by means of a table entitled, "Table du rapport de
l'entendue des voix et des instrumens de musique compares au clavecin".
Here, the range for the chalumeau is given on the same line as that for
the musette.

It is given as f' to f''' with g''' and Q''' as additional

notes, indicating an upper register produced by overblowing.116
Borde

in

his

Essai

sur

la musique

(1780)

La

repeated most of the

information from the Encyclopedie article in his description of the
chalumeau, adding that it was also called the zampogne.117
Several types of chalumeau instruments were described in the
comprehensive music dictionary of the Dutch lawyer and writer, J. V.
Reynvaan (1795).11 8 The second and third instruments mentioned in his
definition for the chalumeau resemble respectively the mock trumpet and
Majer's tenor chalumeau:
CHALUMEAU. (French) in the plural, Chalumeaux, in Latin, Fistula
Pastoritia. It is a small shephard's flute about the length of a
115In 1761 Garsault observed that the mouthpiece of the "clarinet
ou haut-bois de foret" resembled the whistle of the chalumeau, which has
a long orifice [i.e. idioglott reed] cut on its upper section ( . . .
"s'embouche par le sifflet de ch~umeau, c:~st-i-dire, par ~ne sente de
1ong, coupee sur 1e haut de 1 '1 nstrum~nt ) • . se: Franc;o1 s A1exandre
Pierre de Garsault, Notionaire, ou memor1al ra1sonne, p. 628; and Albert
R. Rice, 11 Garsault on the Clarinet," GSJ 32 (1979): 99-103.
116cf. Lawson, pp. 20-2.
117[Jean-Benjamin de La Borde], Essai sur la musique ancienne et
moderne, 4 vols. (Paris: P. D. Pierres, 1780), 1:248-9.
Reynvaan,
118Joos
Verschuere
(Amsterdam: W. Brave, 1795), pp. 118-9.

Muz)kaal

Kunst-Woordenboek
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foot. There are several different kinds which are large and small
and high and low in pitch. They are made of reeds or beechwood
with and without keys. Those made of reeds have the width of ~
man's thumb. They are closed off in front with a cork and given a
movable tongue, which is made by making a small cross cut in the
reed behind the main cut. This makes the tongue thinner from
below towards the small cross cut and then splits it away from the
main tube along the small cross cut. Those made of beechwood have
a mouthpie~e made of reed, some instruments have a key on top near
the mouthp1ece. Furthermore, this instrument has six finger holes
and one thumb hole. Its range is not much more than one octave
a~d e~erythi ng . ab?ve this ~ecomes very hard to play.
Th~
f1nger1ng on th1s 1nstrument 1s a lot like that of the recorder.
Look at the scale for the chalumeau with one key at the top by the
mo~thpiece on the accompanying plate 9.
One can also play it a
th1rd lower as can be seen by the lower scale. This enables one
to play pieces for the violin or transverse flute on it, without
having to rewrite them. Actually the scale really starts with f
as itl_ 1gounding pitch, one octave lower than the upper scale
shows.

119 Engl ish translation by Dr. Roel of Wijbrandous of the Defense
Language Institute, Monterey, California.
CHALUMEAU. (Fransch.)
In het meervoudige, Chalumeaux. In het
Latijn, Fistula Pastoritia.
Het is een zekere kleine
herdersfl ui t, omtrent ter 1angte van een voet, wel ke di en naam
gegeven wordt: men heeft er onderscheidene soorten van, grooter en
kleiner, en des, hooger of laager in toon; met en zonder kleppen:
dezelven worden gemaakt, of van riet, of van beukenboomhout: die
van riet, hebben doorgaands de dikte van een mans duim; zijnde van
vooren met eene kurk gestopt, en daar voorzien van eene
beweegbaare tong, vervaardi gd door een dwarskefjen in het ri et,
achter de kerf, te snijden; hetzelve van onderen naar het kerfjen
dun te maaken, en dan de tong langs het kerfjen optesplijten: die
welke van beukenboomhout gemaakt zijn, hebben een rieten mondstuk,
en hebben sommigen vaan boven bij het mondstuk een klepjen; zijnde
er echter oak die dat niet hebben: verders is dit speeltuig
voorzien van zes vingergaten, en een duimgat; deszelfs omtrek is
al niet veel meer dan een Octaaf, en al wat daar boven gaat, wordt
zeer bezwaarelijk om te blaazen.
De Applicatie daarop komt
meerendeels overeen met die der fluiten: zie de schaale, voor die
met eene kl ep boven aan het mondstuk, op de hi er nevenstaan~~
Plaat 9· kunnende men die oak een Ters laager speelen, zo als blJ
den ond~rsten Muzijkbalk te zien is, wanneer men dan stukjens voor
de Viool of Dwarsfluit, zonder die te moeten verschrijven, daarop
kan speelen; want anders begint. ~igenlijk de schaale met f, zo als
de bovenste Muzijkbalk aanWlJSt; en wel volgends deszelfs
eigenlijken toon, een Octaaf laager".
11
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Reynvaan' s first cha 1umeau, a shepherd's flute about the 1ength of a
foot, corresponds to the first chalumeau found in Walther's definition
(see above pages 34-5).

The different sizes and tunings discussed by

Majer also seem to be alluded to by "several different kinds which are
large and small, and high and low in pitch".

His second chalumeau,

having the width of a man's thumb and an idioglott reed, reminds us of
the mock trumpet.

A third, reproduced here in plate 10, had the same

number of tone hales, seven, as the mock trumpet, and according to
Reynvaan's engraving, an idioglott reed on its wood mouthpiece.

One key

provided an additional note, the range being about one octave less than
the

chalumeau

in

the

Encyclopedie,

sounding

one

octave

lower.

Therefore, it was a 1anger instrument than the 1atter or the mock
trumpet, and corresponded to Majer's tenor chalumeau in range.120
A one-key chalumeau was coincidentally mentioned by the Norwegian
bandmaster, Lorents Nicolai Berg, in his instrumental treatise of 1782.
At the beginning of his chapter concerning the clarinet he stated:
At one time a type of reed instrument with one key existed. I saw
them once in the grammar school in Odense lying among several old
instruments like remains of their dead ancestors. The chalumeau,
along f.J.ith others, was also a lovely sounding instrument back
then. 1
120The second edition of Reynvaan's dictionary was never completed
and ended with term, "Muzjjkgedacht" (a register of the organ). It is
often confused with an earlier, incomplete edition of 1789 to 1790
(Muzijkaal Konstwoordenboek) which was entirely revised in 1795. See
Jan Willem Enschede, "Reynvaan, Mr. Joos Verschuere," in Nieuw
Nederl andsch Bi ografi sch Woordenboek, eds. P. C. Mol huysen and P. J.
Blok, 10 vols. (Leiden: A. W. Sythoff, 1911-1937), 1: cols. l435-7.
121rranslation by Sonni Marschik in Albert R. Rice, "The Clarinet
as Described by Lorents Nicolai Berg (1782), 11 JAMIS 5-6 (1979-1980): 45.
11 Den het v;eret et Slags saadanne R~r-Instrum~nter til med_ een Klap
i forrige Tider, dem jeg engang paa den lat1nske Skole 1 Od~ense
kom over at see iblandt endeel gamle Instrumenter, sam Levn1nger
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Since Berg's "Scharmeyen" was associated with the clarinet, we may
assume that

it had a single reed ,

and may have been similar to

Reynvaan's idioglott instrument.

Extant chalumeaux
Seven surviving instruments have been identified as chalumeaux.
Three are preserved in the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum of Munich, four
others in the Musikhistoriska of Stockholm.

Previously, it had been

thought that cha 1umeaux instruments were not extant, 122 or that none
1arger than a soprano survived, 123 for the reason that the seven now

acknowledged chalumeaux had been mistakenly identified as clarinets.
(Further

along

in

this

chapter,

I

will

discuss

four

instruments which may be considered as bass cha 1umeaux).

additional
These seven

chalumeaux are listed here in an approximate chronological sequence.

Maker

Length

~

J.C. Denner 50.0 em tenor
Liebav

52.6 em tenor

at ligge efter deres
1 i fl i g m. f. " .

Construction

Location

3 joints, 2 keys Munich 136
3 joints, 2 keys Stockholm
143

afd~de For~nd.

Scharmeyen var og i de Tider

Lorents Ni co 1a; Berg, Den f~rste Pr9}ve for Begyndere ud i Instrumenta 1Kunsten (Kristiansand: A. Swane, 1782), p. 48. A "Paar Chalimo in C"
was 1; sted ; n the church band inventory of 1781 at Markt Gaunersdorf
(now Gaweinstal) in Lower Austria, see Horace Fitzpatrick, "Jacob
Denner's Woodwinds for Gottweig Abbey," p. 87 note 8.
122see Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments (London, 1939; reprint
ed., New York: Da Capo, 1975), pp. 149-50.
123Anthony Baines, European and American Musical Instruments, p.
112, no. 620.
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Klenig

47.9 em tenor

3 joints, 2 keys Stockholm
141

Klenig

48.7 em tenor

3 joints, 2 keys Stockholm
142

Stuehnwal

22.3 em soprano 2 joints , 2 keys Munich 137

Anonymous

40.0 em alto
3 joints, 3 keys Munich 134
d'amour

Muller

32.0 em alto

2 joints , 7 keys Stockholm
140124

A total of six makers (one of which is anonymous) including J. C. Denner
are represented by these instruments. Each chalumeau is made of boxwood
and has two brass keys near the mouthpiece which were placed directly
opposite each other, on the frontal and dorsal sides of the tube.

The

last two chalumeaux have additional keys and represent experimentation
by the makers or later developments in construction.125
The J. C. Denner instruments (fig 1) 126 includes six tone holes,
another for the thumb, and a double hole for the lowest finger-resembling an alto recorder.127

Its head

124A missing alto chalumeau by Liebav (formerly Stockholm 139) was
33.2 em and had 3 joints and 2 keys. See Cary Karp, "Baroque Woodwind
in the Musikhistoriska Museet, Stockholm," GSJ 25 (1972): 82.
125 see Becker, "Das Chalumeau im 18. Jahrhundert," pp. 36, 38-9;
and Lawson, The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century Music, pp. 5-16.
126Figure 1 is an illustration from Victor-Charles Mahillon's
article, "Oboe" in the Encyclop;edia Britannica, 9th ed., 24 vols.
(Edinburgh: A. & C. Black, 1875-1888), 17 (1884), p. 707. A very clear
photograph of this instrument is found in Phillip T. Young's The Look of
Music: rare Musical Instruments 1500-1900 (Vancouver: Vancouver Museums
& Planetarium Association, 1980), p. 26, no. 52.
127This resemblance was noted in 1939 by F. Geoffrey Rendall in
his "Historical Sketch" for Frederick J. Thurston and Alan Frank's The
Clarinet: A Comprehensive method for the Boehm Clarinet (London: Hawkes
& Sons, 1939), p. 4.
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Fig. 1 - Tenor chalumeau
joint, 18.7 centimeters in length, consists of a mouthpiece and lower
section forming a base for its two keys.

Both Liebav chalumeaux share

this characteristic of construction, but E. Nickel considered the Denner
instrument to be the earliest on the basis of its more primitive
mouthpiece. 128 Each instrument, excluding the examples by Klenig and
the 3-key unmarked chalumeau, includes a double tone hole for the lowest
finger,

to

aid

in

producing the

lowest half-step.

The

Klenig

chalumeaux, similar to early clarinets, have a head joint formed from a
mouthpiece and a pear-shaped barrel, with their keys mounted on the
middle joints.

Their mouthpieces also have continuous grooves for the

string used in binding the reed to the mouthpiece.

This suggests a

1ater date of manufacture than that of the Li ebav instruments, whose
mouthpieces have irregular notches.
Due to the 1ength of the touch piece of the keys on the Denner
cha 1umeau, its mouthpiece must be turned so that the reed is p1aced
against the upper lip.

If the mouthpiece is turned so that the reed is

placed against the lower lip, then the touchpiece of the key previously
on the front a1 side waul d obstruct the thumb ho 1e.

Furthermore, when

the mouthpiece is positioned with reed uppermost, the maker's stamp on
the head joint corresponds to the frontal position of the stamp on the

128Ekkehart Nickel, Der Holzblasinstrumentenbau in der Freien
Reichsstadt NOrnberg, p. 213.
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lower joints. 129

Stuehnwal's soprano chalumeau, only 29 centimeters in

length, includes a mouthpiece plus a short barrel, with its two keys on
a lower joint, which may indicate a date of manufacture later than those
of the Denner and Liebav instruments. 130

The anonymous three-key alto

chalumeau in Munich is distinguished by a pear-shaped, incurved bell, as
found on the clarinette d'amour, and the presence of a third key
manipulated by the thumb of either hand, depending on which was placed
lowest.

As with the three-key clarinet, the lowest tone hole for the

1itt 1e finger was dup 1i cated to give the option to the p1ayer as to
which hand was placed lowest, the unused hole being stopped by wax or a
wooden plug.

According to Birsak, the presence of the third key and the

d' amour 11 bell is enough evidence to suggest a date of manufacture
between 1750 and 1760. 131 Muller's chalumeau is unusual because of its
11

seven keys and lack of any foot joint.
grooves.

Its mouthpiece includes thread

The position of touch pieces for its keys requires the use of

the right hand lowest.

Becker suggested the first quarter of the

eighteenth century as a 1ike 1y date of manufacture, and mentioned a
prototype in the seven keys of the chanter on Borjon's musette of
1672. 132

129see JOrgen Eppel sheim, 11 0as Denner-Chal umeau des Bayer~ sc~en
Nationalmuseums, 11 Mf 26 (1973): 498-500. Both of these c~aracter1st1cs
are also apparent on the tenor chalumeau by Liebav, accord1ng to priva~e
correspondence to me from David Ross. Cf., Lawson, The Cha 1umeau 1 n
Eighteenth-Century Music, p. 10.
130cf. Lawson, Ibid, p. 13.
131Kurt Birsak, 11 0as Dreiklappen-Chalumeau
Nationalmuseum in MOnchen, 11 Mf 26 (1973): 493.

im

Bayerischen

132Becker 11 0as Chalumeau im 18. Jahrhundert,u p. 39; [CharlesEmmanuel Borjon'de Scellery], Traite de la musette (Lyons, 1672; reprint
ed., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972).
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Although no extant instruments of a bass size have been identified
with certainty as bass chalumeaux,

it may be presumed that such

instruments were made and that they would have been the same size as a
tenor recorder. 133 The estimates and bills for instruments by Jacob
Denner, however, include a rather sharp difference in price between the
11

Chalimou bassonll and the smaller sizes of chalumeaux (see pages 43-4

above).

Severa 1 Viennese opera scores of the period, a1so specify a

continuo

part

with

11

basson

di

chalumeau 11 ,

perhaps

indicating

an

instrument capable of playing the bass line at pitch (and thus with a
probable range of f

to ~). 134

Four eighteenth-century single-reed

instruments capable of playing in this range exist and may, perhaps, be
identified as bass chalumeaux.
The earliest of these instruments is found in the Museum Carolina
Augusteum at Salzburg (no. 8/1) catalogued as a 11 Sordun 11 , and bearing
the mark of 11 W Kress 11 • 135 No specific information is known concerning
where or when Kress was active.

Only five other extant instruments are

recorded which bear his stamp: two three-key oboes in Munich (nos. 38
and 39), a one-key basset flute in Brunswick (no. 821), a three-key
tenor oboe in Copenhagen (no. 103) , and another in Li nz (no. 121) .

133From the 1ate 1950s through the 1970s the Moeck Verlag in
Celle, West Germany made four sizes of chalumeaux based on the Stockholm
instruments.
They included a bass size (which they named tenor)
equivalent in length of a tenor recorder.
134colin Lawson, 11 Chalumeau, 11 NGDMI, 1:328.
See also, Jurgen
11
11
Eppelsheim,
0berlegungen zum Th~ma 'Chalumeau' ,
in ~tudien zur
Auffuhrungspraxis und Interpretat1on von Instrumentalmus1k des 18.
Jahrhunderts (Blankenburg/Herz, 1982), 19:86-90.
135Kurt Birsak Die Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger Museum
Carolina Augusteum.'
Verzeichnis und Entwicklungsgeschichtliche
Unterschungen (Salzburg: Salzburger Museum Carolina Augusteum, 1973), p.
31.
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These instruments
eighteenth century.

all

appear to have

been made during the early

Birsak dated the sordun in Salzburg as not later

than the beginning of the eighteenth century.136

It is made in the form

of a dulzian being in one piece with two parallel bores, which doubles
back on itself such that the end of the wind channel is next to the
A short bell piece is inserted in the bore on the top of the

beginning.

instrument, and at the beginning of the bore on the top, is a sma 11 er
wood insert presumably to hold a curved or bent crook.

On the lower end

of the instrument is a brass capsule, covering the bend in the bore.
There are nine finger ho 1es and five brass key, two on the front side
and three on the back side mounted on metal platforms called "saddles",
commonly used on the dulzian and bassoon (plate 11). 137

There are keys

for the notes £, Qb , f,

E key

~

and

~.

The touchplate for the

was made

in a "double-wing" shape to allow for the left or right hand lowermost.
Birsak found that the fingering of the Kress instrument would have been
similar

to

that

of

the

sixteenth-century

sourdunes

in

the

Kunsthistorische Museum of Vienna (nos. A. 226-9), but the arrangement
and design of the four keys on these four sordunes differ from the Kress
instrument.

The natura 1 range of the Kress instrument is given by

Birsak as ~b, to Qb. 138
In plate 11 the bore of the Kress instrument can be seen to remain
cylindrical throughout.

The ratio of the bore's diameter (19 em) to its

136Birsak, pp. 84-5. See also Lyndes~y G. Langwill, An Index of
Musical Wind-Instrument Makers, 6th ed. (Ed1nburgh: The Author, 1980),
p. 97 and Phillip T. Young, Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind
Instruments, p. 76.
137The use of saddles as mounts is discussed by Carse in Musical
Wind Instruments, pp. 54-5.
138Birsak, pp. 31, 84-5.
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A five-~ey sordun by W. Kress (Salzburg 8/1) which may be a bass
clarinet or bass chalumeau, from Kurt Birsak, Die Holzblasinstrumente im
Salzburger

Museum

Carolina

Augusteum

Carolina Augusteum, 1973), p. 86.

(Salzburg:

Salzburger

Museum

The letter Land R signify left and

right , while 1 stands for the thumb and 2 through 5 the fingers.
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length (140 em) is also similar to that found in eighteenth-century
basset horns.
considered

Therefore, Birsak suggested that this instrument could be

an

early

bass

clarinet,

and

that

its

bore

diameter

corresponds more to the chal umeau than to the diameter of the bass
in~

sordune

(8 em) in the Vienna collection.

He also experimented with

the Kress instrument by fitting it with a bent, metal crook (similar to
those found on the clarinette d'amour), and a clarinet mouthpiece.

Even

though his playing results were not satisfactory, this experiment does
not disprove the theory that this instrument is a bass clarinet, since
the instruments's original crook is missing.1 39 Young also reported
that the German maker and restorer of woodwinds, Rainer Weber, considers
this instrument to be a bass chalumeau or bass clarinet. 140
Three other instruments of similar design, have been reported as
bass clarinets by several authors.

They are made from what may be

described as a plank of wood, covered in leather, possibly made in
Germany but bearing no stamp {Staatl iche Akademi sche Hochschul e fur
Musik, Berlin 2810; Conservatoire Royal de Musique, Brussels 939; and
Museo Storico Lugano).

The bore (c. 18 em) runs along one side of the

plank with the thumb hole opening directly on it.

Seven finger holes

enter on the upper surface bored at oblique angles for convenient reach
of the fingers, similar to the tone holes on the wing joint of the
bassoon.

There is also a long, curved crook for the mouthpiece and an

upturned widely-flared bell.1 41

The earliest of these instruments was

139cf. Birsak, pp. 85, 87, 90-1.
140Phillip T. Young, "Letter from Europe," JAMIS Newsletter 11
(October 1982): 5.
141cf. Lawson, "Chalumeau," NGDMI, 1:328 and F. Geoffrey Rendall,
The Clarinet, p. 140.
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destroyed in World War II, but is photographed ; n Sachs' cat a1ogue of
the Berlin collection. 142 It had only one key for its lowest pitch
(presumably g), and was designed to play only in its lowest register.
Renda 11 suggested that this instrument was made before 1750 and could
have been a bass chalumeau. 143 It had previously been part of the
collections

of

Edmond

de

Coussemaker

and

Cesare

Snoeck.144

Coincidentally, the lexicographer, F. J. Fetis, wrote in 1830 that the
earliest clarinets had one key, however, he probably did not know of the
Berlin instrument, and his statement has not been corroborated by other
evidence. 145
The instrument in Brussels has three brass keys: the register key,
.9.' key and g/Q.' key, and was meant to play in the overblown register

with the use of its register key (fig. 2).

The curator of the

collection of the Brussels

Fig. 2 - A three-key bass chalumeau or bass clarinet
(Brussels 939).

142Phillip T. Young, "A Bass Clarinet by the Ma~r~ofers of
Passau," JAMIS 6 (1981): 40; Curt Sachs, Sammlu~g alter Mus1k1nstrument
bei der Staatlichen Hochschule fur Musik zu Berl1n, col. 299, pl. 29.
1:328.

143Rendall, The Clarinet, p. 140 and Lawson, "Chalumeau," NGDMI,

144see catalogue de la Bibliothegue et des Instrument~ ~e Musique
de feu M. Ch. Edm. H. de Coussemaker (Brussels: F. J. 011v1er, 1877;
reprinted., Buren: F. Knuf, 1977)! pp. 205-6! no. 32; Snoeck, Catalogue
de la collection d'instruments anc1ens ou cur1eux, pp. 172-3, no. 910.
145Fran~ois-Joseph Fetis, La musique mise a la portee de tout le

monde (Paris: A. Mesnier, 1830), p. 167.
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conservatory, V. C. Mahi 11 on, described it as being pitched in .9. and
stated that its quality was bad, lacking in timbre and accuracy of
intonation. 146 This instrument was also probably made in about 1750.147
The third instrument in Lugano was reported by Rendall as similar to the
others,

but

has

a

instrument mentioned

downward

pointing

by Young,

bell.148

Florence 160,

(Another

also has

similar

a downward

pointing bell, but appears to be a bass clarinet with seven keys).149
As long ago as 1884, V. C. Mahillon correctly identified the
instruments made by J. C. Denner and Stuehnwa 1 as cha 1umeaux in the
article,

11

0boe 11 of the ninth edition of the Encyclopi!!dia Britannica.

In

referring to the single-reed chalumeau he stated:

146 victor-Charles Mahillon, Catalogue descriptif & Analytique du
musee instrumental du conservatoire royal de musique de Bruxelles, 2nd
ed., 5 vols. (Ghent: A. Haste, 1893-1922), 2:220. Figure 2 is taken
from Mahillon's Catalogue, 2:219. A photograph and description of this
instrument is found in A Descriptive Catalogue . • . at the Royal
Military Exhibition, London, 1890, p. 123, pl. V; reproduced by Rendall,
in The Clarinet, pl. 7, no. a; another photograph is found in Phillip
Young's The Look of Music, p. 197, no. 243.
147John Henry
7 (Jan. 1979): 138.

van der Meer,

11

Vivaldi's esoteric instruments, .. EM

148Rendall, p. 140, however, he did not specify the number of keys
on this instrument.
149It was made c. 1780, according to van der Meer, p. 138; cf.
Young, 11 A Bass Clarinet by the Mayrhofers of Passau,n p. 40. Vinicio
Gai described this instrument as having six keys but his technical
drawings appear to show seven (see G~i stru~e~ti musi~a~~ de}la .corte
Medicea e il museo del conservator1o 11 Lu1g1 Cherub1n1
d1 F1renze
(Florence: Licos, 1969), pp. 221-2. A photograp~ o.f this ins.trument
also indicates seven keys in the catalogue, Ant1ch1 Strument1 della
raccolta dei Medici e dei Lorena alla formazione del Museo del
Conservatorio di Firenze (Florence: Giunti-Barbera, 1980), pl 108, no.
160.
Arnalda Bonaventura attributed this instrument to Domenico Del
Mela since it was found in this maker's house.
See Bonaventura,
11 Dom~nico Del Mela e il prima pianoforte verticale,n Bollettino d~lla
Societa Mugellana studi Storici, vol. IV, no. 1 (1928): 9-10, as c1ted
by Gai, p. 222 note 61.
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The present writer has had the good fortune to find quite recently
two ex~mples in the National Museum at Munich, and has been kindly
author1zed by Herr von Hefner-Alteneck, director of the museum, t8
reproduce them for the museum of the conservatoire at Brussels.15
The instrument depicted in Mahillon's article (see figure 1, page 50
above) is of such a unique construction, that it is without doubt the J.
C. Denner chalumeau.

Mahillon's facsimile (Brussels 911), made circa

1882 to 1884, was later included in the Royal Military Exhibition of
1890

held

in

London.

It was

photographed

in

Plate

IV of the

Exhibition's catalogue as number 8, and identified on the "Errata" page
as a ••chalumeau in c'". 151 A reconstruction of the soprano chalumeau by
Stuehnwal was also carried out probably during 1882 to 1884.

In 1892,

Mahillon described these facsimiles of instruments by I. C. [Johann
Christoph]

Denner

and

Stuehnwal

as

chalumeaux,

while

cautiously

labelling both instruments as "clarinette". 15 2

In his catalogue of

1893,

in

he

applied

Majer's

(1732)

terminology

instruments as soprano and tenor cha 1umeaux.

describing

these

Here, Mahillon stated

erroneous 1y that the tenor cha 1umeau bore the stamp of I.

[Jacob]

150victor-Charles Mahillon, "Oboe," Encyclopcedia Britannica, 9th
ed., 17 (1884), p. 707. The use of ~he Mu.nich. instruments in b~il~ing
reproductions was acknowledged by Mah1llon 1n h1~ Catalogue Descr:pt1f &
Analytigue du Musee Instrumental du Conservato1re Royal de Mus1gue de
Bruxelles, 2nd ed., 1 (1893): 210.
151captain Charles Russell Day, editor of ~he exhibition c~talog~e
(1891) acknowledged the assistance given to h1m by V. C. Mah1llon 1n
his pr~face, p. IX. The Brusse 1s' facsimile was. photographed in Jacob
Adam Kappey's Military Music: A History of W1nd-Instrumental Bands
(London: Boosey and Co., [c. 1894]), pl. VI, no. 10.
152victor-Charles Mahillon, "Catalogue des Instruments," Annuaire
du Conservatoire Royal de Musigue de Bruxelles (Ghent: A. Hoste, 1892),
16 (1892): 163, no. 906 (Stuehnwal copy); 165, no. 911 (J. C. Denner
copy).
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Denner. 153

These descriptions were undoubtedly the source of many

subsequent erroneous

descriptions

of these instruments which

have

persisted in print as late as 1976.1 54 Subsequently, various copies of
the J. C. Denner cha 1umeau were made and are found in the museums of
Boston, 155
New
York, 156
Copenhagen, 157
Biebrich -Wiesbaden,158
Hamburg, 159 and Leipzig.160
Among the makers of extant chalumeaux, J. C. Denner is the only
one who may have made clarinets.
him have been lost.

Four clarinets formerly attributed to

A three-key specimen (at the University of

California at Berkeley) is discussed in the next chapter.

An additional

153 Mahillon, Catalogue descriptif & Analytique du musee
instrumental du conservatoire royal de musique de Bruxelles, 2nd ed., 1
(1893)' p. 210.
15 4Beginning with the definitive works by Curt Sachs, Real-Lexikon
der Musikinstrumente (Berlin: M. Hesse, 1913), col. 251a; and the
Handbuch der Musikinstrumentenkunde, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Hartel, 1930), p. 339.
Later writers include: Baines, Woodwind
Instruments and Their History, pl. XXX, no. 5; Sibyl Marcuse, A Survey
of Musical Instruments, p. 721; and Musical Instruments of the World,
eds. The Diagram Group (New York: Facts on File, 1976), p. 40.
155Nicholas Bessaraboff, Ancient European Musical Instruments, p.
97, no. 108; [Barbara Lambert and D. Samuel Quigley], Musical
Instruments Collection, p. 29, no. 18. This copy is photographed in
Francis W. Galpin's Old English Instruments of Music (London: Methuen,
[1910]), pl. 34, no. 11.
156catalogue of the Crosby Brown Collection of Musical Instruments
of All Nations, 1:134, no. 1845.
157Angul Hammerich, Das Musikhistorische Museum zu Kopenhagen:
Beschreibender Katalog, German trans., E. Bobe (Copenhagen: Breitkopf &
Hartel, 1911), p. 33, no. 121.
158Heinz Becker,

11

Klarinette, .. MGG, 7 (1958): pl. 43, no. 9.

159Hans Schroder, Verzeichnis der Sammlung alter Musikinstrumente
(Hamburg: Alster-Verlag, 1930), p. 74, no. 1926, 374.
160Fuhrer durch das musikwissenschaftliche Instrumenten-Museum der
Universitats Leipzig, ed. H. Schultz (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel,
1929), p. 46, no. 1468a.
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maker,

besides Jacob Denner , who can be shown to have made both

chalumeaux and clarinets is Philipp Borkens (1693-1759).

According to

the auction catalogue (1759) of the property of the Dutch musician,
Nicolas Selhof, he owned the following instruments:
[no.] 166 Deux Clarinettes de Borkens
167 Cinq Chalumeaux, dont 1 de Borkens & 1 de deBye.161
A 2-key clarinet by Borkens is preserved in the Gemeentemuseum of the
Hague (Ea 306-1933, see the list of clarinets in Appendix 2).
In conclusion, the single-reed chalumeau of the late seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries was built in a variety of sizes and tunings,
with one, two , three and seven keys, or none at a11 .

There are a1so

several differences in construction among the extant instruments noted
above.

A recent description by Anthony Baines of the stages in the

deve 1opment of the cha 1umeau, pictures three instruments: a keyless,
mock

trumpet, a two-key soprano chalumeau, and a two-key tenor
chalumeau.1 62 On the basis of the evidence we have been able to present
here, it is clear that Baines' description is vastly oversimplified.
Our

foregoing

survey concerning the chalumeau is

essential

to a

discussion of the origins of the clarinet, since several extant two-key
chalumeaux of the eighteenth-century are quite similar in appearance to
contemporary two-key clarinets.

Indeed, based on these similarities,

one might assume that the two-key clarinet was developed from the two161catalogue d'une tres belle bibliothegue de livres . . . ainsi
gu'une collection de toutes sortes d'instrume~ts, Deslaissez par Feu,
Monsieur Nicolas Selhof (The Hague: A. MoetJens, 1759; repr1nted in
Catalogue of the music library, instruments and other property of
Nicolas Selhof. sold in the Hague; 1759, p. 256.
162Anthony Baines, "Clarinet," in the New Oxford Companion to
Music, general ed., D. Arnold, 2 vols. (London: Oxford University Press,
1983) ' 1 :407' fig. 2.
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key cha 1umeau.
inconclusive.

Unfortunately, the evidence for this assumption is
The clarinet differs from the chalumeau , in that the key

on the dorsa 1 side of the instrument is positioned higher and given a
smaller tone hole to assist in producing the overblown register.

In

addition, the mouthpiece is smaller than that for the chalumeau, and the
bell is larger and given a definite flare to its bore, unlike the
recorder-like foot of the chalumeau.

In the next chapter, we begin our

discussion of the clarinet by tracing the earliest instruments to the
Nuremberg workshop of Johann Christoph and Jacob Denner, and describing
in detail the construction of the two- and three-key clarinets.

CHAPTER II

THE EARLIEST INSTRUMENTS

The makers, design and construction of the clarinet with two or
three keys, known as the baroque clarinet, are the subjects of this
chapter.

These instruments were initially made sometime during the

first decade of the eighteenth century, and continued to be constructed
and played throughout the eighteenth and into the nineteenth centuries.
This chapter ends its discussion in 1760, because woodwind makers in
various countries at this time carried out several fundamental changes
in the design of the clarinet.

There are many common characteristics of

construction shared among the extant baroque clarinets which have been
recorded.

These characteristics are discussed below as well as some

differences of construction, which appear to reflect the preferences and
techniques of those makers in the city or area where they were made.

In

the list below, makers of extant baroque clarinets are grouped under the
modern-day name of their country of origin, with an indication of how
many examples of their clarinets are preserved. 1

lThe most important published sources concerning these instruments
are Phillip T. Young's Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind
Instruments: An Inventory of the Major Collections (New York: Pengragon,
1982) and Lyndesay G. Langwill 's An Index of Musi~al. Wind:lnstrum~nt
Makers, 6th ed. (Edinburgh: The Author, 1980) .. Add1t1onal 1nformat1?n
concerning these instruments was generously prov1ded to me by Drs. Dav1d
Ross and Nicholas Shackleton.
For more detailed information and
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Makers of extant two- and three-key clarinets
Two-key Clarinets (28):
Germany (I4)
Crone, Gottlieb. Leipzig (I)
Denner, Jacob. Nuremberg (3)
Oberlender, Johann Wilhelm (i). Nuremberg (2)
Oberlender, Johann Wilhelm (ii). Nuremberg (I)
Scherer, Georg Henrich. Butzbach (5)z
Walch, Georg. Berchtesgarten (2)

Belgium (4)
Rottenburgh, Godefroid-Adrien (ii). Brussels (2)
Willems, Jean Baptiste. Brussels (2)

Netherlands (2)
Boekhout, Thomas Conraed. Amsterdam (I)
Borkens, Philip. Amsterdam (I)

Unknown origin (8)
Deper, M. (German?) (I)
IGH (J. G. Heinze?) (I)
Kelmer, G. N. (German?) (I)
Zencker, J. G. (German?) (I)
Unmarked (4)

2Georg Henrich Scherer was identified in a recent presentation by
Phillip T. Young entitled, "The Scherer Family: German Woodwind-Making",
at the joint meeting of the American Musical Instrument Society and the
Galpin Society in Boston, Massachusetts, 2 June 1985.
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Three-key Clarinets (14):
Germany (5)
Den~er, Johann Christoph (?). Nuremberg (1)
Ken1gsperger, Johann Wolfgang. Roding (1)
Scherer, Georg Henrich. BOtzbach (1)
Walch, Georg. Berchtesgarten (2)

Czechoslovakia (1)
Friderich, J.

Prague (1)

Unknown origin (8)
Fues, G. R. (German?) (1)
I.S.W. (Ioseph S. Walch?) (German?)
Lindner (German?) (1) [composite, see page 108 above]
Paur, R. (Baur, Rocko? Viennese?) (1)
Strehli, I. G. (German?) (1)
Unmarked (3)

The preceding shows that, of twenty-eight two-key clarinets, fourteen
are by German, two by Belgian, and two by Dutch makers.
unknown origin.

Eight are of

In this last group, the surnames of four makers imply

that they might be of German origin.

The maker of the largest number

(5) of extant two-key clarinets is Georg Henrich Scherer (1703-1778). 3
Of the thirteen three-key clarinets, five are by German makers, one is
by a Czech, and eight are of unknown origin.

In this last group, the

surnames of makers suggest that four may be by German makers, and one by
an Austrian.

3This makers' instruments are marked "SCHERER" while his father,
Johannes Scherer, Jr., seems to have marked his instruments: "I
SCHERER".
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Clarinets made by the Denners--Documentation and Attribution
The earliest reference to the manufacture of the clarinet was
shown by Nickel, from the account books in the Nuremberg archives, to
4
In this year, Jacob Denner (1681-1735), the son of
date from 1710.
Johann Christoph Denner (1655-1707), received an order for several
instruments from the Duke von Gronsfeld, a resident of Nuremberg, which
included

11

2 Clarinettesn (see above, pp. 38-9).

These two instruments

are among the earliest clarinets which have been documented.

During

this year of 1710, according to Gottron, six clarinets by an unknown
maker were bought from Mainz for the Rheingau abbey in Eberbach.5

The

archival records of the Rheingau abbey, stored in Wiesbaden, also show
that in 1710, a clarinet (perhaps one of the six?) was repaired in
Mainz. 6 Thus, of a total of eight or nine clarinets known to have been
made in 1710, two were definitely made by Jacob Denner.
afterward,
Denner.
for the

two churches

Not 1ong

in Nuremberg ordered clarinets from Jacob

Between 1 May 1711 and 30 April 1712, four clarinets were made
11

Music-Chor 11 of the Frauenkirche. 7

Two years later,

the

4Nuremberg Stadtarchi v, Stadtrechnungsbe 1eg in Repertori urn 54 a
II,
Nr.
1282,
as
quoted
by
Ekkehart
Nickel
in
Der
!.!Ho~l~z:1:bul.£a~sl.Jinl..!.:s:L!t~r...!:!u!!!!m£enu,t~e~n~b~a~u_!jin~d~e~r___..!..F.!..r£.e~ie~n.!...-!.:R~e:...!..i~ch!..!.!s!..::s~t~a~dt~N~u~
· r~n~b.:::..er!.. .:lg ( Mun i c h : E.
Katzbichler, 1971), pp. 251-2.
5wi esbaden Stadtarchi v, cited by Adam Gottron in Ma i nzer
Musikgeschichte von
1500 bis 1800 (Mainz:
Auslieferung die
Stadtbibliothek, 1959), pp. 115-6.
6wi esbaden Haupt-Stadtarchi v, Archive der gei st 1i chen Institute,
Abt. 22, Rechnungsbuch des Kloster Eberbach/Rheingau 1710, 39v: uvor ein
Clarinett restituire dem Keller zu Maintz den 24. Jan. 1711 3 fl. .. , as
quoted by Nickel p. 454 note 1247. The .. Keller zu Maintz .. was a person
who handled the' exchange of goods between the city of Ma i nz and the
Rheingau abbey in Eberbach.
7Kirchenrechnung Vereinigtes protestantisches ~irch:nvermogen ~er
Stadt Nurnberg 228, Nr. 3, 70 in the Landesk1rchl1ches Arch1v,
Nuremberg; cited by Nickel, p. 454 note 1246.
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Sebaldkirche also ordered two clarinets. 8 Indeed, on the basis of these
archival documents, Nickel and Lawson have suggested that the invention
of the clarinet should be credited to Jacob Denner , while assigning to
Johann Christoph Denner the distinction of improving the chalumeau. 9
Evidence,

on

the

other

hand,

suggesting

that

Johann

Chri staph

constructed clarinets before 1710, is provided by several

written

sources, as well as, an actual surviving three-key clarinet (fully
described at a later point in this chapter).
The most important and often cited attribution of the invention of
the clarinet to J. C. Denner, appeared in J. G. Doppelmayr's Historische
Nachricht von den NOrnbergischen Mathematicis und KOnstlern of 1730.

In

his biographical sketch of J. C. Denner, Doppelmayr stated that at the
beginning

of the

"present century"

(i.e.

the eighteenth),

Denner

invented the clarinet and improved the chalumeau (see above, p. 32).
Although Doppelmayr probably knew the Denners personally, his statements
cannot be accepted without reservation.

He made some factual errors in

the article concerning J. C. Denner, and exaggerated the achievements of
other Nuremberg artisans.

Nevertheless, his account was adopted by

dozens of later writers, who sometimes added details not found in

°

Doppelmayr's original account. 1

For instance, the idea that J. C.

Denner invented the clarinet Q1 improving the chalumeau can be traced to
the third edition of F. A. Brockhaus' well-known Conversations-Lexikon
8Ki rchenrechnung . . . 228, Nr. 5, 78 . . . ; cited by Ni eke 1 , p.
454 note 1246.
9Nickel, p. 211; Colin Lawson, The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century
Music (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981), p. 9.
10These writers include the following authors fully cited i~ the
bibliography: Walther (1732), Majer (1732), Zedler (1733), Barmckel
(1737), Gottsched (1760) and Jablonski (1767).
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(1814-1819). 11 This statement was repeated by countless authors and led
to a confusion of the physical differences between the eighteenth century chalumeau and clarinet.
The lexicographer, E. L. Gerber repeated most of Doppe 1mayr' s
information in his dictionaries , but specified 1700 as the year of the
invention

of

the

clarinet.12

Some authors

mistook

Doppelmayr's

statement "the beginning of the present century", as a reference to the
seventeenth century.
wrote the article,
1830).13

The first of these was probab 1y J. Farey, who
11

Clarinet" in The Edinburgh Encyclopa!dia (1808 -

The writer, C. G. von Murr (1778), however, suggested 1690 as

the year of invention, and was probably the earliest writer to do so.14
became widely popularized due to its inclusion in the
Biographie Universelle (1861) by F. J. Fetis. 15 Other specific dates of

This date

11 conversations-Lexikon; oder Encyclopadisches Handworterbuch fur
gebildete Stande, ed. F. A. Brockhaus [3rd ed.], 10 vols. (Leipzig: F.
A. Brockhaus, 1814-19), 4:100. Brockhaus may have copied this statement
about Denner from the first edition of the Conversationslexicon (17961808) by R. G. Lobel, which was unavailable to the present author. See
Robert Collinson, Encyclopaedias: Their History Throughout the Ages, 2nd
ed. (New York: Hefner, 1966), pp. 156-73.
12 Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der
Tonkunstler (Leipzig, 1792; reprint ed., Graz: Akademische Druck.- u.
Verlagsanstalt, 1966), part 2, 11 Vl. Instrumenten=Register", p. 80; Neues
Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der Tonkunstler (Leipzig, 1812;
reprint ed. , Graz: Akademi sche Druck.- u. Ver l agsansta l t, 1977) , col .
871. A date of 1700 was also given by Lefevre (1802) and Busch (1814).
13John Farey, "Clarinet," Edinburgh Encyclopi!!dia, ed. D. Brewster,
18 vols. (Edinburgh: w. Blackwood, 1808-1830), 6:672. A date of 1600
was also given in the dictionaries edited by Brande (1854) and Colange
(1878).
14christoph Gottlieb von Murr, Beschreibung der vornehmstem
Merkwurdigkeiten (Nuremberg: J. E. Zeh, 1778), P·. 740: Other ~uthors
who gave 1690 as the date of invention of the clar1net 1nclude: L1powsky
(1794), Busch (1801), Kees (1824) and Klose (c. 1843).
15Fran~oi s-Joseph

Feti s' 11 Denner' . Jea~ Christophe, II B~ ographi e
Universelle des musiciens et bibliographle generale de la mus1gue, 2nd
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invention suggested by later writers are 1696 by 0. Paul (1874),16 and
1701 by the clarinetist, F. T. Blatt (1839).17

Still other nineteenth-

century writers stated that the date of invention was between 1690 and
18
1700.
The most substantial source of evidence--the account records in
the Nuremberg archives quoted by Nickel--supports the view that c. 1700
to 1710 was the period during which the earliest clarinets were made,
while leaving open the question whether it was Johann Christoph or Jacob
Denner who actually made the first instrument.

Design and Construction
Descriptions
A few descriptions from the eighteenth century provide important
information regarding the design of the baroque clarinet.
article on the

"Obo~"

Buonanni's

in his Gabinetto Armonico (1722) includes a

description of the "clarone":
An instrument similar to the oboe is called the clarone. It is
two and one-half palms long, terminating in a bell like the trumpet
three inches in width. There are seven [finger] holes in front and one
ed., 8 vols. (Paris: Firmin Didot Freres, 1860- 1865), 2 (1861), p. 469.
Curiously, Stainer and Barret in their music dictionary (1889, p. 97)
state: "Most authors relate that Denner invented the instrument in 1659,
at which date he was four years old; but it was made by him after his
residence in Nuremberg, in 1690".
16oscar Paul, "Blas- und Schlaginstrumente Bestandtheile," in
Amtlicher Bericht tiber die Wiener Weltausstellung im Jahre 1873, 2 vols.
(Brunswick: F. Vi eweg und Sohn, 1874), 2:649; repeated by Arrey von
Dommer in "Denner, J. C.," in Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, 56 vols.
(Leipzig: Duncker &Humblot, 1875-1912), 5 (1877), p. 57.
17 Franz Thaddaus Blatt, Die Kunst des Cl ari netbl as ens I Methode
Complete de Clarinette (Paris: Schonenberger,. [1839])~ p. 3~ repeated.by
Henri Lavoix in Histoire de L'instrumentat1on (Par1s: D1dot et C1e,
1878; reprinted., Bologna: Forni, 1972), p. 119.
18These writers include: Andersch (1829), Gathy (1835), Bernsdorf
(1857) and Baermann (1864).
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b~hind .. [Above
d~ametr1cally:

these] there are two others opposite each other, but not
:hey are closed and opened by two springs pressed by the
f1ngers when 1t 1s necessary to vary the tones which are much lower than
that formed by the oboe.
I havy not. found the inventor of this instrument referred to by
any author: 9. s.1 nee no one has shown a trace of its antiquity, it is
modern! o\1g1nat1ng from recorders. Because it has a high and vigorous
sound 1t 1s not as easy to explain in writing, or to perceive as it is
when you hear it. It is easy to recogn ~e, even when mixed with the
sounds of other instruments in symphonies.

Buonanni's clarone was similar to the oboe but ended in a wider bell,
three inches in width.

He also emphasized that the two holes near the

top of the clarone are not diametrically opposite each other as with his
second type of

11

SCialumo 11 , called the

11

Calandrone 11 (see above, p. 33).

These two physical characteristics--the wide bell and non-diametrical
keys--are the most important physical characteristics distinguishing the
baroque clarinet from the keyed chalumeau.

Furthermore, the latter was

designed to play only in its fundamental register.

The clarinet, on the

19This is understandable since Doppelmayr, the earliest to mention
the ••inventor 11 of the clarinet, published his book in 1730.
20cf. the translations given by F. Geoffrey Rendall, The Clarinet,
3rd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1971), pp. 68-9 and Anthony Baines,
Woodwind Instruments and Their History, 3rd ed. (London: Faber and
Faber, 1967), p. 297.
Un Istromento simile all' Oboe nominata Clarone e lungo
palmi due e mezzo, termina con bocca di Tromba larga. oncie 3. E
bucato in sette luoghi nella parte superiore, e 1n uno parte
opposta inferiore. Oltre a questi buchi ne ha due altri laterali
con due molle calcata con le dita, quando bisogna variare li
tuoni, li quali sana piu basso della voc~ fermata dall' Oboe. , ,
Chi sia stato il prima inventore d1 tal' Istromento non 1 ho
trovato riserito da alcuno scrittore, siccome da niuno su
descri tto, segno manifesto non esser anti ~o, rna mode~no . dedo~to
dalli Flauti, per avere voce piu alta, e Vlgoro,sa,. nee s1 fa.cll~
e spiogarsi colla penna, come la compred~ l u~1to, da cu1 s~
distingue, e conosce, benche confusa nelle S1nfon1e con la voce d1
altri Istromenti Musicali 11 •
11

Filippo Bonanni [Buonanni], Gabinetto armonico pieno d'Istromenti (Rome:
G. Placho, 1722), pp. 67-8.
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other hand, was provided with a register or speaker key operated by the
thumb, which when pressed opens a small hole further up the bore,
causing the instrument to produce easily the pitches of the interval of
a twelfth above the notes in the fundamental register.21

The length of

Buonanni's clarone, nlungo palmi due e mezzo .. , was shorter than the
oboe's

11

Circa due palmi e otto oncie 11 (Buonanni, p. 67).

was much lower than that of the oboe.

Yet its range

Its 11 high and vigorous sound 11 was

so characteristic of this instrument that Buonanni made a special point
of mentioning it.

On the basis of these points we see that the clarone

was probably a small, high-pitched clarinet in Q'', g'' or f'' .22

It is

not surprising that Buonanni had already deduced the origin of the
clarinet,

since apart from its bell, mouthpiece and two keys,

it

resembled the recorder.
Ten years after the publication of Buonanni's book, J. G. Walther
wrote the first definition of the clarinet in his well-known dictionary
of terms and biography, the Musikalisches Lexikon of 1732.

Like

Buonanni he used the oboe for a comparison:
Clarinet, a woodwind instrument invented at the beginning of
century by a Nuremberger. It resemb 1es a 1ong oboe, except for
its wide mouthpiece, from afar the instrument sounds not unlike a
t~umpet.
~'tj compass extends from f to d"' shown in table IX,
f1gure one.
21Nicholas Shackleton,

11

Clarinet, 11 NGDMI, 1:392.

22The fingering of the written f'' of each clarinet produces the
pitch referred to as the tonality of the instrument.
23cf. the translation of a similar passage in Joseph Friedrich
Bernhard Caspar Majer's Museum Musicum (Schwab. Hall, 1732; reprinted.,
Kassel: Barenreiter, 1954), p. 32, by Oskar Kroll in The Clarinet (New
York: Taplinger, 1968), p. 21.
11 Clarinetto,
ist ein zu Anfange dieses Seculi von einem
Nurnberger erfundenes, und einer langen Hautbois nicht ungleiches
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Wa 1ther' s words

11

zu Anfange di eses Secul i 11 were obviously taken from

Doppe 1mayr' s bi ographi ca 1 account of J. C. Denner.

He a1so quoted

Doppelmayr and cited his book for a biographical entry on Denner.
Walther's clarinet resembled a
than Buonanni's clarone.

Its

11

11

long oboe 11 and presumably was longer

Wide mouthpiece 11 is a characteristic of

many extant, two-key clarinets discussed below.

The range that appears

in Walther's table 9 was given as f' to Q''', fully chromatic except for
the !;.#' ' ' •

The 1owest octave of f to f', though included in the

quotation here cited from Wa 1ther' s text proper, appears to have been
unintentionally omitted from his table.24
The earliest French publication including some mention of the
clarinet is found in a brief entry in Diderot's Encyclopedie of 1753.
Here the instrument is described as a

11

Sorte de hautbois 11 , and the

reader is referred to the article 11 hautbois 11 , and to the 11 lutherie 11
plates. 25 There is no information on the clarinet in the article on the
oboe, however, and the drawing of the two-key clarinet in the Recueil de

holzernes BlaB=Instrument, ausser daB ein breites Mund=Stuck daran
befestiget ist; klingt von ferne einer Trompete ziemlich ahnl~ch,
und gehet von f bis ins d durch die Tab. IX. F. 1. angeze1gte
Klange 11 •
Johann Gottfried Walther, Musikalisches lexikon (leipzig: W. Deer, 1732;
reprinted., Kassel: Barenreiter, 1953), p. 168.
24This incorrect range of from f' to Q''' was repeated by Georg
Friedrich Wolf in his KurzgefaBtes musikalisches lexikon (Halle: J. C.
Hendel, 1787), p. 34; as well as the later editions in Halle (1792, p.
34) and Vienna (1800, p. 23).
25[Denis Diderot], 11 Clarinette, 11 _ E~cyclopedie, o~- ~ictionnaire
raisonne des sciences, des arts et des met1ers par un soc1ete de gens de
lettres, 17 vols. (Paris: Briasson, David, le Breton, 1751-1765), 3
(1753)' p. 505.
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planches (1767) resembles the outline of the conically bored oboe.26
Nonetheless, this engraving (plate 12), is accurate enough in its
structural detail to be useful for making a comparison with photographs
of some extant two-key clarinets, carried out in the following section.

Materials
The two- or three-key clarinet was usually made of European
boxwood, its botanical designation being, Buxus sempervirens.

It is

wood of a delicate yellow color, which darkens with age to a honey hue.
Other materials sometimes used were plum, pear, maple and ivory.27 Twokey clarinets were usually divided into three sections: 1) mouthpiece
with a large socket; 2) a middle joint with two non-diametrical keys
placed on the frontal and dorsal sides of the tube, with one hole for
the thumb on the dorsal side, and six finger holes on the frontal side;
and 3) a lower stock combined with a bell having one hole for the little
finger, which could be rotated to accommodate either hand being placed
Two-key clarinets were also made in four sections by
dividing the middle joint after the third finger hole. 28 These sections
lowermost.

were joined together by the construction of tenons fitting into a
corresponding socket.

To make the tenon, the end of one piece was

thinned to about half its normal thickness, and a corresponding amount

26Recueil de planches sur le~ sc.iences, les arts li~eraux .et les
arts mechanigues, avec leur expl1cat1on, 11 vols. (Pan.s: Bnasson,
David, Le Breton, 1762-1772), 5 (1767), pl. 8. See Er1c Halfpenny,
"Castilon on the Clarinet," Music and Letters 35 (October 1954): 333.
27Michael G. Zadro, Woods used for woodwind since the
Century," EM 3 (April 1975): 135; 3 (July 1975): 249.

16th

28cf. Albert R. Rice, "Clarinet Fingering Charts," GSJ 37 (1984):
22.
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PLATE 12

.F_w . J! .

~~?~~~;
.Jifp ...z6 .

A two-key clarinet made in three sections from the Recueil de planches,
11 vols. (Paris: Briasson, David, Le Breton, 1762-1772), 5 (1767), pl.
8, s.v. "Lutherie, suite de instruments i vent".
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was taken away from the inside of the piece which received the tenon,
thus forming a socket.

In order to give it greater strength, the wood

round the socket was turned rather thicker than the rest of the tube,
and the end was often protected against strain and consequent splitting
by a ring or ferrule of ivory, bone or metal.

The tenon was wrapped

round with waxed thread in order to make the joint air tight.29

Mouthpiece
Plate 13 is a photograph of a typical mouthpiece with its large
socket from a two-key Q'' clarinet, part of an instrument made by Jacob
Denner (Nuremberg 149). 30 We see a large opening or slot bordered by
thin

11

rails 11 , on which the reed vibrated.

It is interesting to note

that the reed found with this mouthpiece is known to have been made in
the eighteenth century. 31 Several shall ow grooves were carved on the
outside of the mouthpiece, and below the slot, as well as on the butt or
lower end of the reed (as may be seen in the photograph) to facilitate
its binding to the rails by a string or twine.

At least four ornamental

rings of varying sizes were tuned just above the socket.

This socket

does not have a ferrule at its end, but its bulging outline indicates a

29Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments (London, 1939, reprinted.,
New York: Da Capo, 1965), p. 58.
30This photograph was supplied to. me through the. courtesy of David
Ross, the complete instrument is seen 1n .: .Anthony Ba 1nes, European and
American Musical Instruments (New York: V1k1ng Press, 1966), pl. 621 who
dated this instrument as c. 1730; Shackleton, nclarinet,: pl · 3, no. b;
John Henry van der Meer, Germani sches Na~ i ?na 1museum Nurnberg.
Wegweiser durch die Sammlung Historischer Mus1k1nstrumente, 2nd ed.
(Nuremberg: n.p., 1976), p. 34, photograph on page 45. Van der Meer
dated this instrument as c. 1715.
31shackleton,

11

Clarinet, 11 NGDMI, 1:397.
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Mouthpiece/socket joint, reed and string from a clarinet in Q'' by Jacob
Denner (Nuremberg 149).
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characteristic thickening of wood just below its midpoint.32

The

mouthpiece of the clarinet in the Encyclopedie (plate 12, fig. 19) has a
smaller V-shaped slot , a large ornamental ring followed by a pear-shaped
socket, and what appears to be a ferrule at its end.

Both mouthpieces

are tapered on the opposite side, as with the modern mouthpiece, to fit
in the players' mouth, the pointed shape being called the beak.

One

interesting aspect of clarinet research is that the angle of taper
varies from mouthpiece to mouthpiece.

Another example of this taper can

be found on a mouthpiece of a clarinet in f'' by Jacob Denner (Berlin
223) in plate 14. 33 Inside all clarinet mouthpieces, opposing the reed,
is a wedge-shaped tone chamber, which becomes cylindrical in shape to
match the bore of the upper joint. 34 The organologist, Kurt Birsak,
noted that the length of the tone chamber (Bahnlange) of this mouthpiece
(partially seen in plate 14) is very long (5.0 em), and is similar in
length to the tone chamber of J. C. Denner's tenor chalumeau (5.2 em,
By comparison, the tone chamber of the Jacob Denner
clarinet in Berlin (2.05 em) is much shorter (see plate 16). 35
Munich 136).

The following drawings and measurements of three mouthpieces from twokey Q''

clarinets (fig.

32cf. Eric Halfpenny,

3) illustrate further variety in design,

11

Early English Clarinets, .. GSJ 18 (1965):

47.
33Photographs of clarinets in the Berlin collection were supplied
to me through the courtesy of ~rs. ~.eutsc~ of the Musi k- Instrumenten
Sammlung of the Staatliches Inst1tut fur Mus1kforschung.
34cf., Shackleton, 1:390.
35Kurt Birsak, 11 Das Dreiklappen-Chalumeau im Bayerischen NationalMuseum in MUnchen, 11 Mf 26 (Oct.-Dec. 1973): 495.
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ornamental turning and the shape of slots.36 The various dimensions of
the mouthpiece along
l r ngth

Wid th
lrn gtb
0

CROHE

EASS

BOR KEHS EA306

AN OI

Width
1l

EHI.~

Fig. 3-Three mouthpiecejsockets from two-key Q'' clarinets.

with the overall length and bore of the instrument affect the tuning of
the clarinet.

Other aspects of design reflect a preference by the

maker, such as, the 1ength and size of the slot, the shape of the
socket, and the style of ornamental turnings.

Jacob Denner's mouthpiece

illustrated in plate 14 is similar in shape to the Anonymous mouthpiece.
Differences in measurements are also found in a reconstruction of a
mouthpiece for a copy of the J. C. (?) Denner clarinet in 4'' (Berkeley
19), based on measurements of mouthpieces by Jacob Denner by the modern
maker, T.

E. Hoeprich.

For instance, the overall

length of his

mouthpiece is about the same as the Crone mouthpiece, but the width of

36Figure 3 is taken from Deirdre Daines, Robin Hewitt, Gerald
Vickers and John Hanchett, 11 Some measurements of early wind
instruments, 11 EM 4 (Oct. 1976): 461.
The Borkens and _Anonymous
clarinets are in the Gemeentemuseum of The Hague, the Crone 1nstrument
is in the Rijsmuseum of Amsterdam, see Appendix 2. All measurements are
given in millimeters.
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the slot is greater at the top (12 mm), and the bottom edge (10 mm) than
most of these examples.37

Keys
The keys of eighteenth-century clarinets were forged commonly in
brass, occasionally in silver. 38 Touchplates for the thumb or fingers
varied considerably in design.

The key covers, however, were usually

made in a square shape, though a few are round.

On the under surface of

these flaps was a piece of leather in order to make the hole air tight
when it was covered. 39 Carse explained the mechanical actions of these
keys:
Keys are of two sorts, namely, the open and closed keys. The open
key is one which stands open when it is not touched, leaving the
hole uncovered; the closed key seals up the hole when the lever is
not touched, and only uncovers it when the fingerplate is pressed
down. The open key acts in exactly the same way as a finger over
a hole, for when a finger falls on a hole, that hole is closed;
similarly, when a finger falls on the fingerplate of an open key
it causes the hole to be closed.
The closed key acts in the
opposite way and opens the ho 1e when the finger fa 11 s on the
fi ngerpl ate . . • .
An open key requires two 1evers, each
pivoting on its own axle; and placed end to end so that one acts
on the end of the other; thus, when the fingerplate is up the keycover is also up, and the hole is open; conversely, when the
fingerplate is pressed down the key-cover descends on the hole and
closes it.
A closed key is a single lever rocking see-saw-wise on an
axle; when the fi ngerpl ate is up the key-cover is down and the
hole is covered, but when the f!Bgerplate is pressed down the keycover rises and opens the hole.

37see T. Eric Hoeprich, "A Three-Key Clarinet by J. C. Denner,"
GSJ 34 (1981): 21, 24.
38 Rendall, The Clarinet, p. 20.
39 carse, Musical Wind Instruments, p. 50.
40carse, pp. 46-7.
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These keys lie in a channel cut in a raised ring or ridge of wood which
runs round the instrument.

This ring was left standing when the

instrument was turned on the lathe.

A thick, brass pin (the axle on

which the key pivots) was inserted across the channel and through a hole
in the middle of the key lever, the two ends being firmly embedded in
the wood of the ring. 41 Both open and closed keys are kept in their
normal position by brass springs, attached to the outer bore or riveted
to the underside of the key.

The pressure of the spring upwards keeps

the fingerplate up until it is depressed.42
Keys are commonly named according to the note which sounds when
the touchplate is pressed down.

Thus, the closed "a" key on the frontal

side of the clarinet produces a written .9.' when its touchplate is
depressed.

The closed key on the dorsal side is called the "speaker" or

"register" key, when its touchplate is depressed an "overblown•• register
is produced a twelfth higher than the notes of the fundamental register.
The speaker key hole was always lined with a metal tube, which projects
internally about half way across the bore, to eliminate the clogging of
its tone hole moisture.43

Plate 14 shows a two-key clarinet in£'' by

Jacob Denner, and the surviving middle joint (all that remains after the
World War II bombing) of a two-key clarinet in .d." by Johann Wilhelm
Oberlender (i) (Berlin 223 and 2870). 44 This photograph clearly shows
41 Cf. Carse, p. 53.
42carse, p. 47; and Phillip T.
Historical Woodwind Instruments, p. IX.

Young,

Twenty-Five

Hundred

43Halfpenny, "Early English Clarinets," p. 47.
44A photograph of the complete Oberl ender cl ~ri net is found in
Curt Sachs, samml ung alter Musi ki nstru":lente bel der Staat.l i chen
Hochschul e fur Musi k zu Berlin.
Beschre1 bender Kat a1og (Berl1 n: J.
Bard, 1922), pl. 29, no. 2870 and Kroll, The Clarinet, pl. 5.
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PLATE 14

Left: the middle joint from a two-key clarinet in 4'' by J. W.
Oberl ender i (Berlin 2870).
Denner (Berlin 223).

Right: a two-key clarinet in £" by Jacob
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the non-diametrical

keys on both of these instruments, which were
erroneously described by Rendall. 45 Looking now at the upper joint of
the Jacob Denner instrument (in four sections), and the middle joint of
the Oberlender clarinet (formerly in three sections), we see that the
upper turned ring carries the speaker key on the dorsal side.

The lower

turned ring was channeled to provide room for the touchplate of the
speaker, so it could be depressed by the thumb of either hand (see plate
14 and compare plate 12).

Both rings on the joints of the Denner and

Oberlender clarinets are rounded, and have lathe center marks as a guide
for boring the fulcrum pins on which the keys pivot (see plates 16 and
17). 46 In plate 16 and 17, the different styles of ornamental turning
and design of the £' keys are also clearly seen.

Makers' stamps
Woodwind makers of baroque clarinets often placed a distinctive
stamp with their name, or an abbreviated version of it, on every section
of the clarinet, except the mouthpiece/socket.

Jacob Denner's stamp, as

seen in plate 15, consists of "I Denner" in a scroll with a pine tree
beneath, separating the initials "I D".

The use of a pine tree was a

pun on the low German word, "Denner", which had the same meaning as the

45Rendall, p. 68. Sachs noted that the keys of these instruments
£' (a key) and .Q' (speaker), ~h.ich Re~dall .seems to h~ve
1nterpreted to indicate that they were pos1t1oned d1ametr1cally oppos1te
(Sammlunq . . . , col. 289, no. 2870 and col. 291, no. 223).
Furthermore Rendall may have been influenced by the descriptions of W.
Altenburg a~d c. Snoeck who both stated that the Oberlender clarinet was
similar to the chalumeau and primitive in construction. See Wilhelm
Altenburg, Die Klarinette (Heilbronn: C.~· Sc~~idt, [1904]), P: 3 and
Cesare Snoeck, Catalogue de la collect1on d 1nstruments anc1ens ou
curieux (Ghent: J. Vuylsteke, 1894), p. 165, no. 870.
~roduced

46 cf. Halfpenny, p. 47.
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PLATE 15

The dorsal sides of two clarinets.
clarinet (Berlin collection).
Denner (Berlin 223).

Left: an unidentified five-key

Right: a two-key clarinet in£'' by Jacob
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PLATE 16
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The mouthpiecejsocket and upper joint of a two-key clarinet in £'' by
Jacob Denner (Berlin 223).
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high German,

11

Tanner 11 or

11

Tannenbaum 11 , a pine tree.47

Oberlender's

stamp was simply IIJ W Oberlender 11 in a scroll with the initial
beneath (plate 17). 48

11

0 11

Middle section and the bell
Looking back at plate 14, we notice a large, bulging socket at the
top of the lower joint.

This

11

bulb 11 -shaped socket is found on several

two and three-key clarinets, including the instrument pictured in the
Recueil de planches (plate 12).

The middle joint by Oberlender carries

only an ornamental ring since this section is in one piece, and does not
need the added reinforcement.

Three finger holes are on the lower joint

of the Denner clarinet, not clearly visible in the photographs.

The

lower stock/bell of the Denner clarinet has a large socket boss, with a
seventh finger hole bored at a slanted or oblique angle.

This angle was

bored so that the hole could be reached by the little finger of either
hand.

The bore beneath this bulging socket appears to have a diameter

similar to that of the lower joint, forming a bell from a gradual
flaring and expansion.

This section is also quite similar to its

corresponding section on the instrument pictured in the Recueil de
planches (plate 12).

Another Jacob Denner clarinet in Brussels (912),

according to Hoeprich, is slightly conical in its exterior despite a
cylindrical bore.49
47see Horace Fitzpatrick,
Abbey,n GSJ 21 (1968): 81.

11

Jacob Denner's Woodwinds for Gottweig

48A comprehensive listing with ~llu~trations of woodwi~d mak~rs'
stamps is given by Lyndesay G. Langw1ll 1n An Index of Mus1cal WlndInstrument Makers, 6th ed., pp. 211-27, 304.
49T. Eric Hoeprich, 11 Clarinet Reed position in the 18th century,n
EM 12 (Feb. 1984): 53, illustrated in EM 11 (Jan. 1983): 60.
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PLAT E 17

The middle joint of a two-key clarinet in Q'' by Johann Wilhelm
Oberlender i (Berlin 2870).
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Composite instruments
Plate 18 is a photograph of an unmarked two-key clarinet in the
Musikinstrumenten-Museum (no. 1457) of the Karl-Marx- Universitat in
Leipzig. 50 This instrument was recently thought to be a chalumeau on
the basis of a description of the notes produced by its two keys, £' (a
key) and Q' (speaker key). 51

Dr. Hubert Henkel of the museum in Leipzig

stated to me in private correspondence, that the register key of this
instrument is twenty-three millimeters higher than the£' key.

The

photograph reveals that his clarinet was assembled with sections that do
not match in the co 1or or grain of wood.

For instance, the 1ower

stock/bell is much darker in color than the single middle section, which
has a large metal

ferrule at its lower end.

The socket of the

mouthpiece is also darker in color than the middle section.

Since all

of these sections were not made together, this instrument should not be
understood as typical of two-key clarinets.

Clarinets which have been

assembled with sections from other instruments are ca 11 ed composite
instruments.
It also appears that the original mouthpiece/socket was damaged on
the top or beak, cut off at the level of the turned ring, a socket sunk
in the upper end of the remaining piece and a meta 1 ferrule added, to

50This photograph was supplied to me by the courtesy of Dr. Hubert
Henkel, director of the Musikinstrumentenmuseum.
51Gerhardt Hochstrasser, "Das Problem des Kunstmusik-Chalumeaus
(II)," Glareana.
Nachrichten der Gesellschaft der Freunde alt~r
Mus i ki nstrumente 28 (31 March 1979): 13-~.
Hochstrasser based h1 s
i~entification on a description by J •. Z1mmermann wh~ q.~oted Georg
K1nsky's unpublished manuscr1pt of the th1rd volume of .h1s Kat.~log des
Heyer-Museums in Koln".
See Josef Zimmermann, Von Z1nken Flaten und
Schalmeien (Duren: A. Bezani, [1967]), p. 67.
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PLATE 18

An unmarked two-key clarinet (Leipzig 1457) comprising sections from
different instruments.
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take the tenon of a replacement mouthpiece.

Indeed, many mouthpieces of

baroque clarinets may not be in their original state, since some were
altered for a particular player or refashioned due to damage.52

The

organologist, H. Heyde, described the mouthpiece of this clarinet as
being made of metal and having an idioglott (!) reed.53

Unfortunately,

the material which this mouthpiece consists of, cannot be verified from
this photograph, only the uneven rails can be seen.
clarinet in

~''

A three-key

by Lindner (Brussels 913, plate 18) which was accepted

as authentic for many years, has recently been shown to be a composite
instrument. 54 Shackleton found that only the unmarked lower stock/bell
of this instrument was originally part of a three-key clarinet.
lower joint, marked

11

Lindner 11 ,

is from a

~"

The

clarinet of the late

eighteenth century, and the upper joint and mouthpiecejsocket are modern
reproductions. 55

The Third Key
By 1750, several woodwind makers added a third, open-standing key
to the lower stock/bell, supplying the notes g or .Q.' and linking the
fundamenta 1 and overblown registers. 56 This 1ong key (g/.Q.' key) was
52see Halfpenny, p. 45.
53Herbert Heyde, 11 Ei n Urahn der Kl ari nette? 11 Deutsches Jahrbuch
der Musikwissenschaft fur 1970 (Leipzig: Peters, 1971), 15:122, 124 note
14 and Hochstrasser, p. 15.
54see Rendall, The Clarinet, p. 70, photographed as pl. I, d; and
Young, Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments, p. 80.
55Nicholas Shackleton,
38 (1985): 137-9.

11

The 'Well Known Clarinet by Lindner' , 11 GSJ

56I refer to the notes g and .Q.' produced by this key a~ the us~al
result on eighteenth-century clarinets. The researc~ of K. B1rsak, w1th
three three-key instruments in the Salzburg collect1on, has shown that
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mounted on a ring of the bell joint and usually positioned on the back
of the instrument, to be operated by the right or left thumb depending
on which hand was placed lowermost.

These three-key clarinets always

include a second or alternate hole on the lower stock that could be
reached by the finger.

This ho 1e enab 1ed the p1ayer to choose which

hand would be uppermost, the hole which was not needed would then be
plugged by wax or a spindle-shaped wooden stopper.57

A few other

clarinets had their gjQ' key placed on the left side of the instrument,
to be operated by the 1eft-hand 1i ttl e finger, and included one tone
hole on the lower stock for the right-hand little finger.

In plate 19,

we see both types of three-key clarinet and a two-key clarinet.

From

left to right: three-key in g'' by Georg Henrich Scherer (c. 1750);
three-key in

~,,

a composite instrument, the lower joint stamped Lindner

(c. 1780)--the gjQ' key is on the dorsal side--and; two-key in £'' by
Jacob Denner (c. 1720; Brussels 924, 913, 912). 58 Both of the alternate
holes are seen on the Lindner instrument and the gjQ' key on the left
side of the Scherer clarinet is visible. 59 The extra length of tubing
on the lower stock of both three-key clarinets, was added directly below
the socket boss for the lowest key.
A few three-key clarinets have an extra section added to the
1evers of their thumb keys, so that, when the 1ower joint is turned
around, these keys are within reach of the left hand fourth finger.

The

the pitches produced with this key were sometimes designed to be a halfstep higher (seep. 125 above).
57Kroll, The Clarinet, p. 19 note 2.
58This photograph and the dating of the instruments are by David
and
appear in The Clarinet 11 (Fall 1983).
Ross,
59In private correspondenc~, David Ross has told me th~t ~his key
was originally much longer than 1ts present appearance would 1nd1cate.
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PLATE 19

~

~

Left to right: three-key clarinet in 4'' by Georg Henrich Scherer (c.
1750); three-key in£' by Lindner (c. 1780, Q' key placed on the back);
two-key

in~,,

by Jacob Denner (c. 1720, Brussels, 924, 913, 912).
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redundant hole is now in the rear and may be permanently blocked.60

An

anonymous three-key instrument (Nuremberg 150), as noted by Kroll , is
exceptional in regard to its possibilities for the use of the gjQ' key.
It is pitched in gb'' and consequent 1y shorter in 1ength than most
three-key clarinets.

Its f/Q' key is very long (mounted to a block on

the bell), and accessible to either the left hand fourth finger when the
left hand is higher, or the left thumb if the right hand is higher.61
Montagu wrongly assumed that these fingering positions, in regard to the
gjQ'

key, were possible on every three-key clarinet.

Unless the

c1ar i net is very short in 1ength, the f/Q' key must be 1engthened in
order to be reached by the left hand fourth finger.62

Some Additional Aspects of Design
Looking back to plate 19, we see that the Scherer clarinet has
ivory ferrules on the top of its 1ower stock/be 11 and the end of its
mouthpiece/socket.

The use of ivory ferrules began about the mid-

century, but was more commonly found on clarinets built during the last
third of the eighteenth century. 63

Interestingly, Scherer is the only

60 Examples of these instruments are by G. Walch and 11 Iswn
(Salzburg 18/2 and 18/6), and two three-key clarinettes d'amour--low
pitched clarinets with globular bells--by P. Paur (or R. Bauer, Vienna,
Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde 130, and Technisches Museum). See Kurt
Birsak, Die Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger Museum Carolino Augusteum
(Salzburg: Salzburger Museum Carolina Augusteum, 1973), p. 113; and
Shackleton, 11 Clarinet, 11 1:393.
61Kroll, p. 19 note 2; Jeremy Montagu, The World of Baroque &
Classical Musical Instruments (Woodstock, New York: The Overlook Press,
1979), p. 51, pl. 35. Also photographed in.William H. Stubbins, The Art
of Clarinetistry (Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor Publ1shers, 1965), pl. IV.
62David Ross came to this conclusion after an examination of many
eighteenth-century instruments, cf. Montagu, p. 51.
63 Cf. Rendall, p. 71.
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known maker who constructed two-key clarinets made entirely of ivory
(see Appendix 2).

The mouthpieces of the Scherer clarinet and the

reproduction for the lower joint marked Lindner are designed differently
than Denner's.

For example, the slots are smaller and a flat area

called the table, was provided for the butt end of the reed to be placed
upon.

The Lindner reproduction mouthpiece has a particularly long

table, extending to the ferrule of the socket, and is similar to the
mouthpiece of an authentic three-key clarinet by J. W. Kenigsperger
(Munich 110). 64 Another difference in design is that Denner clarinets
are characterized by a somewhat wider bore--approximately equivalent to
the modern Qb' clarinet--and as wide a mouthpiece.
century,

Later in the

instruments of Q'' pitch were built with a smaller bore

favoring the higher part of the range, and with a very much narrower
mouthpiece, a good example being a two-key clarinet in Q'' by Zencker
(Nuremberg 424). 65

Pitch, Tuning and Pitch Designations
Two-key clarinets are recorded in museum catalogues as being
One
constructed in 4'' and -c' ' ' less often in -eb,, ' -e'' and g' ' .
exception is a two-key instrument by Jean Baptiste Willems in Qb'
(Brussels 2573, cf. Appendix 2).
Wl.th

£b,,.

The three-key instruments are listed

a greater var1ety
·
·
of p1·t ches, 1.e.,

'

~,

_bb' , _c'', _d'', _f'', g'' and

In common with the two-key clarinet, the greater number of pitch

designations

are those

in

4'' and

f''.

The accuracy of pitch

64see the photograph in Phillip T. Young's The Look of Music: rare
musical
instruments 1500-1900 (Vancouver: Vancouver Museums &
Planetarium Association, 1980), p. 26, no. 100.
65shackleton, "Clarinet," 1:393.
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designations given in museum catalogues, however, is often questionable,
particularly if the instrument is not playable or was not tested with an
electronic tuner.
During the eighteenth century, the pitch used for tuning the
clarinet varied at different times and in various places.
diversity of tuning was not peculiar to the clarinet.

This

The general

situation was commented upon by the important German writer, Johann
Joachim Quantz (1752):
The pitch regularly used for tuning an orchestra has always varied
considerably according to the time and place. The disagreeable
choir pitch prevailed in Germany for several centuries, as the old
organs prove. Other instruments, such as violins, double basses,
trombones, recorders, shawms, bombards, trumpets, clarinets, &c.,
were a1so made to conform to it.
But after the French had
transformed the German cross-pipe into the transverse flute, the
shawm into the oboe, and the bombard into the bassoon, using their
lower and more agreeable pitch, the high choir pitch began in
Germany to be supplanted by the chamber pitch, as is demonstrated
by some of the most famous new organs. At the present time the
Venetian pitch is the highest; it is almost the same as our old
choir pitch. The Roman pitch of about twenty years ago was 1ow,
and was equal to that of Paris. At present, howevSG' the Parisian
pitch is beginning almost to equal that of Venice.

66Translation by Edward R. Reilly in Johann Joachim Quantz, On
Playing the Flute (New York: Schirmer, 1966), p. 267, §6.
Der Ton, in welchem die Orchester zu stimmen pflegen, ist nach
Beschaffenheiten der Orte und Zeiten immer sehr verschieden
gewesen.
Der unangenehme Chorton hat einige Jahrhunderte in
Deutschland geherrschet, welches die alten Orgeln .sa~tsam
beweisen. Man hat auch die ubrigen Instrumente, als: V1ol1nen,
BaBgei gen, Posaunen, Fl oten a bee,. Sch.a 11 meyen, Bombarte,
Trompeten, Clarinetten, u.s.w. darnach e~nger1chtet. N~chdem aber
die Franzosen nach ihrem angenehmen t1efern Tone, d1e deutsche
Querpfiefe in,die Flote traversiere, die Schallmey in den Hobo~,
und den Bombart in den Basson verwandelt hatten hat man 1n
Deutschland auch angefangen, den hoh~n .chorton mit .. dem Kammertone
zu verwechse 1n · wi e auch nunmehro e1 n1 ge der beruhmtesten neuen
Orgeln beweise~. Der venezianische Ton ist iBiger Zeit eigentlich
der hochste, und unserm alten Chortone fast ahnlich. Der romische
11
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Quantz also states that the best tuning is the "so-called German A
chamber pitch", because it is the mean between the French and Venetian,
and convenient for both wind and string players. 67

Modern makers who

construct reproductions of baroque clarinets , such as Hoeprich and Brian
Ackerman of London, have found the original pitch level of several
clarinets to be between A-415 and A-420.
Makers began indicating the pitch of their clarinets about 1750,
by comparing the pitches produced in the upper register (the most
frequently played register) to that of the oboe.6 8

The sounding pitch

of the instrument, when fingering the note£'', was then marked on the
instrument by the use of a single letter.

For example, the clarinet

pitched in£" was marked "C", the clarinet in .9." marked "0", and the
clarinet in ~b, was "B 11 (the German for b-flat).

This letter was carved

on the upper section of the instrument just below the mouthpiece/socket,
and occasionally on every section.

An early and untypical example is

the three-key clarinet by J. W. Kenigsperger (Munich 110) marked "G" on
the upper section, just below the mouthpiecejsocket. 69 This instrument
is 51.8 em in length with a bore diameter of 1.1 em, and appears to be
too short to be a low clarinet in g', and too long to be a clarinet in
Ton war, vor etlichen und zwanzig Jahren, tief, und dem Pariser
Ton dem venezianischen fast gleich zu machen".
Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flote traversiere zu
spielen (Berlin, 1752; reprinted., Leipzig: C. F. Kahnt, 1906), p. 184,

§6.
67Quantz, pp. 184-5; trans., Reilly, p. 268.
68cf. Anthony Baines, "Transposing Instruments," NGDMI, 3:617.
69visible in the photograph in Phillip T. Young, The Look of
Music, p. 26, no. 100.
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high g''.

A solution to this problem occurs in the treatise of the

Italian writer, F. Antolini (1812), who stated that makers constructed
clarinets in pitches determined by their fingerings for the notes £''
and f"

JO

Based on this evidence,

it then

seems

likely that

Keni gsperger i dent i fi ed the pitch of this instrument by the fingering
for f'' rather than the usual note £''.

The designation of

11

611 would

therefore indicate that this instrument was tuned one whole-step higher
than the clarinet in£'', and was actually pitched in
the present-day method of pitch designation).

4'' (according to

The 1ength and bore of

other 4'' clarinets are also similar to those of this instrument,
supporting this assumption which was suggested to me by Shackleton.

A

playing test, however, would be necessary to verify this hypothesis.

The J. C. (?) Denner clarinet
An unusual and controversial three-key clarinet (Berkeley 19) has
recently been suggested to have been the work of Johann Christoph
DennerJ1

This instrument is incomplete, consisting of only a middle

section and a lower stock/bell.

The third key is mounted for use by the

thumb, and double finger holes were bored for the third, fourth, sixth,
and seventh hole positions, with the bottom set duplicated to allow for
I have
left or right-handed players (see plates 20 and 21). 72
personally studied this instrument and can confirm the observations

70Francesco Antolini, La retta maniera di scrivere
clarinetto (Milan: c. Buccinelli, 1813), pp. 18-9 note 2.
1lsee T. Eric Hoeprich,
GSJ 34 (1981): 21-32.

11

per

il

A Three-Key Clarinet by J. C. Denner, 11

72These illustrations are from Hoeprich's article, pp. 22-3, figs.
1 and 2.
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PLATE 20
N.B. The key is shown too wide in this
drawing by approx. 2 mm.

88

•
•
D

e

•
e
FIG. 1: ] .

C. Denner clarinet, front view

A drawing of the front view of a three-key clarinet in Q'' (Berkeley 19)
attributed to J.

c.

Denner, from GSJ 34 (1981): 22.
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PLATE 21

{:::=:::::3- 19.2
0

J.

Z

(aa )

•
--22.2

- - - - - - - - - - 28.0

FIG.

2:]. C. Denner clarinet, rear view

A drawing of the rear view of a three-key clarinet in Q'' (Berkeley 12)
attributed to J.

c.

Denner, from GSJ 34 (1981): 23.
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given by T. E. Hoeprich in his article for the Galpin Society Journal
The makers' mark on this clarinet is unfortunately illegible,

(1981).

only a scroll is visible with an initial
stamp usually consisted of
or

a~~ ¥

11

11

11

0 11 beneath.

J. C. Denner's

I C Denner 11 in a scroll sometimes with a 11 0 11

beneath the scro11. 73

Lawson and Young have expressed reservations about accepting the
attribution of this clarinet to J. C. Denner, basing their arguments
mainly on the identity of the maker of the bass recorders sold in 1720
to G6ttweig abbey near Vienna. 74

These instruments bear the name

Denner 11 in a scroll with the subscript ~~~~~.

11

I C

Fitzpatrick suggested that

Jacob Denner continued to use his father's stamp, on his own instruments
after his father's death in 1707, the subscript being the initials of
Jacob's

name. 75

Van

der Meer,

however,

rejected this

hypothesis

proposing rather that Jacob added his initials to instruments made by
his father and bearing his father's stamp, and subsequently sold these
instruments. 76
If one accepts the Berkeley clarinet as being made by J. C.
Denner, then there can be no doubt, according to Hoepri ch, that the
third key was J. C. Denner's invention and not added at a 1ater time.

73see Nickel,
Der Holzblasinstrumentenbau in der
Freien
Reichsstadt Nurnberg, pp. 255-6 and Langwill, An Index of Musical WindInstrument Makers, 6th ed., p. 217. A third mark of J. C. Denner's
makes use of interlocking initials without a scroll.
74colin Lawson 11 Chalumeau and clarinetll in IIQbservations,n EM 8
(July 1980): 368; 'Young, Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind
Instruments, pp. 23, 25.
75Fitzpatrick,
81, 85-6.

11

Jacob Denner's Woodwinds for G6ttweig Abbey,n pp.

76John Henry Van der Meer'
(1970): 118.

11

Some More Denner Guesses' II GSJ 23
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Indeed, the construction of the ring in which this key is mounted is not
merely ornamental, but clearly an original part of the bell.

Although

the bell section is not stamped, its color, ornamental turnings, and key
mounts are identical to those of the middle section.

.

Hoeprich believes

that it is unlikely that this bell was made by Jacob Denner because of
its uneven profile, which is typical of earlier baroque instruments.
The touchpl ate and round cover of the key on the bell (plate 20) is
exactly the same shape as those found on a number of extant bass
recorders by J. C. Denner.

Furthermore, the extant instruments by Jacob

Denner do not have two-piece, open keys with this shape.77
The unusual number of double holes on the Berkeley instrument for
the third, fourth, sixth and seventh hole positions is notable.

Indeed,

the use of double holes on the clarinet is more typical of the last
third of the eighteenth century.

Double holes are found, however, for

the seventh hole positions on the J. C. Denner chalumeau (Munich 136),
and for the third and fourth positions of several oboes by this maker. 78
Furthermore, a unique, ivory recorder by J. C. Denner, recently found,
has daub 1e ho 1es for the sixth and seventh ho 1e positions, making it
easier to accept the profusion of daub 1e ho 1es found on the Berke 1ey
clarinet _79

Fi na 11 y, a three-key instrument attributed to one of the

Denners was mistakenly recorded in the catalogue of the Brussels
conservatory instrument collection.

Shackleton has recently shown that

this instrument was not by one of the Denners, but is actua 11 Y a

77 Hoeprich, pp. 24, 27.
78 see chapter one page 50 above.
79Phillip T. Young,
35 (1982): 84.

11

Some Further Instruments by the Denners,n GSJ
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composite three-key clarinet with its lower joint stamped Lindner
(Brussels 913). 80 If accepted as authentic, the Berkeley clarinet is
11

11

then the only extant clarinet by J. C. Denner, and probably the oldest
existing clarinet. 81
Several writers have previously mentioned clarinets made by J.

c.

Denner, some examples of which were probably mis-identified instruments
by Jacob Denner, others cannot now be verified.

For example, sixty-six

instruments in the Germani sches Museum in Nuremberg were 1i sted in an
anonymous article in the Anzeiger fur Kunde der Deutschen Vorzeit
(1860), number fifty-nine being a Clarinette von J. C. Denner with a
height of 1' 8 (50.8 cm). 82 Today, one clarinet by Jacob Denner is
11

11

11

found in this museum in Nuremberg (149).

Van der Meer, however,

recently stated that of eighteen instruments lent to this museum by the
Lutheran church administration at Furth, two clarinets were made either
by Jacob or J. C. Denner.

For an unknown reason, seventeen of these

instruments including the clarinets, were returned to Furth in 1932, and
cannot be located today.83

Four years earlier in 1928, F. Jahn

mentioned some well preserved examples of clarinets by J. C. Denner .. in
the Nuremberg museum, without providing further details. 84 In a later
11

80shackleton,

11

The 'Well Known Clarinet by Lindner', .. pp. 137-9.

81cf. T. Eric Hoeprich,
Berkeley, .. GSJ 37 (1984): 114.

11

The L. c. [sic] Denner Clarinet at

82uDie Sammlung musikalischer Instrumente im germanischen Museum, ..
Anzeiger fur Kunde der Deutschen Vorzeit, neue folge, 17 (1860): col.
46.
83John Henry van der Meer,

11

More About Denner,

11

GSJ 36 (1983):

127.
84Fritz Jahn
Das Germanisches National-museum zu Nurnberg und
seine Musi ki nstrum~nten=Samml ung, 11 Zeitschri ft fur Musi kwi ssenschaft 10
(Oct. 1927-Sept. 1928): 108.
11
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manuscript catalogue of this collection by Jahn,

he listed three

clarinets (149, 196, 197) as the work of the father Denner. 85
these clarinets (196 and 197) were destroyed during World War II.
were attributed to Johann Chri staph Denner by Van der Meer. 86

Two of
They
Ni eke 1

and Lawson be 1i eved that Jahn had confused father and son, s i nee the
only surviving clarinet (149) carries the stamp of Jacob.87

Finally, a

1etter part i a11 y reproduced by Young, cant a ins a reference to three

clarinets made by J. C. Denner.

These were owned by one Clarence A.

Lyle of New York City and were stolen from his home in 1918.88 While of
course these reports suggest that several clarinets were made by J. C.
Denner, they cannot be offered as proof.

Some reports have been shown

to be mistaken, and until further corroborating evi de nee is presented
the extant instruments by the Denners are: one tenor chalumeau by Johann
Christoph, three two-key clarinets by Jacob and the three-key clarinet
attributed to J. C. Denner.

Keyless Clarinets
Some discussion seems appropriate here concerning the so-called
"keyless" clarinets mentioned in three sources.

The earliest concerns

an engraving (dated c. 1720-30) of several woodwind instruments by the

85Fritz Jahn "Alte Musikinstrumente im Germanischen Nationalmuseum
NUrnberg. Beschreibender Katalog," (Nuremberg, n.d.), cited by Nickel,
p. 211; 455 note 1262.
86John Henry VanderMeer, "Denner Revisted," GSJ 21 (1968): 208.
87Nickel, p. 211; Lawson, The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century

Mu · p. 6.
-D.£,

88see Phi 11; p T. Young, "Woodwind Instruments by the Denners of
NUrnberg," GSJ 20 (1967): 15-6.
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German artist, M. Engelbrecht (1684-1756).89

In his commentary to a

facsimile of this engraving, Sydney Beck stated that a keyless clarinet
was pictured on a tab 1e among other instruments, next to a seated
gentleman playing a recorder.

After having examined the original

engraving at the New York Public Library, I found that the touchplate of
the a' key is visible, and that Engelbrecht was probably portraying a
two-key instrument. 90 The next two sources concern instruments which
have been reported in cat a1ogues as being keyless.

These reports,

however, should be used with caution as many descriptions of instruments
in catalogues have been shown to be erroneous.

In the catalogue of the

Stearns collection at Ann Arbor, Michigan, a keyless alto clarinet in f
was described as being covered with leather on two of its four sections,
having seven finger holes, and a length of 83 cm. 91 The second source
is the catalogue of the private collection of Natale Gallini.

It

includes a photograph of a keyless, eighteenth-century (?) soprano
clarinet, described as a primitive clarinet 655 mm in length, its wood
covered in leather.92

To positively confirm these descriptions first-

hand study must be given these two instruments.

89 Mart in Enge 1brecht, .. Fl etten, Hautbois, Fl achi nett, Fagot, und
Clarinette &c. 11 from a series entitled, 11 Varii generis instrumenta
mus i ca 11 • See Sydney Beck and Elizabeth E. Roth, Music in Prints (New
York: The New York Public Library, 1965), nos. 30, 32.
90In private correspondence David Ross s~gg?sted to me th.at an
examination of this engraving would show that th1s 1nstrument was 1ndeed
a two-key clarinet.
91Albert Stanley, Catalogue of the Stearns Collection of musical
instruments, 2nd ed. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1921), p. 95,
no. 628.
92Mostra di antichi strumenti musicali della collezione N. Gallini
(Milan: Villa Comunale (Ex Reale), 1953), p. 34, pl. XXVII, no. 148.
Keyless clarinets have been made as non-functional art objects. For
instance, a nineteenth -century clarinet made of faience is photographed
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in an advertisement for the firm of Sotheby's in London, see EM 7 (Jan.
1979): 151. A clarinet made of faience was part of the collection
assembled during the nineteenth century by Savoye. See Collection de M.
~voye.
Instruments de Musigue.
Ancienes, Rares et Curieux.
Commissaire-Priseur, Me Paul Chevallier, Exposition 14-15 May 1882
([Paris: n.p., 1882]), p. 14, no. 118.
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CHAPTER III

PLAYING TECHNIQUES OF THE BAROQUE CLARINET

The Two-Key Clarinet
There are two main sources concerning the playing technique of the
two-key clarinet--the German treatises by J. F. B. C. Majer (1732, 2nd
ed., 1741) and J. P. Eisel (1738, 2nd ed., 1762).

They both include

sections devoted to music theory, and provide elementary instructions or
general comments regarding a variety of wind, keyboard and string
instruments.

These books are the earliest and most important published

sources dealing with the baroque clarinet.

Range and Mouthpiece Placement
Majer wrote a brief description of the instrument and included
what is now the earliest known fingering chart and drawing of the twokey clarinet.! This fingering chart shows a separate fingering for each
pitch by the use of filled-in dots, indicating which tone holes are to
be covered and touchplates pressed (plate 22).

Majer's information

concerning the clarinet (which is entirely on his page 39) is identical
1Joseph Friedrich Bernhard Caspar Majer, Museum Musicum Theoretico
Pract i cum, Neu=eroffneter Theoret i sch= und Practi scher Musi c-Saa 1
(Schwab. Hall: G. M. Majer, 1732; reprint e~., Kassel: Barenr7i~er,
1954), p. 39.
This page is unchanged ~n the second ed1t1on,
Neu=eroffneter Theoret i sch=und Prakt i scher Mus 1c=Saa 1 (Nuremberg: J. J.
Cremer, 1741), p. 52.
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with one exception to that found in J. G. Walther's Musikalisches
Lexikon of the same year (see p. 71 above).2

The exception is that

Majer described the range of the clarinet as extending from "tenor f to
~,, and sometimes to~'''", whereas Walther described the range as

f to

4''' and did not provide a fingering chart.

The

contents

of

Eisel's

Musicus

Autodidaktos

are

arranged

according to a format of questions and answers, which either differ from
or enlarge upon Majer's information. 3 The range of the clarinet is
given by Eisel in his third question, and a fingering chart from f to
f" ',

"although it is not impossible to play a fifth or sixth higher"

[to .9."' or £"'].4
Majer's illustration (plate 22) of the two-key clarinet is rather
crudely drawn, but it does indicate a flared bell and a bulbous barrel
typical of many instruments. 5 The position of the mouthpiece shows that
2Heinz Becker noted in the "Nachwort" to the reprint edition of
Majer's treatise, that the section on the clarinet was placed next to
Majer's remarks on the trumpet, not on the basis of a similar playing
technique, but because the clarinet sounded like a trumpet from a
distance ("von ferne einer Trompete ziemlich ahnlich", Majer, p. 39).
The Wurtembergi sche Landesbi bl i othek in Stuttgart owns a copy of this
book with manuscript annotations in Majer's hand (on page 71). None of
the annotations concern the clarinet.
Cf. Thomas E. Warner, An
Annotated Bibliography of Woodwind Instruction Books, 1600-1830
(Detroit: Information Coordinators, 1967), p. 15.
3[Joseph Philipp Eisel], Musicus Autodidaktos, oder der sich
se~bst informirende Musicus (Erfurt: J. M. Func~e~, 1738), .PP· 76-8.
!hls chapter remained unchanged in the second .ed1t1on, Der s1ch selbst
lnformirende Musicus oder; Grundliche Anwe1sung zu der Vocal-und
Instrumental-Music (Augsburg: J. J. Lotter, 1762), pp. 54-7.
4Eisel, p.76.
"Doch ist es manchen Virtuosen nichts unmHgliches, eine 5te oder
6te hHher zu blasen".
5Albert R. Rice, "Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816," GSJ 37
(1984): 22.
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the reed would have to be placed toward the upper lip, contrary to the
usual playing technique of today--placing the reed against the lower
lip.

This mouthpiece position, however, was probably not the only

position used by players of the baroque clarinet.

For example, Hoeprich

noticed that a two-key clarinet by Scherer, in a private collection in
is

the Netherlands,

stamped

as

usual

on all

joints except

the

mouthpiece, with the maker's name and the symbo 1 of the 1ion, used by
Scherer.

In addition to the stamp, Scherer added the letter "T" on all

joints, including the mouthpiece, probably as a way of marking this
instrument as one of a pair of clarinets, the other of which, formerly
in the same collection (now in the Rosenbaum collection), is identified
by the letter "D".

On the mouthpiece of the first clarinet the "P

appears on both the reed side and the side opposite, clearly indicating
an option in mouthpiece position. 6 Indeed, this conclusion is supported
by a body of written evidence in treatises and clarinet tutors from the
last half of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth centuries,
which while showing a preference for one mouthpiece position do not rule
out the opposite (see pages 335-345 below).
Becker,
position,

has

suggested

i.e.,

"Ober-"

that

the German terms

(upper-)

and

The musicologist, H.
denoting

mouthpiece

"untersichblasin"

(lower-lip

playing),? be replaced by the more precise anatomical terms, maxillary
(upper) and mandibular (lower).a

I have adopted these for this study.

6cf. T. Eric Hoeprich, "Clarinet Reed Position in the 18th
Century," EM 12 (Feb. 1984): 55 note 5.
7These German terms are initially found in Johann Georg Heinrich
Backofen's tutor, Anweisung zur Klarinett~ nebst einer kurzen Abhandlung
das Basset-Horn (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel, [c. 1803]), P· 37.
8Heinz Becker, "Chalumeau" and "Klarinett?" in Das GroBe L~xikon
der Musik, eds. M. Honegger and G. Massenke1l, 8 vols. (Fre1burg:
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Hand Position and Fingerings
Eisel states that the hands are placed as on the oboe, with the
left hand above, and the right below. 9

Apparently, it has always been

usual with woodwind instruments to place the right hand in the lower
position, because the work of the 1ower hand is s 1i ght 1y more comp 1ex
than that of the upper hand • 10 Eisel's fingering chart is reproduced
here from a copy in the Bibliotheque Nationale, which includes unique
handwritten additions and an inaccurate drawing of the .clarinet (plate
23). 11 His use of filled in circles arranged horizontally indicates
which tone holes are to be covered and touchplates pressed.12

Eisel

also wrote out a separate description of each fingering from f to c, , ,
'
correcting errors which incidentally occur in his fingering chart for f'
and g#" (Eisel, pp. 76-8).

In Plate 23 the handwritten scale placed

Herder, 1976-1980), 2:91; 4:357.
A. W. Ligtvoet applied the terms
"subjacent" and ••suprajacent reeds" to these mouthpiece positions. See
A. W. Ligtvoet, Exotische en oude europese muziekinstrumenten 1 Exotic
and ancient european musical instruments in the department of musical
history of the municipal museum of the Hague (The Hague: Nijgh & Van
Ditmar, n.d.), p. 46.
9Eisel, p. 76.
". • • das Cl ari nett wi rd wi e ei n Hautbois mit AnseBung der
lincken Hand oben, und der Rechten unten tractiret".
10 Eric Halfpenny and Niall O'Loughlin, "Fingering," NGDMI 1:758.
11 see Bruce Haynes' comments on this copy of Eisel's treatise in
"Oboe Fingering Charts, 1695-1816," GSJ 31 (1978): 74.
12 This arrangement had previously appeared in the fi~gering c~arts
.
1n D. Speer's treatise of 1697.
It would seem that E1sel part1ally
modelled his treatise after this one, since Speer also discussed his
material by making use of questions and answers.
See Daniel Sp~er,
§fund-richter Kurtz-Leicht- und Nothiger jetz Wol-Vermehrter Unterr1cht
~r Musikalischer Kunst [2nd ed.] (Ulm: G. W. Kuhnen, 1697); see also
Speer's fingering chart 'for the cornett in Anthony C. Baines, "Cornett,"
HGDMI, 1:449 ill. 2.
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vertically next to the fingerings is entitled,

11

Game de Clarinett 11 , and

excluded£#, and g#', but included four higher notes from Q''' tog'''.
Whoever drew the clarinet here appears to have confused it with the
Its two keys are mounted in the same position as t he oboe's Q#'

oboe.

and £' keys on the 1ower section, and the finger ho 1es for the upper
hand are too widely spaced.

The double-reed, however, seems to have

been replaced by an attempt to depict a single-reed mouthpiece.13
All of the fingerings given in the charts by Majer and Eisel are
compared in Table 1 below.

Numbers are used to represent the tone holes

which are covered by the fingers of the left and right hands (123 456

7).

The letter S indicates the speaker key, A the £' key, and T the

thumb.

The reader will note the similarities for most notes in the low

register, f to .Qb'.

Surprisingly, in the second or overblown register,

all of Majer's fingerings from .Q' to £" are from one-half step to a
minor third lower than Eisel's.

The fingerings for Eisel's second

register are equivalent to those normally utilized on all later types of
eighteenth and nineteenth-century clarinets.

Both Becker and Bi rsak

described Majer's unusual fingerings as being due to individual playing
practice as well as differences in instruments construction. 14

Becker

played the Jacob Denner two-key clarinet in Berlin (223) in order to
compare these two charts, and concluded that Eisel's chart was more

13A considerably more accurate and detail~d draw~n~ of th~ obo~ is
found in this copy of Eisel's treatise, along w1th add1t1onal f1nger1ngs
for high notes, see Haynes, p. 74.
14Heinz
Becker,
nzur
Geschichte
der
Klarinette
im
18.
Jahrhundert n Mf 8,
no.
3 (1955):
281-2;
Kurt Birsak,
Die
Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger Museum Carolina Augusteum, 1973), p.
120.
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PLATE 23

Si~n,

~ic

.

Z)ie Figur

be~

(\.

Clarincrr; n1 p. 78. dlt~ Ubefften.

augtmad)tcn ober fdlroar~cn ffiuUcn &eigen bit ~ebetfung bcr ~odjtr an,
bic lccren ober offcnen ffiullcn bergegen rotifen 1 roddle ~6dlcr nicbt gc•
bcctec fonbcrn offen blcibcn mujjcn. Unb fo ~crnalt ficb6 bel) aUcn
na<bfolgcnben Schc:macibus.

~:::-=-=. .:.7=::. :::.:::.-::. ::·· ·-.··.-.. . -~·-=====---:~~---...::..:.---=

Fingering chart for the two-key clarinet from [Johann Philipp Eisel],
Musicus Autodidaktos (Erfurt: J. M. Funcken, 1738) no. 11 in a copy at
the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.
possibly by Eisel (see below p. 109).

It includes handwritten additions
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accurate. 15 Birsak, however, played a two-key clarinet and three threekeY clarinets from the Salzburg collection, and, by his carefully
tabulated results, showed that both fingering charts were accurate for
different instruments. 16 Birsak's results are discussed in more detail
below.

Therefore, it appears that certain two-key clarinets did produce

the notes given in the upper register by Majer, while other two-key
instruments produced twelfths in the second register common to all later
clarinets.
Two probable errors in Majer's chart are the inclusion of the £'
key and the use of the thumb for f#' and .9.' • 17

Majer omitted a

fingering for .9.#', a note which might have been provided with the use of
Eisel's fingering for .9.#' (S

2).

A probable error in Eisel's chart is
the inclusion of the speaker with the fingering for£' . 18 Eisel omitted
a fingering for .9.#, a note which possibly could have been provided with
the use of Majer's fingering for .9.# (T 123 45
fingering

for~,

7).

The 1ack of a

in Eisel's chart, prompted Baines to suggest that, "the

Q' was made by squeezing the ~b, .. ,1 9 i.e. tightening the lips.
presented below, however, suggests that the

~,

Evidence

was purposely omitted

from this chart, since this note was probably not available on the
clarinet for which this chart was written.

The lack of a f#,, might

have been solved by covering half of the seventh finger hole.

Half hole

15 Becker, p. 281.
16 Birsak, pp. 120-133.
17 cf. Birsak, p. 120.
18 cf. Birsak, p. 120.
19Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their History, 3rd ed.
(London: Faber and Faber, 1967), p. 298.
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TABLE I

THE FINGERINGS FOR THE TWO-KEY CLARINET OF
MAJER COMPARED WITH THOSE OF EISEL
Majer
Pitches:

Eiseli
Fingerings:2

First register:
f

T I23 456 7

g

T I23 456

y#

T I23 45

a

T I23 45

bb

T I23 4 6

b

T I23

c'

T I23

c#'

T I2 4

d'

T I2

e'

T I

f'

T

f#,

AT 12 (probably an error)

g'

AT 2 (probably an error)

g#,

Omitted

s

£'

A

SA 2 (probably an error)

7

56

Omitted

T I23 4

2
T
2
2·

1Fingering which are not provided are the same as Majer's. Cf. a
.
Slrnilar table in Albert R. Rice, "Clarinet Fingering Charts, I732-I8I6,"
~ 37 (1984): 36-7.
2T=thumb, A=£' key, S=speaker.
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)

THE FINGERINGS FOR THE TWO-KEY CLARINET OF
MAJER COMPARED WITH THOSE OF EISEL

Majer

SA

SA 2

Second register:
b

ST 123 456 7

Omitted

C11

ST 123 456

ST 123 456 7

c#

ST 123 45 7

Omitted

d"

ST 123 45

ST 123 456

d#"

ST 123 4 6

ST 123 45 7

e

ST 123 56

ST 123 45

f11

ST 123

ST 123 4 6

f#"

ST 12

ST 123 56

91

ST 1 3

ST 123

g# 1 1

ST 1

ST 12 4

a1 1

ST 2

ST 12

bb"

Omitted

ST 1 3

b"

Omitted

ST

1

Omitted

ST 2

1

c

11

11

"

1
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fingerings were surely known among the wind players who played the
clarinet, since they are found in the fingering charts for the flute by
Hotteterre (1707) and Quantz (1752).20

The Three-Key Clarinet
Two sources which include material pertaining to the three-key
c1ar i net have recent 1Y been discovered by the author. 21

They inc 1ude

the only known fingering charts for the three-key clarinet as well as
other unique historical evidence.

Both of these sources were written

after 1780 and testify to the continued use of this instrument,
alongside the more advanced four and five-key clarinets.

Their charts

are, however, much 1ess important and detailed than those found in
Majer's and Eisel's treatises, whose charts served several early makers,
according to Birsak, as models for tuning clarinets.22 The first threekey chart, is found in the treatise by L. N. Berg (1782), written in
Norwegian,

and

entitled,

Den

f~rste

Pr~ve

for

Begyndere

udi

Instrumenta 1-Kunsten [The first training for beginners in i nstrumenta 1
music].

Berg's book is similar in organization to the treatises by

Majer and Eisel.

He included a section devoted to music theory and

discussed several string, keyboard and wind instruments.
on the clarinet,

In his chapter

Berg actually described the five-key instruments

(evidently the most popular instrument of the time) but provided as well
~
20cf. Birsak, p. 124. See [Jacques] Hotteterre, .Principes de la
f!ute traversiAre (Amsterdam: E. Roger [c. 1728]); re~r1nt ed., Kassel:
B~renreiter, 1982), pp. 12-15 planche 1; Joh~nn Joach1m Quantz, Versuch
e1ner Anweisung die Flote traversiere zu sp1elen, 3rd ed. (Breslau: J.
F. Korn, 1789; reprinted., Kassel: Barenreiter, 1953), p. 35.
21 see Rice, "Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816," p. 23.

22 Birsak, pp. 132-3.
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the only fingering chart (found so far) for the three-key clarinet with
an gfQ.' key positioned for the left hand (plate 24).23

He explained

that this chart could served as a model for all types of clarinets, and
recommended an inexpensive three-key clarinet for the beginner. 24

In

this unique chart, Berg made use of numbers 1 through 7 to represent the
fingers, with 0 being the thumb.

The letter A is the

gjQ_' key operated by the left hand little finger.

above the 0 indicates the use of the speaker key.

~'

key, and L the

The vertical line
Berg's range is from

g to g''', greater than the charts for the two-key clarinet, but he
simplified it for beginners by excluding chromatic notes except for bflats.

His fingering for bb' (AT

2) appears to be in error, it should

include the speaker key rather than the thumb, as found in a11 1 ater
sources.

Berg's Instructions
The reader will note that Berg employed the sixth finger (ring
finger of the right hand) on almost every fingering.
supporting finger is ca 11 ed a buttress finger or

11

This additional

Stutzfi nger 11 , and is

found in tutors for the recorder, flute and oboe since the seventeenth

23 Lorents Nicolai Berg, Den f0rste Pr0ve for Beqyndere udi
Instrumental-Kunsten (Kristiansand: A. Swane, 1782), pp. 48-52.
See
Albert R. Rice, 11 The Clarinet as Described by Lorents Nicolai Berg
(1782), 11 JAMIS 5-6 (1979-1980): 42-53.
24 Berg appears to have been influenced by the treati~e of J. D: Berlin
(1744), the first music instruction book in Norway, s1nce he .pra1sed ~P·
59) Berlin's fingerings for the dulcian.
See Johan Damel Berl1n,
.M_usicaliske Elementer (Trondheim: . The Author, 1744), and Hans Magne
Griesvold, Lorents Nicolai Berg og hans lierbok '?en f~rste pr!Ziv~ for
begyndere udi instrumental-kunsten' , 11 Studia Mus1colog1ca Norveg1ca 2
(1976): 117.
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The earliest published fingering chart for the three-key clarinet, with
an

~Q'

Berg,

key positioned for the left little finger, from Lorents Nicolai
Den

f!?Jrste

Pr!?Jve

for

Begyndere

udi

Instrumenta 1-Kunsten

(Kristiansand: A. swane, 1782), p. 50 (in the private collection of Hans
Rudolf Stalder, Zumikon, Switzerland).
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century.

25

It is not surprising therefore that players of the baroque

clarinet would have made use of this fingering technique too.

The

inclusion of a buttress finger by Berg improved the resonance and tuning
of certain notes.

Its use on the oboe, according to Halfpenny, was

primarily for the purpose of eliminating unnecessary finger shifts and
thus facilitating smoother playing. 26

Berg made the earliest known

recommendation for the use of a mandibular mouthpiece position (i.e.,
positioning the reed toward the lower lip), stating that with its use a
good tone should be produced, and that notes could be separated with the
27
tongue.
There seems to be some relationship between the mandibular
position and the need for a buttress finger since it is found in two
nineteenth-century fingering charts by German authors who advocated this
mouthpiece position.
Additional evidence concerning these playing techniques is found
in a fine mezzotint (c. 1750-1760) by the Augsburg engraver, Johann
Elias Ridinger, of a boy playing a clarinet in a pastoral setting (plate
28
25).
Ridinger's depiction of the clarinet shows a number of carefully
25 see John Hudgebutt, A Vade Mecum for the Lovers of Music
(London: N. Thompson, 1679); [Jean-Pierre Freillon Poncein], La
veritable mani~re d'apprendre a jouer en perfection du haut-bois, de la
flute et du flageolet (Paris: J. Collombat, 1700); and Haynes, pp. 8190.
26 Eri c Ha 1fpenny, 11 The French Hautboy: A Techn! ca 1 Survey: Pa~t
II, .. GSJ 8 (1956): 51. Berg's exper~enc~ as an ?bo1st, noted .1n h1s
chapter on the clarinet is reflected 1n h1s predom1nant use of f1nger 6
(ring finger of the right hand) as a buttress finger in his chart for
the oboe, on page 46 of his treatise.
27 Rice, 11 The Clarinet as Described by Lorents Nicolai Berg, .. p.

47 .

. 28 Reproduced in European musica~ instruments . on prints and
Qraw1ngs on microfische. Print collect1on of the Mus1c Department of
ihe Haags Gemeentemusuem, The Hague.. Nethe:l ands.
Repertoire
International d'Iconographie Musicale (R1dlM), f1che no. 42, 1nv. nr.
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PLATE 25
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Engraving of a boy playing a three -key clarinet (c. 1750-1760) by J. E.

Ridinger, NL(DHgm).
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drawn details, which imply that it was copied from an actual specimen.
For instance, the

~'

key is clearly shown and a long cylindrical section

below the lowest finger hole includes an appropriately placed boss for
the lowest finger hole situated on the back of the instrument.

A wooden

peg for the unused 1itt 1e- finger ho 1e is a1so evident, as we 11 as a
carefully drawn bell.

The only questionable details are a somewhat

truncated barrel and several over-sized tone holes.29

Interestingly, it

appears that the back of the mouthpiece is curved, suggesting that this
is an early example of a player using the mandibular mouthpiece position

°

in order to press the reed against the 1ower 1i p. 3

Furthermore, the

position of the fingers suggests the use of a buttress finger (with
finger six or the ring finger) to produce the notes gb' {T 1 3
f#' ( 1 3

6) or

6).

The "Gamut for the Clarionet"
The second chart for the three-key clarinet appears on the fly
leaf of a copy of The Compleat Tutor for the German Flute (c. 1810). 31
It is a single manuscript page entitled, "Gamut for the Clarionet", and
has its fingerings and notes written out by hand (plate 26).

The

letters on this page, indicating the names of the notes and the location
of the keys and fingers, appear to be printed.

This is the only chart

819-zj. Photographed also in David Ross, "Ridinger's.'You~h Pl~ying the
Clarinet'," The Clarinet 7 (Fall 1979): 34; and Hoepr1ch, 'Clar1net reed
position in the 18th century," p. 48 ill. 1.
29 Ross, pp. 34-5.
30 cf. Ross, p. 35 and Hoeprich, p. 53.
31 compleat Tutor for the German Flute (Dublin: J: Delaney, tc.
1810]). Reproduced on microfilm in the series, "Woodw1 nd Instruct 1on
Books, 1600-1830: Music 3141: (Washington: Library of Cong~.ess, 1978);
Photographed in Rice, "Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816, pl. VI.
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key

positioned for the thumb of either hand, from an anonymous "Gamut for
the Cl ari onet", bound as the fly 1ea f of The Comp 1eat Tutor for the
ierman Flute (Dublin: J. Delaney, c. 1810).
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which suggests that it was meant for an instrument with an gj.Q' key
positioned to be operated by the thumb.

This being indicated by the

written placement of that key below the £' key and above the left hand.
The range ascends to f'' '--one pitch higher than that given by Berg.
Its range

is more

limited than Berg's range because all

pitches including .Qb' were omitted from this chart.
for f'' (ST 123

chromatic

The fingering given

5) is probably erroneous since this fingering, on the

majority of eighteenth and nineteenth-century clarinets, produces an

f#,, . 32

A comparison of all of the fingerings in this chart and those

given in Berg's treatise are listed in Table 2.
fingerings

We see that these

are a 1most i dent i ca 1 if we ignore the consistent use of

finger six or the
Berg's chart.

~/.Q'

key (for Q'''

and~''')

as a buttress finger in

In the lower register, these fingerings are similar to

those of Majer and Eisel, and in the upper register to those of Eisel
(cf. Table 1).

Birsak's Fingerings and Observations
Kurt

Birsak's

investigation of the

baroque clarinet

included

playing two-key and three-key clarinets by G. Walch (Salzburg 18/1 and
18/2, both c. 1750).

He noted the pitches and frequencies in herz on an

electronic tuning device, using the fingerings from Majer and Eisel.
will be useful to paraphrase his findings here.

The two-key instrument

is essentially in tune with itself, except for the note
1ow in its tuning.

It

f, which was too

overb 1owing this note by using the register key

produced a .Q', following Majer's fingering for this note.

On Walch's

three-key clarinet, Bi rsak found that the placement of tone hales for
32 Rice, Ibid., p. 23.
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TABLE 2

THE FINGERINGS OF THE THREE-KEY CLARINET OF BERG COMPARED
WITH THOSE OF THE "GAMUT FOR THE CLARIONET'
"Gamut for the Clarionet"1
Fingerings: 2

Pitches:
First register:
e

T 123 456 7 B

f

T 123 456 7

9

T 123 456

a

T 123 45

bb

T 123 4 6

Omitted

b

T 123 56

T 123 4

c'

T 123

6

T 123

d'

T 12

6

T 12

e'

T 1

6

T1

f'

T

2

6

T 2

2

6

Open

2

6

A

6 (probably an error)

Omitted

g'

a'

A

bb'

AT 2

Second register:
b'

ST 123 456 7 B
1Fingerings which are not provided are the same as Berg's.
2T=thumb, A-£' key, S=speaker, B=g/Q' key.
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)

THE FINGERINGS OF THE THREE-KEY CLARINET OF BERG COMPARED
WITH THOSE OF THE "GAMUT FOR THE CLARIONET"
"Gamut for the Clarionet"

Berg
CI

ST 123 456 7

I

d"

ST 123 456

eI

ST 123 45

I

f"

ST 123 4 6

ST 123 5 (probably an error)

g"

ST 123

6

ST 123

aI

ST 12

6

ST 12

bb"

ST 1 3

6

Omitted

c"l

ST 2

6

ST

df

ST 23 4 6 B

I

I f

e, ' ,

ST 23

f If

ST 12

f

B

2

ST 23 4 6
ST 23
Omitted
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the two lowest notes,

g

and f is such, that they actually produce f and

f#. When overblowing the lowest note, f he produced a Q'. This result
suggests that on this instrument the third key was added only in the
interest of obtaining a Q'.

The Q' of this clarinet, at 434 herz, tuned

well with its £' below, but was low in pitch in relation to its f'' at
450 herz.

Birsak suggested as an explanation for this unusual tuning,

that when Walch added the third key, Eisel's fingering was probably not
known or the pri nci pl es rejected. 33 He concluded that the tuning of
both of these instruments was based on Majer's fingerings for the upper
register.
Another three-key instrument--a clarinette d'amour in £b stamped
'

"ISW" (Salzburg 18/5)--revealed the same tuning in the low register as
found with the three-key clarinet by Walch,

f and f# for the usual

g

and

f. This instrument, however, was tuned according to Eisel's fingerings
in the second register and when overblown it did not produce Q' with the
third key in the upper register but f'' instead.

A third three-key

instrument--a clarinette d'amour in £b stamped "Ioseph/SW/Trifftern"
(18/4)--followed Eisel's fingerings in the upper register producing a
f'' with the third key.

But in the chalumeau register this key produced

an g. 34 Obviously, the tuning of these instruments varied considerably
following the fingerings of either Majer or Eisel in the upper register.
Birsak observed that the fingering on the oboe for f'' is the same
as Eisel's fingering for f " (ST 123 456 7).

He suggested that the

influence of oboists, who undoubtedly played the baroque clarinet, was
responsible for this fingering for f'' as well as for the greater range
33 Birsak, pp. 124, 128.
34 Birsak, pp. 128-9, Table VI, note 163.
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TABLE 3

KURT BIRSAK'S FINGERING AND THE TUNING
OF A TWO-KEY CLARINET BY G. WALCH!
Fingerings:

Sounding pitch in herz:

f

T 123 456 7

g#

434

g

T 123 456

ab

450

a

T 123 45

bb

450

bb

T 123 4 6

c'

432

b

T

123 4

c#'

T 123 56 7

c#

c'

T 123

d'

c#'

T 123

d#'

T 12 456 7

d#'

d'

T 12

e'

d#'

T 12

e#'

T 1 3 456 7

e#'

e'

T 1

f#'

436

f'

T

g'

440

Pitch:

f#'

2
123 4 6 7

432

440

g#'

g'

Open

a'

440

g#'
a'

s
s

bb'

430

bb'

SA

CI

448

123 4 6 7

I

1cf. Kurt Birsak, Die Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger Museum
Carolina Augusteum, p. 126, Tabelle IV.
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED}

KURT BIRSAK'S FINGERING AND THE TUNING
OF A TWO-KEY CLARINET BY G. WALCH
Fingerings:

Sounding pitch in herz:

b'

ST 123 456 7

c#"

c' '

ST 123 456 7

d' '

c#"

ST 123 456

d#"

448

d' '

ST 123 45 7

e' '

440

eb

ST 123 4 6 7

f' '

436

e' '

ST 123 4

f#"

440

f' '

ST 123 5 7

g' '

444

f#"

ST 123

g#"

436

g' '

ST 12 4 6

a' '

440

g#"

ST 1 3

(7)

a#"

444

a' '

ST 1

(7)

b"

440

bb"

ST 2

(7)

b' '

ST 1

c'' ' 436
c#,,, 440

c' ' '

ST 23 456

d'' '

Pitch:
Second register:

7

(7)

448

440
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encompassed by Eisel's fingerings.

The sacrifice of the Q' from Majer's

chart provided a more extensive second register, and a fluent pattern of
fingering similar to that of the oboe, characteristics suitable for the
baroque concerto. 35

It should be noted that another player might obtain

different results than Birsak playing the same instruments, mouthpieces
and reeds.

Nevertheless, Bi rsak' s results appear to substantiate the

accuracy of Majer's fingerings for some baroque clarinets.
Birsak also devised his own fingerings for the two-key clarinet by
Walch, which differ in several particulars from the historical charts.
They are,

however,

important in showing further possibilities for

fingering that produce acceptable pitches on these baroque clarinets.
For a comparison with the historical charts Birsak's fingerings are
In four fingerings, he covered half of a finger

recorded in Table 3.

ho 1e, noted by a s 1ash through the number of the finger, i . e. , 4.

For

instance, he fingered the note Q' as ST 123 456 7 and for£'', covered
half the seventh tone hole with the little finger, ST 123 456 7.

He

found that the pitch of the notes employing half-hole fingerings often
had to be corrected by means of relaxing or tightening the embouchure. 36
As a result, Birsak provided alternate fingerings for three of these
notes by adding more fingers of the right hand.

He also employed the

buttress finger using finger 7, the little finger of the right hand, as
an optional

addition (noted in parenthesis in Table 3). Birsak's

fingerings in the first register (g to Qb') are similar to those in the
historical charts.

For example, his fingering for Q', missing from

35 Birsak, pp. 128-9 note 164.
36 Birsak, p. 124.
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Eisel's chart, is the same as Majer's fingering for f'' (ST 123 456 7).
Thereafter, his fingerings do not resemble those of Majer or Eisel.
Other differences in tuning undoubtedly exist in baroque clarinets
by different makers.

For instance, reports were made by Sachs, Rendall,

Kinsky, Zimmermann and Hochstrasser (see below, pp. 80, 82, 87) that
two-key clarinets by Denner, Oberlender, Kelmer and an unmarked clarinet
in Leipzig (1457) produced a
these authors meant with

~'

the~'

with the

us~

of the speaker (presumably

and speaker keys).

If their reports are

correct, then these instruments may have been tuned according to Eisel's
model, assuming the first overblown note (ST 123 456 7) produced the
note f''. 37
Recently, Hoeprich asserted that after playing about
fifteen original two-key clarinets, representing instrument makers from
four different countries, he found that they all produced

a~',

when all

the tone holes and both the~' and speaker keys were open. 38
In conclusion, it appears that there were two basic types of two
and three-key clarinet.

Those following Majer's fingerings, produce

as ST 123 456 7 and are identified here as type I.

~'

Those following

Eisel's fingerings produce f'' as ST 123 456 7 and are identified as
type

I I.

The

fingering

for

f"

is

particularly

important

in

dete'rmining, since makers are known to have used this note for tuning

37some confusion was also created by the descriptions of the
fingerings for ~', ~o, and ~' on J. c. Denn:r's ~enor chalumeau (Munich
136), which was described as a two-key clar1net 1n the. well-known books
by Rendall and Kroll. These pitches do not necessanly correspon~ to
pitches produced on two-key clarinets. See Oskar Kroll, The Clannet
(New York: Taplinger, 1968), p. 17 and F. Geoffrey Rendall, The
Clarinet, 3rd ed. (New York: w. W. Norton, 1971), P· 68.
38T. Eric Hoeprich, A Three-Key Clarinet by J. C. Denner, .. GS~ 34
(1981): 28. Hoeprich's own chart of fingerings yor t~e Denne~ clar1net
(pp. 31-2) includes the use of four half-hole f1ngerwgs (us1ng double
holes on this instrument) and Eisel's fingering for f'' ·
11
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their instruments.

This distinction between baroque clarinets is

app 1; ed in the fo 11 owing chapter de a1i ng with the baroque repertory,
when it can be determined in particular musical works.
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CHAPTER IV

MUSIC FOR THE TWO- AND THREE-KEY CLARINET

Music

including parts

intended specifically for the two-key

clarinet began to appear during the second decade of the eighteenth
century.

The majority of these parts exhibit a style of writing

characterized by repeated notes, broken chord figures, a limited range,
and restricted use of the low register.

After about 1730 other

characteristics which take on a greater importance, are a lyrical style
. of melodic writing including frequent leaps and a more frequent use of
the low register.

The following discussion of music for the baroque

clarinet includes a few wo.rks which, though written after our cut-off
date of 1760, can be seen, on stylistic grounds, to have been conceived
for the baroque clarinet.
The Early Duos
The earliest known musical works calling for clarinets were
published by the Frenchman, Estienne Roger in Amsterdam from about 1712
to 1715.

They comprise an anonymous collection of duos in two volumes

ent it 1ed, Airs

a

Deux Cha 1umeaux

deux Hauboi s, deux
Vi o1ons, deux Fl Otes, deux Clarine ll es, ou Cors de Chasse. 1 On 1Y a
I

Deux Trompettes

1

1Dated by Fran~ois Lesure in Bibliographie de~ editions musicales
par Estienne Roger et Michel-Charles Le Cene (Amsterdam 16961743) (Paris: Heugel, 1969), p. 84. Dr. Shackleton has informed me

~ubliees
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second edition, published by Roger and M. C. Le Cene circa 1717 to 1722,
is extant. 2 The name "clarinelles••, in the title, is surely a printer's
error since the catalogues of Roger (1716) and his successor Le Cene
(1737), 3 advertised these duos using the word "clarinette". Another
book of duos,

not known to be extant, was advertised in Roger's

catalogue of 1716 (p. 310, no. 358) as the following:

Airs a 2

Clarinettes ou deux Chalumeaux &c. Comgosees gar Mr. Dreux.

Walther, in

1732, identified the by then deceased flutist Jaques [sic] Philippe
Dreux as both the composer of these Airs and the editor of three books
of Fanfares gour deux Chalumeaux ou deux Tromgettes (see above pp. 26).4
The anonymous Airs

a ...

deux clarinettes of c. 1712-15 were

published in two volumes, each having two part-books named "Dessus" and
The first volume contains thirty-four
airs, and the second, forty-four, numbered consecutively from 1 to 78. 5
11

Second Dessus" respectively.

The music in both volumes requires a diatonic range of !!' to .Q''
omitting -e' ' with an occasional g#', while the upper Dessus part
includes one .Q. in number 78. About two-fifths of these duos may be
played using only notes from the harmonic series, and are therefore

that Roger did not mention the clarinet in an advertisement during 17068 (cf. Nicholas Shackleton, "Clarinet," NGDMI, 1: 399).
2see Thurston Dart, "The Earliest Collections of Clarinet Music, ..
GSJ 4 (1951):40.
3catalogue de Musigue (Amsterdam: E. Roger, 1716), nos. 348-9,
appended to [Denis Va i rasse] Hi stoi re des Sevarambes (Amsterdam: E.
Roger, 1716), p. 310; Catalogue des livres de Musigue (Amst~rdam: M. C.
Le Gene, 1737), p. 19, reprinted and appended to Lesure, Ib1d.
4Johann Gottfried Walther, Musikalisches Lexicon (Leipzig:
Deer, 1732; reprinted., Kassel: Barenreiter, 1953), P· 218.

W.

5Dart, p. 40 and colin Lawson, The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century
Music (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981), pp. 36, 188 note 16).
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suitable for brass instruments. 6

The last two numbers (77 and· 78) in

the second volume contain an unfigured bass part, using only the notes A
and g, and according to Dart, was probably intended for the tympani J
Lawson noted, in number 78, the wide range of the premier dessus
11

11 ,

.£to

.£", and the exclusive use of the notes of the D major arpeggio
suggesting that

this

piece was written for a brass

instrument.8

According to Lawson, a1to cha 1umeaux pitched in Chorton, with their
lowest note sounding g', could play all of these duets except number 78.
Conventional soprano chalumeaux with a doubled seventh finger hole could
a1so be used for a11 but three of these pieces. 9

The inc 1us ion of

violins and flutes in the titles of these Airs, were probably added to
secure a wider sale, since the music includes repeated notes and broken
chord figures more typical of idiomatic brass writing. 1 For example,

°

the third duet (example 1) illustrates the trumpet-like character of
many of these pieces, and a popular echo effect. 11 Although this music
was not intended exclusively for the clarinet, some of its style
characteristics are similar to those found in later music which is
designated as being for this instrument alone.

Two-key clarinets

pitched in g'' (which are capable of fingering the note .Q') are best

6Lawson,

Cf. Guy Oldham,

p. 37.

7Dart, p. 40.
8colin Lawson,
and ex. 2.

11

11

Harmonics,

11

NGDMI, 2:29 table 1.

The Early Chalumeau Duets, .. GSJ 27 (1974):

127-8

9Lawson, The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-CenturY Music, p. 37.
10 Lawson, Ibid., p. 37.
llNumbers 1 2 3 24 and 60 of the Airs were published in the
modern collection' Kl~ri~etten Duette aus der FrOhzeit des Instrumentes,
ed. H. Becker (Wi~sbaden: Breitkopf &Hartel, 1954), PP· 3-6.
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EXAMPLE 1

The third duet from Airs

a

deux Cha 1umeaux, deux Tromoettes, deux

Haubois, deux Violons. deux Flutes. deux Clarinelles, ou Cors de Chasse
(Amsterdam: E. Roger, c. 1712-15), B(Bc).
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sui ted for the techn i ca 1 demands of these pieces, because they would
require a minimum of awkward cross fingerings compared to those of nontransposing clarinets.
Vivaldi--Juditha Triumphans
Antonio
included two

Vivaldi,
11

Clareni 11

"Plena nectare ... 12

in

his

oratorio

Juditha

in the nineteenth piece,

Triumphans

(1716),

a chorus entitled,

One part is written for two instruments in unison in

B-flat major, with a one-octave range of .Q b' to .Q b'' (example 2).
might be thought that Vivaldi's use of the term
trumpets, not clarinets, were intended.

11

It

Clareni 11 suggests that

Indeed, this part exhibits a

trumpet-like character in its use of repeated notes and triadic figures,
and is playable on a natural trumpet pitched in .Qb'. 13

A part for the

"tromba 11 , however, is included by Vivaldi in the overture, and several
scholars have associated the designation,

11

clareni 11 with other names

used in reference to the clarinet by Vivaldi.
and Talbot cited the following:
and 560,

11

claren(i) 11

movement of RV 556.

11

For instance, Kolneder

·c larinet(ti) 11 in the concertos RV 559

in concerto RV 556, and

11

Clarini 11 in the slow

Furthermore, during the eighteenth century, German

composers not Italians, used the term

11

clarino 11 to refer to the trumpet

as well as to a specific register of the trumpet. 14

For instance, in

12The autograph is in I(Tn), Collezione . F~a 28. See t~e facs~mile
ed., entitled Juditha Triumphans Sacrum M1l1tare Orator1um (S1ena:
Accademia Musicale Chigiana, 1948), pp. 115-8, and the modern edition,
ed. A. Zedda (Milan: Ricordi, [1971]), pp. 184-91.
13 compare· the range of pitches for the natura 1 trumpet given by
Philip Bate in The Trumpet and Trombone, 2nd ed.
(New York:
W. W.
Norton, 1978), p. 113.
14Walter Kolneder 11 Die Klarinette als Concertino=Instrument bei
Vivaldi, n Mf 4 (1951):' 187; Kolneder, 11 Noch einmal: Vivaldi und die
Klarinette:" Mf 8 (1955): 209-10; Michael Tal bot, Vivaldi (London: J.
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EXAMPLE 2

The "clareni"

part from the chorus,

"Plena nectare",

in Antonio

Vivaldi's oratorio, Juditha Triumphans (1716, facsimile ed., Siena:
Accademia Musicale Chigiana, 1948), pp. 115-118, I(Tn) Foa collection.
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1713, the writer, J. Mattheson defined the trumpet as:
Trompetejltal. Tromba oder Clarine ...... 15
similar to those used by Vivaldi,

11

Clarone

n

. die

On the other hand, a name
11

,

was used by Buonanni in

1722 in reference to the two -key clarinet (see above pp. 69-70).
Selfridge-Field also believes that these parts for the
meant for the clarinet.
and access to novel

11

claren;n were

She mentioned Vivaldi's manifest interest in

instruments.

He travelled extensively in the

German-speaking domains, Holland, perhaps France, and much of Italy
where he may have heard the clarinet.

In addition, the Pieta audience

regularly brought gift-bearing European nobility of many nationalities
into its midst. 16 If we are correct in assuming Vivaldi's clareni were
clarinets,

then

these parts

are the earliest known

orchestral music for the clarinet.

instance

of

Two-key clarinets pitched in Qb', as

suggested by Talbot,17 are well suited for the cross fingerings required
in this work.

Clarinets in£'', however, could also have been used for

these very restricted parts.
Interestingly,

in

Juditha,

Vivaldi

instrument that was in use at the Pi eta.

employed

almost

every

The score ca 11 s for two

recorders, two oboes, a soprano chalumeau, two clarinets, two trumpets
M. Dent & Sons, 1978), pp. 162-3. This interpretation is sup~orted by a
definition of clarino as a klarinet by the Dutch wr1ter, Joos
Verschuere Reynvaan in Muzikaal Konst-Woordenboek, 2 vols. (Middelburg:
W. A. Keel and J. DeJongh, 1789), 1:150.
11

11

11

11

15Johann Mattheson, Das Neu=Eroffnete Orchestre (Hamburg:
Schillers Wittwe, 1713), p. 265.

B.

16Eleanor Selfridge-Field, Vivaldi's esoteric _instruments .. in
Correspondence, EM 7 (Jan. 1979):139; Idem, Venet1an Instrumental
Music from Gabriel i to Vivaldi (New York: Praeger, 1975), PP· 256-7.
For the view that these parts were meant for the trumpet see, Wa 1ter
Lebermann, nzur Besetzungsfrage der Concerti grossi von A. Vivaldi, .. Mf
7 (1954): 337-9.
17 Tal bot, p. 163.
11

11

11
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with timpani, a mandolin, four theorboes (playing in two parts), an
obbligato organ, five viola all'inglese and a viola d'amore in addition
to strings and continuo.

Some players probably doubled on more than one

instrument, since for example, only one kind of woodwind instrument is
heard at a time. 18 Evidence presented in the next section shows that
the baroque clarinet was often played by a musician whose main
instrument was the flute, oboe, bassoon or French horn.

The music for

clarinet in Vivaldi's concertos is stylistically more advanced than the
parts in Juditha, and therefore is discussed later in this chapter.
F. B. Conti
Francesco Bartolomeo Conti (1681-1732) became associate theorist
at the Habsburg court in Vienna in April 1701.

He was offici a11 y

designated court composer in 1713, and continued to perform on the
theorboe. 19 Conti, like Vivaldi, wrote for the chalumeau in several
cantatas, 20 and for Clarinette in 0 in at least one version of the
comic opera, Don Chischiotte in Sierra Morena (1719). 21 This opera was
11

11

particularly popular and was given in Brunswick from February 1720 until
1738, and in Hamburg from 5 October 1722 until 1737. 22
18Talbot, p. 196.
19 Hermine Williams,

11

Conti, Francesco Bartolomeo, ..

Grove 6,

4:680.
20 see lawson, The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century Music, pp. 62-3.
21The title page and beginning of the nouvertura Andante .. is
reproduced by Bernard Paumgartner in his article, nconti,n in ~GG 2
(1952): eels. 1641-2. This version of the opera has no~ been ava1la~le
to me. A copy of Don Chischiotte in Sierra Mo.rena 1n the Au~tnan
National library of Vienna (Sig. 17.207) does not 1nclude the clar1net.
22A German text was provided for some of the arias in Brunswich by
See A1fred
Loewenberg, Annals of Opera 1597-1940, 3rd ed. (Ototowa, New Jersey:

J • S. MUller and ; n Hamburg by Pl ochau and Mattheson.
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Telemann
Georg Philipp Telemann wrote for the chalumeau from 1718 and was
one of the earliest composers to write for the clarinet, beginning in
1721.

According to Lawson, the chalumeaux in Telemann's cantatas,

oratorios, and serenatas are clearly regarded as desirable for their
delicate tone colors, and were often reserved for poignant dramatic
moments.

In contrast, the clarinet assumed a less important position in

Telemann's work. 23

Presented here is a listing of Telemann's works

employing the clarinet.

It includes the following information:

the key

and range of the parts, the ton a1i ty of the c1ari nets emp 1oyed, and
comments regarding the parts.24

Items one, two and five contain

autograph parts, three and four are written in a later hand.
Cantatas in the Stadt- und Uni versitatsbi bl i othek, Frankfurt am
Main:
1)

Mus. FF. Ms 1474 Telemann 743.

Wort halten (1721). 25
orchestral
11

score

is

Wer mich liebet, wird mein

C major, f' to.£" for clarinet in !!" (the
written

Clarinetto et Corno da Caccia 11 •

in

D Major).

One

part

is marked,

Here the clarinet appears in one aria

Rowman and Littlefield, 1978), col. 140; Paumgartner, col 1641;
Wi 11 i ams, p. 681; and Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Neues Hi stori schBioqraphisches Lexikon der TonkOnstler (Leipzig, 1812; reprint ed.,
Graz: Akademische Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 1966), cols. 771-2.
23cf. co 1in Lawson, 11 The baroque repertoire: Some observations
11
for the tercentenary of Johann Christoph Graupner (1683-1760), The
Clarinet 11 (Fall 1983): 18.
24whi 1e most of the comments are based on my own study of the
music, in some cases I have adopted Lawson's observations as expre~sed
in 11 Telemann and the Chalumeau, 11 EM 9 (July 1981): 315-16, 318; and The
baroque repertoire:
some observations for the tercentary of Johann
Christoph Graupner (1683-1760), 11 p. 18.
25The beginning of this aria in its full, autograph . score was
reproduced by Colin Lawson in 11 The Chalumeau, Independent vo1ce or poor
relations? 11 EM 7 (July 1979): 352.
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and a "Corne da caccia ex f" in another aria, both instruments probably
intended to be played by one musician.

The writing is technically more

demanding than that found in the anonymous Airs and Vivaldi's Juditha
discussed above, including several leaps of as much as a ninth (example
3).

Together with this larger range we find dynamic markings for forte

and pi ana.
Two alternate clarinet parts for this cantata are extant.

They appear

to have been written at a 1ater date, and introduce more e 1a borate
figuration, such as the use of triplets to replace groups of eighth
notes.
2)

Mus. FF. Ms. 807 Telemann 76.

Christus ist urn unsrer Missetat

C major, first clarinet, f'' to~''; second clarinet, f'

willen (1721).

to f" for clarinets in

!!".

The first clarinet includes some thirty-

second notes and tri 11 s on three different notes in the da capo aria
(example 4).
fifths.

Both clarinets are often paired together in thirds or

Alternate autograph parts for "Oboe I me obligate" and "Pro

Organa" include the stipulation, "In ErmangelOng der Clarinetten" (in
the absence of clarinets).

Thus, it appears that during the 1720s, the

clarinet was not always available in Frankfurt.

3)

Mus.

FF.

Ms.

1187 Telemann

erscheinen (first performed in 1719).
clarinet in .Qb'.
Clarinetto",

456.

Jesus

wirst

du

B-fl at major, f' to .Qb'

bald
for

one of the orchestral parts, marked "Cornettino vel

is

in a different and probably a later hand than the
26
autograph parts, though not identified in the catalogue by Carl SOss.

26Katalog der kirchlichen Musikhandschriften des 17. und 1~.
Jahrhunderts in Frankfurt am Main, eds. C. S~ss .and P. Epste1n
(Frankfurt, 1926) cited in Lawson, The Chalumeau 1n E1ghteen~h-Century
Music, p. 190 note 3; see Lawson, "Telemann and the Chalumeau, p. 316.
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EXAMPLE 3

The "Clarinetto et Corne da Caccia" part from G. P. Telemann's cantata,
Wer mich liebet, wird mein Wort halten (1721), 0-brd(F).
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EXAMPLE 4

The "Clarinetto I" part from ·G. P. Telemann's cantata, Christus ist urn
unsrer Missetat willen (1721), D-brd(F).
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The consistent emp 1oyment of broken chord figures and repeated notes
(example 5) seems to indicate that the

11

Cornettino

11

was the intended

instrument, the clarinet serving as an alternative instrument.

a later,

more deve 1oped eighteenth- century c1ar i net in .Qb' was probab 1y used
here, although this part is playable but awkward in fingering on a twokey clarinet.
4)

Mus. FF. Ms. 953 Telemann 222.

Ein ungefarbt Gemute (first

C Major, first clarinet, f' to -f' ' ' .' second
clarinet, f' to .Qb', for clarinet .. ex f
These are additional parts in
performed in 1722).

11

•

a later hand which double the horn parts.
in a section marked

11

Aria

11

,

The use of pitches above c'''

and the designation for clarinets in f'' is

more commonly found in parts from the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries.
In

the

Staatsbibliothek

Preussischer

Kulturbesitz

Musikabteilung,

Berlin:
Autograph Telemann 28.

5)

Burgercapitains (1728).

Serenata, zum Convivio der HH

D major, e' to g'' for clarinet in d''.

After

1721, when Telemann resided in Hamburg, he was required to entertain the
guests
11

of

the

commandant

of the

city's

militia,

by writing a
Kapitansmusik consisting of an oratorio and a serenata. 27 In the bass
11

solo with chorus, "Der hohe Schutzherr dieses Staats", the orchestra
Clarinetto oboe 2 and strings. 28 The clarinet
comprises a tromba
11

11 ,

11

11

,

and trumpet parts are stylistically indistinguishable from each other
and at times in the score even share the same stave.

Indeed, the

27Martin Ruhnke, "Georg Philipp Telemann," Grove 6, 18:650.
28Part of the score of this aria is printed as an example by
Lawson in "Telemann and the Chalumeau, p. 319 ex. 6 and "The baroque
repertoire • . . ," p. 19 ex. 1.
11
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EXAMPLE 5

The "Cornettino vel Clarinetto" part from G. P. Telemann's cantata,
Jesus wirst du bald erscheinen (1719), probably added by G. M. Telemann,
circa 1776 to 1827.
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clarinet seems here to have been a genuine substitute for an unavailable
second trumpet rather than offering a subtle contrast of timbre; it must
have been played by the first oboist.29
Telemann wrote only for the clarinet in g'' in his autograph parts
(nos. 1, 2 and 5 above), and restricted the range of each part to the
interval of a thirteenth.

It is notable that the note .Q', missing on

type II, two-key clarinets, was purposely avoided as well as the
cha 1umeau notes be 1ow f' . 30 Furthermore, in respect to the range
utilized, Telemann treated the clarinet as if it were identical to the
oboe.

It seems likely that the later clarinet parts in two cantatas

(nos. 3 and 4 above) were added by Telemann's grandson, Georg Michael,
who became Kantor at Riga in 1773 and undertook extensive revisions of
the cantatas from 1776 to 1827.31
J. A. J. Faber
The lexicographer, F. J. Fetis, cited an early use of the clarinet
by Jean-Adam-Joseph Faber, a priest of the church of Notre-Dame at
Antwerp.

Faber's mass,

11

pour l'Assomption 11 , included five voice parts,

and an orchestra of two violins, viola, two cellos, oboe, two flutes,
clarinet, contrabass, harpsichord and organ, in a manuscript copy dated
July 1726.32
29 Lawson,

F. A. Gevaert, in 1885, pub 1i shed the first twenty-one

11

The baroque repertoire . · ., P· 18.

. 30The designations type I and. II r~fer ~o the types o! clarin~ts
Whlch were tuned according to the f1nger1ngs g1ven by the wr1ters MaJer
(1732) and Eisel (1738, see page 129 above).
31Richard Petzoldt, Georg Philipp Telemann, trans. H. Fitzpatrick
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 75; Ruhnke, 18:647.
32Fran~ois-Joseph Fetis, Biographie Universelle, 8 vols. (Paris:
.
D1dot Freres, Fils et Cie, 1860-1865), 3:173.
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measures

of a contralto solo,

unidentified mass

"Qui

tollis

peccata mundi" of an

by Faber of 1720, which included the clarinet.

Gevaert had received this excerpt and descriptive information from the
musicologist, Leon-Phillippe-Marie Burbure de Wesembeek,33 who is known
today for cataloguing the archives at Antwerp. 34

It is not clear

whether Gevaert's example comes from the mass, "pour l'Assomption"
referred to by Fetis.

The solo contralto in the "Qui tollis" is

accompanied by two flutes, clarinet and harpsichord rather than organ
(example 6).

A two-key clarinet in

~''

is appropriate for this part,

which features the earliest known use of arpeggios in the chalumeau or
low register descending to f, with a total range required of from f to
.Qb".

This part is technically more demanding than anything for the

clarinet in Telemann's music, and includes a wide leap of two octaves
and a third from f to£'' in the fourteenth measure.

Referring to the

mass, the "Qui tollis" of which was quoted by Gevaert, van der Linden
called it, "Maria Assumpta", in his article concerning Antwerp for the
encyclopedia, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart. 35 The manuscript
of this mass was reported by the archivist of Antwerp cathedral to have
been lost, according to ·Kroll. 36
Fran~ois-Auguste Gevaert, Nouveau traite d'instrumentation
(Paris: Lemoine & Fils, 1885), p. 177; trans. E. F. E. Suddard as A New
Treatise on Instrumentation (Paris: Lemoine &Co., n.d.), PP· 117-8 ex.
264.
33

34Marie-Ther~se

Buyssens,
Wesembeek)," Grove 6, 3:458.

"Leon-Phillippe-Marie

Burbure

(de

35charles van der Linden, Antwerpen, MGG 1 (1949-.1951): col.
556.
His bibliography includes writings by Burbure wh1ch were not
available to me.
11

11

360skar Kroll, The Clarinet (New York:
note 1.

Tapl inger, 1968), p. 46
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EXAMPLE 6

J
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'''"

The contralto solo, "Qui tollis peccata mundi" from an unidentified Mass
by Jean-Adam-Joseph Faber (1726?) printed in Fran~ois-Auguste Gevaert,

Nouveau trait~ d'instrumentation (Paris: Lemoine & Fils, 1885), p. 178,

ex. 264.
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Some composers at this time were acquainted with two different
approaches to writing for the clarinet.

For example, the sixth question

concerning the clarinet in J. P. Eisel's Musicus Autodidaktos (1738)
asks, what type of clef is used for the clarinet?

Eisel replied that

"one usually uses the G clef, in which case the instrument is treated in
the clarino or trumpet style, yet sometimes the discant [soprano] and
alto clefs are found, in which case the clarinet is handled as a
chalumeau". 37 Although soprano or alto clefs are rarely found in parts
for the baroque clarinet, Eisel's statement is substantiated by the
style of writing in several works, e.g., Telemann's works, which treat
the clarinet 1ike a trumpet and the extended use of the cha 1umeau
register in Faber's mass.

These two approaches to writing may explain

how the term "chalumeau" came to be applied later in the century, to the
lowest register of the clarinet. 38
J. V. Rathgeber
The earliest known clarinet concertos were written by Johann
Valentin Rathgeber (1672-1750), a Benedictine priest and choirmaster at
Banz near Coburg in southern Germany.

A popular composer of church

music, Rathgeber published much of his music during his lifetime by the
Augsburg firm of Lotter.

From 1729 to 1738 Rathgeber left his post and

travelled throughout Germany-- without permission from his abbot-37Johann Philipp Eisel, Musicus Autodidaktos (Erfurt:
1738)' p. 78.

M. Juncken,

Was hat das Cl ari nett vor ei nery Cl ~vern? .Das gemei n~ und
ordentliche Zeiten dieses Instruments 1st 1nsgeme1n der Clav1s G,
und so dann wird es auf Clarino-Art tractiret, doch k~mmt au~h
jezuweilen der Discant und Alt-Clavis, wenn man das Clar1nett w1e
einen Chalumeaux handelt, vor".
38 cf. Lawson, "the baroque repertoire • · .," P· 18.
11
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where

he

gathered

information

about

performance

liturgical customs in the catholic areas of Germany.

conditions

and

Although he was

reinstated as choirmaster after his return to Banz, Rathgeber produced
no more church music after 1738.
secular instrumental music. 39

His works include three collections of
The first of these was his opus six,

published in 1728 at Augsburg by Lotter.

It is entitled, Chelys Sonora

Excitans Spiritum Musicorum Digitis, Auribus, Ac Animis (The sonorous
lute stimulates the musical spirit of the fingers, hearing and soul).40
The work is in the form of a complete set of partbooks which is held in
the Zentra 1 bib 1 i oteck at Zurich. 41
divided into two parts.

It comprises twenty-four concertos

Rathgeber juxtaposes the instrumentation of

strings in the first ha 1 f, against winds and strings in the second.
These works include both solo concertos and concerti grossi.

The first

six concertos are for violin solo (marked "principale"), two violins (a
viola part is not included), organ and cello, each concerto being in a
different key.

The next six concertos of the first part are for two

violins, organ and cello.

Also, each is in a different key except

numbers 11 and 12, which are both in G minor.

The first six concertos

of part two are for two violins, two "clarinis vel Lituis obligatis",

39 see Elizabeth Roche,
15:598.

"Rathgeber,

Johann Valentin,"

Grove 6,

40"Chelys" is the Greek word for "tortoise".' referri~g. to the
tortoise shell of the lyre, and in medieval and rena1ssanc~ wr1t1~gs was
used for the lyre. c. Simpson defined this word as the v1ol, wh~ch may
imply by the similarity in title, that Rathgeber knew Chr1topher
Simpson's Chelys minuritionum .• . f The Division Viol'. 2nd ed~. (London,
1665), 3rd ed. (London, 1712).
See James W. McK1nnon,
Lyre §2:
Ancient Greece," NGDMI, 2:582; Idem, "Cheyls," NGDMI, 1:348.
41The contents of this work have been incorrectly described in
every source consulted by the author (including MGG and Grove 6) and are
therefore given here.
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organ and cello.

In each of these concertos the clarino (trumpet) or

lituo (identified variously as a cornetto, shawn, horn or low trumpet)42
is pitched in different tonalities.

Of the final six concertos, the

first two, numbers 19 and 20, are for two violins, "Clarineto vel Lituo
ex C obligato .. , organ and cello.

Concerto number 21 is for violin solo,

two violins, two .. clarinis vel Lituis ex C pro libitu", organ and cello.
Number 22 is for two violins, two clarinis (designated as in number 21),
organ and cello.

The final two concertos (23 and 24) are entitled,

"Concerto pastorello", and are for two violins, two clarinis (as in the
previous work), organ and cello.
Because of the proximity of Banz to Nuremberg where the Denners
and Oberlenders worked (about 55 miles), it seems likely that Rathgeber
would have known of the clarinet, and used it as a substitute for the
clarino or 1ituo in concertos number 19 and 20.
were written in three movements:

Each of these works

allegro, adagio (the clarineto is

silent), and allegro; and allegro, adagio (the clarineto plays only a
repeated g'), presto.

The ranges employed for the clarinet are£' to

~'' (concerto 19)43 and g' to£'''' (concerto 20).

f#,,.

Both works include

These parts are indistinguishable from those for the clarino in

Rathgeber's concertos, and contain triadic themes and repeated notes as
shown in the first movement of concerto 19 (example 7). 44 An indication
42see Walther, Musikalisches Lexikon, p. 376; Curt Sachs, "Die
Litui in Bachs Motette, '0 Jesu Christ', Bach Jahrbuch 18 (1921): 96-7;
and James W. McKinnon, "Li tuus, 11 NGDMI, 2:533.
43Edited for trumpet, viol in or recorder by Erh~r~ . Nowak
(Stuttgart:
carus, 1976).
Nowak also suggests the poss1b1l1ty .of
performing this work on the soprano chalumeau, clarinet and horn in h1gh
£.
44compare [Johann] Valentin Rathgeber, Concerto number XV, op. 6
for two clarini, ed. E. Hess (Basle: Kneusslin, 1968).
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EXAMPLE 7

...

The

11

Clarineto vel Lituo

11

·- ··-. . .. . ..
~

part by J. V. Rathgeber from Chelys Sonora

Excitans Spiritum Musicorum Digitis. Auribus, Ac Animis (Augsburg: J. J.
Lotter, 1728), concerto 19, movements one and two, p. 10, Ch(Zz).
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that Rathgeber's conservative style of writing was a matter of choice is
found in his preface to these concertos.

Here he stated: · "I decided to

provide the easiest possible manner and method, and to that end appeal
less to virtuoso skill and more to musical judgment".45 His writing for
the "clarineto" in these works is similar to that found in the clarinet
part of Telemann's Wer mich liebet, wird mein Wort halten (1721, example
3) in its triadic style, lack of the note Q', and the omission of all
chalumeau notes below f'.

Rathgeber's concertos are also technically

idiomatic for two key clarinets in f'' .46
Vivaldi--Concertos
Two of Vivaldi's concertos (RV 559 and 560) which specify the
"clarinet"

are concerti

Rathgeber's Chelys Sonora.

grossi

as were several of the works

in

In Vivaldi's concertos two clarinets are

paired with two oboes, and a full complement of strings and basso
continuo.

The range of each clarinet in RV 559 is g to f''', in RV 560

the first clarinet is from g to f"', second, f to f"'.

Vivaldi is

perhaps the earliest composer to purposely exploit the distinctive tone
colors of the upper and lower regist,ers of the clarinet.

His writing

for the upper register is similar to Rathgeber's in its trumpet-like

45Rathgeber, Chelys Sonora . . . , from the preface entitled" Ad
Philomusum" ·(To the music lover):
"Index docebit omnia; Modum & methodum facillimam
subministrare cogitavi, ideo non tam artificio pro solis
Virtuosis, quam aurium judicio pro minus habituatis placere
studui".
46Hans Rudolph Stalder, first clarinetist of the Tonhalle
orchestra of zurich, performed both of th~se conc.ertos in 1981, on . a
r~production of a two-key clarinet by T•. Er1c Hoepr1ch .. See ~.arl. L.udw1g
N1col, "Ein Gang durch die fruhe Gesch1chte der Klar1nette, T1b1a 6,
no. 3 (1981): 423-5.
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character, as seen in the following passage from the first movement of
RV 560 (example 8). 47
EXAMPLE 8

He also showed an awareness of the aptness of the chalumeau register for
lugubrious effects, emphasized by a use of minor inflections in the same
movement (example 9). 48 This difference in timbre between the upper and
lower registers of the clarinet was subsequently noted by the German
author, J. Adlung (1758) who stated:
Clarinet is well-known.
In the low range it sounds
differently than~~ the high range, therefore, one calls it [the
range] chalumeau.

Interestingly, when writing in the chalumeau register, Vivaldi
employed the bass clef, intending the notes to sound an octave higher
(examples 10 and 11).

During the second movement of RV 560 (marked

Largo) , the oboes are featured as a duet with string accompaniment,
while the clarinets are silent.

The second movement of RV 559 (Largo),

47 several passages from these concertos copied from the autograph
scores are illustrated by Walter Kolneder in "Die Klarinette als
Concerti no= Instrument bei Vivaldi," Mf 4 (1951): 187-90; Idem, "Noch
einmal:
Vivaldi und die Klarinette," Mf 8 (1955): 210; and Idem,
AuffOhrungspraxis bei Vivaldi (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1955), p.
109.
48 Michael Talbot, Vivaldi, p. 162.
49Jacob Adlung, Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit
(Erfurt: J.D. Jungnicol; reprinted., Kassel: Barenreiter, 1958), p.
588.
Clarinet ist bekannt. In der Tiefe lautet es anders, als in der
HHhe, und alsdenn nennt man es chalumeau ...
11
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EXAMPLE 9
RV 560, first movement (allegro), measures 40-43.

EXAMPLE 10
RV 560, first movement, measures 79-81.
~

two clarinets
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EXAMPLE 11
RV 559, second movement, measures 93-94.
two clarinets
two oboes

I:
I

A

•

..
• J••

... . ...

lr-

• J,,

-

IJ·

Musical examples from Antonio Vivaldi's Concertos RV 559 and 560.
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however, is quite unusual in that the oboes and clarinets play alone in
a lyrical dialogue (example 11).
Vivaldi's third concerto RV 556, written for the feast of Saint
11

Laurence ( per la Solennita di San Lorenzo
solo concerto with the concerto grosse.

11

)

combines aspects of the

It has a dominant violin solo

part, with a second .. concertante .. viol in, and an extensive wind section
of two recorders, two oboes, two clarinets ( claren
11

11

),

and bassoon.

The

first clarinet utilizes a range of from f' to Q''', one note higher than
RV 559 and 560; the second clarinet part has a range of g to f"'.

In

marked contrast to the outer movements, the second movement in its first
version, was written for solo violin and a bass part played by five
instruments.

A note written at the beginning of the second movement in

the autograph score to the 1eft of the 1ower stave, and extending
downwards, specifies these additional instruments:

11

Clarini solo, e 1

Arpeggio con 1 i1 Leuto 1 Un Violoncello 1 Un Viol:o piz I zicato I
Tutti il Basso

11

Talbot surmised that the bass part was to be played by

•

both clarinets ( clarini
11

11

)

and an additional violin, pizzicato, in the

upper octave (normal when these instruments read from the bass clef) and
one cello and an archlute, arpeggiando, at written pitch.

Later,

Vivaldi suppressed the clarinet parts, alloting their notes by means of
cues to recorders,

oboes or violins as appropriate in the outer

Vivaldi reverted to the more
50
conventional solo cello perhaps with continuo, to play the bass part.

movements.

In the second version,

Vivaldi carefully avoided all Q'-naturals in the clarinet parts of
each of his three concertos.

Two apparent exceptions occur in RV 556

50Michael Talbot Vivaldi's instrumentation .. in ucorrespondence, ..
EM 7 (OCt. 1979):561.' Talbot refers to folio llv of the autograph at
I(Tn), Giordano collezione 34.
11
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and 559.

In the first movement of RV 556, the note .Q' occurs once in
measures 34, 139 and 142, 51 each in an arpeggiated dominant seventh
chordinG Major.

Ephrikian notes, in the Ricordi edition, that in the

last two appearances a Q' was written in the manuscript.

Thus, it is

likely that the printed .Q' in measure 34 was also originally a Q'.

In

the Ricordi edition of RV 559, a .Q' is printed twice in ·measures 96 and
97 in both clarinet parts playing in unison. 52 Kolneder, however,
illustrated measure 9 of this movement (Ricordi's measure 97) from the
autograph, where both parts were notated in the bass clef (example 12).
EXAMPLE 12

clarinets

...

"

_.- 4-u++:::~:S:~u.!.· •

•

oboes
He indicated that these parts were to be played an octave higher. 53

In

this case, a transposition of two octaves is musically justified, in
this and the previous measure, because of the high tessi tura of the
oboes

and

the

written

Q,

requiring

a two-octave

transposition.

Naturally, the performer of the two-key clarinet could avoid the
troublesome .Q' by transposing the groups of notes concerned, noted in
the bass clef, one octave higher.

This conspicuous lack of the note .Q'

in these concertos strongly suggests it to have been a result of a
51see Antonio Vivaldi, Concerto in Do Maggiore, Fanna XII, no. 14
(RV 556), ed. A. Ephrikian (Milan: Ricordi, 1949).
52see Antonio Vivaldi, Concerto in Do Maggiore, Fanna XII, no. 2
(RV 559), ed. A. Ephrikian (Milan: Ricordi, 1947).
53 Kolneder, "Die Klarinette. · .," P· 190.
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conscious effort by Vivaldi to take into consideration the lack of this
note on many two-key clarinets in £".

Kolneder dated these works

between 1720 and 1740, while Karl Haas suggested 1726 to 1730.54
estimates

could

be

supported

by the early use of the

Both

single-reed

cha 1 umeau (sa 1moe) at the Pi eta from 1706,55 and the payment for the
repair of two clarinets at the Pieta on 13 March 1740.56
F. Kolbel
A unique trio for

11

Clarinet, Cornu de Schass et Basso 11 ,

German French horn player,

The first part, designated

second part, marked

is found in manuscript

There are four s~parate parts to the trio but no

parts at Darmstadt. 57
score.

Ferdinand Kolbel,

by a

11

11

Clarinet 11 is in the key of C, the

Cornu 11 is also in C major.

The last part is

written in the bass clef without any designation or numbers to indicate
a figured bass.

There are two versions of the bass part--one is in D

and the other in C.

This bass part could have been played as a continuo

line on a keyboard instrument, or on another wind or string instrument.
It seems likely that Kolbel wrote the D major version of the bass part

54Kolneder 11 Die Klarinette • . • , 11 p. 191; Karl Haas, .. Haydn's
English Mil i tar/ Marches.. the preface to Joseph Haydn, Three Mil i t~ry
Marches (London:
Musica Rara, [c. 1960]), note 4.
Another Ital1an
composer, Nicolo Jommelli wrote for the 11 Clarinetteu in his opera, Cajo
Mario (1746). See Hermann Abert, who thought these part~ were meant for
the clarino in Niccolo [sic] Jommelli als Opernkompomst (Halle:
M.
Neimeyer, 1908), p. 201. 55Michael Talbot, Vivaldi e lo chalumeau, .. Rivista Italiana di
Musicologia 15 (1980): 158-9.
56oenis Arnold, 11 Instruments and Instrumental
Early Italian Conservatories, .. GSJ 18 (1965): 78.

Teaching

in the

570-brd(DS), Mus. 1181. Cf. Alf_red Be~_ner's description of this
work quoted by Herbert Kol bel in 11 Ferd1nand Kol bel (ca. 1705-1778), der
Erfinder des Klappenhorns, .. oas Musikinstrument 28 (May 1979): 806.
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to accommodate the use of a woodwind instrument, such as bassoon, tuned
a major second lower at Cammerton pitch. 58 This trio consists of three
movements (marked allegro, adagio, allegro) that utilize a range of from
£'tog''' for the clarinet.
part of this range,
movements.

from

Kolbel did not hesitate to use the highest
~,,,

to g''',

repeatedly in all

three

His writing for the clarinet was based on triadic themes and

mainly relies on scale passages, octave leaps and arpeggiated figures
(examp 1e 13) .

This part strongly resembles Vivaldi's parts in the

concertos in its scale passages and thematic material, as shown by a
comparison of the beginning of Kolbel's first movement and a few
measures from Vivaldi's concerto RV 560 (example 14).

Kolbel's writing,

however, calls for an even greater technical ability and employs a
consistently higher tessitura, as shown in the third movement (example
15). This virtuoso writing and lack of chalumeau notes below£' as well
as the note Q', suggests that this part was meant for a type II two-key
clarinet in

g''.

Not much is known of Kolbel's life.

In about 1724, while he was

employed by the Duke von Holstein, he went to St. Petersburg and
remained to become a member of the court orchestra in 1729.

In 1740, he

presented an application at the court to build a keyed horn, "mit
verschiedenen neuen Tonen".

Kolbel travelled to Vienna in 1744, and

sometime between 1741 and 1754 the Dutch ambassador to St. Petersburg
took him to Constantinople with a number of other musicians. 59 By 1756,
he returned to the Russi an court where he remained for thirteen more

58see Bruce Haynes, "Johann Sebastian Bach's Pitch Standards:
Woodwind Perspective," JAMIS 11 (1985): 64, 102-3.
59 Kolbel, p. 807.
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EXAMPLE 13

Clarinet part from Ferdinand Kolbel, Trio for "Clarinet, Cornu de Schass
et Basson, first movement, c. 1740-50, D-brd(DS).
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EXAMPLE 14
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F. Kolbel, Trio, first movement, measures 1-4.
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A. Vivaldi, Concerto RV 560, first movement, measures 46-49.

A comparison of the part writing in Kolbel's Trio and Vivaldi's Concerto
RV 560.
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EXAMPLE 15

Clarinet part from Ferdinand KHlbel, Trio for "Clarinet Cornu de Schass
et Bass", third movement, c. 1740-50, D-brd(DS).
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years in the orchestra.

60

About 1766, Kol bel made a successful debut

with his keyed horn (which he called the Amorschall), playing with his
son-in-law, Franz Hensel, in three trios for two horns and cello, in the
remote keys (for a brass instrument) of C minor, F minor and E major.
They a1so p1ayed two ob 1i gato horn parts in a concerto with other
instruments. 61 After this debut his invention is not heard of again.
The title page of Kolbel's trio is marked "a Wien".

This suggests

that the trio was written while he lived in Vienna, sometime between
17 44 and 17 56.

Rau, in his study of chamber music written for the

clarinet, suggested a date of composition of c. 1740 to 1750.62

In our

earlier description of Telemann's Wer mich liebet, wird mein Wort halten
(1721) we noted that the same musician played the clarinet and horn
part, and called attention to the fact that instrumentalists at this
time played more than one instrument.

We may perhaps assume that Kolbel

or his son-in-law Hensel, played the clarinet. 63

60 R. A1o:fus Moeser, Anna 1es de 1a mus i que et des mus i ci ens en
Russie au XVIII e siecle, 3 vols. ([Geneva]: Mont-Blanc, 1951), 1:228.
61 Jacob von Stahlin, "Nachrichten von der Musik in RuBland," in
Johann Joseph Haigold [August Ludwig von Schlozer], Beylagen zum
neuveranderten RuBland (Riga: J. F. Hartknoch, 1769), part 2, pp. 1758; 186-92; reprinted in [Johann Adam Hiller], Musikalische Nachr~ch~en
und
Anmerkungen
auf
das
Jahr
1770,
3rd
part
( Le1 pz1 g:
Zeitungs=Expedition, 1770; reprint ed., Hildesheim:
G. Olms, 1970),
4:221-2; 229-32. See Moeser, 2:38 note I.
62ulrich
Rau
"Die
Kammermusik
fUr
Klarinette
und
Streichinstrument im' Zeitalter der Wiener Klassik" (Ph.D. diss.,
SaarbrUcken: Universitats des Saarlandes, 1977), pp. 233-4.
63A further association of musical idiom at this time, between the
clarinet and horn is implied by an anonymous "~onate a 2 Corne o
Clarinetti 11 owned by the Dutch music collec~or, N1colas Selhoff. See
Catalogue d'une tres belle bibliotheque de l1vres · • · (Th~ Hag~e: A.
~oetjens,
1759); reprinted in catalogue of the mu~1c l1brary,
lnstruments and other property of Nicolas Selhoff. sold 1n th~ ~ague,
1759 (Amsterdam: F. Knuf, 1973), p. 247, no. 2926. Not surpr1s1ngly,
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Han de 1
Another early chamber work with clarinet is a trio in five
movements, entitled ••ouverture" by George Frideric Handel.
two clarinets and one horn.

It calls for

There are no individual parts but only a

score written in D major, having a range off#' to .Q.'" for the first
clarinet and

~

to 4'''

for the second.

According to Haas, the

identification of the instruments ("Clarinet 1", "Clarinet 2, and "Corno
di Caccia") was entered into the autograph music by Handel's friend,
John Christopher Smith, Sr. 64 This trio was previously thought to be
only the wind parts of an incomplete orchestral work.

The musical

evidence, however, shows that it is a complete work in it harmonic and
structural content, and does not contain long sections of rests implying
that other parts are missing.65 The opening movement is clearly written
in the French overture style leading into a lively Allegro rna non troppo
movement, where imitative, fanfare-like entries abound (example 16).

A

lyrical Larghetto movement pairs the clarinets in thirds and sixths,
with the horn in both supportive and imitative roles.

Both clarinets

alone are contrasted with sections for the horn by itself in the
following movement, marked "Andante Allegro" (example 17).

The final

Allegro in 3/8 is quite brilliant, featuring rapidly moving eighths and
sixteenth notes in every part (example 18).

Se 1hof a1so owned a copy of Rathgeber's Che 1vs Sonora ( p. 256, no.
1293).
64see George Frideric Handel, Ouverture (Suite), ed. K. Hass
(London: Schott & co., 1952), note, and see the reproduction of the
beginning of the autograph.
65cf. catalogue of the Music in the Fitzwil\iam Museum. Cambridge,
eds. J. A. Fuller-Maitland and A. H. Mann (Cambr1dge, 1893), and R. B.
Chatwin, "Handel and the Clarinet," GSJ 3(1950): 6-8.
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EXAMPLE 16

" ~ (Moderato).
Clarinet 1
t

.

f

...

f\ II

Clarinet 2
t..

1'1

~

f

,..,...-.......

~

~

~

...-....

l

-.....

...

. -• -~·

Corno di Caccia
-~

...

...-....

~

(J

f

Allegro ma non troppo
"~
tJ

30

mf -••• • •

•

f\ II

mf ••• •

---.

•

..
DO '

<tr

,~

~

.

I~;~-~~~J~j~J~J~r~t~l~c=e;~-~~r~7~·~O~ir§·~o~:~c~·~~~1~(

The opening measures of the first and second movements from Handel's
Irio for two clarinets and horn, c. 1748 (London: Schott & Co., 1952),
PP. 1-2.
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EXAMPLE 17

Andante Allegro
fl ll

-t.J

"~
.-~

l

f
f
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l

.,
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"-o,j
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-

.,.. ll
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*

tJ
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t.
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~

•
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yp
1'

I

p

•4!

Handel's Trio, fourth movement, measures 1-5 (London: Schott & Co.,
1952), p. 6.
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EXAMPLE 18

~ ~

Allegro
..

..

~.~.

--

;

Handel, Trio, fifth movement, measures 1-8 (London: Schott &Co., 1952),
p. 8.
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The clarinet parts include several chromatic pitches, besides the
f-sharps and

~-sharps

of the key signature, such as g#', Q#'' and g#''.

Because of the resulting complications in fingering and poor intonation
of some pitches, Halfpenny assumed that two-key clarinets in Q" were
used in order to play in C major. 66 Chatwin suggested that a three-key
clarinet in~'' must also be considered as a possibility.67

Indeed, on

the basis of our working knowledge of clarinet fingerings, it is also
apparent that these parts were playable on certain two-key clarinets in
~"

and three-key clarinets in Q", both of which include a fingering

for the note Q.'.

Haas dated this trio as c. 1748 to 1749, because the

"Andante Allegro" movement contains some similar musical motives found
in the "Entry of the Queen of Sheba" from the oratorio, Solomon
(1748). 68 This date is supported by the apparent use of clarinets in
the Granville copies of the aria, "Par che mi nasca in seno" in Handel's
opera, Tamerlano (first performed in 1724). 69 According to Larsen, the
copies made

for

the Granville collection of Handel's works were

completed from about 1744 to 1745.7°
66 Eric Halfpenny, "Handel and the Clarinet" in "Letters to the
Editor," The Musical Times 93 (Dec. 1952): 557.
67 chatwin, p. 7
68Haas in his note to Handel, Ouverture (Suite). Cf. example 16
to measures 17-19 in the opening Sinfonia of A~t III i~ Georg Fri:drich
Handel, Solomon, ed. F. G. Chrysander (Leipz1g: Bre1tkopf & Hartel,
1867; reprinted., Ridgewood, New Jersey: Gregg Press, 1965), p. 208.
69cf. Victor Schoelcher, The Life of Handel, trans: J. ~owe
(London:
TrObner and co., 1857), p. 405; R. A. S~reatf1e~d, The
Granville Collection of Handel Manuscripts," The M~s1cal Ant1qu.ary 2
216; and Bernd Baselt, "Themat1sch-srstemat1sches
(July 1911):
Verzeichnis" in Handel-Handbuch, 3 vols., ed. W. and M. E1sen (Kassel:
Barenreiter, 1978), 1: 238.
70Jens Peter Larsen, Handel's Messiah. Origins, Compositions,
w. w. Norton, 1972), pp. 211-12.

~urces, 2nd ed. (New York:
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J. M. Molter
A technically most advanced style of writing for the two-key
clarinet in

!!"

is found in the six concertos by the Kapellmeister of

ourlach, Johann Melchior Molter (1696-1765).

Molter is noted for his

adventurous writing for the timpani, trumpet (clarino) and horn, as well
as his preference for new and unusual instruments like the clarinet,
cha 1umeau,

fl auto d' amore, fl auto cornet to and harp. 71

Four of h; s

clarinet concertos were published by Heinz Becker,72 another (MS. 332,
Badische

Landesbibliothek,

Karlsruhe)

was

the

subject

of

a

D.M.A.

dissertation,7 3 and the last (MS. 328) was edited in another D.M.A.
dissertation. 74

Scores (which include five parts) are preserved for all

six concertos in Karlsruhe.
and 304)

Two of the published concertos (MSS. 302

include title pages which describe the instrumentation as:

"Concerto, Clarinetto concertato, Violino prima, Violino secondo, Viola
(or Violetta), Violoncello e Cembalo 11 •

Only the original cembalo part

is extant in MS. 302, with additional oboe parts in a later hand.

All

the parts, however, are preserved in MS. 304 including two additional
oboe parts.

The two other pub 1 i shed concertos

include the designation
their scores.

11

(MSS.

334 and 337)

Clarinett0 11 to identify the highest part in

The scores of the last two works (MSS. 328 and 332) are

71 Klaus Hifner,

11

Molter, Johann Melchior, .. Grove 6, 12: 474.

72 .. Kl ari netten-Konzerte des 18. Jahrhunderts 11 , ed. H. Becker in
Das Erbe Deutscher Musik (Wiesbaden:
Breitkopf & Hirtel, 1957), vol.
41, pp. 1-52.
.
73Edward Francis Lanning, 11 The clarinet as t~e intended .solo
1nstrument in Johann Melchior Molter's Concerto 34
(D.M.A. d1ss.,
University of Missouri at Kansas City, 1969).
74Richard A. Shanley, 11 The fifth and sixth clarinet concertos by
Johann Melchior Molter:
A lecture recital together with three
additional recitals .. (D.M.A. diss., North Texas State University, 1976).
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unmarked, but their highest parts are sufficiently similar in range and
style of writing to the solo parts of the clarinet concertos to be
identified as such.
All

six concertos consistently employ a very high tessitura

between f " ' and g"', with notes below f " usually treated in a purely
triadic manner.

The technical demands include wide leaps of more than

one octave, triplet sixteenth figures, thirty-second and sixty-fourth
note flourishes, as well as a number of grace notes and trills (example
19).

The music for the clarinet in these works, moreover, cannot be

considered as appropriate for the clarino trumpet, but represent a
mature style of writing for the two-key clarinet.

Becker supported this

view when he observed that these concertos employ a wider range and
higher tessitura than a clarino concerto by Molter.

He also noted that

the clarino, in this work and in the two Brandenburg concertos by Bach,
rest during the slow movements, but the clarinet in Molter's concertos
plays in all the slow movements.

In MS. 304, the clarinet begins with a

long sustained tone that Becker has noted was used by several composers
of clarinet music during the nineteenth century (example 20). 75 Lanning
also found in three concertos for horn, three concertos for clarino, and
one for horn and clarino that Molter used a range with the highest pitch
. p1'th
. d •76
c requue
being d' ' ' and that f # '' was the only chromat1c
-

'

Table 4 shows the range and chromatic pitches found in each of the
clarinet concertos.

It is evident that Molter's playing demands are

quite high, considering the awkward fingering and the level of technique

75Heinz Becker, "Zur Geschichte
Jahrhundert, " Mf 8 (1 955) : 287-8.
76 Lanning, pp. 7-9.
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Klarinette
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EXAMPLE 19

Jl'(

. •.,..

. .. \!l•'
.

-~

-·

- {.-

.

First movement of t.he clarinet part from J. M. Molter's Concerto in A

major, 0-brd(KA).
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EXAMPLE 20

Second movement of the clarinet part from J. M. Molter's Concerto in A
major, 0-brd(KA).
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TABLE 4

THE RANGE AND CHROMATIC PITCHES FOUND IN JOHANN MELCHIOR
MOLTER'S CLARINET CONCERTosl
MS. 302 (G major), c'-g'''
MS. 304 (A major), c''-g"'
MS. 328 (D major), g-f'''
MS. 332 (D major), d'-g'"
MS. 334 (D major), C

I I_

f#

I I I

MS. 337 (D major), g'-g"'

Chromatic Qitches:
MS. 302:

d#"

MS. 304:

c#" d#"

'

'

MS. 328:

d#

I I I

MS. 332:2 b' c#,, d#,,
'

'

MS. 334:

c#" d#"

MS. 337:

C#

'

I I

'

d#

f#

'

'
'

I I

'

e#

I I I

I I I

f#

I I I

f#

I I I

f#

I I I

f#

I I I

f#

I I I

g#

I I I

g#

I I I

g#

I I
1

bb

I I I

bb

I I I

bb

I I I

bb"

C#

I I I

I I I

f#

I I I

0

I I
0

c#"

'

0

f#,,,.

'

bb,,. C#
g#

f#

I I

'

f#,,,.

c#"' f#,,,.

. 1cf. the range and chromatic pitches given in E. F. Lanning, "The
clannet as the intended solo instrument in Johann Melchior Molter's
concerto 34", p. 8.
2It is noteworthy that both g#,, and ab,, appear in this concerto.
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required.

The range of from 9 to f''' (in MS. 328) is the widest, and

the use of seven chromatic pitches is the most extensive (in MSS. 332
and 337) of a 11 of these works.
cha 1umeau register

is found in the third movement of the unmarked

concerto in D (MS. 328).
leap of g

to~''',

An exception a1 use of 1ow g in the

Here, a sequence of eighth notes leads to a

or two octaves and a fourth (example 21).

The use of

the note .Q' in the first movement of the concerto ; n D (MS. 332) is
unusual, since it is the only example of Molter's employment of this
note for

the clarinet

(example 22).77

Aside from this work the

remainder of the concertos are appropriate for a type II two-key
clarinet.
Becker believed that these concertos were written about 1745
during Molter's second Karlsruhe period as Kapellmeister for the court
of Baden-Durlach (1742-1765). 78

In support of this dating, we note that

the opening ritornello of Molter's concerto in A major (MS. 304, example
23) appears to be a transposed version of Johann Adolph Hasse's concerto
in B minor for flute, published in London in 1741. 79

This is not

surprising si nee many composers copied themes from others during this
77 This
concerto was
recently recorded with
harpsichord
accompaniment by Keith Puddy of London, on a two-key clarinet in Q'' by
Brian Ackerman and Edward Plan as (a copy of a clarinet by Zencker,
Nuremberg 424) on a Capriole cassette (CAPT 1994, 1984).
78 Heinz Becker, 11 Klarinette, .. in Das GroBe Lexikon der Musik, 8
vols., ed. M. Honneger and G. Massenkei~ (Freibur.g:
Herd~r, 1976),
Becker's arguments for this dat1ng ar:e d1scuss~d. 1n chapter
4:357.
fl ve, s i nee they concern the activity of part 1cul ar mus 1c1 ans at the
Durlach court.
79compare example 23 to the opening measures of ~asse's fJ.ute
concerto in 11 Instrumental Deutscher Meister 11 , ed. A. Scher1ng, Denkmaler
Deutscher Tonkunst, 65 vols. (Leipzig: B~eitkopf &_.Hartel, 1892-1931),
29-30 (1906; reprinted., Wiesbaden: Bre1tkopf & Hartel, 1958), p. 33.
The. beginning of the second movement. of Hass,e' s fl u~e concerto a1so
beg1ns with a sustained tone as found 1n Molter s A maJor concerto.
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EXAMPLE 21

·'

..

..... 1"

! ·.:

Third movement from J. M. Molter's Concerto in D major (Ms. 328) showing
Wide leaps from gin the clarinet part (sixth line down), D-brd(KA).
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EXAMPLE 22
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First movement from J. M. Molter's Concerto in D (Ms. 332).

=+

Here, the

note Q' is included in a sequence in the clarinet part (fifth line up),
D-brd(KA).
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EXAMPLE 23
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The beginning of J. M. Molter's Concerto in A major, 0-brd(KA).

.
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period, and Hasse was popular and widely published during his lifetime.
Molter's concertos also exhibit characteristics of the gallant style (in
his elegant treatment of themes), which he developed from his musical
studies in Italy, and during his second Karlsruhe period.80
Rameau
We have reason to believe that in France, the clarinet was
initially used in Jean-Philippe Rameau's tragedie en musique, Zoroastre
of 1749.

Two clarinetists, Jean Schieffer and

Fran~ois

Raiffer, are

1i sted in a document from the archives of the Paris Opera ent it 1ed,
~~Instruments

Extraordinaires Employes

total of 168 Livres

11

a

1'Opera...

They were paid a

pour avoir joue de la clarinette dans trois

Repetitions et 25 Representations de l'Opera de Zoroastre,
Livres, chacque foisn.81

a raison

de 6

However, neither the engraved score of

Zoroastre of 1749, nor another score (in the Bibliotheque Nationale)
dated 1756, contains parts for the clarinet.

These missing parts imply

that the musicians cited above also played another wind instrument in
the orchestra such as the oboe, and played the clarinet when instructed
Besides the string instruments, Rameau's orchestra for
82
Zoroastre consisted of two flutes, two horns and two oboes.

to do so.

80 Hifner,

11

Molter, Johann Melchior, .. 12:474.

81Etat de Payements qui seront fa~ts. a plusie.urs sujets cy-apres
nommez, employez a 1 'Opera, par extraord1na1re, depu1s le 29.aoust 1749,
Arch. Opera. A. 19.
Emargements, 1749-1751; quoted. by L1onel de La
Laurencie in Rameau et les clarinettes, Revue Mus1cale Mensuelle 9
(Feb. 1913): 27-8.
11

11

82La Laurencie p. 28. The orchestra for the performance in 1756
included 4 oboes 2' flutes, 5 bassoons and 1 tru~pet. See Durey ?e
Noinville and Tra~enol Histoire du theatre de L'Opera en ~ranee, Depu1s
~n Etabl issement jusq~'a present, 2nd ed., 2 vols. (Pans: Duchesne,
1757), 2:141.
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In 1859, the writer Adolphe Adam stated that Rameau had used
clarinets in his opera-ballet entitled, Temple de la Gloire of 1745, as
an incidental part in the orchestra and in the overture as a curious and
speci a1 instrument. 83 No other evidence, however, appears to support
his statement.

In an earlier book, Adam mentioned that the first use of

the clarinet in the orchestra had been in Rameau' s pastor a1-heroi que,
Acante et Cephise of 1751. 84 Indeed, Rameau skillfully made use of two
clarinets in the overture and in ...acts two and three of Acante (a 1so
spelled Achante) et Cephise.

For instance, in the "Fireworks" (Feu

d'Artifice) section of the overture two clarinets in f'' are given parts
which include trumpet-like triadic figures (example 24), 85 sixteenth
note ornaments

on Q'

and Q'

flourishes (example 26). 86

(example 25)

and thirty-second note

This movement requires a technical facility

in playing the thirty-second note runs that is equivalent to some
sections of the Molter concertos.

A wide range from g

to~,,,

is also

required as well as trills from Q' to f", suggesting that three -key
clarinets in f'' (with a fingered Q'') were played.
In an orchestral

and chorus number,

"Annonce", of act two,

clarinets and horns were notated on the same line. Since this number is
written in D major, the clarinetists probably played 4'' clarinets
83 Adolphe Adam, Derniers Souvenirs d'un Musicien (Paris: M. Levy
Freres, 1859), p. 181.
84 Idem, Souvenirs d'un Musicien (Paris: M. Levy Freres, 1857), P·
71.
85This page was re-engraved and illustrated in Gabriel _P)erne and
Henry Wollett "Histoire de l'orchestration" in Encvcloped1e de la
Musique et oictionnaire du Conservatoire, 11 vols. ed. L. de La
Laurencie (Paris: Delegrave, 1913-1931), part 2, 4 (1931): 2233-4.
86[Jean-Philippe] Rameau,
(Paris: L'Auteur, [1751]).

Acante et Cephise ou La Sympathie
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EXAMPLE 24

Triadic figures

in the clarinet parts from the "Fireworks"

(Feu

d'Artifice) section of the overture to J. P. Rameau's Acante et Cephise
(Paris: L'Auteur, 1751), p. 2; US(AA).
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EXAMPLE 25

..

Sixteenth note ornamental

figures

in the clarinet parts from the

Overture to J. P. Rameau's Acante et Cephise (Paris: L'Auteur, 1751), p.
4; US(AA).
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EXAMPLE 26

~
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.v
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.

-~

Thirty-second note flourishes in the clarinet parts from the Overture to
J. P. Rameau's Acante et Cephise (Paris: L'Auteur, 1751), p. 9; US(AA).
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transposing
"Entr~e",

the
the

parts

into c major.

clarinets

are

given

In
a

the next

lyrical

solo

section called
line

with

the

accompaniment of two horns, strings and basso continuo (examples 27a-b).
At this point in the score and the clarinets parts, the music has been
transposed for the player, in a similar manner to present-day notation.
However, in this example in D major, for clarinets in£'', two clefs are
notated, a treble clef in F major, followed by a soprano clef in D
major.

The first clef indicated what the player reads, whereas the

second clef indicated what is actually heard.
Rameau

began

this

French

practice

of

According to Pierre,

indicating

the

tonality

of

clarinets for the convenience of the player by the use of an additional
soprano or alto clef. 87

Following the "Entree section is a "Premiere

Rigaudon" or dance movement scored simply for two clarinets in £' and
two horns in Q.

This quartet is a striking and rich blend of tone

colors that was to become a popular, and frequently used combination
later in the century (examples 27b-c).
tone of the
section,
heureux 11 ,

11

Un

alto

Second Rigaudon 11 is especially effective.
Chasseur"

(a

hunter),

is

a bass

aria,

the following
"L'Amour

est

that makes use of canonic entrances with a combination of

clarinets in
an

11

The contrast with the string

Q'' and horns in Q as an accompaniment (example 28). Here,

clef

indicates

the transposition

for

the clarinets

and

a

87constant Pierre , La Facture Instrumenta_le a 1 'Exposition
Universelle de 1889 (Paris: Librairie de l'Art_In.dependant, 189~), P~·
214-15. See Nina Stern 11 Rameau's Acante et Ceph1se: The Clar1net 1n
France i n the Middle of the Eighteenth Century .. (Diplo.marbeit, Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis, 1893), pp. 13-14..
The theor1st, Franco~ur,
confirmed Rameau's practice by giving mus1cal exa~ples tran~posed 1nto
easily played tonalities for six clarinets of d1fferent.p1tches, and
wrote a second clef immediately to the left of ~he clar1net parts to
irydicate the required transposition.
~ee [Lou1s-~o~eph] Franc?eur,
D1apason g~neral de tousles instruments a vent (Par1s. Des Launers,
[1772]; reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972), PP· 25-9, 32-3.
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EXAMPLE 27a

Clarinets in .£' are given a lyrical solo in the

11

Entree

11

or entrance

section in act two of J. P. Rameau's Acante et Cephise (Paris: L'Auteur,
1751), p. 80; US(AA).
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EXAMPLE 27b

The second half of the

"Entr~e"

or entrance section and the beginning of

the "Rigaudon" for two clarinets in .9.' and two horns in Q in act two of
J. P. Rameau's Acante et C~phise (Paris: L'Auteur, 1751), p. 81; US(AA).
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EXAMPLE 27c

The first
second
11

11

11

Ri gaudon 11 for two c1ari nets and two horns fo 11 owed by a

Rigaudon"

Rigaudon 11 ,

for

strings,

then

repeated

back

to

the

first

from J. P. Rameau's Acante et Cephise (Paris: L'Auteur,

17 51), p. 82; US(AA).
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EXAMPLE 28

The section called "Un Chasseur" (a hunter) . with two clarinets in 4'',
two horns in !! and basso continuo accompanying a bass singer in the
aria, "L' Amour est heureux", from act two of J. P. Rameau' s Acante et
Cephise (Paris: L'Auteur, 1751), p. 83; US(AA).
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supporting basso continuo is notated in the solo bass part.

This aria

was praised in the Mercure de France after the first performance of
Acante et C~phise on 19 November 1751:

"On i extr~ment gout~ . . . dans

la f~te des chasseurs, les airs joues par les clarinettes".88

The

entr'-acte between acts two and three includes another quartet for
clarinets in

.Q.'

and horns in .Q., this time in a harmonically and

rhythmically simple style (example 29). 89

In act three (pp. 131-2 of

the score), the instrumentation is altered to achieve a new blend of
tone colors.

Two clarinets in .Q." are paired with violins doubled by

oboes with a supporting bass line, in a fanfare-like "Contre=Danse".
The choir is added to this instrumentation in the next section of the
work.
Some scholars had previously thought that Rameau's parts for
"Clarinettes" were meant for the clarino or high trumpet.

For instance,

the German writer, Menni eke pointed to the fanfare-1 ike style of the
"Feu d'Artifice" and stated that the
performed on a natural

trumpet. 90

11

Clarinettes" parts could all be
The remaining sections of the

overture, however, prove that a natura 1 trumpet

could not have been

intended because of the use of thirty-second notes beginning on

.Q.

and g

(example 26), which include many notes not playable on that instrument.
88 Mercure de France (Decembre 1751):
2:178, quoted by Mic~el
Brenet [pseud. Marie Bobi 11 i er], Les Concerts en France
sous 1 'Anc1 en
Regime (Paris: Fischbacher, 1900), pp. 224-5; Idem, 11 Rameau, Gossec et
les clarinettes, .. Le Guide Musical 49 (1 March 1903): 184.
89 This quartet is transcribed to soundi~g pitch. by Masson, PP·
· 524-5. see also Nina stern, 11 11 clarinetto 1n Franc1a nella seconda
meU del Settecento, .. 11 Flauto Dolce 10-11 (Jan.-June 1984): 29-3!;
Idem, 11 The Clarinet in the Eighteenth Century:
Rameau and h1s
contemporaries, .. The American Recorder 26 (May 1985): 71-3.
90carl Mennicke Hasse und die Bruder Graun als Symphoniker
(Leipzig: Breitkopf &'Hartel, 1906), PP· 278-9.
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EXAMPLE 29
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4 between acts two and

three of Acante et Cephise (Paris: L'Auteur, 1751), p. 92; US(AA).
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Furthermore, the lyrical nature of the "clarinette" parts in the "Entr~e
of act two (examples 271-b) and elsewhere in Acante, show that they were
meant for the clarinet and not the natural trumpet.

The biographer of

F. J. Gossec, Hellouin, assumed that the designation, "clarinettes" in
Acante was equivalent to "clarini". 91

Brenet, however, argued against

Hellouin's identification, by citing the following note in Rameau's hand
at the end of the second "Rigaudon" in the second act of Acante (example
27c):

"We repeat the first rigaudon after the second, but then very

softly, since the clarinets play at the same time".92

surely this

necessity for reduced volume would not have been required of a trumpet.
Based on this document and the musical evidence, Brenet concluded that
clarinets were intended in Acante et C~phise. 93

Fred~ric Hellouin, Gossec et la musigue franc;aise a la fin du
XVIIIe siecle (Paris: Charles, 1903), p. 129 note 1. L. Stollbrock
assumed that Johann Georg von Reutter referred to the clarinet when he
specified two clarini as well as two trombe in his opera, La Speranza
Assicurata (1736). This assumption does not appear to be supported by
any other evidence. Furthermore, an important school of clarino playing
was cultivated in Vienna, where Reutter's opera was performed, during
the eighteenth century. Cf. L. Stollbrock, "Leben und Wirken des k.k.
Hofkapellmeister und Hofkompositors Johann Georg Reutter jun.,"
Vierteljahrsschrift fur Musikwissenschaft 8 (1892): 296-7; and Edward
H. Tarr, "Trumpet," NGDMI, 3: 647.
91

92Quoted by Brenet in "Rameau, Gossec et les clarinettes," p. 185.
"On reprend ce premier rtgau~on apres 1~ deuxieme,_mais po~r
lors tres doux, parce que les clar1nettes le Jouent en meme terns .
Brenet cited the authority of the musicologist, Charles Malherbe in
identifying Rameau's handwriting.
93The only other use of the clarinet by Rameau is found in his
Les Bor~ades (1764).
.In an autograph s.c~;e the
overture includes the indication, "clannettes ou hautbo1~, and
"hautbois et clarinettes", but separate parts ar.e not found so 1t seems
that clarinets were used ad libitum. On page f1ve of ~he score.a note
reads: "S'il y des clarinettes alles jouent le,s par~1es de~ Vlol •. et
les Bassons celles des Basses, qu'il faux d ~n n1an mo1ns co~1~r
partons 11 •
See Jean-Philippe Rameau, Les Boreades (1764) Traged1e
trag~die lyrique,
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d'Herbain and Garsault
The Chevalier d'Herbain included clarinets in his ballet Celime
produced at the Opera on 28 September 1756.
paired with horns.

At one point in the manuscript score parts are found

for clarinets pitched in

f'', these identical parts were transposed in

the engraved score a minor third lower for
in the manuscript score
clarinets

in

~

These clarinets are often

.

b'' 94

(p.
An

11

Clarinettes en re 11 •

Later

72) we find an ariette accompanied by
interesting

description

in

a

French

encyclopedia of 1761 appears to verify d'Herbain's use of these highpitched clarinets.
F. A.

P.

de Garsault included an extensive section concerning

music in his encyclopedia entitled~ Notionaire. ou memorial raisonne.95
He described

forty

instruments dividing them into eight categories

according to their different usages.
11

1nstruments

Chalumeau.
Chasse

dans

de

Guerre

&

The clarinet is listed among the

de Chasse 11 ,

as

11

i

vent

&

embouchure de

Le Clarinet ou Haut-boit de forets, joue avec les Cors de1es

Concerts 11 • 96

Garsaul t

provides

the

following

description of the clarinet with a plate of both the clarinet and
11

Trompe ou Cors de Chasse 11 (plate 27):

Lyrigue, Fac-simile de la Partition Orig i nale (Paris:
1-3,5.

Stil, 1982), PP·

94cel i me ba 11et en un acte represente roy a 1e de mus i que 1e 28
Sept. 1756 (Pa~is: Aux adresses ordinaires), at F(PoJ an~, F(Pc). ~e:
Georges cucuel, Etudes sur un orche.stre a~ XVIII
s1ecle (Pans.
Fischbacher, 1913, p. 18 note 1, includ1ng mus1cal examples.
.
95Fran ois Alexandre Pierre de Garsault, Notionaire, ou memorial
9
ra1sonne (Paris: G. Desprez, 1761) , PP· 601-69.
96Garsault, pp. 632 -3.
Cf.
Clarinet, 11 GSJ 32 (1979): 99-103.

Albert R. Rice,

11

Garsault on the
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PLATE 27

Cor..J de chavJe

:~

FtIT·~·

rl
·
CiOP/1

'

1

,_

.LL

'.,

The hunting horn or "Cars de chasse" and a two-key clarinet pitched in

f'' from

Fran~ois

Alexandre Pierre de Garsault, Notionaire, ou memorial

raisonne (Paris: G. Desprez, 1761), p. 646, pl. XXXI.
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!he ~1 ari net. is a wind instrument at the f" fth f
1S, lts £' lS at the fifth below the a' ,of t~e ion~~'
1nstruments. Therefore one is a1ways ob 1i d f t
r~ e
it must sound g' to pl;y in unison Wl.th thege . lo. ransbpose Slnce
Th t ·
h ·t ·
.
Vl o 1ns, o oes etc
~ 1~ w Y 1 1s st 1~ 1 . necessary to have, when one is i a in·
~h1s 1nstrument, add.1t10nal clarinets to match the ptr~bl~
1nstruments tha~ are p1tched on a higher or lower a'. It has the
advant~ge of be1ng gay a~d sonorous and to mix well with hunting
horns 1n con~erts. It 1~ ra\ely .Played alone because of the
hard~ess of 1t.s sound, V:hlch ~s ~lfficult to soften.
It has a
spec1al mo~thp1ece that. 1s spl1t ~n its length at the end. This
s~ot, one 1nch or more 1n length, 1s put in the mouth and produces
w1th the b;ea~h, the so~nd of the musette or the rural chalumeau.
One holds 1t 1n front l1ke the oboe.
It is nineteen inches in 1ength and is pierced with ten
holes, of which the two highest are covered with keys.

~hat

Range
From

E below

its .£' to f in the third octave.97

Based on the transposition required for its -e' to sound an -a' and its
length of only nineteen inches, Garsault's two-key clarinet was pitched
in f' ' , though he states that there were addition a1 pitches.

Neither

97 compare the translation in Rice, "Garsault on the Clarinet," p.
101.

"Le Clarinet est un instrument i vent, a la quinte des tons,
c'est-i-dire, que son amila est i la quinte audessous de l'amila
des dessus, ce qui l'oblige i l'unisson des Violons, Hautbois, &c.
C' est ce qui fait encore qu' i 1 faut etre muni, quand on joue de
cet instrument, d'autant de Clarinets que les dessus sent montes
sur un amila plus haut ou plus bas. Il a en recompense l'avantage
d'etre gai & sonore, & de faire tres-bien dans les Concerts mele
avec les Cars-de-Chasse. Il est rare qu'il reussisse seul i cause
de la durete duson qu'il est difficile d'adoucir.
Il a une
embouchure part i cul i ere, c' est d'etre fendu en 1ong par 1e bout
d' en haut: cette fente, 1ongue d'un pounce & p1us, mise dans 1a
bouche rend en souffl ant un son de Muzette ou de Cha 1umeau
champetre. On le tient en avant comme le,Haut-~ois.
Il a dix-neuf pouces de long & perce de d1x trous, dent les
deux d'en haut sent bouches avec des clefs.
Etendue
Du fa au-dessous de son amila au mi troisieme octave.
Garsault, p. 647.
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Walther, Majer, or Eisel mention the pitch of the two-key clarinets they
described in their earlier books.

Not until Valentin Roeser wrote his

instrumentation manual, Essai d1 instruction (1764), are the pitches
mentioned at which clarinets were made in the eighteenth century.
Roeser included the clarinet in f

11

as one of them but states that it is

very high, and used in the orchestra only pour les pieces a grand
bruit 98 In this treatise, Roeser described the more advanced four-key
11

11

•

clarinet, but stated that the clarinet in Q

11

was too small to hold the

fourth key, so presumably these clarinets had two or three keys.99
According to Garsault, the f

11

clarinet blended well with horns, a

combination used by d 1 Herbain in Celime.

The

11

referred to was undoubtedly due to its high pitch.

hardness of sound
Garsault

1

S

brief

description of the mouthpiece and its reed is the earliest in any known
tutor or instruction book.

Yet, though he includes a description and

illustration of double reeds, he apparently did not fully understand the
double reed.

He classifies it and the clarinet mouthpiece with
"embouchures en sifflet of the recorder and flageolet. 100
11

T. Arne
The earliest orchestral use of the clarinet in England appeared in
Thomas Arne 1 s opera, Thomas and Sa 11 y or the Sail or 1 s Return ( 17 60) .
Two clarinets and two horns (both written in£") begin the opera, an
unusual combination for the London public.

They play the first half of

98valentin Roeser, ~E~ss~a~i~d~1~ifln~st~r~u~c~t~~o~n~a~~l~~u~s~a~g~e~d~e~c=e~u~x~q~ui
composent pour la clarinette et le cor {Par1s: Le Menu, [1764], a later
printing by Mercier, [c. 1794-96]; repr1nt ed., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972),
p. 2.

99 Roeser, p. 10 note *.
10 0Garsault, pp. 627-8.
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a 11 symphony, behind the scenes at the further end 11 , presumab 1y in the
wings of the theater.

In order to imitate an echo, the clarinets and

horns play the tune alternately (example 30a).101

As they complete this

overture the players walk on stage followed by several huntsmen in the
cast, as we 11 as the Squire (a tenor) who sings the song, "The Echoing
Horn", accompanied by the clarinets and horns (example 30a-b).

Here,

the horns double the tenor while the clarinets imitate them canonically.
The ensemb 1e is augmented in the refrain ( ca 11 ed the Chorus) by the
addition of one oboe, violins, and tenor and bass singers.

This genre

scene is similar in its triadic writing and subject material to Rameau's
11

Un Chasseur 11 (A Hunter) from Acante et Cephise (example 28).

Arne's

writing is simpler, however, requiring a range of f' to .9.'', easily
playable on a type I two-key clarinet in f''.
Two years later, in 1762, Arne included two clarinets in the aria,
11

In Fancy our hopes and fears" in his opera, Artaxerxes.

Here the

clarinets and horns are paired with a string ensemble and a tenor solo
(example 31a-b).102

The range employed, .9.' to f"', is wider than in

Thomas and Sa 11 y, and sever a1 notes on .!!' are required throughout the
aria.

Its simple, triadic-style and lack of chromatic pitches suggest

that three-key clarinets in f'' were meant for these parts.

101[Thomas Augustine] Arne, Thomas and SallY. or. T~e Sailor:s
Return (London:
The Author, 1761), PP· 6~7 · W ~~~n~e)~~~~~e~~s t~~~
example is illustrated by Anthony Ba1nes 1n ~0~0~~~~~~.:..:....::..::~~
Their History, 3rd ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1967), P· 298 ·
102[Thomas Augustine] Arne, Artaxerxes. An English Opera (London:
J. Johnson, [1762]), pp. 86-9.
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EXAMPLE 30a

Clarinets and horns

in T. A.

Author, 1761), p. 6; US(LAuc).

Arne's Thomas and Sally (London: The
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EXAMPLE 30b

ibitt-¥¥

The conclusion of the tenor solo, "The Echoing Horn" in T. A. Arne's
Thomas and Sally (London: The Author, 1761), p. 7;

US(LAuc)~
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EXAMPLE 3la
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Clarinets in the tenor aria, "In Fancy our Hopes and Fears" from
Arne's Artaxerxes (London: J. Johnson, [1762]), p. 86; US(LAuc).

T~

A.
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EXAMPLE 3lb

The tenor aria,

11

ln FancY our Hopes and Fears .. from T. A. Arne's

Artaxerxes (London: J. Johnson, [1762]), p. 87; US(LAuc).
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J.

c.

Bach
Johann Christian Bach began writing for the clarinet in his opera,

orione o sia Diana vendicata, completed in 1762 in London.103 According
to Warburton, the subject of this opera enabled Bach to give the
orchestra a larger role than in his previous opere serie.

Here, there

is a much richer figuration and a greater prominence given to wind
instruments, including the novel use of English horns and clarinets.104
Indeed, the historian Burney was quite enthusiastic about Orione:
Every judge of Music perceived the emanations of genius throughout
the whole performance; but were chiefly struck with the richness
of the. harmony, the ingenious texture of the parts, and, above
all, w1th the new and happy use he had made of wind-instruments:
this being the {Jsst time that clarinets had admission in our
opera orchestra.
Clarinets in g'' are specified in the overture and in Qb' elsewhere in
the opera.1° 6 The printed parts of the three-movement overture include
a full string section and basso continuo, as well as first and second" .
Taillie

11

(English horn) notated in the mezzo soprano clef

(~'

on the

103Johann Christian Bach, Orione. o sia Diana vendicata (London:
I. Walsh, 1763).
It is nowadays assumed that Bach did not write
L'Olimpe formerly dated as 1753.
This work is a cantata, where
clarinets are required, written during the late eight;enth cent~ry. Cf.
Max Schwarz
Johann Christian Bach (1735-1782), Sammelbande der
Internationaien Musikgesellschaft 2 (1900-1901):
444; Heinz Becker,
Die europaissche Klarinette," MGG, 7 (1958): col. 1019} and Ernest
Warburton, Bach, Johann Christian," Grove 6, 1: 873 (workl1st).
11

11

11

104warburton, 1:873.
105charles Burney, A General HistorY of M~sic from the Earliest
Ages to the Present Period (London, 1789; repr1nt ed., 2 vols., N;w
York: Dover, 1957), 2:865. Apparently, Burney was unawar.e of Arne s
earlier use of the clarinet in Thomas and Sally (1760). ~1s statement
was also repeated by William Parke in his Musical Memo1rs, 2 vols.
(London: H. Colburn and R. Bentley, 1830; reprinted., New York: Da
Capo, 1970), 1:348.
106see F. Geoffrey Rendall, A Short Account of the Clarinet in
England during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries," Proceedings of
the Musical Association 68 (1942):58.
11
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second 1ine).

Both players of the English horn must also play the

transverse flute during the second movement. The clarinet parts are
notated in the alto clef, 107 and there are other handwritten parts for
oboes, transposed from the English horn parts, which I have seen in the
music library of the University of California at Berkeley.

Fanfare-like

figures are predominant in the clarinet parts with solo passages of some
1yri ca 1 content in four measures of the first movement and six of the

third (example 32).

The note .b.' is carefully avoided in these parts

which were probably intended for a two-key clarinet.

Bach continued to

use the clarinet in all of his subsequent operas, treating them with the
utmost economy (as he did in Orione), by using them only once or twice
in each act. 108
In conclusion, this chapter discusses every work written for the
baroque clarinet, known to me, namely, twenty-four works by fourteen
composers.
g'' or

A majority of these composers wrote for clarinets pitched in

~'',

trumpet.

and treated the instrument as a replacement for the clarino

A notable exception is Rameau's emancipated use of clarinets

in .Qb' and ~' in his pastoral herioque, Acante et C~phise.

During the

1750s, with the development of the classic style and the mechanical
improvements of the instrument, composers became interested in the
expressive capabilities and tone color of the clarinet.
clarinet music began to appear on a technical

At this time,

and musical

level

equivalent to that usually given to the oboe.
107Rendall stated that Bach wrote his clari~et par~s in tenor clef
(~' on the fourth 1i ne) which may be the case 1 n Bach s other works.
See F. Geoffrey Rendall, The Clarinet, 3rd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton,
1971)' p. 77.
108Ernest Warburton, .. J. c. Bach's Opera's, .. Proceedings of the
Roval Musical Association 92 (1965-1966):99.
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The first clarinet part of the overture to J. C. Bach's Orione, o sia
Diana vendicata (London: I. Walsh, 1763), US(BE).

CHAPTER V
THE USE OF THE BAROQUE CLARINET BY
AMATEURS AND PROFESSIONALS

The use of the clarinet before 1760 is documented in various
sources,

such

as:

iconographical

documents, concert reviews and

notices, 1istings of orchestral players, and biographical accounts.

In

this chapter some iconographical documents are discussed, as well as the
concert appearances and orchestral
clarinetists.

Their positions,

positions of several

individual

obligations and privileges within

eighteenth-century society are a1so noted.

The fo 11 owing ranking of

instrumentalists, formulated by C. H. Mahling, provides us with a useful
categorization of musicians during the eighteenth century:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Travelling virtuoso
Court orchestral musician
Town and church musician
Military musician
Spielmann or itinerant minstrel 1

The successful travelling virtuoso was held in the highest esteem, while
the wandering Spielmann or minstrel was simply tolerated by society.
The

remaining

types

of musicians

held

positions

with

different

requirements and privileges, although there were also village musicians
!christoph-Helmut Mahling, The Origin and Social Status of
Court Orchestral Musician in the 18th and ~arly 19~h. century
Germany, n in The Socia 1 status of the Profess 1on a1 Mus 1c1 an from
Middle Ages to the 19th century, ed. w. Salmen, trans., H. Kaufman
B. Reisner (New York: Pendragon, 1983), P· 255.
11
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who alternated between music mak 1·ng as a pro f ess1on
.
and as an
2
avocation.
Musicians who played the baroque clarinet were traced in
a11 five categories.

Furthermore, there exists a body of evidence

showing the use of the clarinet by wealthy aristocrats.

Aristocrats
While written references make no mention of the use of the baroque
clarinet by the aristocracy, their interest in the clarinet is shown in
documents which indicate that they purchased instruments, and included
them in their private wind ensembles.

For instance, the Nuremberg

archival records from 1710 indicate that the Duke von Gronsfeld ordered
two clarinets, from the maker, Jacob Denner, 3 to be used among the many
instruments played by his court musicians. 4 Furthermore, the earliest
representation of a clarinetist shows a well dressed gentleman playing a
two-key clarinet in a luxurious room, of what could have been a wealthy
This engraving is by the Nuremberg artist, J. C. Weigel from
a collection entitled, "Musicalisches Theatrum" (c. 1722, plate 28). 5
residence.

2see Dieter Krickeberg, "On the Social Status of the Spielmann
('Folk Musician') in 17th and 18th Century Germany, Particularly in the
Northwest," in Ibid., pp. 104-6.
3Quoted by Ekkehart Ni eke 1 in Der Ho 1zb.l as i nstrumentenbau in der
Freien Reichsstadt Nurnberg (Munich: E. Katzb1chler, 1971), PP· 251-2.
4rhe orchestral musician did not specialize in a single instrument
During the eighteent~ centu\y most
until the nineteenth century.
players were initially trained to play ~ number ?f w~nd, stnng and
percussion instruments in a Stadtpfeiferel (town p1pe_rs school)· See
Mahling, pp. 231 _4 and Heinrich w. Schwab, "The Soc1al Status of the
Town Musician," in The Social Status . · ., P· 41.
C.

5Johann Christoph Wei gel, Musi ca 1i sches Theatrum (Nuremberg: J.
Weigel, [c. 1722 ]; facsimile ed., ed. A. Berner (Kassel:
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According to Berner, a chapter entitled,

11

Von dem Musikalischen

Instrumente .. in Johann Mattheson's Das Neu=Eroffnete orchestre (1713),
served as a guide for the planning and execution of Weigel's collection
of thirty-six engravings depicting musicians.6

Mattheson had evaluated

several instruments on the basis of their aesthetic appeal and mentioned
their use by different members of society.

The engravings in Weigel's

collection reflect Mattheson's approach in that they contrast a courtly
elegant musical life in its first section, with a peasant's or soldier's
form of music making in its second.

Indeed, of twenty-three musical

instruments described by Mattheson, all but one (the chalumeau) are
reproduced by Wei ge 1 .

In place of the chalumeau Weigel depicted a

similar but more fashionable instrument, the clarinet.?

Because these

engravings were made in Nuremberg, the depiction of a clarinet, as well
as those of several other wind instruments, could have been based on the
actual instruments made by the Denners or other local makers. 8 Weigel's
i 11 ustrat ions show some independence from Matthes on's book as regards
the evaluation of instruments found in the poetic captions, such as
those for the recorder and 1ute. 9 Another example was in Wei gel's
In his caption to the engraving of the

approval of the clarinet.

clarinet (plate 28), he provided this favorable description:
When the trumpet call is all too loud,
The clarinet does serve to please
Barenreiter, 1961), sheet 14; dated by Franz Kr autwurst in .. Wei ge 1,
Johann Christoph, .. MGG, 14 (1968): col. 375.
6Alfred Berner in the Nachwortn to Ibid., P· VIII.
11

7cf. Berner, pp. IV, VIII.
8cf. Berner, p. IX.
9 Berner,

p. VIII.
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Eschew~ng

both the high and lowest sound,
It var1es gracefully a~d thus attains the prize.
Wherefor~ the noble sp1rit, enamored of this reed,
Instruct1on craves and plays assiduously.Iu
In contrast to Weigel's opinion, Mattheson had clearly disliked the
11

somewhat

howling

symphonyn

made

by the

cha 1umeau .11

Weigel's

indication, however, that the clarinet is a softer substitute for the
trumpet is particularly well illustrated in the compositions of Vivaldi
(see above pp. 135-8).
In a similar series of engravings (c. 1720-1730) of aristocratic
and peasant musicians, the Augsburg artist, Martin Engelbrecht, included
a well-dressed aristocrat playing a recorder. A bassoon is also shown
resting against a wall, with an oboe, two more recorders, a flageolet,
and a two-key clarinet on a nearby table (see the discussion above, p.
103). 12 Another aristocrat actually playing a baroque clarinet, is
depicted as one of sixteen different scenes of musicians on a single
eighteenth-century engraved sheet, in the Gemeentemuseum of The Hague

IOTranslation in Oskar Kroll, The Clarinet, rev. D. Riehm, trans.
H. Morris, ed. A. Baines (New York: Taplinger, 1968), p. 51.
Win der Trompeten-Schall will allzula~t erthHnen
so dient das Clarinet auf angenehme we1B
es darff en honen-Thon auch niedern nicht entlehnen .
und wechselt lieblich urn; Ihm bleibt hierdurc~ der pre1B.
darum manch Edler Geist dem dieses werck bel1ebet.
Sich lehr-begierig zeigi und embsig darin Obetn
11

Weigel, Musicalisches Theatrum, sheet 14.
llsee above pp. 37.
12see Music in Prints, ed., s. Beck and E. E. Roth.([New YorkJ:
The New York Public Library, 1965), nos. 30, ~2.
Th1s player lS
portrayed in a strikingly similar manner to We1gel's player of the
Fl0te Douse" in his Musicalische Theatrum (sheet 12), even to the
extent of depicting the identical fingering.
11
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The earliest representation of a clarinetist from Johann Christoph
Weigel, Musicalisches Theatrum (Nuremberg: J. C. Weigel, c. 1722,
facsimile ed., Kassel: Barenreiter, 1961), sheet 14.

20 7

(plate 29).

13

Because of the small size of the original engraving, only

a few details are visible concerning the clarinet.

It is shown with a

long lower joint, which might indicate that a three-key clarinet (with a
thumb key for the notes Q/Q') was drawn.
of this sheet appears:

11

On the lower-left hand corner

Joh. Pet: Wolff Seel: Erben exc. 11 , which

probably indicates that the artist was one Johann Peter Wolff.14

An

aristocratic family is depicted in an anonymous German etching (first
half of the eighteenth century), the father playing the cello, the
mother singing, while a son plays the clarinet (plate 30).15

The

instrument held by the boy is clearly shown to be a baroque clarinet by
the shape of the bell and mouthpiece, in spite of Klerk's identification
of it as a recorder. 16
In common with many eighteenth-century
depictions, such as that found in the Recueil de planches (plate 12),
this clarinet is conical in its outward appearance.

It appears that

this etching was part of a series since it carries the number three on
the right- hand corner.

The corresponding coup 1et reads:

11

I work with

true affection, strengthen through music's sound, and bring to the
Creator, a pure song of praise.u 17
13Reproduced in European musica~ instruments . on prints and
drawings on microfische. Print Collect1on of the Mus1c Depar_tment .of
the Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, Neth~rlands.
Reperto1re
International d'lconographie Musicale (RidlM), f1che no. 41 (1.4), Inv.
nr. 810-zj.
14This engraving was attributed to an anonymous artist. Cf. the
Index to European musical instruments ... , compiled by M. Klerk ([Zug,
Switerzerland]: Inter Documentation, [1976]), P· 15.
15 European Musical Instruments ... , fiche no. 20 (2. 5), Inv. nr.
PM 186-zj.
16 cf. the Index to European musical instruments ... , P· 8.
llsee plate 30.
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(plate 29).

13

Because of the small size of the original engraving, only

a few details are visible concerning the clarinet.

It is shO\oJn with a

long lower joint, which might indicate that a three-key clarinet (with a
thumb key for the notes g/Q') was drawn.
of this sheet appears:

On the lower-left hand corner

IIJoh. Pet: Wolff Seel: Erben exc. 11 , which

probably indicates that the artist was one Johann Peter Wolff.14

An

aristocratic fami 1Y is depicted in an anonymous German etching (first
half of the eighteenth century), the father playing the cello, the
mother singing, while a son plays the clarinet (plate 30). 15

The

instrument held by the boy is clearly shown to be a baroque clarinet by
the shape of the bell and mouthpiece, in spite of Klerk's identification
of it

as

a

recorder • 16

In

common with many eighteenth-century

depictions, such as that found in the Recueil de planches (plate 12),
this clarinet is conical in its outward appearance.

It appears that

this etching was part of a series since it carries the number three on
the right-hand corner.
true affection,

The corresponding couplet reads: .. I work with

strengthen through music's sound, and bring to the

Creator, a pure song of praise ... 17
13 Reproduced in European musical instruments . on prints and
drawings on microfische. Print Collection of the Mus1c Depar_tment .of
the Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague. Neth~rl ands ·
Repertone
International d'lconographie Musicale (RidlM), f1che no. 41 (1.4), Inv.
nr. 810-zj.
14This engraving was attributed to an anonymous artist. Cf. the
Index to European mus i ca 1 instruments •.• , compiled by M· Kl erk ( [Zug'
Switerzerland]: Inter Documentation, [1976]), P· 15.
15 European Musical Instruments ••. , fiche no. 20 (2.5), Inv. nr.
PM 186-zj.
16 cf. the Index to European musical instruments .•• , P· 8 ·
17 see plate 30.
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PLATE 29

An aristocrat playing the baroque clarinet in one of sixteen eighteenthcentury engraved scenes of musicians on a single sheet, probably by Joh.
Pet. Wolff, NL(Hgm).
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PLATE 30

An aristocratic family depicted in an anonymous German etching from the
first half of the eighteenth century, NL(Hgm).
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Travelling Virtuosi
Travelling virtuosi were important, during the first half of the
eighteenth century, in introducing the clarinet to the concert-going
public in many large cities of Germany, Great Britain and France. Their
performances undoubtedly encouraged aristocrats and town and church
musicians to add the new instrument to their musical organizations. The
prospect of financial gain lead performers to England in particular.

In

1713, Mattheson observed that most musicians in Europe went to England
to earn a good deal of money:
He who in the present time thinks of playing music betakes himself
to England. In Italy and France one plays to hear and learn, in
England one plays fg gain [money], but in the fatherland it is the
best in consuming.
Indeed, the prompter, John Downes ( 1708) wrote of the Ita 1ian singer,
Francesca Margherita de 1 'Epine, that

11

[She has] since her Arrival in

England, by Modest Computation; ••. got by the Stage and Gentry, above
10000 Guineasn.19

It is not surprising therefore, to note that the

Mit treuen Seelen trieb, gest~rckt durch Music klang, bring ich
dem SchHpffer dar, ein reines Lob-gesang 11 •
11

18cf. the translation by Mollie Sands in 11 Music as a Profession in
Eighteenth-Century England, .. Music and Letters 24 (April 1943): 91.
11

~ermeinet
Frankr~1ch etw~s

Wer bey diesen Zeiten etwas in der Music.zu praestiren

1 der begibt sich nach Engelland. In Ital1en und

zu hHren und zu lernen; in Engelland etwas zu verd1enen; 1m
Vaterlande aber am besten zu verzehren ...

Johann Matthes on, Das Neu=ErHffnete prchestre (Hamburg:
Wittwe, 1713), p. 211 (erroneously pr1nted as 121).

B. Schill ers

19John Downes, Roscius Anglicanus (London: .H. Playford, 1708;
reprinted., Los Angeles: The Augustan Reprint Soc1ety, 1969), P· 46.
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earliest clarinetists, who have been identified by name, are two German
players who gave benefit concerts in London during 1726 and 1727.

on 24

March 1726, the following announcement appeared in The Daily Courant:
For the Benefit of M. August Freudenfeld and Francis
Rosenberg, Clarinets.
'
At Mr.
James's
25th of
by the
You are

Hickford's Great Room over against the Tennis-Court, in
Street, near the Hay-Market, Tomorrow being Friday the
March, will be performed a Consort of Instrumental M~sick
best Hands. To begin precisely at Seven .a-Clock. N.B.
desired to come in at James's-Street Side.2u

This i dent i ca 1 announcement was repeated one year 1ater, in The Daily
Courant of 14 March 1727 with an admission price given as 5 shillings.21
Freudenfeld or Rosenberg might have played the chalumeau in concerts at
the Richmond-Wells theater.

Five years earlier The Daily Post of 31

June 1722 had announced:
RICHMOND-WELLS • . . on Mondays will be a select band of
Musick from the Opera ••• N.B. There will be several Concerto's
every Evening on a new Instrume2~ from Germany call'd The Shalamo;
never play'd in Publick before.

Although this particular figure may be an exaggeration, 1'Epine was
immensely popular and did command high fees. See Winton Dean, "L'Epine,
Francesca Margherita de," Grove 6, 10:682-3.
20The Daily Courant, no. 7624 (24 March 1726), n.p., GB(Lbm),
Burney Papers on microfilm, vol. 265B.
21The Daily Courant, no. 7929 (14 March 1727), m.p., GB(Lbm),
Burney Papers on microfilm, vol. 265B. Th~se players may also h~ve
influenced Handel to include two chalumeaux 1n a sketch for the ar1a,
"Quando non vede" in the opera, Riccardo Primo (1727).. In .later
versions Handel replaced the chalumeaux with oboes by 1nsert1ng a
musically similar aria, "Quell' innocente afflito". See Colin Lawson,
The Cha 1umeau in Eighteenth-Century Music (Ann Arbor:
UMI Research
Press, 1981), pp. 145-6.
22Quoted by Pamela Weston in More Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past
(London: The Author, 1977), p. 16.
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Both the nshalamon and clarinet were subsequently played in London from
1737 by another foreign-born virtuoso, a 11 Mons. Charle 11 also known as
11

Mr. Charles~~.
Originally

His career has been documented in some depth.23
from

France,

Charle

appeared

in

throughout Great Britain for twenty-two years.
mentioned on 6 October 1733 in the

11

Third Musick 11

various

cities

He was initially
between the acts of

the play, The Relapse by Sir John Yanbrugh, at the Haymarket theater.
The

11

Third Musick 11 included the following:

11

1.

Concerto for French

Horns, the French Horns by Charle and Giay, lately arriv'd from Paris 11
and

11

111.

Solo for French Horn by Charle 11 • 24

Both Charle and Giay

performed again at the Haymarket theater on 20 October 1733, but this
time in a 11 Duo for Two French Horns.n 25 Charle's first name is never
mentioned in a concert advertisement, and from 9 September 1734, he
began to call himself,

11

Mr. Charles 11 , at a performance of a concerto on

the French Horn at Goodman's Field's theater.2 6 He continued to appear
as a soloist on the French horn until 1 April 1735, when he gave a
benefit concert at the Swan Tavern performing 11 Several new Pieces on the
French Horn and Clarinetn.27

It appears at this time that Charle also

23His career and concert appearances are reconstructed by Pamela
Weston in Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past (London: R. Hale, 1971), pp.
17-28; and A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians,
Dancers, Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, eds. P.
H. Highfill, Jr., K. A. Burnim and E. A. Langhans (Carbondale: Southern
Illinois University Press, 1973-), 3 (1975):178-9.
24The London Stage 1660-1800, 5 parts (Carbondale:
Illinois University Press, 1960-1968), 3, 1729-1747:323.
25 Ibid., 3:328.

Southern

26Ibid., 3:414. A performer with a similar n~me, ucharles, the
Merry Trumpeter of Oxford 11 , gave performances dur1 ng the month of
October from 1729 to 1733. See The London Stage 1660-1800, part 3.
27Ibid., 3:475.
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used the French form of his name when writing music.

on 10 october

1735, The Daily Advertiser mentioned the following works for flute to be
played at a concert:

"Solo on the German Flute by Burchinger, Se Largo
by Burchinger and Charle". 28 Two years later, Charle began to play the

chalumeau in his concerts.

On 11 March 1737 at a cost of five

shillings, one could be admitted to Stationers' Hall for a concert of
music "By the best Hands, with a So 1o; and sever a1 new Pieces on the
French Horn, Clarinette, and Sharlarno [sic] by Mr. Charles.

Also

several pieces on the French Horn by an English Gentlewoman, and a Negro
boy of ten years old, both scholars of Mr. Charles". 29 Charle was now
active as a teacher of the French horn and poss i b1y a1so taught the
clarinet.
Weston suggested that Charle may have been the chalumeau soloist
in Paris at a Concert Spirituel on 21 February 1728, when the Mercure de
France (p. 385) reported:
They played a concerto for chalumeau with the accompaniment of the
symphony, who formed the choruses. This instrument, which is
greatly used in Germany, imitates the oboe and the recorder. !Be
whole thing had quite a singular effect and gave pleasure

28Ibid., 3:517.
29A Biographical Dictionary . . . , 3:178-9.
30Quoted by Michel Brenet [pseud. Marie Bobillier], Les Concerts
en France (Paris:
Fischbacher, 1900), pp. 135-6; Weston, Clarinet
Virtuosi of the Past, p. 20.
les
"On joua ensu1·t e un Concerto de chalumeau, h avec cet
accompagnements de la Simphonie qui forment .1~s ~ oe~rst B .
instrument qui est fort en usage en Allemagne, 1m1~e e. au - o~s
et la Flute a Bee. Le tout ensemble parut assez s1ngul1er et f1n
plaisir ••• "
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In 1742, Charle crossed the Irish Sea to Dublin on a ship called the
Chester Trader.

Heralded as

11

the famous French-Horn 11 and

Musick from London 11 , he arrived on 19 March.

11

Master of

It is possible that he

came to Dublin at the suggestion of Handel who had preceded him by a few
days, and whose works are often found on Charle's concerts.

In Dublin,

Charle lived in Caple Street at the house of Mr. Hunt, an upholsterer.31
During this time, he played in the pit band at the Aungier Street
Theatre and advertised for pupils. Faulkner's Dublin Journal called him
11
the Hungarian 11 , 32 and this is how he is advertised in the Dublin
Mercury for his benefit concert on 12 May 1742 (plate 31). 33 This
concert included popular works such as,

11

Mr. Handel's Water-Music, with

the March in Scipio, and the grand Chorus in Atalanta 11 •

It is

noteworthy that Charle himself played a 11 Solo on the French Horn 11 ,

11

A

Concerto on the Clarinet 11 ,

11

A

11

A Solo on the Hautbois de Amour 11 , and

se 1ect Piece on the Sha 1amo 11 •
Dublin Mercury,

11

Accardi ng to the announcement in the

The Clarinet, the Hautbois de Amour, and Shalamo, were

never heard in this Kingdom before ...
As Charle was himself a composer it is probable that his horn,
oboe d'amour and chalumeau solos, and possibly the clarinet concerto,
were all written by him.

His success at performing on four different

instruments was widely noted in the newspapers, where it was announced
that he would, at popular request, give a repeat performance.

This

second performance was given on 2 June at the fashionable Playhouse or
Theatre Royal in Aungier Street.

In November, the papers announced that

31weston, Ibid., p. 21.
32A Biographical DictionarY ... , 3:179.
33Reproduced from Weston, Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past, P· 23.
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PLATE 31

..

~~the MUSIC-HALL in Fifinmble- nree~
To-morrow bdng Wcdnefd:ty the IZth of ~iav •
1 7·P•
will be petfor;ned

'

A G11.A:\D Co NCERT r.f~1USIC
:.r r.
f1\-Ir.
th CHt\l<.LES,
r I H the HuNCA il l'~
n • • l\ 3 .er
o .• e . rene.\ ern, with his Second i accomp:ulted by all the be lt I·i:ln:!s in-this City
Firlt ACT,
•
· l. An Overture with frc:nch Horns cal:~d, new
Pallor Fido;
'
.z. Th~ 6:h ConcertQ of .S~nior GeminiJni;
3· A ~olo on d:e frcr:ch Horn, by Mr. Charles to
Ihew cne Beauty of t!lac Infirumtnt.
'
A Concerto on· the Cl;;rim: c.
'
'
··
Second ACT
l. _Mr•. ~" No iL ·~ W,ater • ~1uGc, with the March
1D Sc_
lpto, and the gi'3nd Chorus in AtalantJ..
:. ~- Cont(rto on the Ger.:nJn Flut.e by M 'Le-

By

· +·

Vttllx;

'

3· A Solo on the

+·
J.

Charles;

•

r.

H:~u1oois de Amour ·by M

'

r.

~i~.nior. Hall'e's Concerto, with Signon Buba-

ruu s M~nuct.
Third- A CT.
~Saul, with the D r~ Mar~
mmpofl!db~ MT. Ih H ~u,. ~na'4~~

The Overture _in

.h'ert MM!;.

z. A fd«l Pi.~ on tbeSh~h~

l· lino..
A Solo -Gil~ Vmom:dkt.· h~
~" P-~
...n~
~ ......:.·-'"~'~-~

4--- The Tutlci!h M~k .ili ~ (h~nrlT~ u
~~ it the Spring ~ V}.lU'ooW~

"'the Contert ~ Ngin :u 7o"dotk iuhd!n~~·
.N. B. T.he C!~nnn. m.:: Htt.nbci,dc A~~~ ~nil

~amo, ~~ nucr hurd in l.hisKin~"m kk.i
.~

Tici«u.at ) •· m $d.~ J to ~ tuli ~ ~.
Ne:d • and .MT. Manwl~ing~ .Mofu:k
't.~
~*s {."offu-hoafe,. ud .st }.{r. H
" m
Skm:nu·R~ws

An announcement in the Dublin Mercury of Mr~ Char1es first ~~cert in
1

Dublin on 12 May 1742 ~ from Pamel a Weston~ Clarinet Virtuosi of the P~st

{london: R. Hal e , 1971), p. 23 .
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he had taken over 11 Mr. Gemini ani's Concerns and Great Musick Room in
34
Dame Street .. ,
which the violinist, Francesco Geminiani, had left in
35
1741.
Here, Charle gave lessons to gentlemen 11 and others .. from 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m.

His terms were:

11

1f to the Room, a gu1nea
·
en t ranee, an d a

guinea for sixteen lessons to a month.

If he waits on gentlemen, a

Moydore entrance, and a Moydore for sixteen lessons.36

Since the

Moydore was the equi va 1ent of £3 17s. 8d., with a 1arge number of
students he could have done very well financially.37
After two more concerts, one of which included the clarinet,
Charle gave up his tenure at Geminiani's house and returned to London.
His next concert was given on 1 November 1743 in the Assembly Rooms at
Salisbury, which included his usual horn solos and works for clarinet,
oboe d'amour and chalumeau.

There was an important addition in the form

of a trio for three French horns played by himself, his wife and son.
HandeJ's music was featured again, and, as in Dublin, the clarinet, oboe
d' amour and cha 1umeau were making their first appearance in the city.
The family gave a similar concert at Hickford's Room, London, on 25
April 1744.

Weston suggested that if Mrs. Charle or her son were able

to perform on the clarinet, Handel's Ouverture in D major (c. 1748-49),
scored for two clarinets and horn, caul d have been written for and
played by the family trio.3 8 Charle and his son continued to concertize
34weston, Ibid., p. 25.
35A Biographical Dictionary •.. , 3:179.
36weston, Ibid., p. 25.
37see w. H. Grattan Flood, A History of Irish Music, 3rd ed.
(Dublin: Browne and Nolan, 1913), p. 284.
38weston, Ibid., pp. 25-6.
Ouverture, above, pp. 163-7.

See the discussion of Handel's
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in cities outside London as shown by the announcement in Barrow's
Worcester Journal

(1748):

"Mr. Charles, senior and junior, from

Vauxhall, performed on the French horn and two foreign instruments, the
shallamo and clarinet". 39 Their employment in the orchestra of vauxhall
gardens in London, required orchestral playing, accompanying vocal
solos, and concerto playing probably on the horn and clarinet.40
The last concert appearance of Charle and his son was on 22 March
1755 at the Assembly Rooms in Edinburgh.

It is significant that the

announcement of this concert mentions "several select Pieces on the
clarinet and other instruments"; the clarinet had now become popular and
was important enough to be the on 1y instrument that was mentioned. 41
From the 1760s the clarinet was played at the Edinburgh assembly, an
aristocratic dancing club. 42 Mons. Charle and his family undoubtedly
had contributed to the clarinets' newly found popularity.

He is the

only clarinet virtuoso during the early eighteenth century whose
concerts over a twenty-two year period have been documented.

His

travels from France through Great Britain may be examined on Map 1.
A few reports of other virtuoso clarinetists, from before 1760,
are preserved in notices from newspapers.

For example, the Frankfurter

Frag- und Anzeigungs-Nachrichten on 13 October 1739 announced the

39Percy A. Scholes, The Oxford Companion to Music, lOth ed., ed.,
J. 0. Ward (London: Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 190.
40see Edward Croft-Murray, "London §V:Pleasure gardens," Grove 6,
11:177-80.
4lweston, Ibid. , p. 27. Weston ~tates t~at Ch.ar.l e. was in Dub 1in
during 1756, but does not giv7 any ~eta1l~ of h1s act1v1t1es or a source
of information, see More Clar1net V1rtuos1 of the Past, P· 70.
42see David Johnson Music and Society in Lowland Scotland in the
Eighteenth Century (Londo~: Oxford University Press, 1972), PP· 48-9.
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following:

.. Advertisement:

Two good clarinetists have arrived at the

Windmill in All Saints Lane; anyone wishing to hear them perform will be
Wel Come 11 • 43 At th e Concer t Sp1r1tue
· · 1 1n
· Paris, on 25 March 1750, a
concerto for the

11

Clarinen (according to Pierre, the clarinet) was

played by a bassonist, France de Kermasin. 44 This is the earliest known
performance of a clarinet concerto in France.

Shortly afterwards,

11

A

Concerto for Cl ari nette .. was performed in London, at the New Haymarket
Theatre on 30 December 1751.
11

At the same theater, on 7 January 1752 a

Concerto for two Clarinettes 11 was played, unfortunately we do not know

the names of the cl ari neti sts in either concert. 45

We do know the

names, however, of the earliest English clarinetists, Thomas Habgood and
Hugh Pearson, who played a 11 grand" concerto at the Kings Theater on 13
March 1758. 46 With these last reports in mind, it is interesting to
note than an author in 1830 (known only by the initials

11

J. P. 11 ) wrote

the following concerning the clarinet in the English journal, The
Harmon icon:

43Translation in Kroll, The Clarinet, p. 47 note 1.
Advertissement. Zwey gute Clarinettisten sind allhier in der
Windmuhl auf der Allerheiligen-Gass ankommen; wer solche zu horen
beliebet kann sich dasselbst melden ...
11

Quoted by Carl Israel in Frankfurter Concert-Chronik von 1713-1780
(Frankfurt: Selbstverlag des Vereins, 1876), p. 29.
44Mercure de France, April 1750, p. 183; c_ited by Constant Pierre
in Histoire du Concert Spirituel 1725-1790 (Par1s: Heugel, 1975), PP·
116, 257 no. 403.
45rhe London Stage 1600-1800, 4:282, 284.
46see A Biographical Dictionary •.• , 7(1982), P· 124; Weston,
Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past, pp. 121, 192.
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MAP 1
FRANCE AND GREAT BRITAIN IN 1721

SHETlA ND

•
tSLANOS ~:

-

~·

The location of cities where Mons. Charle performed: Paris, c. 17201730; London, 1733-1739; Dublin, 1742-43; Salisbury, 1743; Worcester,
1748; Edinburgh, 1755.

From the Grand At 1as and Picture Book of the

World (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1977), p. 99.
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I conjecture, also, that it [the clarinet] is of German invention
for _I have. heard that a native of that country played on ~
clar1onet Wlth three keys only, many years ago, in this country.41
An interesting pictorial source depicts the playing of a baroque
clarinet in a setting of a distinctly, stylized nature.

It is an

anonymous Dutch etching illustrating two players of the horn and
clarinet.

They are portrayed with costumes in the style of the Italian,

commedia dell'arte, and have been described as "Musical Harlequinsn
(plate 32). 48 Heoprich recently pointed out the conical profile of this
clarinet and its resemblance to the oboe, except for the obvious
differences in turning. 49 The association of the clarinet with the horn
probably indicates that this etching was made during a time when these
instruments were commonly used together,
century.

about the mid-eighteenth

The cheerful descriptive poem describing the clarinet reads:

With the lovely sound of my bright clarinet
I cover noise however loud it becomes,
Even the pleasant sound of the shril! peace trumpet,
Must yield in beauty to my clarinet. 0

47J. P., 0n the Clarionet," The Harmonicon 8 (1830):
57-8;
reprinted with commentary by Albert R. Rice in "'On the Clarionet' from
the Harmonicon," The Clarinet 11 (Spring 1984): 34-5.
11

48Number six of a set in European musical instruments ·... , !iche
no. 20 (1.1), Inv. nr. PM 361-pj; Index, p. 8.
See H1stor1sche
Blaasinstrumenten de Ontwikkeling van de Blaasinstrumenten vanaf 1600
(Kerkrade: Wereldmuziekconcours, 1974), p. 73 no. 163, b.
49T. Eric Hoeprich, "Clarinet Reed Position in the 18th century,"
EM 12 (Feb. 1984): 52-3, ill. 4.
50see plate 32, translation by Dr. Hans Ruyter, Claremont Graduate
School.
"Door 'tliest 'lyk klinken van myn frisse Clarinet.
Verdoof ik het geluit hoe hoog, 'took word verheven,
En de aangenamen klank der schelle Vr~-trompet,
"
Zy moet haar schoonheid voor myn Clar1net begeven.
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PLATE 32

Players of the clarinet and horn in an anonymous Dutch etching (c.
1750s) dressed in the costumes of the Italian commedia dell'arte,

NL(DHgm).

22~

A notable characteristic emphasized here, is the greater beauty of the
tone of the clarinet compared to the
section includes some

oi

11

Peacen trumpet.

The foregoing

the earliest reports of clarinetists in Europe.

The efforts of these performers to introduce the instrument to the
concert-going public was surely essential in encouraging the inclusion
of the clarinet in court and theater orchestras.

Court Orchestral Clarinetists
The earliest court orchestra which made use of the clarinet was at
Koblenz.

Here, on 17 January 1733, two clarinets were bought for the

.. Hof musicn.51

The earliest musician who played the clarinet at

Coblenz, Johann Peter Spitz, also played oboe and viola from 1734 to
1785. 52 Another early orchestra which owned clarinets was that of the
court of Sayn-Wittgenstein at

Berleburg~

In a detailed list of

instruments dated 1741, we find 'tin einem fliiten-tasten zwey Paar
Clarinetten"' .. 53

Weston suggested that the oboist 1 Carl

Barbandt~

al so played the

- 175Jl,,,. 54
clarinet at the court of Hanover from "1
1 35 ta

Subsequently,

Barbandt 1ived in london from 1153 to 1170~ were he was active as a
5lstaatsarchiv Koblenz 1 C5130 fol 108. cited by Gustav Beretns in
Die Musikpflege am kurtrierischen Hofe zu Koblenz-Ehrenbreitstein
(Mainz: B~ Schottrs Sohne. 1964)~ p.. 44~
52Bereths~ p.. 48~

53"'Inventarium sammtlicher Mobiliare. aufgenommen nach Ableben des
Grafen Casimir 1741 " cited by Joachim nomp in Studien zur Geschichte
der Musik an Westf~il,ischen Adelshofen im XVIII" Jahrhundert (Dusseldorf:
H. Krumbiegel, 1934), pp. 68-9..

54weston, More Cl arinet Virtuosi of the- Past. p._ 39 ..
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performer on the flute, oboe, harpsichord, and as a composer and
55
teacher.
His "Great Concerto with Clarinets, French Horns and Kettle
Drums" was

performed on 25 March 1756.56

The nineteenth-century

scholar, C. F. Pohl, listed Barbandt as a clarinetist in london from
1756.

He described Barbandt's playing as being very expressive in a
concert on 15 February 1760. 57 In Hamburg, clarinetists may have been
available as early as 1738, since two players of the chalumeau were
included in the opera orchestra from this year.58

There does not seem

to be any additional evidence, however, of the regular use of the
clarinet there from the first half of the eighteenth century.

The

earliest date for which clarinetists are recorded to have been in the
court orchestra at Hamburg is 1795. 59
The use of the clarinet at the Durlach court can be determined by
several documents.

In the city and address directory of 1771 we find

the first mention of a clarinetist:
Flautotraversist:

Johann Reusch

Hautboist:

derselbe

55A Biographical Dictionary . • . , 1:279-80.
56weston, Ibid., p. 39.
57carl Ferdinand Pohl, Mozart und Haydn in london, 2 vols.
(Vienna: c. Gerold's Sohn, 1867; reprinted., New York: Da Capo,
1970), 2:208 note 1, 373.
11

58wilhelm Kleefeld, "Das orche~ter der Hamburger Oper, 167~-1738,
Sammelbande der Internationalen Musl~gesel.lschaft 1 (1899-19° 0 ~ 0 269 ,
286.
Cf. Weston, More Clarinet Vutuos 1 of the Past' P·
' s · v·
Bultos".
59see Weston, Ibid., p. 60, s.v. "Bultos" and p. 147, s.v.
"Krause, Karl Joseph".
11
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Clarinettist:

derselbe60

Reusch or Reisch came to Durlach from Bayreuth in 1730 and was entered
in the 1737 register as an oboist and footman.

On 23 April 1747 he was

promoted out of the livery to court musician.

He was entered only as a

transverse flutist in the address directory of 1763. There is, however,
a manuscript formerly owned by the composer, J. M. Molter, dated around
1760, in which Reusch is referred to as either a clarinet or horn
player: 61
Since the band of clarinets and horns was broken up by the
retirement of the previous court musician, Jacob Henge 1,
nevertheless the gap is at present being filled through the
particular diligence of the court musician, Reusch, and now since
the aforementioned Hengel's ~alary becomes vacated through his
retirement, we ought to ••.
Although the first mention of a clarinetist in the Durlach register
occurred in 1771, we see that at least ten years earlier an ensemble of
clarinets and horns existed.

Si nee Reusch, who is 1ater 1i sted as a

clarinetist, replaced Hengel, we can assume that Hengel played clarinet

60From the "Staats und Addresse Kalender auf das Jahr 1771" quoted
by Ludwig Schiedermair in "Die Oper an den badischen Hofen des 17. u.
18. Jahrhunderts," Sammelbande der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft 14
(1912-1913): 445.
61Heinz Becker, "Zur Geschichte
Jahrhundert," Mf 8 (1955): 289.

der

Klarinette

im

18.

62rranslation by Don Halloran.
"Demnach der durch das austreten des gewesenen Hof Musici, Jacob
Hengel, zerrissene Chor de Musigue von .c~arinetten und. Horn,
nunmehro durch Besondern FleiB des Hof Mus1c1 Reuschen anw1e~erum
erganzet und wir nun auch durch erstgena~nten Hen~els auswe1chen
deBen gantze Besol dung 1edi g werden • • . [quotat10n breaks off
here]
As quoted by Schiedermair, p. 445.
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instrumental inventory of 1749.67

T
1 ·
wo c an nets were first purchased
for this court orchestra by an unnamed maker in 1752.68 In Frankfurt am
Main on 15 August 1749, a work by the "Vice Capell-Directore", Heinrich
Valentin Beck was performed, which included four court virtuosi playing
the trumpet, clarinet, horn and flute or recorder.69

Clarinet players

may have been available at this date in Frankfurt, but did not appear as
regular members of the opera orchestra until 1792.70
The earliest clarinetists to perform in Paris were Jean Schieffer
and Fran9oi s Ra i ffer, who p1ayed in the first performance of Rameau' s
opera, Zoroastre on 5 December 1749.

According to the Opera's record of

payments (Etat de Payements), these players were among six supplementary
musicians

who

were

paid

for

three

rehearsals

performances of Zoroastre during 1749 and 1750. 71

and

twenty-five

Schieffer probably

67cf. Niemoller, p. 66.
68"Rechn. Mittwochsrentkammer 20. 12. 52", cited by Niemoller, p.
80 note 5.
69Quoted by Carl Israel, Frankfurter Concert-Chronik von 17131780, p. 36 .
. " •.• mit 4 Furst 1i chen Vi rtuosen unter umwechse 1nden Trombetten,
Clarinetten, Waldhorn, Flaut-travers und a bee etc. nur einmahl
Musicalisch aufgefuhrt werden".
See Hugo Riemann, Musik Lexikon, 11th ed., ed. A. Einstein (Berlin:
Hesse, 1929), p. 129.

M.

?Osee Mus. Beobachter {Frankfurt am Main, 1792) cited by Ottmar
Schreiber in Orchester und Orchesterpraxis in Deutschland zwischen 1780
und 1850 (Berlin: Junker und Dunnhaupt, 1938), p. 103.
71"Etat de Payements qui seront faits .a ~lusieurs ~ujects cy-apres
nommez, employez a 1 'Opera, par extraord1na1re, depu1s le 2~ aoust
1749," in the Arch. Opera A. 19.
Emargements, 1749-1751; c1te.d by
lionel de La Laurencie in "Rameau et les Clarinettes.," R~v~e Mus1cale
Mensuelle 9 (Feb. 1913):27-8. These players were 1dent.1f1ed as trye
Germans, Johann Schieffer and Franz Raiffer by Cuthbert G1rdlestone 1n
Jean-Philippe Rameau, His Life and Work, 2nd ed. (New York: Dover,
1969), p. 294.
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played the horn at a Concert Spirituel in Paris on 9 April 1751, and
Raiffer is listed as a clarinetist in these concerts on 25 March 17 75 .72
From 19 November 1751 to 7 January 1762, th
· ht een
ere were e1g
performances of Rameau's Acante et Cepise at the Opera.
clarinetists
problematical.

who

participated

in

these

performances

The number of
is

somewhat

A document of payments from the archives of the Opera

identifies the following:
Gaspard Procksch pour avoir joue de la Clarinette dans 18.
Representations de l'Opera d'Acante et Cephise du 19. November
1761 [sic] au 7. Janvier 1762 a raison de 6# par chaque
Representation . . . . 108#
Rus leo a fair Sept Repetition don il luy en est passe trois
suivant l'osays ••.• 18# 126.
Flieger pour idem que dessus .
• 126.
Schencker pour iden que dessus .
• 126.73
louis pour idem que dessus • . • . . . . • 126.
Each of these musicians received 126 1i vres for eighteen performances
and three rehears a1s.

La Laurenci e assumed that Schencker and Louis

also played the clarinet on the basis of this Etat, 74 although the score
indicates only two clarinets and two hornsJ 5 The identification of
these players, however, is further clarified by an Etat of 1763.

It

names the principal musicians of the wealthy amateur, La Poupliniere,

72see Pierre, p. 260, no. 433 and p. 303, no. 926.
73 .. Etat des Payements a faire a differents Sujets Employes par
Extraordi nai re dans pl usi ers Representations de differents Opera 11
reproduced by Nina Stern in 11 The Clarinet in the Middle of the
Eighteenth Century .. (Diplomarbeit, Basle: Schola Cantorum Basiliensis,
1983), pl. IV.
74see Lionel de La Laurencie, 11 Rameau, son gendre et ses
descendants, 11 Revue Musicale Mensuelle 7 (15 Feb. 1911) 16.
75contrary to Weston's assertion (More Clarinet Virtuosi. of the
Past, p. 199), the entr'acte between a~ts 2 and 3 of Acante requ1res two
clarinets and two horns, not four clar1nets.
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who performed Acante:

Procksch and Flieger, clarinet; Schencker,

11

Harpe-Corn (harp and horn), and Louis, 11 Contrebasse-Corn (contrabass
6
Furthermore, an anonymous eighteenth-century author who
and horn) .7
described La Poupliniere's orchestra noted:

11

lt had the best music in

Europe, even before engaging twelve superior musicians, besides 2
clarinets and 2 horns of the highest quality ..... 77

It therefore seems

likely that Procksch and Flieger played the clarinet while Louis and
Schencker played the horn in Acante et Cephise.
At Darmstadt, David Steger was appointed chamber musician in 1750
to the court orchestra.

He had been listed in the church records as a

chamber musician since 1743, and was listed as a violin and clarinet
player in 1757.78 Another member of this orchestra, Karl Jacob Gozian,
played violin and clarinet from 1754 until his death two years later. 79
Gozian was apparently replaced on 20 February 1756 by the nineteen-yeara1d, Johann Peter SchUler, who had studied with the court composer,
Christoph Graupner, for two years.

SchOler played the clarinet and horn
and by 1766, the musette or bagpipe. 80 It is noteworthy that two £''

76Quoted by Georges Cucuel in La Poupliniere et la musigue de
chambre au XVIIIe siecle (Paris: Fischbacher, 1913), P· 339.
me ·77Quoted by Cucuel in Etudes sur un orchestre au XVIII s1ec 1e,
pp. 17-18.
11 avait la meilleure musique de 1'Europe, ayant a ses gages 12
musiciens des plus excellents, en outre 2 clarinettes et 2 cars
admirables .....
Anecdotes sur ce qui s'est passe chez M. de la Poupliniere (n.p., n.d.).
11

78Elisabeth Noack Musikgeschichte Darmstadts vom Mittelalter bis
zur Goethezeit (Mainz: 's. Schott's SHhne, 1967), PP· 232- 3·
79Noack, p. 233.
11
80Noack p 23 7
Graupner' s 1ast sacred canta~a, t La~~e~ ~~~~
Bitte im Geb~t .. "of Ii54, included a pair of !!." clanne s w 1C
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Regensburg was stated by Becker, to have been in 1755. 85

Becker,

however, appears to have misread the study which he cited, concerning
the Regensburg court orchestra, since the earliest listing of the
clarinetists, Wack and Engelhard Engel appears in a document dated
86
Furthermore, according to a later study by Farber (who appears
1765.
to have corrected Mettenleiter), the first year for which the presence
of c 1ari net i sts at the Thurn and Taxis court can be documented is
1784. 87
The

famous

orchestra

at

the

Mannheim

court

hired

Qallenberg and Johannes Hampel as clarinetists in late 1759.

Michael
They are

recorded in the A1manach Elector a1 Pa 1at in Pour L'An nee 1759, but are
not in the manuscript salary list (Besoldungsliste) dated 28 July
1759. 88 According to Jacob von Stahlin, in 1759 .. a pair of clever
clarinetists .. , Lankammer and Compagnon, arrived in St. Petersburg to

85Becker, uzur Geschichte der Klarinette im 18. Jahrhundert, 11 p.
275; Idem, 11 Vorwort 11 to 11 Klarinetten-Konzerte des 18. Jahrhunderts 11 in
Das Erbe Deutscher Musi k (Wi esbaden: Brei tkopf & Hartel, 1957), vol.
41, p. VII note 2.
86see Dominicus Mettenleiter, Aus der musikalischen Vergangenheit
bayrischer Stadte. Musikgeschichte der Stadt Regensburg (Regensburg:
J. G. Bossenecker, 1866), p. 270, and Robert A. Titus, 11 The Solo Music
for the Clarinet in the Eighteenth Century .. (Ph.D. diss., State
University of Iowa, 1962), p. 57.
87 Si gfri d Farber, Das Regensburger FOrstl i ch Thurn und Taxi ssche
Hoftheater und seine Oper 1760-1786, Sonderdruck a us den 11 Verhandl ung
des Historischen Vereins von Oberpfalz und Regensburg 11 , vol. 86 (n.p.,
1936)' pp. 102, 119-20.
88see Eugene K. Wolf, The Symphonies of Johann Stamitz (The Hague:
M Nijhoff 1981), p. 343 note 15; and Robert MOnster, 11 Johann Anton
Fils und d~s Mannheimer Orchester in den Jahren 1754 bis 1760 11 in Johann
Anton Fils (1733-1760) Ein Eichstatter Komponist der Mannheimer Klassik,
ed. H. Holzbauer (Tutzing: H. Schneider, 1983), pp. 39-40, 41 notes 5
and 6.
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play in the orchestra. 89 His dating, however, was shown to be erroneous
by Moeser·

Christopher-Benjamin Langhammer went to St. Petersburg in

1763 and is mentioned several times as oboist in the Archives des
Theatres imperiaux, 90 while Compagnon is not recorded as a member of the
St. Petersburg orchestra.

In London, the earliest orchestral use of the

clarinet was probably at a subscription concert for the German composer,
Carl Barbandt, in 1756 (see above p. 223).

Another foreign musician

active in London was the German, Carl or Charles Weichsel.

He played

oboe at the Kings Theatre, and was probably the "Mr. Wrexell" who played
the clarinet on 28 December 1760, in Arne's Thomas and Sally, and in his
music for an "Afterpiece:

An New Musical Entertainmentu.91

Weichsel

may also have played the clarinet during 1762 in Arne's Artaxerxes and
J. C. Bach's Orione.92

f

A final example of the orchestral use of what

were probably baroque clarinets occurred in ZweibrOcken.

In 1760, three

clarinetists were listed as court musicians: Johann Kertz~ Troller (or
Bro 11 er), and Wi l he 1m Wei sch (the father). 93 In summary from 1733 to
1760, at least nine court orchestras i n .Germany made use of the
89 Jacob von Stahl in, "Nachrichten von der Mus i k in RuB land, 11 in
Johann Joseph Haigold [August ludwig von Schlozer], . Bey1agen zum
neuveranderten Russl and (Riga: J. L Hartknoch" 1769-1770) ~ part 2, p.
106.
90see R.-Aloys Mooser, Annales de la musique et des musiciens en
Russie au XVIIIme siecle, 2 vols. (Geneva: Mont-Blank, 1955), 1:55~
203 note 2.
9lcarl Ferdinand Pohl, Mozart und Haydn in london, 1:64, 71-2;
2:373. At Covent Garden Theatre, Weichsel received 5 s~illings a n~ght
for playing the oboe, and 10 shillings 6 pence for play1ng the clar1net
in Thomas and Sally. See The london Stage 1600-1800, 4:815~ 827.
92weston, More Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past, p. 267.
93Musilc und Musiker am Mittelrhein. Ein biographis:hes, orts- und
landesgeschichtliches Nachschlagewerlc, ed. H. Unverr1cht, 2 vols.
(Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, [1974]), l:180-l.
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clarinet.

By mid-century the instrument was required at the Paris Opera

and was included in one court orchestra in Czechoslovakia (see Table 5
above page 235).

Town and Church Musicians
Very frequently the same musicians who played in the court
orchestra also played in the local churches, as suggested for the chapel
of St. Gereon in Cologne from 1749 (see page 226 above).
Rheingau abbey of Eberbach,

church musicians

At the

probably played the

clarinet during the second decade of the eighteenth century, because six
c1ar i nets were bought for this abbey from Ma i nz in 1710. 94 Short 1y
thereafter, two churches in Nuremberg ordered clarinets from Jacob
Denner.

Between 1 May 1711 and 30 April 1712, four clarinets were made
Two years 1ater, the
for the "Music-Char" of the Frauenkirche. 95
Sebaldkirche also ordered two clarinets. 96
According to the lexicographer, E. L. Gerber, Joseph Lacher,
Kapellmeister in Kempten and a virtuoso player of the English horn, was
taught

the

oboe

and

clarinet

by

94wiesbaden Stadtarchiv, cited
Musikqeschichte von 1500 bis 1800
Stadtbibliothek, 1959), pp. 115-16.

his

father,

by Adam
(Mainz:

a town

musician

Gottron, Mainzer
Auslieferung die

95Kirchenrechnung Vereinigtes protestantisches ~irch~nvermogen ~er
Stadt NOrnberg 228, nr. 3, 70 in the Landesk1rchl1~hes Arch~v,
Nuremberg, cited by Nickel, Der Holzblasinstrumentenbau 1n der Fre1en
Reichsstadt NOrnberq, p. 454.
96Kirchenrechnung •.• 228, nr. 5, 78 ••• ,cited by Nickel, p. 454
note 1246.
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11

Dorfmusi kanten 11 ) .

Joseph began to play these instruments at seven
If Gerber's account is accurate, then it
years of age in 1746. 97
(

suggests that the baroque clarinet was popular among town and church
During this time, the abbey of KremsmUnster must have made

musicians.

use of clarinets in their music.
instruments,

taken

in

1747,

An inventory of their collection of
includes

two

boxwood

Benjamin

Franklin

clarinets

( 11 2

Buchsbaumerne Clarinett 11 ).98
In

his

autobiography,

mentioned

clarinets while visiting Bethlehem, Pennsylvania in 1756.
11

hearing

He stated:

I was at their Church, where I was entertain'd with good Musick, the

Organ being accompanied with Violins, Hautboys,
etc. 11 •

Flutes,

Clarinets,

Franklin, however, wrote this portion of his autobiography

between September and October 1788, and is assumed to have been relying
on a faulty recollection of past events. 99

D. M. McCorkle, formerly

director of the Moravian Music Foundation, commented that:
Many of Franklin's papers had been destroyed during the
Revolution, and he was doubtless writing from memory. It seems
safe to assume that he had become familiar with the 11 clarinets 11 in
Paris, rather than Bethlehem, and they slipped into this list of
woodwinds inadvertently. Certainly, no other evidence has turned
up to infd8ate that the clarinet was known in Bethlehem as early
as 1756.

97Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Neues Historische-Biographisches Lexicon
der TonkUnstler (Leipzig: J. G. I. Breitkopf, 1813-1814; reprint ed.,
Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1966), part 2, col. 156.
98 11 Mitteilungen, 11
109-10.

Monatshefte fUr

Musik-Geschichte 20

(1888):

99see The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, A Genetic Text, eds.
J . A. Leo Lemay and P. M. Zall (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 1981), pp. x, 149.
100Donald M. McCorkle,
Music, 11 Notes 13 (Sept. 1956):

11

The Moravian Contribution to American
600.
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Dr. Karl Kroeger, formerly of the Moravian Music Foundation, told me in
private

correspondence

McCorkle's statement.

that

later

investigations

still

confirm

Indeed, in both Bethlehem and Winston-Salem,

North Carolina, two large Moravian communities, clarinets are not found
among written instrumental parts until after 1800.101 See Table 5 for a
list of the appearances of the baroque clarinet from 1710 to 1760 in
court and church orchestras,

as well

as

in some

inventories

of

instrumental collections by country, city and date.

Military Musicians
The two and three-key clarinet continued to be played in several
countries throughout the remainder of the eighteenth and even during the
beginning of the nineteenth centuries, particularly in military bands.
For example, in 1766 the grenadier band ("Grenadiers-Compagnien") of
Salzburg consisted of two clarinets, two fifes and two drums, 102
although this band must have come into existence before this date.
marches written for two clarinets

and two

"Pfeifer"

Two

are extant,

presumably written for this band since they are inscribed, "kayserlichkoniglichen Exercitium de anno 1765". 103 Fortunately a description of

101personal correspondence from Dr. Karl Kroeger.
102According to a "Zirkular-Reskript" dated 4 October 1766 quoted
by David Whitwell in The Wind Band and Wind Ensemble of the Classic
Period (1750-1800) (Northridge, California: Winds, 1984), p. 105. This
document was reproduced in HLibler's Sammlung der Militar-, .Politisch~n
und Oekonomie Gesetze" vol. 4 (1765-1768), p. 77f, accord1ng to Em1l
Rameis in Die Osterreichische Militarmusik - von ihren Anfangen bis zum
Jahre 1918 (Tutzing: H. Schneider, 1976), p. 19.
11

103They are entitled, "Mousqueti ers Marche" and "Grenadiers
Marche" and reproduced by Eugen Brixel, Guther Martin and Gottfried Pils
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TABLE 5

THE CLARINET IN COURT, CHURCH AND OPERA ORCHESTRAS AND
INVENTORY LISTINGS, 1710-1760

Germany
1710

Nuremberg, Eberbach

1733

Coblenz

1735(?)

Hanover

1741

Berleburg

1740s

Durlach

1747

Kremsmunster

1748

Cologne

1749

Frankfurt am Main(?)

Czechoslovakia

Paris
Olomouc

1751
1754

France

Darmstadt
SchlosshofjMarch

1759

Mannheim

1760

Zweibrucken
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these two clarinets exists in the Salzburg archives.

An

11

Essay and

Specification of Instruments in the French Pitch required by Military
Bandsmen: dated 1769 cites the fo 11 owing:

11

2 clarinets in D with

mouthpiece and long B key as well as a joint for tuning it to cn.104
Birsak has recently pointed out that there is in existence a three-key
clarinet in Q"

(with an g/.Q' key for the thumb) by G.

Walch in the

Salzburg collection (18/2) which fits remarkably well the description of
1769. 105 According to an inventory of 1776, these two clarinets were
still owned by the grenadier band.106
Later examples of the use of the baroque clarinet appear in
countries outside of Germany.

For instance, the Norwegian bandmaster,

L. N. Berg, provided a fingering chart for the three-kay clarinet (with
an g/.Q' key for the left-hand little finger), in his treatise of 1782
and implied that it was an inexpensive instrument appropriate for the
beginner.107

In about 1810, a clarinetist in Dublin wrote a fingering

chart for a three-key clarinet (with an

~/.Q'

key for the thumb), on the

in Das i st Oesterrei chs Mil itar Musi k: von 11 Turki schen Musi k11 zu den
Philharmonischen in Uniform (Graz: Kaleidoskop, 1982), pp. 46-7.
104salzburg, Landesarchiv, Akte Landschaft XIII/11 cited by Kurt
Birsak in 11 Salzburg, Mozart und die Klarinette, 11 Mitteilungen der
Internationalen Stiftung Mozarteum 33 (1985):40. English translation by
Gail Schamberger in 11 Salzburg, Mozart, and the Clarinet, .. The Clarinet
13 (Fall 1985): 26.
105Birsak, Ibid, photographs are la-c on p. 27.
106see Oskar Seefe 1dner, Das Sa 1zburger Kri egswesen, Sa 1zburger
Museum Carolino Augusteum HS 4045, as cited by Birsak, The Clarinet, p.
31.

107Lorents Nicolai Berg, Den f~rste Pr~ve for Beqvndere udi
Instrumental-Kunsten (Kristiansand:
A., Swane, 1782), pp. 50-1; see
Albert R. Rice, 11 The Clarinet as Described by Lorents Nicolai Berg
(1782), 11 JAMIS 5-6 (1979-1980): 44, 48-9.
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fly leaf of an anonymous flute tutor.1°8

A two or three-key instrument

may also have been used in Swedish military bands beginning in about
1762 or 1763. 109 The Swedish music historian, A. A. HOlphers, mentioned
the clarinet in his treatise of 1773 as an instrument
in our Regimental Musicn.110

11

recently adopted

He also credited the introduction of the

clarinet to a Count Fersen, who

11

augmented the field music at the Royal

Lifeguards with clarinets ..... 111
The instruments made use of by Count Fersen may have been similar
to those used by a group of musicians in the infantry described by the
organist, Johan Miklin, in a letter to HOlphers (dated 17 March 1772) as
.. consisting of ten persons,

namely three oboists,

two horns,

two

bassons, two clarinets and one trumpetn.l12
In France the three-kay clarinet seems -to have been played in the
military well into the 1780s.

J. B. L. Carre depicted a three-kay

clarinet (with an gjQ' key for the left-hand little finger) in a plate

11

108Entitled, 11 Gamut for the Clarionet .. , see Albert R.
Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816, 11 GSJ 37 (1984): 23.

Rice,

109see Rice, Ibid., p. 19.
110Translation of the Swedish by Mrs. Kirsten Koblik.
naylingen i war Regements Musik antagne ...
Abraham Abrahamsson HOlphers, Historisk Afhandling om Music Och
Instrumenter (Westeras:
J. L. Horrn, 1773; reprint ed., Stockholm:
Svenskt musikhistoriskt arkiv, 1969), p. 87 note 11.
11lnhar
note 23.

f~lt-musiken

••. med Clarinetter .•• HOlphers, p. 103

112Quoted by Tobias Norlind. in ~~~brah_~m Abr_ahamsson. HOlphers och
frihetstidens musikliv,n Svenskt T1dskr1ft for Mus1kforskn1ng 19 (1937):
44.
nupratter • • • af 10 personer,
bassong. 2 clarinett. 1 trompet ...

n~ml

• 3 hautboi st. , 2 wa 1dth. 2
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dated 1782, of his treatise concerning the French military (plate
113
33).
He described it as 11 resembling a variety of oboe, but different
in that the reed is very large and hard, which is why the sound is very
silvery and close to the clarino ... 11 4

In Holland, the writer, Joos

Verschuere Reynvaan wrote the ranges of several wind instruments in his
Catechismus der Mus]k (1787).

The range given for the clarinet of from

f to g''' suggests that he was referring to a two-key instrument.
Furthermore, in his dictionary, Muzjkaal Kunst-Woordenboek of 1795,
Reynvaan called the two key clarinet a 11 piva 11 , and promised a fingering
chart which never appeared because the book was never completed.115
In conclusion, the baroque clarinet continued to be used in
mi 1i tary bands throughout Europe during the 1ate eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries.

As we shall show in the following sections,

113 [Jean Baptiste Louis] Carre, Panoplie: ou, Reunion de tout ce
qui a trait i laguerre, depuis l'origine de la nation fran9aise jusqu'a
nos jours (Chalons-sur-Marne:
Pinteville-Vouchard, 1795, originally
written in 1783), pl. XIV.
114carre, p. 373.
semble und variete du hautbois, et n'en diffire que par l'anche
plus large et plus ferme, pourquoi le son en est plus argentin et
plus proche de celui du clairon. 11
11

115Joos Verschuere Rei jnvaen, Catechi smus der Muzjik (Amsterdam:
J. de Jongh and L. J. Burgvliet, 1787), pl. 15; Idem, Muzilkaal KunstWoordenboek (Amsterdam: W. Brave, 1795), pp. 141, 519: Gerber claimed
that the invasion of Holland during the French revolut1on prevented the
publication of the second part of this dictionary in its 1795 edition.
Furthermore, a manuscript of the remaining part has no~ been found and
was probab 1y 1ost by the pub 1i sher. See Ernst Ludw1 g Gerber, Neues
Historische-Biographisches Lexicon der TonkOnstler, cols. 842-3; G. H.
Broekhuyzen, 11 Joost Verschuere Reynvaan, 11 Caecilia en die Muziek 511
(1848):
167-8; G. A. Fokker, 11 Reijnvaan (Mr. Joos Verschuere),
Bouwsteenen.
Tweede Jaarboek der Vereeniging voor Noord-Nederlands
Loman, Kirberger & Van
Muziekgeschiedenis 1872-1874 ([Amsterdam]:
Kesteren, [1874]), p. 122; and Jan Willem Enschede, 11 Reynvaan, Mr. Joos
Verschuere 11 in Nieuw Nederlandsche Biografische Woordenboek, ed. P. C.
Molhuysen and P. J. Blok, 10 vols. (Leiden: A. W. Sythoff, 1911-1931),
1: cols. 1435-7.
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PLATE 33

A three-key clarinet, with the B key for the left-hand little finger, in
Jean Baptiste Louis Carre, Panoplie: ou, Reunion de tout ce qui a trait
ala guerre (Paris: Fuchs, 1797), pl. XIV.

24 0

however, classical four, five and six-key clarinets, slowly supplanted
the baroque instrument as they came to be introduced into many opera and
court orchestras in large cultural centers (such as Paris, London and
Berlin), as a result of their popularization by virtuoso players.
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CHAPTER VI

AN INSTRUMENT OF TONAL CONTRAST

The clarinet commonly played between 1760 and 1820 had either four
or five keys, and differs in some aspects of construction from the
baroque, two- and three-key instruments.
the notes .£b/~b'' and f#/£#'' ~

These additional keys are for

It cannot be known with certainty which

of these keys was added first to the clarinet.

They provide better

intonation, resonance and greater facility than the cross fingering
required for these notes on the two- and three-key clarinets. 1 Indeed,
during this time the five-key clarinet became the standard model for
players around the world, and continued to be made in Germany as late as
the early twentieth century. 2

After the instrument lost its baroque

connotation as a substitute for the trumpet, it was given parts on
technical and musical levels, comparable to music for the oboe.

A much

greater interest was also shown by composers and theoreticians in the
expressive capabilities and tone color of the clarinet.

As the

instrument became better known, it became ever more popular, because its
range, its beauty of tone and its expressive power were considered by
lcf. Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments (London: Macmillan and
Co., 1939, reprinted., New York: Da Capo, 1975), p. 27.
2ouring the early twentieth century, five-key boxwood clarinets
were on sale in England, imported from Markneukirchen by Theodor Stark.
See H. Edmund Poole, 11 A Catalogue of Musical Instruments offered for
sale in 1839 by D'Almaine &Co., Soho Square, .. GSJ 35 (March 1982):31.
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many to be greater than those of any other woodwind instrument.3
Included below is a discussion of the design and construction of
clarinets with more than five keys, made from 1760 to 1820, since many
aspects of these instruments were adopted by later makers.
The Four-Key Clarinet
A fourth key with its corresponding tone hole was added to
the clarinet on the joint for the 1owest hand.

Several surviving

examples of four-key instruments indicate that many makers utili zed a
short

£b/gb''

key

positioned

for

the

right-hand

little

finger.

Considerable written documentation, however, shows that other makers
preferred instead, a long f#/f#'' key positioned for the left-hand
little finger.

Both types of these four-key clarinets were played at

about the same time.

Like its predecessors the two- and three-key

clarinets,

four-key

instruments

are

sometimes

divided

into

three

sections:

1) mouthpiece with socket; 2) middle joint having two non-

di amet rica 1 keys (the speaker and .£' keys) p1aced on the front a1 and
dorsal sides of the tube, with one hole for the thumb on the dorsal
side, and six finger holes on the frontal side; and 3) lower stock
combined with a bell, having one hole for the right-hand little finger.
The third section included a long lever for the gjQ' key mounted on a
ring, and positioned for the right thumb or left-hand little finger. 4
The short lever for the .Q.b/gb'' key is positioned for the right-hand
little finger and mounted in a pronounced socket swelling of the lowest
3Jeremy Montagu, The World of Baroque & Classical Musical
Instruments (Woodstock, New York: Overlook Press, 1979), p. 87.
4By mid-eighteenth century, the practice of placing the left hand
uppermost was required because of the placement of the fourth key. Cf.
Nicholas Shackleton, "Clarinet," NGDMI, 1:343.
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joint.

Its flap (which is usually square in shape) covers a tone hole

just below the finger hole for the note f!~'', which was bored in the
swelling at an oblique or slanted angle.

Theoretically, the hole for

the £b/gb" key should be placed above the fingerhole for f!~", but
because of the extra width of the bore at the socket swelling, it must
be placed lower to achieve the correct tuning. 5 The long lever for the

f#/~#'' key is positioned for the left-hand little finger and mounted in
a pronounced socket swelling of the lowest joint.

When the g/Q' key is

placed on the left side of the clarinet, the f#/~#'' key is higher up on
the tube than the hole for the gjQ' key, and the touchplates of these
levers are close together so they are easily reached by the left-hand
little finger.

Four-key clarinets were also made in four sections by a

division of the middle joint after the third finger hole.

Additional

joints were created after a mouthpiece was chipped or a bell cracked.
Replacements were most economically effectual by cutting off the broken
mouthpiece and turning a socket into the upper end of the barrel, to
take the corresponding tenon of the replacement mouthpiece.

In a

similar manner, a socket was turned in the lower end of the stock, to
take the corresponding tenon of the replacement bell.

The advantage of

making separate mouthpiece and barrel joints or bell and 1ower stock
joints became evident to makers by the 1780s. 6

5cf. Eric Halfpenny, Early English Clarinets, GSJ 18 (1965):49;
and Carse, pp. 154, 158. Clarinets with this characteris~ic were kn?wn
in Flemish as Klarinet met eksteroog, the French equ1valent be1ng
Clarinette avec oeil de perdrix (clarinet with an eye of partridge).
See Victor-Charles Mahillon, Catalogue Descriptif et Analytigue du Musee
Instrumental du Conservatoire Royal de Musigue de Bruxelles, 5 vols.
(Ghent: A. Haste, 1893-1922), 4:347.
11

6cf. Halfpenny, pp. 45, 49-50.

11
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Germany
The earliest four-key clarinets were clarinettes d'amours pitched
in .£', £b', or g', constructed by German makers about 1750 to 1760.7
These low pitched instruments differ from soprano clarinets (pitched in
.£' and above) by their greater length, the use of a globular or pear-

shaped bell, and a metal crook or curved wooden barrel, for convenient
placing of the mouthpiece. 8 Unlike the soprano clarinet, the touchplate
of the £b/gb" key on the clarinette d'amour was usually made in a
.. double wing .. shape for the benefit of right or left-handed players.9
German makers of three- and four-key clarinettes d'amours include:
Kraus,

11

I.S.W.

11

11
,

and F. lehner. 10

Ioseph SW/Trifftern

11

,

J.

F. Gehring, F. G. Kenigsperger,

The addition of the £b/gb" key is also found on

basset horns (tenor clarinets) pitched in f', made by German makers from
c. 1760 through the 1770s.

For example, this key is found on a five-key

7In each instance the fingering of the written £'' of these
particular clarinets produces the pitches referred to as the tonality of
the instrument.
8cf. Anthony Baines, European and American Mus i ca 1 Instruments
(New York: Viking Press, 1966), p. 114. Many surviving examples of
clarinettes d'amours appear to be originally three-key instruments that
were modernized by the addition of an extra key or two. See Nicholas
Shackleton, Clarinette d'amour, NGDMI, 1:404.
9see Kurt Birsak, Die Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger Museum
Carolina Augusteum.
Verzeichnis und Entwicklungs-geschichtliche
Untersuchungen (Salzburg: Salzburger Museum Carolina Augusteum, 1973),
pp. 46, nos. 18/6, 18/7 and 18/8; p. 114.
11

11

lOsee Curt Sachs, Samml ung a1ter Musi ki nstrumente bei der
Staatliche Hochschule fOr Musik zu Berlin.
Beschreibender Katalog
(Berlin: J. Bard, 1922), col. 295, nos. 84, 85; 293, no. 2892; Birsak,
0ie
p. 46, nos. 18/4, 18/5, 18/6 and 18/7; Heinrich Seifers,
Blasinstrumente im Deutschen Museum. Beschreibender Katalog, Deutsches
Museum von Meisterwerken der Naturwissenschaft und Technik.
Abhandlungen und Berichte 44 (1976):43, no. 18869; Shackleton,
Clarinette d'amour, p. 404, ill. 1(a); Phillip T. Young, Twenty-Five
Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments (New York: Pendragon, 1982),
pp. 69, 138.
11

11

11

11
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basset horn by J.P. Pledinger, two six-key basset horns by A. and M.
Mayrhofer,

and

a

seven-key

instrument

by

11

Ifwn

(Joseph

s.

Walch/Trifftern?).ll
One of the earliest four key soprano clarinets was constructed by
the maker,

11

11

1SW (the same maker as

plate 34) circa 1750-60.

11

1$\/ ?, London, Horniman museum 243,
11

Its £b/gb" key was originally made in a

11

double wingn shape, the wing furthest to the left of the right-hand
little finger was partly filed down. 12 This unusual feature clearly
shows a similarity to the £b/gb" key of the clarinette d'amour.

The

instrument is pitched in£'', made of boxwood, and appears to be divided
into six sections:
and mouthpiece.

bell, lower stock, lower joint, upper joint, barrel
The separate be 11 and mouthpiece were undoubted 1y

provided after the one- piece, ori gina 1 sections had been damaged.

An

aspect of construction commonly seen on four- and five-key clarinets is
ISW's use of a block or a cutaway boss rather than a turned ring on the
lower joint, to position the flap of the g_j.Q' key.

Horn ferrules are

also found on this instrument, a feature common to many clarinets made
after the mid-century.l3

llBirsak, p. 50, nos. 30 and 31; Birsak, nzu Josef Saams Buch Ober
das Bassetthorn: Ein Diskussionsbeitrag, .. Mf 27 (July-Sept. 1974):33637; Young, p. 83.
12see the sketch of this instrument in [Adam Carse], The Adam
Carse collection of old Musical Wind Instruments (London: London County
Council, [1951]), p. 45; and Graham Melville-Mason's description in An
Exhibition of European Musical Instruments. The Galpin Society, 21st
Anniversary Exhibition (Edinburgh: Reid School of Music, 1968), p. 26,
no. 153.
13For another photograph of this clarinet see Adam Carse, Musical
Wind Instruments, p. VII(a) and [Jean L. Jenkins], Musical Instruments.
Horniman Museum London (London:
Inner London Education Authority,
1970), pl 15, no. 84, where its maker is listed as Walch
11

11

•
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PLATE 34

A four-key clarinet by "ISW" (London, Horniman Museum 243) which
includes an ~b/gb" key with a touchplate made in a 11 double wing" shape.
The wing furthest to the left of the right-hand little finger was partly
filed down.
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The Germans continued to make four-key clarinets during the 1770s
and through the 1780s, with some modifications of construction.

For

example, a clarinet in £'' by August Grenser of Dresden (Leipzig 1472)
includes two small tone holes in the place of one larger hole--a double
hole--for the third and seventh fingers.

These double holes make the

intonation more exact in playing the semitones

£#';sl" and

f#/£#".

Grenser's instrument is dated 1777" on the lower stock/bell, one of the
11

earliest clarinets dated by a German maker.14

It is divided into four

sections, having a separate mouthpiece and barrel, single middle joint,
and lower stock/bell.

The touchplate of the £b/f£b" key is gently

curved upward for ease in manipulation with the right-hand little
finger.

Ivory ferrules also appear on both ends of the lower stock/bell

and barrel, a type of ferrule very often found on clarinets after the
mid-century.1 5 Later German makers include C. F. Riedel and J. N.
Gehring, whose clarinet in Qb' dated 1788, was lost during World War II
unfortunately. 16
Heyde has dated an anonymous instrument in 4''
(Leipzig 1458) as late as c. 1790.17
Three inventories of the instruments

found

in German court

orchestras provide evidence for the use of additional middle joints of
.14The practice of dating clarinets is found on a few instruments
of German, Czech, English, French and Italian origin.
15For a photograph and description see Herbert Heyde, "0ber
Rohrblattinstrumente des Musikinstrumentenmuseums der Karl-MarxUniversit~ts Leipzig," Tibia 2 (1979):382, abb. 6; and Phillip T. Young,
The Look of Music:
rare musical instruments, 1500-1900 (Vancouver:
Vancouver Museums & Planetarium As~ociation, 1980), p. 17, no. 101.
16see Curt Sachs, Sammlung Alter Musikinstrumente bei der
Staatliche Hochschule fOr Musik zu Berlin, cols. 291-2, nos. 520, and
2873. The 1oss of the Gehring clarinet was reported to me by David
Ross.
17Heyde, p. 383.
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longer

or

instrument.

shorter

lengths,

inserted

to

For example, in 1780 the Detmold

change the
11

pitch

of

an

Musikkammer 11 included

11

2

Kl ari nett en, B mit A-Stucken, 2 Kl ari net ten c ohne Ei nsatzstucken ... 18
In 1783, a list of instruments available to the court orchestra at
11

Koblenz reveals
11

4 Klarinetten F und B, die F seyndt nicht brauchbar 11 ,

2 Klarinetten A mit B-Stuck 11 ,

inventory here for

1789

and

11

1 Klarinette in cu.l9

(dated 19 January 1790)

Clarinetten mit A Stuck und silberne Klappenn.20
Detmold, clarinets in ~b' were provided with a
to~',

half step lower

for changing to ~b'.
the

players

to

instrument.

11

includes two

0

Stuck 11 for tuning one-

but in Koblenz the clarinets

in~'

have a 11 stuck 11

The use of these middle joints made it easier for

perform

in various

tonalities

on the

~'

or

~

b'

A change of more than one-ha 1f step would require a

the f'' clarinets were provided with a
ohne Einsatzstucken 11

implies that a

11

11

stuck .. could also have been
in~'.

The 11 0 Clarinetten

mit A Stuck und silberne Klappen 11 probably referred to a
11

None of

Stuck 11 although the notation

provided for a half-step change to a clarinet

with a shorter

11

We note that in

reduction in the size of additional sections of the clarinet.

11

Another

stuck 11 for tuning to gb''. 21

~''

clarinet

As late as 1803, G. H.

Best 1meier, a de a1er of mus i ca 1 instruments in Nuremberg, provided a
18L i ppi sche Landesarchiv in Detmol d, Hofstaatssachen Ti tel 6 Nr.
10, quoted by Joachim Domp in Studien zur Geschichte der Musik an
Westfallischen Adelshofen im XVIII. Jahrhundert (Dusseldorf:
H.
Krumbiegel, 1934), p. 50.
19Gustav Bereths, Die Musikpflege am Kurtrierischen Hofe zur
Koblenz-Ehrenbreitstein (Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1964), pp. 154-55.
20staatsarchiv Koblenz IC/948, fols. 14-16, quoted by Shelley
Music at a Late
Davis, 11 The Orchestra under Clemens Wenzeslaus:
Eighteenth-Century Court, .. JAMIS 1 (1975): 98-99.
2lsee Nicholas Shackleton,

11

Clarinet, 11 NGDMI, 1:393.
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drawing of a four-key clarinet

(with an ~b/~b''

advertised for sale as "A clarinet with an
16 florins ... 22

~'

key),

which he

joint fitted with ivory,

Further information concerning the German clarinet appears in an
anonymous article published in 1781 in the Deutsches Encyclopadie (the
first German encyclopedia to be modeled on Diderot's Encyclopedie23):
Clarinet, a wind instrument produces a tone more pleasant
than the oboe, and more cutting than the flute; it is midway
between the oboe and transverse flute.
The facile clarinets of the regiment shriek more than a
trumpet particularly if they have a metal mouthpiece instead of a
wooden one. Here, the discussion is about the softer instruments
like those handled by the new concert artists.
A clarinet has a range similar to a string instrument but
extends five tones lower; also it has generally come to be used in
a relationship of a fifth [to the tonic pit~h], since they [the
clarinetists] would rather play the note .Q than .Q, and find
playing in the key ofF easier than in C.
In genera 1 , there is no other instrument that gives the
composer more trouble than the clarinet.
When playing the
chalmeau [register] a£" clarinet goes up to~' and two tones
lower than the violin.
One cannot ascend above £''' or .Q'''. Its keys help to
produce semitones and its range has the best effect in the
middle. 24

22Georg Hieronymus Bestlmeier, Magazin von verschiedenen Kunst=
und andern nOzlichen Sachen, 3 (1803), reproduced by Bernhard Schultze
in Querfloten der Renaissance und des Barock.
Eine historisierende
literarische Anthologie, 2nd ed. (Munich: The Author, 1984), p. 448.
Ein Clarinet mit einem A StOck garnirt mit Elfenbein 16 ft ...
23Robert Collinson, Encyclopaedias: Their History Throughout the
Ages, 2nd ed. (New York: Hafner, 1966), p. 110.
11

24oeutsche Encyclopadie oder Allgemeines Real=Wtirterbuch aller
KOnste und Wissenschaft, ed. H. M. G. Koster, 23 vols.
(Frankfurt:
Varrentrapp Sohn und Wenner, 1778-1807), 5 (1781): 685.
Clarinet, ein Blasinstrument, welches einen mehr molligten Ton
von s i ch gi ebt, a1s die Hoboe, und mehr schnei denden, a1s ei ne
Flote; das Mittel zwischen Hoboe und Queerflot.
Die raschen Regimentscl ari nette, besonders, wenn si e staat
holzernen Scheidel einen von MeBing haben, schreyen mehr als eine
11
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It

is notable that the unique tone quality of the clarinet--midway

between the oboe and transverse flute--is emphasized in the first
sentence of the description.

One may assume that the trumpet-1 ike

clarinets in the "regiment" were the shrill, high-pitched clarinets in
f'' or the bright toned clarinets in£''.

The use of a metal mouthpiece

(the earliest known reference) seems to have helped in the production of
a brilliant tone quality.

The "softer" instruments used by the new

concert artists were undoubtedly the 1ower-pitched instruments in Q. b'
and£'.

Their similarity to a string instrument such as the violin was

obvious, since the clarinet often took the leading part in regiment
Because of the cross fingerings required the note g_b is actually

bands.

much better in tune than Q., and many works at this time were written in
a tonality a fifth higher than the pitch of the clarinet being used,
e.g., clarinet in g_b' in the key ofF and clarinet in g'' in the key of
A (the transposed key of F).

The chal(u)meau register is identified

here as

note,~·

from~'

to the lowest

source to mention specific pitches.

This is the earliest German

This author preferred the mid-range

of the clarinet as providing the best quality of tone.

His cautious

upper limit of Q''' may reflect this preference.

Trompete. Hi er i st aber die Rede von den sanften Instrumenten,
wie sie die neuern Concertisten behandeln.
Ein Clarinet scheint wie ein Saite, die vom Ueberspinnen urn
5 Tone tiefer wird, auch in einer fOnften VerhaltniB auf die Welt
gekommen zu seynz weil sie lieber Q als h, und leichter aus dem F
als C blasen.
Ueberhaupt ist kein Instrument, das den TonseBsern mehr MOhe
macht, als das Clarinet. Wenn sie Chalmeau blasen, so geht ein £
Clarinet bis ins e und zwey Tone tiefer als die Geige.
Ueber das- dreygestri chene £ oder 2_ darf man s i e

Klappen

helfen

nicht hinaufseBsen.
Ihre
die Semitone
herauszubri ngen, und i hr Umfang macht in der Mi tte die beste
Wirkung."
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England
In England, clarinets were initially advertised for sale, among
other instruments, by George Brown in Jackson's Oxford Journa 1 on 30
November 1754, the advertisement being repeated on 10 May 1755.

During

October of the same year, Thomas Underwood advertised clarinets for sale
in the Bath Journal, repeating his advertisement on 27 March 1756 in the
Oxford Journa1. 25 These instruments may have been the baroque, two- or
three-key type or possibly the more advanced four-key design.

One

tantalizing bit of evidence is a clarinet barrel (Washington, Miller
collection 275) stamped by the important English maker, Thomas Stanesby,
Jr. (1692-1754). 26 Unfortunately, it cannot be proven, from the barrel
alone, that Stanesby actually made clarinets, since his stamp may have
been used after he died in 1754.

Indeed, Stanesby's tools and work in

progress were bequeathed in his will to his apprentice, Caleb Gedney,27
who in turn was identified as the maker of two clarinets in the
co 11 ect ion of one Samue 1 He 11 i er (d. 1784). 28
Further evidence in
England, are the eight "Schalmeys" that make up part of the wall stuccos
in the Upper Library of Christ Church, Oxford (1753), which were
probably meant to represent clarinets according to Halfpenny. 29 Because

25Halfpenny, "Early English Clarinets," p. 53.
26Eri c Ha 1fpenny, "Further Light on the Stanesby Family," GSJ 13
(1960): 68; Young, Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments,
p. 125.
27Eric Halfpenny, "Biographical Notices of the Early English
Woodwind-Making School," GSJ 12 (1959): 49-51.
28samuel Hellier (edited by Eric Halfpenny),
Musical Instruments," GSJ 18 (1965):5-6.

"A Catalogue of

29Eric Halfpenny, "The Christ Church Trophies,"

GSJ 28 (1975):82-

3.
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of their lack of detail, it is uncertain whether these instruments were
depicted as two-, three- or four-key instruments.
Only one four-key clarinet of English origin has been recorded.
It is an anonymous instrument in f'' (c. 1760) in the Bate collection at
Oxford (no. 413). 30 This instrument has separate bell and mouthpiece
sections, and carries narrow ferrules of brass, a metal which is fairly
often emp 1oyed for this purpose.

Its barrel was bored to accept a

mouthpiece having a tenon almost the full length of the barrel itself,
for the purpose of providing a long tuning slide.

According to

Shackleton, this characteristic is peculiar to English clarinets from
about 1785. 31
Halfpenny stated that this clarinet is a composite
instrument consisting of sections from different clarinets.32

The body

and turned ring mounts of this instrument, however, resemble those of a
five-key clarinet made by Henry Kusder of London, during the 1760s. 33
France
Three examples of four -key clarinets by the French makers, J.
(in g''), Martin Lot (in Qb') and Charlier (in f'') were
catalogued by Sachs. 34 Each of these instruments carries an £b/~b"
Michel

30Photographs of this instrument are found in F. Geoffrey Rendall,
The Clarinet, 3rd ed. (London: E. Benn, 1971), pl. 2, a; and Jeremy
Montagu, The World of Baroque &Classical Musical Instruments, p. 88, p.
70.
31shackleton, "Clarinet," p. 393.
32Halfpenny, "Early English Clarinets," p. 56, note 2.
33cf. Halfpenny, "Early English Clarinets," p. V(d), pl. VI, 2.
34see Curt Sachs, Samml ung A1ter Musi ki nstrumente bei der
Staatliche Hochschule fOr Musik zu Berlin, cols. 289, no. 2874; 292,
nos. 2871, 2878. We are uncertain about the nationality and identity of
Charlier. See Lyndesay G. Langwill, An Index of Musical Wind-Instrument
Makers, 6th ed. (Edinburgh: The Author, 1980), p. 28.
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key.
thumb.

Charlier's clarinet has this key positioned on the dorsal side for
Lot's instrument originally had this key in the same position as

that of Charlier's, but the tone ho 1e was filled in and a new one
drilled so as to re-position the key on the frontal side.35

A metal

saddle was used on this clarinet to mount the gj.Q' key, probably to
repair damage to the original mounting.

On the basis of this evidence

it might be assumed that on the earliest French four-key instruments,
the dorsal position of the ~b;gb" key (like the original position of
the gj.Q' key) 36 preceded what came to be its usual place on the front of
the instrument. 37
During

the

1760s

and

1770s,

several

written

accounts

were

published in Paris and Amsterdam concerning a four-key clarinet with an
f#/£#'' key.

The first of these, by the German writer and clarinetist,

Valentin Roeser, is also the earliest known instrumentation manual.

It

is entitled, Essai d'instruction a l'usage de ceux qui composent pour la
clarinette et le cor (1764). 38
Roeser did not provide a specific
description of the clarinet in his Essai, but it may be presumed that it
was a four-key instrument, since he did make an important comment about
the gj.Q' and f#/£#'' keys.

He stated that, "The two keys were added not

long ago, because earlier ones had neither the B natural [gj.Q' key] or
35Sachs, co 1 • 292.
36see Shackleton, "Clarinet," p. 393.
37see Oskar Kroll, The Clarinet, rev. D. Riehm, trans., H. Morris,
trans. ed., A. Baines (New York: Taplinger, 1968), p. 19.
38(Paris: Le Menu, [1764], a later printing, Paris: Mercier,
[1794 - 1796], reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972), pp. 2-12. For a
translation and commentary see Albert R. Rice, "Valentin Roeser's Essay
on the Clarinet (1764), Background and Commentary"
(M.A. thesis,
Claremont Graduate School, 1977), pp. 91-136. See Heinz Becker, History
of Instrumentation, trans. R. Kolben (Cologne: A. Volk, 1964), p. 22.
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the C sharp [f#;s;_#" key] 11 • 39

Roeser was probably referring to a time

of not less than about ten years prior to the date of his treatise for
the addition of these keys.

The most important evidence for this

assumption is a clarinet concerto by Johann Stamitz (1717-1757).

The

technical difficulty of this work suggests that it was written for a
four- or five-key clarinet. 4
Furthermore, it seems very likely that

°

Stamitz composed this concerto during his visit to Paris, from 1754 to
1755, since clarinetists were not regular members of his court orchestra
in Mannheim until 1759. 41 Finally, according to Roeser, he met Stamitz
during his stay in Paris, and exchanged information with him concerning
the correct manner of writing music for the presumably new, classical
clarinet and the horn.42
In his Essai, Roeser reported that seven clarinets of different
pitches (and thus of differing sizes) were available to the composer.
He cited those pitched in g' (the pitch of the clarinette d'amour), _,
a'
Qb', s;_'', .Q.'', ~''

and f''. 43

These instruments were used by the

clarinetist in order to ease the difficulties encountered in both the
fingering and intonation of music written in various tonalities.

Roeser

39 Roeser, Essai ••. , p. 10, note*.
Ces deux Clefs ont et~ ajout~es il n'y i pas longtems, Car
auparavant on n'avait ni ce Si naturel ni cet Ut# ...
11

40see below pages 373-378.
41clarinetists were initially recorded at Mannheim in the Almanach
Electoral Palatin Pour L'Ann~e 1759. See Eugene K. Wolf, The Symphonies
of Johann Stamitz (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1981), p. 343, note 15; and
above page 230.
42Roeser, Essai
• ., p. 19.
Cf.
Elaine Keillor in
11
of
the
American
Musicological
Society 28
CommunicationS, Journal
(1975): 567.

11

43Roeser, Essai ••• , p. 2.
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also

recognized

instruments.

the different

tonal

qualities

of some

of these

For instance, he states that the clarinet in g' is the

sweetest type, and the clarinets in

4''

and~''

are more brilliant and

sonorous than the clarinet in~' .44
Two additional clarinets in Q' and

~ b' '

were subsequently added to

Roeser's 1 i st by the French writers, L. J. Francoeur and J. B. de La
Borde. 45 In his instrumentation treatise of 1772, Francoeur provided a
description of the tonal qualities of six clarinets and noted their use
in specific types of musical works:
The large clarinet in g' [clarinette d'amour] is the largest and
sweetest, but not very common in the orchestra. Its tone is sad
and 1ugubri ous which is why it is used for somber effects and
funeral pieces • . . • The large clarinet in ~' has a tone which
is very sweet, much less somber and with a greater range than that
in g'. It is agpropriate tor tender and gracious airs . . . . The
clarinets in Q ' and Q' 4 have a more vigorous and projecting
sound than those in~', especially those in Q'. They are suitable
for grand effects in symphonies and overtures . . . . The clarinet
in f'' is more sonorous than that in Q' and is suitable for grand
effects in overtures and war pieces . . . • The small clarinet in
Q'' is very sonorous and projecting, which is why it is named
br i 11 i ant, and is effective in 1oud works such as, overtures,
symphonies and airs . . . . The small clarinet in~'' is not very
common due to its small size and very high~und; it is used only
for tempests, combats, and tambourins •••
44Roeser, Ibid., pp. 2, 7-8.
45[Louis-Joseph] Francoeur, Diapason general de tous les
instrumens a vent (Paris: Le Marchand, [1772], a later printing, Paris:
Des Lauriers, [c. 1781], reprint ed., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972, p. 21;
[Jean-Benjamin de La Borde], Essai sur la musigue ancienne et moderne, 4
vols. (Paris: P. D. Pierres, 1780), 1:252.
46Francoeur mentioned (p. 24) that the clarinet in Q' is actually
the bb' instrument which has been altered by the substitution of shorter
middle joints (corps de rechange).
47Francoeur, pp. 23-25.
"La grande Clarinette en G-re-sol, est l'espece la plus grande et
la plus douce, elle n'est pas fort comune dans les Orchestres, le
Son en est triste et lugubre c'est pourquoy on n'en fait usage que
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An illustration of the four-key clarinet with an f#/f#'' key is found in
the fingering chart of Roeser's Gamme de la clarinette, avec six duos
(1769). 48 The clarinet depicted in this chart appears to have been made
in four joints:

two middle sections and two integral sections for the

be 11 /1 ower stock and mouth pi ecejsocket ( p1ate 35).
f#/f#''

The shank of the

key lever includes a noticeable upward curve, an uncommon

characteristic among extant instruments.

This engraving of the clarinet

was used as a model for similar drawings in the fingering charts of
three subsequent publications.49
Frederic Adolphe Maximilian Gustav de Castillon {1747-1814), a
Swiss musician and professor of mathematics at the military school in
Berlin, wrote nearly six hundred articles concerning music theory,
hi story

and

instruments

in

the

five-volume

supplement

to

the

dans les effets sombres et les morceaux funebres . . • • La grande
Clarinette en A-mi-la, a le son fort doux beaucoup moins sombre et
a plus d'etendue que celle en Sol, elle est propre aux airs
tend res et graci eux . . . Les Cl ari nettes en B-fa-si b ou 't , ont
le Son plus fort et plus saillant que celles en La, surtout celle
en s;c,; elles sont propres aux grands effets, comme Simphonies,
Ouvertures, bruit de Guerre • • • . La Clarinette en C-sol-ut, est
plus sonore que celle en Si, elle est propre aux grands effets,
comme Ouvertures, bruit de Guerre • . . . La petite Clarinette en
D-la-re, est tres sonore et tres saillante c'es pourquoy on la
nomme Brillante, elle est propre aux morceaux de grand bruit,
comme Ouvertures, Simphonies, Airs
. La petite Clarinette en
E-si-mi~
ou naturel, n'est pas fort commune a cause de sa
petitesse; elle a le Son tres aigu et n'est propre qu'aux
TempAtes, Combats, Tambourins . . . "
48{Paris: Le Menu, [c. 1769]), title page. See Albert R. Rice,
"Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816," GSJ (1984): 23-4, pl. v.
49 [Jacques] Hotteterre, Methode • . . Nouve 11 e Edition . . .
Augmentee . • . des Tablatures de la Clarinette • . . de Mr. Bailleux
(Paris:
Bailleux, [c. 1775]), p. 24; an anonymous Principes de
Clarinette avec la Tablature des Meilleurs Mtres pour cet Instrument
(Paris:
[Girard, c. 1775]), p. 1; Abraham, Principes de Clarinette
(Paris: Frere, [c. 1782]), p. 2. See Rice, Ibid., p. 24.
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Encyclop~die (1776-1777). 50

In his article, "Clarinette", he described

a four-key instrument (with an f#/f#'' key) which differed only slightly
in construction from Roeser's clarinet, and was illustrated in four
engravings in a supplemental volume of plates (1777, plate 35, figures
17-20), 51 Castillon's description is very informative and thus warrants
an extensive quotation here:
Clarinet: The clarinet is a reed instrument, invented, it
is said, at the beginning of this century by a Nuremberger. The
[two-key] instrument illustrated [in the 1767 drawing, plate 9] is
apparently of the earliest type, but that [four-key instrument]
shown in our Plate IV, figs. 17 and 18 [in the 1777 supplement] is
more complicated.
Nowadays the clarinet is made in four pieces; the head, the
two middle joints and the foot. There are twelve lateral holes,
of which seven in front and one at the back are closed by the
fingers; the other four are closed by keys. The head is made of
boxwood like the rest; it terminates in ~ beak somewhat resembling
that of a flute clou~e [flageolet?]: 2
but instead of the
mouthpiece, this beak has on its upper flat part a triangular hole
as seen in fig. 19 of Plate IV. The beak is pierced obliquely so
that the interior profile exactly corresponds to the outline shown
in fig. 20. The triangular orifice is covered by a tongue of
cane, suitab 1y shaped and adapted, and tied on with thread; so
that the mouthpiece of the clarinet is something like the tongue
of brass that one finds on a chi 1d's wooden trumpet.
Incidentally, the tone of the clarinet closely resembles that of
the trumpet.

50see Biographie Universelle, ed. G. Michaud, 45 vols. (Paris: C.
Desplaces,
1854-1865),
7:1X;
Fran~ois-Joseph
F~tis,
Biographie
Universelle des Musiciens, 2nd ed., 8 vols. (Paris: Didot Freres, 18661870), 2:208; see also Kathleen Hardesty, ~T~he~~S=U=P~Pl~~=m=e=n~t~t~o~=th~e
Encyclop~die (The Hague:
M. Nijhoff, 1977), p. 133.
51suppl~ment a l'Encyclop~die, ou Dictionnaire Raison-n~ des
Sciences, des Arts et des M~tiers • . . , ed. J. B. Robinet, 5 vols.
(Amsterdam: M. M. Rey, 1776-1780), 2:450-451; and Suite du Recueil de
Planches . • . (Paris: Panckoucke, Stoupe, Brunet, 1777), p. 144, sup.
pl . 4.

52"Flute clou~e" was corrected to "flUte douce" (recorder) in a
reprint of this article in.the "Art.du faiseur d'ins~r~ments de m~sique
et Lutherie," L'Encyclop~dle method1que. Arts et Met1ers Mechamques,
ed., J. F. Marmontel, 2 vols. (Paris: Panckoucke, 1782-1818), 1:118120.
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PLATE 35

FOUR-KEY CLARINETS WITH AN F#/C#'' KEY IN THE WORKS OF
ROESER AND CASTILLON

.Fg . ~6
{/

From top to bottom:

.

~

clarinet from Valentin Roeser,

Gamme de la

clarinette, avec six duos (Paris: Le Menu, [c. 1769]); figure 17, a
clarinet; figure 18, the dorsal side of this clarinet taken apart;
figures 19 and 20 frontal and sideways view of the mouthpiece/socket and
reed illustrating F. A. M. G. de Castillon's article,

11

Clarinette

11

(supplement to the Encyclopedie, 1776) from the Suite de recueil de
Planches (Paris: Pankoucke, Stoupe, Brunet, 1777), p. 143, sup. pl. 4.
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The clarinet is held like the recorder. Holes 2, 3 and 4
are closed by the three fingers of the. 1eft hand. The thumb
covers hole 11 and manages the key 12. 03 Besides hole 2, the
index finger controls key 1. The little finger serves to open and
close keys 9 and 10. It is important to bear in mind this double
duty of the thumb, index and little fingers when writing music for
otherwise one may create
insurmountable
the clarinet,
difficulties. The three fingers of the right hand close holes 5,
6, 7 and the little finger hole 8, while the thumb helps to hold
the instrument.
The clarinet described above has a compass of 3 octaves and
2 tones, for the most part chromatic. [Here follows the fingering
chart.]
The cadences or trills are played on the clarinet as on the
other
wind
instruments,
by opening
the
upper
hole.
One observation must be made, which is that the clarinet is
a minor third lower than other instruments; that is, its lowest C
is in unison with the lowest A on the viol in. By this reckoning
the compass of the clarinet extends from 4 ft. C#, the first C# of
the cello [sic] to E, the triple octave of the minor third of this
C# or the fingered E on the top string of the violin.
This is why, when the clarinet plays with other instruments,
the part is written a minor third higher than theirs.
For
example, if the piece is in A major, the part is in C; if in D, it
is in F. Owing to fingering difficulties, obbligato passages are
only written for the clarinet in C (the A of other instruments)
and in F major (the D of other instruments). To remedy this want
of variety, the middle joints containing the holes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7 are now made in dup 1i cate.
With these new pieces the
clarinet is raised a major semitone, giving two more tonalities Bb
and Eb major.
In preparing a piece of music in A major for the clarinet,
one writes it in C major, and for D major in F, marking the part
as one does for the horns, 11 Clarinet in en [sic, apparently a
typographical error for A], so that the player will know which
middle joints to take. If the music is in Bb or Eb, the clarinet
part wi 11 be in C for Bb and in F for Eb, and wi 11 be marked
11
Clarinet in Bb 11 •
As regards filling-up passages, where the clarinet has not
obbligati or plays only simple parts, they can be managed in all
keys by careful attention to fingering and breath controls, upon
which this instruments makes considerable demands.
The two things to remember are that the clarinet is usually
a minor third below other instruments, but that one should state
which middle joints the player must select.
At the time of writing, there is in Berlin a musician who
plays a clarinet with six keys, on which he obtains all the modes.

53The thumb hole and speaker key are numbered in the drawing after ·
the holes and keys on the frontal side.
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It has already been shown that four keys cause difficulties.
much worse it must be with six!54

How

At the time he wrote this article, Castillon was unacquainted with the
two-key clarinet illustrated in the Planches (1767) of the Encyclopedie.
He emphasized that the clarinet was actually pitched in£', but provided
with two duplicate middle pieces to raise the pitch a half step higher
to Qb'.

The six-key clarinet of the musician in Berlin reminds us that

instruments

of

a more

adventurous players.

advanced design

were available

to

a few

Its fifth and sixth keys were probably for the

notes £b/gb'' and £#/g#'', the latter found on French instruments of the
late eighteenth century.
The reader will note that the f#/£#'' key of Castillon's clarinet
(indicated

in

fig.

17

of

plate

35)

has

a

straight

shank,

a

characteristic found on several five-key clarinets made later in the
century. Its four sections are separated (fig. 18) revealing the dorsal
side of the instrument, and the tenons of the joints shown without the
thread that is norma 11 y wrapped around them.

The shape of the 1ower

stock/be 11 seems to have a more gradua 1 taper than that of Roeser's
clarinet.

The two views of the reed and the mouthpiece/socket are given

in figures 19 and 20.
than Roeser's

and has

We note that the mouthpiece socket is shorter
a triangular slot with a squared-off end.

Halfpenny assumed that Castillon's four-key clarinet was an instrument
developed by French makers.55

Indeed, the French did play this type of

54compare the translation by Eric Halfpenny in ucastilon [sic] on
the Clarinet, .. Music and Letters 35 (Oct. 1954): 334-5. Due to the
length of my quotation, Castillon's original text is reproduced in
Appendix 5 rather than here.
55Halfpenny,

11

Castilon [sic] on the Clarinet, ..

pp. 333, 336.
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clarinet as

proven by the books

Francoeur and others.

and fingering

charts of Roeser,

It appears, however, that this type of clarinet

was known also in Berlin, since Castillon wrote his article in that
city.

The possibility then arises that this type of four-key clarinet

was introduced to Paris by Roeser or earlier German clarinetists, rather
than being a separate deve 1opment by French makers.

In any case, the

national origin of this type of clarinet must remain in question,
because of the apparent 1ack of extant four-key clarinets with an

f#/£#'' key of either French or German provenance.56
Belgium
Two four-key clarinets by Godefroi d-Adri en Rottenburgh ( i i) and
one by Jean Baptiste Willems are characteristic of an early type of
construction found in Brussels during the 1760s. Rottenburgh's clarinet
in
(Brussels
Qb'
2572)
is
divided
into
three
sections:
mouthpiece/socket (now missing);
stock/bell.
for

the

and lower

Its gjQ.' key is positioned on the back of the instrument

right

clarinets. 57

undivided middle joint;

thumb

similar

to

those

keys

found

on

three-key

Another Rottenburgh clarinet pitched in _g' (Shackleton

collection) is illustrated in The New Grove Dictionary of Musical

56only one example of a four-key clarinet with the f#/£#'' key has
come to my attention. It was described as a clarinette d'amour in _g' by
11
Degi.nan 11 , owned by the Flemish collector, Cesar Snoeck . . . See A
Descriptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments recently exh1b1ted at
the Royal Military Exhibition, London, 1890, ed. C. R. Day (L?ndon:
Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1891), p. 112, no. 225. The present locat1on of
this instrument, however, is unknown.
57see Victor-Charles Mahillon, Catalogue Descriptif • • . , 4:349;
Phillip T. Young, Twenty-Five Hundred Htstorical Woodwind Instruments,
p. 82.
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Instruments. 58

It includes two features common to clarinets made after

the mid-century:
position the gjQ

a block or cutaway boss on the 1ower stock/bell to
1

key for the left-hand little finger, and an ivory

ferrule on the upper end of the lower stock.

A four-key clarinet in £

11

by Willems (Brussels 2560) is unusual in that it includes two small
double holes in place of the sixth tone hole for the notes £b/~b
we 11 as the £b ;~b

1 1

key.

11

, as

Because of the existence of these daub 1e
11

holes, Mahillon suggested that the £b/~b key of this instrument was a
later addition. 59 Another clarinet attributed to Willems (Brussels 919)
is a composite instrument partly made by Rottenburgh.
metal slider for elongating the touchplate of the

~/Q 1

inserting longer middle joints when tuning to £ 1 • 60

It includes a
key for use when
This slider may

have been added at a later date, since metal sliders for the
f#/£#

11

1

and

keys are often seen on French initruments from about 1800.

It

~/Q

is interesting to note that both Rottenburgh and Willems also made twokey and five-key clarinets. another four-key clarinet was made about
1780 by Jean Arnold Antoine Tuerlinckx of Mechlen (north of Brussels).
It differs from the earlier instruments by its division into six joints

58shackleton, 11 Clarinet, 11 NGDMI, 1: 392, ill. 3(3); dated
by
Shackleton as c. 1760. Cf. Friedrich von Huene, 11 Rottenburgh, 11 NGDMI,
3:264.
59Mahillon, Catalogue Descriptif . • . , 4:346.
60Mahillon, Catalogue Descriptif • • • 2:211-212.
photograph see F. Geoffrey Renda 11 , The Cl a:i net, pl. I, f.
Shackleton informed me about the compos1te construction
instrument.

For a
Nicholas
of this
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(with

separate mouthpiece and
ferrules. 61

bell),

and

its

use of five

ivory

Other Countries
Mahillon reported that a four-key clarinette d'amour in g' marked
.. Schlegel

a

Bale .. , includes an £b/gb" key with a curved touchplate

positioned for the thumb of the right hand.62

This unusual

key

placement seems to have been made for the benefit of right or lefthanded players, and is rarely found.

Clarinets were initially offered

for sale in the United States during the 1760s in New York and
Phil adel phi a.
advertised

For example, The New York Gazette of 16 November 1761
11

clareonets 11

made

by

Gottlieb

Wolhaupter,

and

the

Pennsylvania Gazette for 5 January 1764 mentioned clarinets in stock at
the music store of Michael Hillegas in Philadelphia.63

While it is not

possible to say how many keys these advertised instruments had, we do
know that four four-key clarinets were offered for sale at an auction of
a large number of items owned by the long-lived music publisher, George
E. Blake (1775-1871).64
61oude · Europese Muzi eki nstrumenten.
Haags Gemeentemuseum ([The
Hague]: n.p., [c. 1970]), pp. 25-27 where the instrument is dated c.
1780 and photographed.
62Mahillon, 2: 214; Langwill identified this maker as Jeremias
Schlegel of Basle in an Index of Musical Wind-Instrument Makers, 6th
ed., p. 158.
63see Rita S. Gottesman, The Arts and Crafts in New York. 17261776 (New York: The New York Historical Society, 1936, reprinted., New
York:
Da Capo, 1970), p. 368; Jo Ann Taricani, 11 Music in Colonial
Philadelphia: Some New Documents,.. Musical Quarterly 65 (1979) 194.
64catalogue of the Large and Valuable Stock of Music Plates, Sheet
Music, Musical Instruments, Material, &c. Being the entire Stock of the
late George E. Blake ([Philadelphia]: M. Thomas & Sons, 1871), p. 50,
nos. 2799, 2800, 2804, 2805. Blake's career is discussed by Richard J.
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The four-key clarinet was also used in the Netherlands during the
1780s and 1790s.

It is mentioned in the music dictionary of Joos

Verschuere Reynvaan (1795) who provided a fingering chart as well.

This

is the only known example of a fingering chart for the four-key clarinet
with an ~b;gb'' key. 65 Reynvaan's clarinet exhibits a slightly bulging
mouthpiece socket and a wide bell (plate 36).

The four-key instrument

continued to be played in Italy during the late eighteenth century.

It

is mentioned by the Italian writer, Carlo Gervasoni, in his treatise of
1800. 66
The Five-Key Clarinet
The five-key clarinet includes a key for the speaker hole (or the
note g#' when used by itself), and for the notes~', ~b;gb'', f#/£#'',
and gj.Q'.

It was constructed in different countries at various times

during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries often a1ongsi de
four - key, six-key and instruments of a more advanced design.

The

clarinetist, J. X• . Lefevre, began his famous Methode de clarinette
(1802) with an explanation of the origin and development of the
clarinet.

He stated that the keys for gf.Q', f#/£#'' and ~b;gb'' were

Wolfe in Early American Music Engraving
University of Illinois, 1980), pp. 45-7.

and

Printing

(Urbana:

65Muzlikaal Kunst-Woordenboek (Amsterdam: W. Brave, 1795), p. 410,
s.v. "Klarinet", pl. 30. See Rice, "Clarinet Fingering Charts," p. 25.
66La Scuola della Musica (Piacenza:
N. Orcesi),
Gervasoni did not identify the keys of his clarinet.

p.

352.
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PLATE 36

A four-key clarinet with an ~b;gb,, key from Joos Verschuere Reynvaan,
Muzjkaal Kunst-Woordenboek (Amsterdam: W. Brave, 1795), pl. 30.
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added by a Mr. Friz [sic]. 67

In 1808, the maker, J. F. Simiot added to

Lefevre's account by stating this "discovery" by Fritz had been made in
68
1760.
Other than these statements by Lefevre and Simiot there is no
further evidence to suggest that the Brunswick organ maker, Barthel d
Fritz, invented these keys or even made clarinets.69

There exists,

however, a few five-key instruments of German origin which may have been
made about 1760 or earlier.
Germany
The earliest German maker whose five-key instruments are extant is
a G(Georg?) Walch of Berchtesgaden.

A document of 1764 identified him,

although there appears to be two previous makers by this name in
Berchtesgaden.7°

Two .9." clarinets by this maker are found in six

sections, which may indicate that the original mouthpiece/socket and
bell/stock were damaged and later replaced with separate sectionsJ1
67[Jean-Xavier] Le Fevre, Methode de clarinette
L'Imprimerie du Conservatoire de Musique, an XI [1802]), p. 1.
"
ces trois
d'instrumens ~ vent."

derni~res

(Paris:

clefs est due i Mr. Friz, facteur

Wilhelm Schneider was probably the earliest to identify this maker as
the organ maker, Barthold Fritz of Brunswick. However, he ~tif~reted
L5feKr~ to mean that Fritz added only the two keys for f /£.
and
£ /~
.
See Historisch=technische Beschreibung der musikalischen
Instrumente (Neisse and Leipzig: T. Hennings, 1834), p. 26.
68[Jacques Fran9ois] Simiot, Tableau Explicatif des innovations et
changemens faits i la clarinette (Lyons:
The Author, 1808), page
entitled "Prospectus".
69cf. Donald Howard Boalch and Peter Williams, "Fritz, Barthold,"
NGDMI, 1:798.
70cf. Birsak, Die Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger Museum
Caroline Augusteum, pp. 63, 65 and Hans Bruckner, "Die Pfeifenmacherei
in Berchtesgaden," Tibia 4, no. 2 (1979): 294-5.
71cf. Young, Twentv-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments,
p. 141. Zimmermann, however, dated his .9.'' clarinet (now Bonn 123) to
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The upper (and only extant) section of another clarinet by G. Walch
(probably in Qb'), however, appears to have originally been made in six
sections, with the register key mounted in a ring on the upper section
(an eighteenth-century characteristic of construction).72
Most of the German-made five-key clarinets we have were made
during the last third of the eighteenth century.

The archival records

of the court orchestra at Cologne, however, show that the maker, Carl
Barth, constructed clarinets from 1765 to 1768.73

Other makers during

this period include Heinrich Carl Talcke (1719-1792), Carl Augustin
Grenser (1720-1807), his nephew, Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Grenser (16741813), and Jakob Friedrich Grundmann (1727 or 29-1800).

Although well-

known makers, such as the Grensers, continued to construct four-key
clarinets during the late eighteenth century,74 some makers also
produced instruments with additional keys.

One of the earliest recorded

examples which may have been of German origin, is the six-key clarinet
reportedly owned by a player who passed through Berlin in 1776.

The

about 1800. See Josef Zimmermann, Von Zinken Flaten und Schalmeien.
Katalog einer Sammlung historischer Holzblasinstrumente ([Duren:
A.
Bezani], 1967), p. 117.
72Birsak, Die Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger Museum Carolina
Augusteum, p. 45.
Birsak dated this clarinet to the middle of the
eighteenth century.
73Rechn. Mittwochsrentkammer 24.7.65, cited by Klaus Wolfgang
Niemaller, Kirchenmusik und reichsstadtische Musikpflege im Kaln des 18.
Jahrhunderts (Cologne:
A. Volk, 1960), p. 80 note 8.
A five-key
clarinet by Barth was recorded at Berlin as no. 2882.
See Sachs,
Sammlung Alter Musikinstrumente bei der Staatliche Hochschule fOr Musik
zu Berlin, col. 294.
74This may have been due to the attitude that it was better to
correct intonation by a careful construction of the bore and tone holes,
rather than the addition of more keys. See the statements concerning
the flute by Heinrich Grenser in "Erklarung an Tromlitz Ober die Flaten"
in "Intelligenz-Blatt zur Allgemeinen Musikalischen Zeitung," no. XI
(March 1800), AMZ 2( 1799): i ns~rt~d be~ween co 1s. 464 "and 465; and
Friedrich von Huene, "(Johann) He1nr1ch (W1lhelm) Grenser, NGDMI, 2:77.
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existence of this instrument astonished the Swiss writer, Frederic de
Castillon. 75
Its sixth key was most likely Lefevre and Baumann's
£

#'

jg

#''

.
.
.
, s1nce th1s key 1s found on many subsequent German instruments,

although the trill key from ~' to Q' is found in place of this key on
some early clarinets. 76 It is interesting to note that Johann Friedrich
Floth (1761

- 1807),

according to C. Billert, made an eight-key

instrument as early as 1791.77
Young listed an incomplete
Poznan

( 184).

He

reported

five-key~'

that

the

clarinet by Grundmann in

catalogue

of

the

Muzeum

Wielkopolskie stated that this clarinet is dated 1759 in one section and
1795 on another sectionJ 8 If the 1759 date is accurate then this
instrument is the earliest dated clarinet.

One of the earliest German

five-key clarinets is an unusual one by H. c. Tolcke (Trondheim RMT
75/3) pitched in Qb' and divided into five sections:
two finger hole joints, barrel and mouthpiece.
ferrules and what appears to be an ivory barrel.

bellflower stock,
It includes ivory
Originally, the

instrument had its keys for f#/£#" and ~/Q' both positioned on the
dorsal side to be operated by the thumb.

At some 1ater time the

75see his report in the Supplement to the Encyclopedie (1776),
pages 256-260 above.
76For example, a clarinet in Qb' by H. c. Tolcke (Boston 21). See
Nichol as Bessaraboff, Ancient European Musical Instruments.
An
Organological Study of the Musical Instruments in the Leslie Lindsey
Mason Collection at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (New York: October
House, 1941), p. 100, no. 112; [Barbara . Lambert and D. Samuel Qu~g~e-¥],
Musical Instruments Collection. Checkl1st of Instruments on Exh1b1t1on
(Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1983), p. 30, no. 21.
77c. Billert, 11 Clarinette, 11 Musikalisches Conversations-Lexicon,
ed. H. Mendel, 11 vols. (Berlin: R. Oppenheim, 1870-1876), 2:481.
78Phillip T. Young, 11 Inventory of Instruments: J. H. Eichentopf,
Poerschman, Sattler, A. and H. Grenser, Grundmann, .. GSJ 31 {1978): 128.
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ori gina 1 tone ho 1es were fi 11 ed in and these keys were re-mounted and
positioned on the fronta 1 side to be operated by the 1eft-hand 1itt 1e
finger.

As a result of this alteration, Tolcke's stamp on the lower

stock has been displaced from its original position which would have
been parallel to the stamps on the other sections.79
A typical five-key German clarinet is illustrated as part of a
fingering chart in J. G. H. Backofen's Anweisung zur Klarinette (c.
80
The reader will note in plate 37, the five sections of
1803).
Backofen's clarinet:

dark colored mouthpiece (probably ebony), barrel,

two middle joints ·and a lowerjstockjbell.

The lower stock includes a

rounded swelling, where the keys for f#/£#'' and gjQ' were mounted, and
the bell is quite wide.

By the time J. Froehlich wrote his description

of the clarinet (1810-11), the instrument was usually being made in six
sections with a divided lower stock and bell.

He explained that it is

better to divide these sections in order to avoid cracks caused by
changes in temperature.

Shorter pieces of wood are not apt to expand
and contract so easily as larger ones. 81 Froehlich stated further that

the bell of the clarinet should be rather wide and convex so that the
lower range will be full and strong, and the upper range can be played

791 am grateful to Hans Rudolf Stalder for informing me ~bout this
clarinet.
For a photograph see Peter Andreas KJeldsberg,
Musikkinstrumenter ved Ringve Museum.
The Collection of Musical
Instruments (Trondheim: Ringve Museums Skifter, 1976), pp. -62-3.
80Johann Georg Heinrich Backofen, Anwei sung zur Kl ari nette nebst
ei ner kurzen Abhandl unq Ober das Basset-Horn (Leipzig:
Brei tkopf &
Hartel, [c. 1803]), p. 8.
81see Joseph Froehlich, Vollstandige Theoretisch=pracktisch MusikSchule (Bonn: N. Simrock, [1810-11]), p. 8; trans. Eugene E. Rousseau,
11
Clarinet Instructional Materials from 1732 to ca. 1825 11 (Ph.D. diss.,
State University of Iowa, 1962), p. 174.
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PLATE 37

A five-key clarinet illustrated as part of a fingering chart from Johann

Georg Heinrich Backofen, Anwei sung zur Kl ari nette nebst ei ner kurzen
Abhandlung Uber das Basset-Horn (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
1803])' p. 8.

H~rtel,

[c.
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easily.

82

The f#/£#'' key levers on German instruments of this period

are invariably straight rather than cranked or offset as with Englishmade instruments.83
Many German makers added double holes to their instruments to
avoid the necessity of adding fingers (known as cross fingering) for
some pitches to correct intonation. 84 For instance, August Grenser
often used double holes

for the third and seventh finger holes,
providing a £# '/9.#'' and an f# /£#' ' . 85 His nephew, Heinrich Grenser,
included a double hole for the third finger hole for £#' fg#''

(and

curiously, a key for these pitches as well) on a six-key clarinet
pitched in Qb' • 86 The theorist, H. C. Koch {1802), referred to this
aspect of construction, mentioning the use of a double hole on good
clarinets, but only for the third finger. 87 Interestingly, an anonymous
82 see Froehlich, p. 4; trans. Rousseau, p. 165.
83 The straight lever for f#/£#" is still depicted in fingering
charts
for the six and nine-key clarinet in Gottfried Weber's article,
11
Einiges uber Clarinette und Bassett-horn, .. Cacilia 11, no. 41
{1829) :35-57.
84 A. R. Rice, 11 Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816, 11 pp. 19-20.
85oavid Ross has informed me in personal correspondence that two
clarinets by August Grenser, in Halsingborg and Amsterdam (the latter
now owned by T. Eric Hoeprich, formerly by G. Hase) have double holes
for the third and seventh finger holes. Cf. Young, Twenty-Five Hundred
Historical Woodwind Instruments, p. 44, clarinets nos. 3 and 4.
86curt Sachs, Sammlung Alter Musikinstrumente •.• zu Berlin, col
293, no. 523. This instrument was 1ost in World War II according to
Young, Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments, p. 51,
clarinet no. 7. According to David Ross in private correspondence with
me, some clarinets by C. G. Bormann (1770 to 71-1839) in the Jollj~~ions
in Vienna and Munich, include this double hole as well as a£ '/9.
key
as an original part of the instrument and not as a later addition.
87Heinrich Christoph Koch, Musikalisches Lexikon (Frankfurt: H.
dem Jungern, 1802, reprinted., Hildesheim: Olms, 1964), eels. 333-334,
note **
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(German?)

five-key

clarinet

made

entirely

of

i vary

(Casadesus

collection, Boston 89) has its third and fourth hole positions
88
doubled,
which is rarely found on clarinets but is common to the
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century oboe.89
In 1808, C. F. Michaelis published an article anonymously in the
Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung suggesting the use of nine keys on the
clarinet.

Si nee many of his readers were wary of problems caused by

complicated mechanisms, he mentioned that after three-quarters of a year
only one key had needed to be repaired. 90 Michaelis did not describe
the additional keys of his clarinets, but they may have been (besides
the initial five) for the notes, £#';g#'', Qb/f'', gb';Qb'', and g#', as
found on a nine-key instrument in Qb' by Stengel of Bayreuth (Rendall
collection,

Edinburgh

106)

made about

1825. 91

Another

possible

arrangement of these keys which includes one for f'/£''' instead of the
g#' key,

is shown in a fingering chart published in 1829. 92

The

composer, Louis Spohr, helped to promote the use of a more complicated
88catalogue of the Casadesus Collection of Old Musical Instruments
(Boston: n.p., 1926), no. 89. This instrument was formerly in the
collection of August Tolbecque. Cf. Elisabeth Bernard, 11 Tolbecque,
Auguste 11 Grove 6, 19:29.
89see Phillip A. Bate, The Oboe, 3rd ed. (New York:
1975), p. 49.

W. W. Norton,

90[Christian Friedrich Michaelis], 11 Ueber die Klarinette,n AMZ 10
(16 March 1808):cols. 367-8, 390. Michaelis stated that his clarinets
were made by Kayser of Hanover. A nine-key clarinet by F. Kayser is
extant in the Stadtische Museum of Gottingen, according to Langwill in
An Index of Musical Wind-Instrument Makers, 6th ed., p. 88.
91For a description see F. G. Rendall, The Clarinet, p. 87 and G.
Melville-Mason, A Check-List of the Single-Reed Woodwind Instruments in
the Edinburgh UniversitY Collection of Historic Musical Instruments, p.
6, no. 106.
92see G. Weber,
40.

11

Einiges Uber Clarinett und Bassetthorn, .. after p.
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clarinet.

In the introduction to the published edition of his first

clarinet concerto (written in 1808), he emphasized that this highly
technical work could only be executed with an eleven-key instrument.
addition to the usual five keys, Spohr specified:

an ~b /Qb
1

11

In

trill key

for the first finger of the right hand; an f /£ 1 1 1 tri 11 key for the
1

third finger of the left hand; a trill key used for trilling £ 1 to Q1
1

1

and Qb to £ 11 for the first finger of the right hand; a g# key for the
first finger of the left hand; a Qb/f 11 key which could also be used for
trilling, for the third finger of the right hand; a double hole for the
1

third hole position or preferably a £# ;g#

11

key; a hole on the dorsal

side for the right thumb to produce a low Q; and curved touchplates for
the f#/£#
#I I 93

11

and ~/Q 1 keys for greater facility in playing Q1 followed by

An eleven-key clarinet by Heinrich Grenser (Heckel collection,
Biebrich K-7) includes all of these keys as specified by Spohr. 94

£

.

The most important and significant modifications to the design of
the classical clarinet were carried out by the Russian born musician and
maker,

Iwan Muller,

during the first

and second decades of the

Simiot claimed that Muller had constructed an
eight-key clarinet while Muller was living in Russia in 1803. 95 By
nineteenth century.

1808, Muller had gone to Dresden where he worked with the German maker,

93spohr 1 s first concerto was published in Leipzig by Kuhnel in
1810.
The introduction is reproduced in Karl Stock, .. Johann Simon
Hermstedt. Zum Gedachtnis des beruhmten Klarinettenvirtuosen und ersten
des
ehemaligen
Hofkapelle,
jetzt
staatliches
Kappellmeisters
11
Loh=Orchester zu Sondershausen, Deutsche Musiker=Zeitung 60 (21 Sept.
1929):797. Cf. the descriptions given by 0. Kroll in The Clarinet, pp.
25, 72-73.
94For a photograph of this instrument see P. T. Young, The Look of
Music, p. 151, no. 181.
95Revue Musicale 6 (1 January 1830): 541.
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Johann Heinrich Grenser, to construct an alto clarinet in f' by applying
a new system of 16 keys to a basset horn, removing its four lowest notes
In 1809, the Vienna correspondent for the
for g_#, !J., £# and ~- 96
Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung reviewed a concert where Muller played
his basset horn.

He quoted Muller in the review as stating that his

improvements to the basset horn could and should be applied to the
clarinet.

The editor of this journal, J. F. Rochlitz, also mentioned

the use of pads of leather under each key of Muller's basset horn, which
minimized the rattling caused when the key 1evers are depressed. 97

In

about 1810, Muller travelled to Paris where he set up an instrument
making shop with the assistance of a stockbroker, M. P. Petit, and
Boscari, an amateur musician. 98 The first person to make a thirteen-key
clarinet, Muller was particularly attentive to placing the tone holes in
their acoustically correct positions for the proper intonation.

He also

introduced key pads of gut or leather stuffed with wool in the shape of
an .. elastic bal,... 99 They required the use of a round, hollow cup
96Grenser may have begun work on this instrument by March of 1808,
see [C. F. Michaelis], 11 Ueber die Klarinete, 11 AMZ 10 (16 March 1808):
cols. 389-90, note *.
Muller's instrument is described as the
Mullersche Bassethorn 11 in 11 Nachrichten, .. AMZ 11 (9 Nov 1808):cols. 8991; and in 11 Miscellen, 11 AMZ 11 (13 Sept. 1809):cols 798-99.
97 .. Nachrichten, 11 AMZ 11 (12 July 1809):
F. G. Rendall, The Clarinet, p. 89.

col. 653 and note*.

Cf.

98see [Louis Benjamin] Francoeur, 11 Rapport fait par M. Fran~oeur,
au non du Comite des arts mecaniques, sur une nouvelle clar1nette
presentee a la Societe par M. Janssen, rue l'Eveque, no. 14, butte des
Moulines, a Paris,..
Bulletin de la Societe d'encouragement pour
l'industrie nationale 212 (1822):42 and Joseph James Estock, 11 A
Biographical Dictionary of Clarinetists Born Before 1800 11 (Ph.D. diss.,
University of Iowa, 1972), pp. 250-54.
99see Iwan Muller, Methode pour La nouvelle Clarinette &
Clarinette-Alto (Paris: Gambaro, [c. 1821]), p. 32; and cf. Pamela
Weston, 11 Muller, Iwan, 11 NGDMI, 2:703-4.
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soldered to the shank, their corresponding holes had to be countersunk,
leaving a raised rim of wood for the pad to rest upon.100

Besides the

eleven keys specified by Spohr in his introduction to his first clarinet
concerto (1810), MOller added useful keys for f/£'' and Q/f#'' .101
of the thirteen keys

(ie., those for f#/£#"

Two

and Qb/f") included

attachments to their 1evers ca 11 ed branches, positioned for the right
thumb for use in trilling particularly awkward intervals.

MOller also

introduced a metal ligature with two screws for holding the reed to the
mouthpiece, as being preferab 1e to the use of twine in its ease of
adjustment and better appearance . 102 With his thirteen-key soprano
clarinet, MOller intended to increase the technical capabilities of the
instrument so that the player might dispense with a whole set of
clarinets and play compositions in any tonality on the Qb' instrument
alone. 103
In 1812, MOller presented his alto clarinet and his thirteen-key
soprano clarinet in Qb' for the approval of a commission of eight
members from the Conservatoire Imperiale de Musique et de Declamation of
Paris.

This commission did not accept MOller's soprano clarinet, but

did approve his alto clarinet.

They recognized the improvement in

techn i ca 1 capabilities and intonation of his soprano instrument, but
rejected it on the grounds that with its sole use, the composer would be

100see F. G. Rendall, The Clarinet, p. 26.
101For a description of MOller's keys, see 0. Kroll, The Clarinet,
p. 26-7.
102He called his ligature an "anneau" or ring in the Methode ••.
p. 23, where a mouthpiece, meta 1 1i gature and reed are illustrated as
fig. 1-5.
103MOller, Methode ••. , p. 5.
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deprived of the individual tonal characteristics of the clarinets
pitched in ~'' and£' • 104 According to Gottfried Weber, this decision
was reversed after two years, and MOller's clarinet was approved for use
at

the

Paris

conservatory in 1814.105

His thirteen-key soprano

instrument and his alto clarinet were manufactured during the 1820s by
Gentellet in Paris, Brelet in Lyons, J. G. C. Bischoff in Damrstadt, B.
Schott's

Sohne in Mainz,

and Griessling & Schlott in Berlin.106

According to Frohlich in 1817, MOller had promised to provide a tutor
for his new clarinet.

This was eventually published in Paris in about

1821 and subsequently translated into German and Italian.107 MOller had
104 "Rapport fait par la commission charg~e d'examiner la nouvelle
clarinette propos~e par M. Muller, et la clarinette alto perfectionn~e
par la meme artiste", dated 12 May 1812 in Gazette Nationale, ou Le
Moniteur Universel, no. 152 (31 May 1812) :593. The commission members
were: X. Lef~vre, Eler, Duvernay, M~hul, Cherubini, Gossec, Catel and
Sarrette. For a section of the original report see F. G. Rendall, The
Clarinet, p. 90 and Pamela Weston, Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past
(London: R. Hale, 1971), pp. 159-160.
10 5Gottfried Weber, "Clarinette," in Allgemeine Encvclopadie der
Wissenschaften und KOnste, eds. J. S. Ersch and J. G. Gruber, 167 vols.
(Leipzig: J. F. Gleditsch, 1818-1889), 17 (1828): 374.
106c~sar Gardeton, Annales de la musique ou almanach musical de
Paris, 2nd year (Paris, 1820, reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1978), p.
65; According to Constant Pierre, Brelet made "clarinettes i la Muller"
in 1823, see Les Facteurs de'Instruments de Musique (Paris: E. Sagot,
1893), p. 310, note 1; Johann Georg Heinrich Backofen, Anweisung zur
Clarinette mit besonderer Hinsicht auf die in neuern Zeiten diesem
Instrument bei gefOgten Kl appen nebst ei ner kurzen Abhandl ung Ober das
Basset-Horn (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & Hartel,
[1824]), p. 6;
"Intelligenzblatt zur Caecilia.
1825", nr. 9 in Caci.lia, eine
Zeitschrift fOr die musikalische Welt 3 (1825): 16; "Intel11genz-Blatt
zur allgemeinen musikalischen Zeitung", no. VI (June 1825) in AMZ 27
(1825): col. 28, "Anzeige".

107 [Joseph] Frohlich, "Ueber die Verbess~rung der ~1 ari nette vom
Hrn. Iwan MOller, vormals Prof. am Conservator1um zu Par1s, nun erstem
Klarinettisten an der grossen Oper zu London," AMZ 19 (15 Oct. 1817):
col. 719. The German translation of MOller's M~thode was published in
1825. Italian translations are recorded for 1824, 1842, and c. 1858.
See Appendix 3, An Inventory of Clarinet Instructional Materials, 17321843.
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an enormous influence on 1ater makers and his thirteen-key clarinet
(with some later modifications) became the standard instrument for most
clarinetists until the early part of the twentieth century.108
England
A few makers active in England from circa 1765 made five-key
clarinets rather than the four-key instruments preferred at this time in
Germany and France.

The two earliest surviving five-key clarinets (both

of which have had a sixth key added sometime after their construction)
were made by George Miller (fl. London, c. 1765-1799), who was possibly
of German origin. 109 These are matching clarinets in Qb' (Gloucester,
Hardwicke Court) made for William Sharp (1729-1820) circa 1765. 110 A
frequently reproduced painting of the Sharp family (1779-1781) by the
German portrait artist, Johan Zoffany, includes a number of musical
instruments, among which can be seen the bell of one of these clarinets
(although partly concealed by other instruments) on the table. 111 This
instrument carries a wide ivory ring at the end of the bell and the wood
An analysis of the
was burned to simulate tortoise shell.1 12

108see Shackleton, "Clarinet," NGDMI, 1:395.
109Maurice Byrne, "Miller, George " NGDMI, 1:662.
110These instruments were the property of the late Miss Olive K.
For a photograph and description
see Eric Halfpenny, "Early English Clarinets," GSJ 18 (1965):51-2, pl.
V, a-b.
Ll. Lloyd-Baker of Hardwicke Court.

111see Mary Webster, Johan Zoffany 1733-1810 ([London]: National
Portrait Gallery, [1976]), pp. 69-70, no. 87; ~nd Arthur Hut~hins,
Mozart: The Man - The Musician (New York: Sch1 rmer, 1976), 1n the
section entitled "Pictorial Essay: Music and Society", p. 39, ill. 61.
112This process, called sand burni~g, req~ires that pieces of wood
be 1aid on a corrugated bed of sand 1n an 1ron tray over a fl arne.
Contact with the ridges in the hot sand produces patterns of darker
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construction of English-made clarinets is given below, since a good deal
of

information

is

available

from

the

scholarly

literature

and

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century sources.
Mouthpiece and Barrel:

The mouthpiece/socket of one of the Miller

clarinets in Qb' is in its original state of one integral section, while
the mouthpiece of the other clarinet is a replacement with a long tenon,
the top of the severed socket being reinforced by an ivory ring .113
Indeed, English mouthpieces are characterized by their diminutive size,
compared to continental examples, and when separated from their socket
include long tenons in order to provide a long tuning slide.114
Sometimes the mouthpiece tenon is the same 1ength as the socket, in
which case the bore of the socket (later ·called the barrel) is "stepped"
where it meets its 1ower ferrule; otherwise the mouthpiece is given a
short tenon similar to the modern type, and the barrel retains a section
of the original bore between its two ferrules. 115 A separate mouthpiece
with a long tenon was commonly made during the 1780s and is illustrated
in the fingering chart of the earliest English tutor, The Clarinet
Instructor by which Playing on that Instrument is rendered easy . • . (c
1780, plate 38, no. 1).116

By 1800, a separate barrel was always made

mottling which are much admired.
pp. 13, 71, 84 note 9.

See F. Geoffrey Rendall, The Clarinet,

113Eric Halfpenny, "Early English Clarinets," p. 45.
114Nicholas Shackleton, "Clarinet," NGDMI, 1: 393.
115cf. Halfpenny, p. 45.
116(London: Longman & Broderip).
Charts, 1732-1816," p. 25.

See Rice, "Clarinet Fingering
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and was known as the socket or box. 117

The English maker, James Wood,

went a step further by lining the bore of the barrel with a brass tube,
five-eights of an inch in diameter and one inch long, for greater ease
in tuning. 118 The barrel was made to fit and slide into the tenon of
the upper middle joint and is illustrated in Wood's patent design and in
the fingering chart of J. Mahon's A New and Complete Preceptor for the
Clarinet . . . (c. 1803, plate 38, nos. 2, 3a-b).119
The original slots of the earliest mouthpieces are very short,
narrow and fan-shaped with a nearly square upper end.120 A later design
is seen in the slot of a mouthpiece (of African blackwood) belonging to
a clarinet
collection).

in f''

by George Astor and Co.

(c.

1810,

author's

It is closer to a rectangle, the upper end (8.5 mm) of the

slot being similar in length to its ·lower end (7.0 mm), and its upper
end is curved.121 During the early nineteenth century, mouthpieces were
usually made of dense, black wood, more impervious to warping than
boxwood, such as, ebony, cocus and African blackwood. 12 2
The Middle Joints:

Both of the Hardwicke Court Miller clarinets

have two middle joints, the lower stock and bell being integral.

The

117see James Wood, "Clarionet and other Wind Musical Instruments",
British Patent, no. 2381 ( 10 April 1800; reprint, London: G. E. Eyre
and W. Spottiswoode, 1856), p. 2.
118wood, p. 3 .
119(London:
Goulding, Phipps & D'Almaine), p. 3.
See Rice,
"Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816," pp. 28-9, 41 note 48.
120Halfpenny, p. 46; cf. Wood's drawing, plate 38, no. 3b.
121This mouthpiece was at one time refaced, but the shape of the
slot was only slightly altered.
122see Michael G. Zadro, "Woods used for woodwind instruments
since the 16th century-!," EM 3 (April 1975):136.
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PLATE 38

FIVE- AND SEVEN KEY CLARINETS BY ENGLISH MAKERS

1)

3)

2)

1-

~: ':

2-

' .:

· ''
()

(")

0

I) A five-key clarinet from The Clarinet Instructor (c. 1780); 2) A
'

five-key clarinet with "swivel" keys in John Mahon's A New and Complete
Preceptor (c. 1803); 3a-b) Two views of a seven-key clarinet from James
Wood's patent, "Clarionet and other Wind Musical Instruments" (1800).
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upper of these joints carries the £' key on the front and the register
key on the back,

mounted into slightly rounded rings with lathe

centermarks as a gui d.e for boring the fulcrum pins.

Later rings are

square and plain, and are underpinned with a thick brass wire crossing
the grain of wood below the fulcrum pins, and sunk in the thickness of
the tube's wall , to prevent i nci pi ent cracks from spreading.

Still

later instruments have cutaway blocks instead of rings and are usually
After instrument makers began to
pinned at all pivot points. 123
construct the bell as a separate piece the lower middle joint was
sometimes united to the lower stock, probably to reduce the number of
tenon-and-socket joints.

Two examples of this construction were made by
Miller and his associate John Cramer (fl. London, c. 1785-1828). 124
This Miller clarinet also carries a pivot boss on the upper middle joint
for a right-hand trill key from Qb' to ~''--the sixth key found on many
English clarinets.

However,

this

key was never fitted

to this

instrument, nor could it have been without first flattening off the
upper key ring to form a seating. 125 This trill key is usually found on
clarinets during the late eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries, when
cutaway blocks had replaced rings for mounting keys.

Interestingly,

both Hardwicke Court Millers have been fitted with this key.

They are

both mounted

and

for

the

left hand

(an unusual

practice),

are

contemporary additions made for the owner of the clarinets, Wi 11 i am

123Halfpenny, p. 47.
124Halfpenny, pp. 48, 52, no. 7, pl. VII Bl. T~is characteristic
is also found in James Wood's patent (p. 3) and draw1ng, plate 38, nos
3a-b. Cramer, like Miller, may have been of German descent. SeeM.
Byrne, 11 Miller, George, .. NGDMI, 1:662-3.
125Halfpenny, p. 48.
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Sharp.

Their workmanship is not of the same quality as is that for the

other keys, and it is probable that they were among the earliest
clarinets in England to receive the sixth key .

It should be noted that

the pivots for these left-hand keys were accommodated in the lower ring
(where the £' key is mounted), and the note holes were placed at the
level of the upper ring, which was flattened or cut away to receive the
key pad.

The pivot boss for the right hand is usually placed below the

lower ring to suit the longer lever.l26
An interesting later development in the design of keys are the
round, "self-aligning" or "swivel" key flaps found in James Wood's
patent of 1800.

They consist of a round key cover of "wood, bone,

ivory, metal, brass or any metallick composition" which has a nob that
is connected by means of a screw to the end of each key lever. 127 The
component parts are clearly shown in Wood's drawing and illustrated in
Mahon's drawing of a five-key clarinet (plate 37, nos. 2 and 3).

Wood's

clarinet includes the trill key for Qb' and f'' positioned for the left
hand and an additional key for g#' positioned for the right hand, both
keys having long curved levers

Another innovation by this maker is his

use of small pipes or bushings made of metal, wood or other materials,
and inserted into the tone ho 1es covered by keys, in an effort to
provide an airtight seating. 128 A six-key instrument in f'' made by the

126cf. Halfpenny, p. 48.
127James Wood "Clarionet and other Wind Musical Instruments", p.
3.
See Andrew Lyle, "John Mahon's Clarinet Preceptor," GSJ 30
(1977): 53; and page 2 of the sleeve notes by ~1 an Hacker for the
recording of J. N. Hummel's Clarinet Quartet (L'01seau Lyre OSLO 501,
1974).
128wood, pp. 3-4, also seen in Wood's illustration plate 38, no.
3.
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London firm of Goulding and Co. (1799-1836) includes these modifications
of James Wood, though without the

sl'

key.1 29

A nineteenth-century

maker, Thomas Key ( fl . London, c. 1800 - 1853), used meta 1 bushings
(liners or sleeves) in the covered tone holes of several clarinets, and
occasionally a few liners are encountered in open tone holes as well.130
Key also made use of the normal square key flaps, as well as a slightly
convex round flap • 131 The 1atter design became popular by the second
decade of the nineteenth century.
An interesting external feature of the middle sections is that
they are not completely cylindrical, but are often given a very slightly
downward taper with a corresponding outward flare at the shoulders of
tenons.

According to Halfpenny, the effect is of lightness and

elegance, and is evidently the product of the makers' view of dynamic
symmetry.1 32 Early nineteenth century English clarinets are usually
divided into five or six joints:

the bell, lower stock, one or two

finger hole joints, barrel and mouthpiece.

Occasionally the barrel and

upper joint were made in one piece and used with three other sections:
the be 11 , 1ower stock and mouthpiece . 133 Other instruments are found
129This instrument is owned by the English clarinetist, Alan
Hacker, who had four more keys added to the instrument by the modern
maker Edward Planas. See Hacker's sleeve notes for the recording of J.
N. Hu~mel's Clarinet Quartet and the photograph of the instrument on the
back of the album cover.
130see James N. Luke, 11 The Clarinets of Thomas Key of London ..
(D.M.A. diss., University of Missouri--Kansas City, 1969), p. 31. It is
possible that Key was of German descent, see Luke, p. 16.
131Many of these keys are mounted on metal saddles instead of
wooden rings or knobs. See Luke, pp. 33-35 and Rendall, The Clarinet,
pp. 23-25.
132Halfpenny, p. 48.
133 Luke, p. 37.
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with two alternative fingerhole joints (and sometimes an alternative
barrel) to change the tonality of the instrument from£'' to Q' or from
Qb' to £'.

The touchplates of the long keys for g/Q' and f#/£#"

sometimes include sliders which are extendible for use with the longer
fingerhole joints.

An instrument by Astor (Bate collection, Oxford 4)

is found with alternative joints for tuning from £'' to Qb'.

It is

possible, however, that these joints do not belong to this clarinet
since a change of a whole step, rather than the usual half step, would
create intonation di ffi cul ties • 134

Furthermore, it has been suggested

that a right hand joint and another barrel for an extension to £' is
missing, since there are additional compartments in the case holding
this

instrument.135

instruments (in£'',

Some

clarinetists

may

have

carried

three

Qb' and£') completely assembled, as shown by a set

of three clarinets by Thomas Key held in one box,

in the Rendall

collection. 136
The Bell Sections:

Halfpenny has noted the apparent difficulty of

grafting the sharply-expanding bell onto the cylindrical tube of the
earliest clarinets.

The practice of separating the bell from the lower

joint appears to have been adopted at the same time that the mouthpiece

134cf. Shackleton'

11

Cl ari net' II NGDMI' 1: 393.

135[Anthony Baines], The Bate Collection of Historical Wind
Instruments.
Catalogue of the Instruments ([Oxford]:
University of
Oxford, 1976), p. 31, no. 4.
136Edinburgh University collection, nos 143-145. . See An
Exhibition of European Music Instruments, ed. G. Melv11le-~ason
([Edinburgh]: Edinburgh University, 1968), p. V~II(1); Graham Me~vllle
Mason A Check-List of The Single-Reed Woodw1 nd Instruments 1n the
Edinb~rgh University Collec~ion of ~istoric Musical Instruments
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh Univers1ty Collect1on, 1982), pp. 3, 6, 12.
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came to be separated from the barrel.137

Some early instruments,

however, are found with a separate bell and a mouthpiece/socket of the
earliest type.

Later instruments by Key were made with a barrel and

upper joint in one piece and a separate bell.138

The swelling for the

f/£'' hole found on four-key German instruments is replaced on English

five-key clarinets

with

a large socket

boss.

On the

earliest

instruments this boss is given a sloping downward or rounded curve,
later clarinets have a sharp swag-like incurve which just clears the
seating of the ~b;~b'' hole, and also furnishes an effective bearing for
the key pivot . 139 The 1evers for the f# /£#" key of the earliest
clarinets are straight for their entire length, as seen with the
clarinet in the anonymous tutor of c. 1780 (plate 38, no. 1).

It was

found that the design of this key created a sideways thrust at the
bearing, so to solve this problem an additional boss was left turned on
the tube above the f#/£#'' hole, and slotted to act as a guide for the
neck of the keys.

The 1ever of the f# /£#'' key was then offset or
cranked to the left, from~ to~ inch, about the middle of the shank. 140
This design placed the touchplate within convenient reach of the lefthand little finger and in close proximity to the

~/Q'

touchplate.

137Halfpenny, pp. 49-50, pl. I, g.
138 Luke, p. 37.
139These two types of bosses ~re clea;ly seen .in ~late 38 (nos. 2
and 3a-b) the earliest appearing w1th the 1llustrat1on 1n the anonymous
tutor (no: 1). For a photograph of the early sloping
type on a fi~e-key
clarinet by Kusder (c. 1765), see Graham Wells, 11 London Salesroom, EM 4
(July 1976):305.
140Halfpenny, pp. 50, 52-3. At least one ~larinet.' by Thom~s
Collier (fl. London, c. 1751-1~85# 7 ,illustr~tes an 1ntermed1at~ step 1n
construction by its cranked f /£
key w1thout a bottom gu1de. See
Halfpenny, pp. 50, 52.
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Two patents by James Wood are of interest s i nee 1ater makers
adopted and improved upon some of his ide as.

The first of these

appeared in 1814, and is the application of metal cylindrical tubes, as
an aid in tuning, throughout the middle and lower joints of the
clarinet, as well as in the joints of flutes and bassoons.141

Although

this type of construction was not ut i1 i zed to a great extent for the
clarinet, many subsequent makers added metal tubes or inserts, and some
made clarinets entirely of metal.

Five years later, Wood patented keys

for gjQ' and f#/f#'' that overlap in the positions of their touchplates
for an easier manipulation of the left-hand little finger between the
touchplates.

These keys were mounted on the lowest finger hole joint

with the aid of a meta 1 saddle shown with a 1etter 11 P in Wood's patent
(plate 39). 142 During the same time, the important continental makers,
J. F. Simi ot and I. Muller, app 1i ed their advanced mechanisms to the
clarinet, overshadowing this interesting innovation which was used on a
few instruments.
The earliest

known clarinet

instrument by Collier.

bearing a date

It is inscribed

11

is

a five-key

London 1770 11 on its bell, with

141James Wood, 11 Certa in Improvements on the German Flute,
Applicable also to the Clarionet and Bassoon .. , British Patent, No. 3797
(10 May 1814), p. 3. According to Burney, the maker, Goulding and Co.
obtained Wood's patents for lining the bore with a metal tube, and that
for
lining the tone holes with a metal pipe in combination with his
11
SWivel" keys. See [Charles Burney], 11 Clarinet 11 in The Cyclopedia; or
Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Literature, ed. A. Rees, 44
vols. (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, 1802-1820), 8, s.v.
11
Clarinet 11 •
142James Wood, 11 An Improvement in the Formation and Position of
the Long Keys B Natural and C Sharp, used upon t~e Mu~ical . Instrument
commonly called the Clarionet, for the more eas1~y .F1nger~ng .of the
Same 11 British patent, no. 4423 (14 Feb. 1820). W1ll1am Ba1nbr1dge, a
maker' of flutes and flageolets, noted this invention as a 11 Very
important improvement 11 in his Observations on the Cause of Imperfections
in Wind Instruments •.• (London: the Author, 1823), p. 20.
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PLATE 39

JAMES WOOD'S DESIGN FOR THE B AND C# KEYS (1819)
Fl G. 2.

FIG . 5.

·

FIG. 3.

FIG. 4.
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Figures 4 and 5 are the separate keys for f#/~#,, and gjQ', figures 2
and 3 show them assembled on the lower joint of the clarinet.
James Wood,
Feb. 1820).

11

From

An Improvement in the ..... , British patent, no. 4423 (14
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a star and the makers' stamp. 143

From this evidence we may assume that

five-key clarinets were known in London from the late 1760s.
probably worked for Charles Schuchart

(1720-1765),

clarinets are among the earliest made in England.144

Collier

whose five-key

It is notable that

Miller's Hardwicke Court clarinets (see p. 277) carry his stamp and a
rose on a stem.

All his subsequent instruments have a unicorn's head as

a makers' mark; this mark continued to be used by later makers who
worked with Mi 11 er, i.e., Cramer, Astor and their successors Bi 1ton,
Gerock, Key, Robert Wolfe and Figg. 145 During the early nineteenth
century, many instruments were made at higher or lower pitch levels than
formerly in use, to match the pitch levels which were current in
continental Europe.

The Englishman, John Cramer was one of the earliest

to use a numerical system for indicating the pitch level of instruments:
the flattest were marked 1 and the sharpest 6. 146 Thomas Key made use
of similar numbers, such as,

211 or 11 611 to identify barrels of differing
lengths to adjust the pitch of the clarinet. 147
In conclusion, a
11

majority of the early English makers probably immigrated from Germany.
Most of the extant examples of five-key clarinets from the 1760s were
made in England, rather than in Germany or France.
143Kneighly Cliffe Castle Museum, see Halfpenny, p. 52; Niall
O'Loughlin, .. Collier Thomas, .. NGDMI 1:446-7.
144In 1984 I examined a five-key clarinet marked .. SCHUCHART",
offered for sale'by the London instrument dealer, Tony Bingham. This
instrument had the construction characteristics of the earliest
clarinets. It was priced at over £2000. Cf. Maurice Byrne, .. Schuchart,
J(ohan) J(ust), 11 NGDMI, 3:333.
145M. Byrne,

11

Miller, George ..

NGDMI~

1:662-3.

146M. Byrne, 11 Cramer,John 11 NGDMI, 1: 512; J. J. K. Rhodes, W. R.
Thomas, 11 Pitch, §5: Since 1800, 11 NGDMI, 3:127-8.
147Luke, The Clarinets of Thomas Key, .. p. 37.
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France
In Paris, the four-key clarinet was still being used until the
1780s, as proven by its description by Roeser (1764) and Francoeur
(1772), and the publication of five fingering charts from c. 1769 to c.
1782. 148 The five-key instrument probably first appeared about 1780, an
early Parisian-made example being a clarinet in Qb' by Mousseter
(Oxford, Bate collection, 446). 149 It consists of six sections made of
boxwood:
mouthpiece.

bell,

lower

stock,

two

fingerhole

joints,

barrel

and

The barrel joint is quite long, a typical characteristic of

French construction.150

Rings were employed to mount the

~'

and

register keys, but separate blocks were used on the 1ower stock for
mounting the f# ;~#' ' and ~/Q' keys.

Mousseter a1so made use of a

straight lever for the f#/~#'' key, which was always preferred by French
makers who do not seem to have made use of the cranked or offset English
design. 151 Both the f#/~#" and ~/Q' keys have extendible levers for
use when lengthier alternate joints (corps de rechange), were employed
to change this clarinet's Qb' tonality to ~'. There is a round,
gracefully shaped swelling for the

148see Appendix
Materials, 1732-1843.

3,

An

f/~''

tone hole, which acts both as a

Inventory

of

Clarinet

Instructional

149see [Anthony Baines], The Bate Collection of Historical Wind
Instruments, p. 33. Illustrated in Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments
and their History, 3rd ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1967), p. XXVII;
and Phillip T. Young, Look of Music, p. 149, n~. 17~. Young's da~e of
11 1770? 11
for this instrument seems too early 1n v1ew of the wr1tten
evidence.
150shackleton,

11

Clarinet, 11 NGDMI, 1:392.

151This straight f#;c#'' key with its mounting in a rounded
swe 11 i ng ; s found as 1ate as- 1845 in Georg Kastner's ~eth?de e~ ementa ire
pour la clarinette (Paris: Maquet, [1845]). See h1s f1nger1ng charts
for the six- and nine-key clarinets.
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mounting for the £b/gb'' key and as a slot for the levers of the f#/£#''
and g/.Q' keys.
The first published illustration in France of a five-key clarinet
appeared about 1785 with a fingering chart in the important Methode by
A. Vanderhagen (plate 40). 152 Vanderhagen shows what appears to be an
earlier type of five-key clarinet than the instrument by Mousseter.

We

note this instrument's four sections (like those of the earliest English
clarinets):

lower stockjbell (having a gently curved swelling on the

lower stock), two fingerhole sections, and a mouthpiece with an integral
socket.

A later tutor by F. Blasius (c. 1796) illustrates a clarinet

which is quite similar to Mousseter's instrument.
separate barrel and a rounded swelling on the
2).153

Blasius included a
stock (plate 40, no.

The earliest authenticated five-key instrument by a French maker
is a clarinet in .Qb' by Michel Amelingue (c. 1760-1826).1 54
constructed of ebony and divided into six parts:

It is

bell, lower stock, two

middle sections, a separate barrel and mouthpiece.

There are duplicate

sections to lower the pitch to £' for the mouthpiece, barrel and two
middle joints,

the lower

stock and

bell

remaining

the

same. 15 5

152Amand Van-der-Hagen, Methode nouvelle et raisonnee pour la
cl arinette (Paris: Boyer and Le Menu, [c. 1785], reprint ed., Geneva:
Minkoff, 1972.)
153Frederic Blasius, Nouvelle methode de clarinette
Porthaux, [c. 1796]), reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972).

(Paris:

154see Young, Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments,
pp. v; 1, clarinet no. 5.
155Nicholas Bessaraboff, Ancient European Mu~ical Instru~ent~. An
Organological Study of the Musical. Instruments 1n the Lesl1.e Lln.dsey
Mason Collection at the Museum of F1ne Arts, Boston (New York. ~ctober
House, [1941]), p. 100, 317; [Barbara Lambert and D. Samuel Qu1gley],
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PLATE 40
FIVE-KEY CLARINETS DEPICTED IN FRENCH TUTORS

1) Amand Van-der-Hagen, Methode nouvelle et raisonnee pour la clarinette
(c. 1785); 2) Frederic Blasius, Nouvelle methode de clarinette (c.
1796); 3) Jean-Xavier LeFevre, Methode de clarinette (1802).
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According to Bessaraboff, this instrument belonged to a Captain Bryant
P. Tilden, and arrived at Boston's Museum of Fine Arts in a wooden case
with brass fittings, and the following letter:
11

MY Clarionett
was bo't for .me by my music master D'Anglebert, a German professor
at Bor~eaux 1n ~795. It w~s made, years previously, by Amlingue
of ~an s. I. pa 1d twenty s 11 ver crowns ( 6 1i vres ca.) on account
of 1ts super1or excellence. My music lessons were on every day-about 18 mo. at three francs per lesson.
during one hour:
It has now travelled with me six times, to various parts of
Europe and Asia Minor.
Twice to Brazils.
[A check mark is
inserted here.] Four times to China,--besides many trips shorter
distances, Java, Manilla, etc. etc. etc. making over 200,000
miles.
Near St. Helena. Ship Globe from Canton for Philadelphia.
April 8th 1832 11
11

Bryant P. Tilden 11

11
Below this is added a check mark and a postscript:
3 times more.
Batavis Manila and Canton. Sept. 1837 11 • 15 6 Amlingue was active in

Paris by at least 1785, since he is listed as living at 11 Rue de Chantre 11
in the Tablettes de Renommee des Musiciens of 1785. 157

This letter,

therefore, documents the existence of Amlingue's clarinet before 1794.
J.

X.

Lefevre illustrated a clarinet similar to Amlingue's

instrument with extendible touchplates for the f#/£#'' and gjQ' keys, as
part of a fingering chart from his well-known Methode (1802, plates 40
no. 3 and 48).1 58 Plate one of Lefevre's tutor illustrates a clarinet
Musical Instruments Collection. Checklist of Instruments on Exhibition
(Boston; Museum of Fine Arts, 1983), p. 30, no. 20.
156Bessaraboff, p. 100.
157(Paris, 1785, reprinted., Geneva:

Minkoff, [1971]), p. [52].

158[Jean-Xavier] le Fevre, Methode de clarinette (Paris:
l' Imprimerie du Conservatoire de Musique, An. XI [1802], reprint ed.,
Geneva: Minkoff, 1974.)
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separated into five sections (plate 41).

Here, Lefevre clearly shows

the twine used in wrapping the reed onto the facing mouthpiece.

We note

the use of one middle section with six finger holes, the .Q.' key and
•
#' #'I
reg1ster key, and a new key for £ fg
--the sixth key added by French
makers.

According to Lefevre, this key was added to his instrument by

the maker, Joseph Baumann (c. 1800-1830).15 9 This maker also made fivekey clarinets which appear to be identical to that shown in Lefevre's
fingering chart. 160 Baumann usually added the f#';g#'' key by a process
called pillar mounting. 161

He screwed and soldered this key to an oval,

metal plate which was placed into the wood of the joint and firmly
planted with screws. 162

Examples of six-key clarinets by Baumann are in

the collections at Antwerp, Brussels and Oxford.l63
Various dates have been assigned for the addition of the £#';g#''
key, e.g.,

1787, 1788, and 1791. 164

The musician, and writer, 0.

159 Le Fevre, p. 1.
160An example is at Oxford in the Bate collection (no. 415),
illustrated in Anthony Baines, European and American Musical
Instruments, p. 626.
161cf. Niall O'Loughlin,

11

Baumann, Joseph, ..

NGDMI, 1:196.

162F. Geoffrey Rendall, The Clarinet, p. 24.
163catalogus van de Muziekinstrumenten uit de verzameling van het
Museum Vleeshuis (Antwerp:
Ruckers Genootschap, [1981]), p. 69, no.
188; p. 70, no. 192; Victor-Charles Mahillon, Catalogue Descriptif et
Analytigue du Musee Instrumental du Conservatoire Royal de Musigue de
Bruxelles, 2:214, no. 929; [Anthony Baines], The Bate Collection of
Historical Wind Instruments, p. 31, nos. 40, 416.

164Fran~ois Joseph Fetis, La musique mi~e .a 1~ portee de . t~ut le
monde (Paris: A. Mesnier, 1830), p. 162. Fet1s dld.not specl#Jca#h'
identify the sixth key in this source. 11 F. c.n cred1ted the£ fg
key to Lefevre in 11 Clarinette, 11 Dictionnaire General des Lettres, des
Beaux-Arts des Sciences Morales ·et Politigues, eds. T. Bachelet and L.
C. Dozobry (Paris: Dezobry, F. Tandou et C~e, 1862), .1st part, p. 154.
Ess.al sur la facture
[Louis] Adam de Pontecoulant, Organograph1e:
instrumentale, 2 vols. (Paris: Castel, 1861, repnnt ed., Amsterdam:
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PLATE 41
THE SEPARATE SECTIONS OF A SIX-KEY CLARINET WITH
A C#' /G#" KEY
.Pirt/tL!te

./~

f

t·
c

A: bell, B: lower stock, C: middle joint, 0: barrel, E: mouthpiece and
reed, F: front a1 and side views of the reed wrapped with twine, G:
~#'/g#,, key, from J. X. LeFevre, Methode (1802).
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Vanden brock knew of this key in 1793 and pointed out that Lefevre's
discovery of this key was 11 tres necessaire pour rendre l'instrument plus
parfait et plus juste ... 165 It is certain, therefore, that the f#';sl"
key was added to the clarinet in France by the 1790s.
In 1808, the innovative maker from Lyons, Jacques

Fran~ois

Simiot

(fl. 1803-28), published an explanation of his improvements to the
clarinet, and a fingering chart for a seven-key instrument.166

The

clarinet pictured in this fingering chart is reproduced here as plate
42.

We note that Simiot added a key on the upper joint for trilling

from£' to Q' (like those found on English clarinets), a seventh key for
the notes Q/f'' used only for trills, and the application of a double
hole to the third finger hole for the notes f#';g#'', instead of another
key.

Additional

improvements on Simiot's clarinets included:

an

ingenious mechanism for opening a speaker hole at the front of the
instrument, where it is less susceptible to blockage by water; a brass
tube in the thumb hole to retard the flow of saliva; a tuning slide of
thin brass between barrel and mouthpiece; and a mark indicating the
position to which the bell should be drawn out when using the corps de
rechange for tuning from Q' to £' • 167 Two clarinets by Simiot with
these improvements are illustrated in the New Grove Dictionary of
Musical Instruments.

They are pitched in f'' and Qb' with a three-

F. Knuf, 1972), 1: 198; F. J. Fetis, Exposition ~niversell.e de Paris.
en 1855.
Fabrication des instruments de mus1gue (Par1s:
Impr.
Imperiale, 1856), p. 9
165othon Vandenbrock, Traite General de tous les instrumens a vent
(Paris: Boyer, 1793, reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1974), p. 45.
166[Jacques Fran~ois] Simiot, Tableau explicatif des innovations
et changements faits a la clarinette (Lyons: (The Author, 1808).
167shackleton,

11

Clarinet, 11 NGDMI, 1:395.
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PLATE 42

A SEVEN-KEY CLARINET ILLUSTRATED BY
JACQUES-FRANCOIS SIMIOT (1808)

This instrument included the following keys:

register,~', ~'/Q'

Q/f" trill, ~b;g_b", f#'/£#, and YQ'.

Its third finger hole was

doubled to produce a £#'/g#,,.

trill,

From [Jacques-Fran~ois] Simiot, Tableau

explicatif des innovations et changements faits a la clarinette (Lyons:
The Author, 1808).
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section corps (barrel and two finger hole joints) for conversion to
168
£' .
In a letter dated 22 December 1829, addressed to F. J. Fetis and
published in the Revue Musicale, Simiot claimed to have made a twelvekey clarinet in 1803. 169 Even though 1803 is quite early for the
appearance of a twelve-key clarinet it is not difficult to believe that
Simiot made one then, considering his ability and innovative nature.170
Simiot's improvements, however, were not widely known since he was a
provincial maker whose workshop was not in Paris.
The earliest maker to construct a clarinet entirely of brass was
Jean Hilaire Aste, who adopted the name of Halary.17 1

In 1817, he

submitted a description of four instruments to the Academie des BeauxArts

for

their

approval,

including

a "Clarinette

Metallique".172

According to Pontecoulant, this instrument (which he called "ClaironMetalique") is the same as a wooden clarinet, but its tone is less
agreeable and not as soft as the ordinary clarinet. 17 3 All of Halary's

16 8For a photograph see Shackleton, "Clarinet," ill. 5(a).
169"Correspondence," Revue Musicale 6 (1 Jan. 1830):541-2.
Niall O'loughlin, "Simiot, Jacques-Franc;ois," NGDMI, 3:387.

Cf.

170Amand Vanderhagen was the earliest to publish a fingering chart
for the twelve-key instrument about 1819, in his little-known, Nouvelle
Methode pour la clarinette moderne a douze cles (Paris: Pleyel et Fils
aine. c. 1819). See A. R. Rice, "Clarinet fingering Charts, 1732-1816,"
p. 30.
171see Niall O'Loughlin, "Halary," NGDMI 2:118.
172see the "Extraits des rapports faits a l'Institut de France
. en 1817 sur les instr. de M. Halary" as quoted by Roland Wright in
Dictionnaire des instruments de musigue (London:
Sattley Brothers,
[1941]), p. 35.
Essai sur la
173[louis-] Adam de Pontecoulant_, Organograp.hie:
facture instrumentale, 2:130-1.
Pontecoulant cla1med to have quoted
from the description given to the Academie des Beaux-Arts.
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new instruments were granted a patent in 1821.174 Numerous makers since
this time have manufactured metal clarinets up to the present day.
Austria and the Basset Clarinet
According to the writer, C. F. Cramer (1783), the maker, Theodor
Lotz (c. 1748-1792) improved the construction of a seven-key basset horn
in

1782

while he was living at Pressburg (now Bratislava,
Czechoslovakia). 175
In 1784, Lotz moved to Vienna where he was
appointed Royal Instrument Maker to the Kaiser in 1788. 176 From 1784 to
1785, he made clarinets pitched in£'' with middle sections (which are
referred in documents as "H StOcken" or "Mutationen") when tuning to~',
for the court musicians, Anton and Johann Stadler. 177 By 1788, Lotz had
completed a soprano clarinet for Anton Stadler with an extension to its
lower range of two additional notes, similar to the range of some basset
horns.

The earliest evidence of this clarinet (named "Bass-Klarinett")

is a program of a concert given at the Roya 1 and Imperia 1 Theater in
Vienna on 20 February 1788 which states:
Herr [Anton] Stadler . . . in the service of his majesty the
Kaiser . • • will play a concerto on the Bass-Klarinet ••. Herr
174Pontecoulant, 2:130.
An extant, eight-key clarinet marked
"Halari 11 (Munich 10201) was probably made by Aste's successor, JeanLouis Antoine (1788-1861).
In 1840, Antoine adopted Aste's business
name but used the spelling, "Halari", on his instruments.
See
O'Loughlin, "Halary," 2:118 and Heinrich Seifers, "Die Blasinstrumente
im Deutschen Museum. Beschreibender Katalog," p. 42.
175Magazin der Musik, ed. C. F. Cramer (Hamburg, 1783, reprint
ed., Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1971), first year, first half, p. 654.
176Pamela Weston, More Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past, p. 165;
Pamela L. Poulin, "The Basset Clarinet of Anton Stadler," College Music
Symposium 22 (Fall 1982): 72.
177see Roger Hellyer, "Some Documents relating to Viennese WindInstrument Purchases, 1779-1837," GSJ 28 (1975): 51.
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Stadler will play a variation on the Bass-Klarinet an instrument
?f new invention and manufacture of the Royal' and Imperial
1nstrument maker, Theodor Loz [sic] This instrument has two more
low tones than the normal clarinet. 178
The two additional notes were probably Q# and Q.

These notes are found

in two incomplete quintets for clarinet and strings written by Mozart
for his friend Stadler.
b'

Q

clarinet, and an g

b

The Q is found in K. Anh 91 (516c, 1787?) for
in K. Anh 88 (581a, 1789?) for £' clarinet.179

Shortly afterwards, this instrument was probably given a chromatic
extension to include the notes Q#, Q, ~# and C.

Several scholars have

shown that Mozart wrote his clarinet quintet (K. 589, 1789) and concerto
(K. 622, 1791) for an instrument, now called the basset clarinet, which
encompassed this lower range. 180 At about the same time, these four
178 cf. the translation by Poulin in
Stadler, .. pp. 72-3.

11

The Basset Clarinet of Anton

Herr Stadler . • • in wirklichen Diensten Sr. Majest~t des
Kaisers • . • Wird Herr Stadler ein Variazon auf der BaB =
Klarinet spielen . . • Spielt Herr Stadler eine Variazon auf der
BaB = Klarinet; einem Instrumente von einer neuen Erfindung, und
Verferti gung des k. k. Hof = Instrumentenmachers, Theodor Loz;
dieses Instrument hat zwey tieft Tone mehr, als die gewohnliche
Klarinet ...
11

This program is reproduced by Poulin, Ibid., fig. 3.
179see the forward by E. F. Schmid to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
Neue Ausgabe s~mtlicher Werke, 11 Serie VIII:
Kammermusik, Abt. 2,
Quintette mit Bl ~sern (Kassel: B~renreiter, 1958), pp. IX-X and 41-3,
50-51.
11

180see the evidence presented by: George Dazeley, 11 The Original
Text of Mozart's Clarinet Concerto, .. Music Review 9 (August 1948): 166172; Jiri Kratochvil, 11 Betrachtungen Ober die Urfassung des Konzerts fOr
Klarinette und des Quintetts fOr Klarinette und Streicher von W. A.
Mozart, 11 in Internationale Konferenz Ober das Leben und Werk W. A.
Mozarts Praha 27.-31. Mai 1956 (Prague: n.p., [c. 1958]), pp. 262-71
where the term 11 Bassettklarinette 11 was coined; and Ernest Hess, 11 Die
UrsprOng-Gestalt des Klarinettenkonzertes KV 622, 11 Mozart Jahrbuch 19~7,
pp. 18-30. According to Shackleton, the large_r tone holes of Bohe'!nan
clarinets especially at the lower end of the 1nstrument, made poss1ble
a fuller' tone in the chalumeau register that was exploited more
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keys were added to the basset horn possibly by Lotz, but credited to
Anton

and

Johann

Stadler

by

the

writer

and

theorist,

J.

G.

Albrechtsberger in 1790.181
Anton Stadler's basset clarinet was mentioned upon his arrival in
Berlin, in an announcement in the Musikalisches Wcchenblatt (January
1792):
Mr. Stadler has a1so added sever a1 notes to his instrument by
means of keys. However, the gain, through the added keys, is not
very 1 %~eat, because the instrument is almost overladen with
keys.
This statement suggests that Stadler's instrument included more than the
us ua 1 five keys, as we 11 as its four keys to produce the 1ower or
"basset" notes. 183 On 12 September 1795, Anton Stadler played both his
basset clarinet and a basset horn at a concert in Hanover .184

A year

effectively by Mozart than his predecessors, see Shackleton, "Clarinet,"
NGDMI, 1:395.
181Johann Georg Albrechtsberger,
Composition • • • und mit ei nem Anhange:

Grundliche Anweisunq zur
von der Beschaffenhei t und
!..!.An~w~e::.!.n~d~uc!..!.n~q~a~lc..!l~ee!...r-'.~je~t~z~t-=0b~l~i~cc!..!.h~en!..!......!.M!.:::u~s..!.,;ik~a::...!l-!.i~s~ch!.!.:e::.!.n~I!.,!;ns~t::.!.r...=u:!!!m~en~t (Lei pz i g: J • G.
I. Breitkopf, 1790), p. 426.
182Translation by Poulin, p. 76. This source is cited as: Johann
F. Reichardt and F. Ae. Munzen, ed., Musikalisches Wochenblatt (Berlin:
In der neuen Berlinschen Musikhandlung, 1793), p. 41.
A different
citation for this source was given by Arthur J. Ness as:
J. F.
Reichardt, "Fremde Virtuosen," Musikalischen Wochenblatt (Berlin, 17912), XV, 118. See Ness, "Some Remarks Concerning the Basset Clarinet and
Mozart's Concerto in A Major (KV 622)"
(M.A. thesis, Harvard
University, 1961), p. 16.
183cf. Poulin, p. 77. Mozart's concerto can be managed, howe~er,
with a simpler instrument as was de~onstrated by the Amer1can
clarinetist, Eric Hoeprich. He gave a fwe performance on a ten-key
basset clarinet of his own design in May of 1985, with the Orchestra of
the XVIIIth Century at the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam.
184Reported in the Hannoversic~en Anzeigen and quoted .b~ Heinrich
Dokumente, Kr1t1ken, und
Sievers in Hannoversche Musikgeschlchte:
Meinungen {Tutzing: H. Schneider, 1979), p. 318.
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later, the writer, J. F. von Schonfeld noted that in addition to the
ordinary clarinet, the Stadler's played an instrument called the

11

basset

clarinet 11 :
Stadler brothers, with the Imperial court orchestra are
excellently skillful artists, both on the ordinary clarinet and
the basset clarinet. The latter instrument is difficult to handle
in its production of tone, the delicacy o1gxpression and the
facility to have it perfectly under control. 8
'
Von

Schonfeld's

instruments

may

careful

distinction

indicate

that

the

between
11

basset

the

Stadler's

clarinet .. ,

in

two
this

description, was in fact a basset horn, which, because of its narrow
bore, is slightly more difficult to handle in its production of tone
than the ordinary clarinet.
Stadler's basset clarinet was described in detail after he played
in Vienna in October of 1801:
Herr Stadler, a great virtuoso on several wind instruments,
presented himself at one of the academies [concerts] performed by
amateurs in the Augarten. He played a clarinet with modifications
of his own invention. His instrument is not the usua 1 uniform
shape throughout. About three-quarters of its length down it has
a ridge running round the tube which from that point onward flares
out toward the bell.
This has the advantage of giving the

185Johann Ferdinand von Schonfeld, Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien
und Prag (Vienna, 1796; reprinted., Munich: E. Katzbichler, 1976), p.
58.
Stadler, Hrn. GebrOder, bei der ka is.
ausgezeichnet geschickte KOnstler so~ohl auf
Kl ari net, a1s auch auf dem BaBettkl ar1 net, a1s
traktirend Instrumente sie von Seite des Tons,
des Ausdrucks und der Leicht i gkei t vo 11 kommen
haben 11 •
n

Hofmusik, sind
dem gewohnlichen
welche schwer zu
der Delikatesse,
in ihrer Gewalt
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instrument mo~e range in the lower regi~ter, and the lowest notes
sound not unl1ke those of a French horn.l8b
In 1802, a colleague of Lotz, Franz Scholl, was granted a privilege by
Kaiser Franz II for improvements to his newly invented "Schollbasso", a
basset clarinet with a range of four octaves.

Scholl also continued to

make clarinets with an extension of two notes to their lower range.187
The latter type of clarinet with additional notes for Q and ,c. are
mentioned by Backofen (c. 1803) as "a new and exce 11 ent invention now
being made in Vienna". 188 An anonymous basset clarinet having pitches
on 1Y for Q and .C. (sometimes ca 11 ed "basset" notes) is extant in the
collection of the Conservatoire in Paris (no. 347).1 89

It is attributed

186Translation in Oskar Kroll, The Clarinet, p. 22, note 1.
"Hr. Stadler, ei n groBer Kunstl er auf mehrern Bl asei nstrumenten,
prasentirte sich in einer von den Akademien, welche im Augarten
von Dilettanten aufgefuhrt werden, auf einer Klarinette mit
Abanderung von seiner Erfi ndung, wel che dari n besteht, daB es
nicht, wie gewohnlich, bis an das Ende zur Oeffnung gerade
fortlauft.
Durch den leBten vierten Theil ungefahr ist eine
von welcher aus erst die weiter
Querpipe angebracht,
hinausgebogene hervorrangende Oeffnung geht. Der Vortheil dieser
Aenderung besteht dari n, daB das Instrument hi edurch noch mehr
Ti efe erha 1t, und in den 1eBten Tonen mit dem Wa 1dhorn
Aehnlichkeit hat".
"IV. Wiener Kunstnachrichten," Journal des Luxus und der Moden, ed. J.
F. Bartuch, 16 (1801): 543-44. This description was paraphrased by
Ernst Ludwig Gerber in Neues Historische-Biographisches Lexikon der
Tonkunstler (Leipzig, 1813-14; reprinted., Graz: Akademische Druck- u.
Verlagsanstalt, 1966), col. 248.
187see Helga Haupt, "Wiener Instrumentenbauer von 1791-1815, ..
Studien zur Musikwissenschaft 24 (1960): 172.
188J. G. H. Backofen, Anweisung zur Klarinette nebst einer kurzen
Abhandlung uber das Basset-Horn, p. 35.
11
Noch eine neuere und vortreffliche Erfindung ist diese, dass man
jetzt in Wien Klarinetten macht . • . "

189I am grateful to Keith Pud~y for t~is informati~n. Cf. Gustave
Catalog
Chouquet, Le Musee du Conservato1re Nat1onal de Mus1gue.
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to

the Viennese school

(possibly Scholl)

and dated to the late

eighteenth century by Keith Puddy and Nicholas Shackleton.
~',

this instrument has the following ten keys:

£#' fg #''

(possibly

a

later

addition),

addition), f/£'', f#/£#'', g/Q', Q and~.

register,~',

Q/f#"

(possibly

Pitched in
gb';Qb'',
a

later

This instrument is one of the

very few clarinets which does not include a key for ~b;gb' '.

It could

not have been used for playing Mozart's concerto since it does not
include basset notes which are fully chromatic.

Three nineteenth-

century instruments, which in three cases were mistakenly identified as
basset horns, are now known to be basset clarinets.190
thirteen-key clarinet in
sixteen-key instrument in

~'
~'

They are:

by Strohbach (Hamburg 1912,

1562),

a
a

by Johann Gottlieb Bischoff (Darmstadt Kg

61:116), and a "simple system" or thirteen-key Qb' clarinet by an
anonymous maker

(possibly French)

of the late nineteenth century

(Oxford, Bate collection x48).191
An unusual five-key clarinet in

~'

(c. 1800, Vienna N.E. 340) by

the Viennese maker, Johann Merklein (fl. c 1799-1847) has two alternate
fingerhole joints, with seven keys, for tuning to Qb' thus providing a
Raisonne des Instruments de cette collection (Paris:
Didot Freres,
1875; reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1981). For additional information
concerning a reconstruction of Stadler's basset clarinet see Gerhard
Croll and Kurt Birsak, "Anton Stadler's 'Bassettklarinette' und das
'Stadler-Quintett' KV 581," Oesterreichische Musikzeitschrift 24 (Jan.
1969): 3-11.
190I am grateful to Nicholas Shackleton for this information.
191see
Hans
Schroder,
Verzeichnis
der
Sammlunq
alter
Musikinstrumente (Hamburg: Alster, 1930), p. 82, where this instrument
is i dent i fi ed as a basset horn; Mus i k Instrumente aus dem Hessischen
Landesmuseum 16.-19. Jahrhundert (Darmstadt: Hessisches Landesmuseum,
1980), pp. 50-1, where this instrument is id~ntified as.a ba~set ho~n;
and [Anthony Baines], The Bate Collect1on of H1stor1cal W1nd
Instruments, p. 39. For an explanation of the te:m, •:simple system",
see Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and The1 r H1 story, 3rd ed.
(London: Faber and Faber, 1967), pp. 136-139.
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total of ten keys to the .Qb' instrument.

Naturally, the additional

joints for the bb' clarinet may have been made at a later date.

These

register key, _g_' to .Q' trill, _g_', SJ-'',

ten keys are the following:

~b'I.Qb',, £#'lg#'', .!!If#'', £bl~b'', f#l£#'', and ~.Q' .192

Other Countries
Two makers from Brussels, Godefroid-Adrien Rottenburgh (ii, 17091790) and Jean Baptiste Willems (1761-1809), made five-key clarinets in
apparent imitation of earlier German or French models.193

They both

followed the dominant trends in clarinet making by constructing two-,
four-, and five-key instruments, but no three-key clarinets.
during

the

1760s,

there

were

clarinets

mechani ca 11 y than in other parts of Europe.

somewhat

more

In Poland
advanced

This fact is shown by an

interesting list of the parts of the clarinet in the trilingual
encyclopedia (Czech, latin, German) Nomenclator, Artifex, et Mechanicus
(1768)

by

Jan

Karel

Rohn,

appearing

under

the

German

heading

"Pfeiffenmacher (FlHtenbohrer)":
The Clarinet, a pipe similar to the oboe, but somewhat stouter,
and below wider. The head or top. The middle piece. The cup
[be 11] without a bottom. It genera 11 y has three flaps ~~ keys,
sometimes six. The feathers. large mouthpiece with reed. 4
192see Julius Schlosser, Die Sammlung Alter Musikinstrumente.
Beschreibendes Verzeichnis (Vienna: A. Schroll, & Co., 1920), p. 125
and for a photograph see Tafel llll; lyndesay G. langwill, An Index of
Musical Wind-Instrument Makers 6th ed. (Edinburgh: The Author, 1980),
p. 117.

193several clarinets are listed for these makers by P. T. Young in
Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments, pp. 105, 146.
194Translation of the Polish by Dr. Hans Ruyter.
"Klarinet 1 Pisstiala na spGsob ho~ope I ws~ak o ~~co tlustss~ ( a
dole ssjrssy. Clario, onis f. t1~1a acut~ som, clamo~a r1b1a.
Das Klarinet 1 eine Pfeiffe auf d1e art e1ner Hoboy I Jedoch urn
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Although

a

three-part

eighteenth-century

construction

clarinets,

has

Rohn's

not

been

instrument

recorded

appears

to

among
have

consisted of a lower stock/bell, fingerhole joint and mouthpiece/socket.
This description is the earliest known report of the use of as many as
six keys.

The sixth key may have been either one for £#';g#'' or the

tri 11 key from

~'

to .!!'.

Rohn's feathers were probably used for

cleaning the instrument after playing, as oboists use to clean their
instrument today.
In America, several makers such as Asa Hopkins (1779-1839), John
Meacham (1785 - 1844), Samuel Graves (1794-1878), William Whitely (fl.
1810-1853), and Edward Riley (fl. 1814-1831) all made five and six-key
clarinets based on English models. 195 Their clarinets include the
etwas starcker I und unten breiter. Hlawa. Capitellum. Der Kopf
I oder Tussel. Prostredek. Pars media. Das Mittelstuck. Ssiroky
Spodek. Pars extreme latoir. Der Becher ohne baden. Obycegne rna
tri Klapty I nekdy ssest. Ordinarie habet tres valvulas, interdum
sex.
Hat insgemein drey Klappen 1 oder Schlusse 1 bisweilen
sechse. Pera Penna. Die Federn. Nahubek tlusty. Orificium
subscrassulum. Dickes Mundstuck mit Rohr ...

Joanne Carole Rohn, Nomenclator Artifex, et Mechanicus.
To gest:
Gmenowatel W tragi Rze~i . • • Der Kenner in dreven Sprachen (Prague:
Widow of J. Prussowy, 1768), pp. 232-3. This volume is the last of a
four volume compendium of facts published from 1764 to 1768. Cf. Rice,
11
Clarinet Fingering Charts, 17~?-1816, pp. 18, 38 note 9. See Josefa
Jungmanna, Historie Literatury ~eske (Prague: A. Stra~iripka, 1825), p.
353; Kni hopi s Ceskych A Sl ovenskYch Ti skfi od doby nejstarsi az do konce
XVIII. Stoleti. ed. F. Horak (Prague: Nakladatelsvi Ceskoslovenske
Akademie Ved, 1961, pp. 436-8, no. 14.865; and Jind~ich Keller,
11
Pistelnici A. Trubari, 11 Sbornik Narodniho Muzea V Praze 29, no. 4-5
(1975): 177-182.
11

195For Hopkins see Baines, European and American Musical
Instruments p. 113, no. 629; for Meacham see Robert E. Eliason, 11 The
Meachams, M~sical Instruments Makers of Hartford and Albany, .. JAMIS 5-6
{1979-1980): 54-73, figs. 4 and 6; for Whitely and Graves see I~em,
Graves & Company Musical Instrument Makers (Dearborn:
The Ed1son
Institute, 1975), pp. 6-8; a five-key clarinet by Reilly (owned by
Kermit Welch of Lomita, California) was studied by the present author.
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typical

.. English style .. socket boss on the lower stock with a sharp

incurve, and a small mouthpiece with a long tenon.
by Graves

and Co.

(c.

1840,

A six-key clarinet

Claremont, Janssen collection 197)

is

notable for its small English-style mouthpiece made of metal, perhaps
pewter.

This mouthpiece carries a very long metal tenon of 5.8 em,

which extends unusually through its metal-lined barrel (with a pewter
collar) and into a metal insert of the upper joint by 1.5 cm.196

It

appears that this tenon was designed by Graves for a greater degree of
security

in

playing

as

well

as

for

protection

against

breakage.

Unfortunately, the top of its pewter mouthpiece was still susceptible to
damage, and it is now badly chipped.
In conclusion, the development of the classical clarinet was a
significant turning

point

in the history of the

instrument.

Its

appearance can be seen to coincide with the creation of 1ower-pitched
clarinets, such as the clarinette d'amour and basset horn during the
1750s.

The evolution of the classical clarinet, however, seems to be

1argely due to the technical and musical demands made by composers of
the classic period (see chapter 8).

Historically, the four-key clarinet

can be seen as a transitional type from c. 1750 to 1780 in Germany and
France, leading to the popular five-key clarinet.

This instrument began

to replace the baroque clarinet during the 1750s, and by about 1780
became the favorite throughout Europe.

The innovations by James Wood

and Jacques Fran9ois Simiot, as well as the basset clarinets of Theodor
Lotz, Anton Stadler and Franz Scholl, were never generally adopted by
the clarinetist.

The most popular instrument continued to be the five-

196see Albert R. Rice, 11 A Catalog of the Woodwind Instruments in
the Curt Janssen Collection of Claremont University Center .. (Claremont,
typewritten ms., 1983), pp. 23, 44-45.
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key clarinet until about 1820.

After this time, the reforms of !wan

MOller were slowly adopted by makers throughout the world.

CHAPTER VII
PLAYING TECHNIQUES OF THE CLASSICAL CLARINET
This chapter deals with seven aspects of classical

clarinet

playing technique: the selection of a clarinet by the composer and
performer; transposition by the cl ari neti st; the range and registers;
embouchure,

mouthpiece

position

and

articulation;

fingering;

ornamentation; and two unusual techniques, the mute and multiphonics.
Pertinent information is preserved in tutors and treatises, musical
scores and parts, pi ctori a1 sources, and in some cases, the phys i ca 1
characteristics of extant instruments.

Although the first three topics

relate more to the composer than the performer, they are appropriate for
inclusion here because of their relevance to playing technique.
The Selection of a Clarinet by the Composer and Performer
During the late eighteenth century, the composer could choose from
a total of nine clarinets of differing pitches: g' (the pitch of the
clarinette d'amour), £', Qb', Q', ~'', g'', gb,,, g'' and f'' . 1 The use
of so many instruments was necessary in order to cope with difficulties
encountered in both the fingering and intonation of music written in
1see Valentin Roeser, Essai d'instruction a 1'usage de ceux qui
composent pour la clarinette et le cor (P~ris: Le Menu, [1764]; r:eprint
ed., Geneva: Minkoff, [1972]), p. 2; [Lou1s-Joseph] Francoeur, D1apason
general de tous les instrumens a vent (Paris: Le March~nd,. [1772];
reprint ed., Geneva: Minkoff, [1972]), p. 21; [Jean-BenJaml.n de La
Borde], Essai sur la musigue ancienne et moderne, 4 vols. (Par1s: P. D.
Pierres, 1780), 1:252.
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various tonalities.

According to the clarinetist and writer,

v.

Roeser,

the tonalities easiest to play are F and C major and D and G minor.2
Indeed, I have found that works written in tonalities having more than
one flat or one sharp often present serious diffi cul ties in fingering
and intonation.

Performing in other tonalities

is possible,

but

practical only at slow speeds when the fingerings of the required notes
are not overly awkward.
Roeser and Francoeur, indicated in their writings the preferred
clarinets (from a total of eight pitches) which were the easiest to play
in several major and minor tonalities.

They illustrated the pitch of

the proper clarinet by writing a separate F major scale or a musical
example for each instrument, and compared the pitches produced by this
clarinet to the equivalent sound produced on string instruments. 3
Francoeur's results (which incorporated Roeser's) are compiled in Table
6.

The reader will note that for the major keys, the clarinetist always

plays from a part written in the transposed tonalities of C and F major
except in three examples.

These exceptions are in the tonalities of Bb

(example 6), Eb (13) and E (16).

In Bb and E major, the Qb' and

.Q.

clarinets, respectively, were substituted for the less common, small f''
and g'' clarinets, because these high-pitched instruments were used only
in the orchestra for very loud works. 4 According to Francoeur, Eb major
is very difficult to play and B major is rarely used by the composer. 5
For minor keys, the clarinetist, usually plays in D and G minor.
2Roeser, p. 5.
3Roeser, pp. 4-10; Francoeur, pp. 25-30.
4Roeser, pp. 2' 7; Francoeur, pp. 25, 27 note b.
5Francoeur, p. 27 note c, p. 29 note f.
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TABLE 6

THE PITCHES OF CLARINETS PRESCRIBED FOR
DIFFERENT TONALITIES BY FRANCOEUR (1772)
Example

Sounding

Nominal Pitch of

Numbers 1

Tonality2

Clarinet

Written
Tonality2

1

g'

c

2

Q"

F

3

c

4

g''

5

F

c

6

.£''

Bb

6b

f"

F

7

Q'

c

8

g''

F3

9

g'

F

10

11

c

c
Q"

12
13

.£''

14

1These numbers are numbered examples illustrating the recommended
clarinets for specific tonalities in L. J. Francoeur's Diapason general
de tous les instrumens a vent (Paris, 1772).
Letters refer to
Francoeur's footnotes to these examples.
2upper case letters represent major tonalities, lower case minor.
3The clarinet parts in Francoeur's example eight (p. 27) were
incorrectly transposed to G, a whole step too high.
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
Example

Sounding

Numbers

Tonality

Clarinet

Tonality

15

E

g''

c

15g

E

Q'

F

16

E

,£'

G

17

F

£''

F

17j

F

f"

c

18

g

£''

g

19

a

,£'

c4

19k

a

Q"

g

20

b

a'

d

21

c

Qb'

d

22

d

£''

d

23

e

,£'

g

24

f

Qb'

g

Nominal Pitch of

Written

4The clarinet parts in Francoeur's example nineteen
omitted the key signature of three flats.

(p.

32)
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suggestion by Francoeur of an £' clarinet for A minor (ex. 19, to play
in the written key of C minor) is unusual, particularly, because of the
difficulty of playing in the parallel major key of Eb.6

Francoeur

stated that in order to determine which type of clarinet should be
specified in any major or minor tonality, a section of the work is
transposed to C major and compared to the original piece.

The pitch

which corresponds to the transposed note, .£'', is therefore the pitch
name of the clarinet.?

The clarinets which were most often played of

all of these instruments were those pitched in£', Qb' (or Q'), .£'' and

.9.',

0

8

In Sweden, during the 1770s, a preference for the tone quality of
the lower-pitched clarinets (probably in Qb' and £') is unequivocally
stated by Johan Miklin, director musices in Linkoping.9

In a letter

dated 31 August 1772, to the music historian, A. A. Hulphers he writes:
I don't believe clarinets were in use in Sweden until 1762 or
63. The first time I heard them was in Malmo in 1766. The larger
ones, which are used in concerts in Paris, sound infinitely better
than the clarinets [i.e. the two-key instruments] which are used
at the regiments, as they don't screech so. But the larger ones
are delightful, owing to the fact that one can so easily play
6Francoeur, p. 32 example 19.
7Francoeur, p. 31.
8Roeser, p. 5; Francoeur, p. 2~. Francoeur mentioned (p. 24) that
the clarinet in Q' is actually the Q ' instrument which has been altered
in pitch by the substitution of shorte: mi?d~e joints (corp~ de
rechange). In order to aid the composer 1n wr1t1ng for the clar1net,
Francoeur (pp. 25-9, 32-3), indicat~d. the sounding not~s for eig~t
clarinets of different pitches by wr1t1ng a second clef 1n the marg1n
preceding the usual treble clef. Thus, the clarinetist played the notes
as written, and the sounding pitch was indicated for the composer by the
clef in the margin.
9see Thoril d Lindgren in the English. tr~nsl ati on ~f the
introduction to Abraham Abrahamsson HOlphers, H1stor1sk afhandl1ng och
instrumenter (Westeras: J. L. Hornn, 1773; reprint ed., Stockholm:
Svenskt musikhistoriskt arkiv, 1969), pp. 14, 20 note 20.
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forte and pi ano and the 1ower 8ha 1umeau notes.
long brass keys for both hands.1

They have many

By the 1770s, these lower-pitched clarinets with four or five keys, were
gaining

in popularity due to their mellow tone quality,

greater

flexibility of dynamic range, and additional pitches, of their lowest
register. 11
Frederic de Castillon, who wrote from Berlin in 1776, stated that
the normal

instrument was the clarinet pitched in £'.

Owing to

fingering difficulties, solo or technically demanding passages were
written for his four-key instrument only in C and F major (the sounding
ton a1it i es of A and D major) .

Cast i 11 on a1so mentioned the use of

duplicate middle joints which could raise the pitch of the clarinet in
£' by one semitone to .Qb'.

With the .Qb' clarinet, technical passages

could be written in the sounding tonalities of Bb and Eb major,12 a
conclusion previously voiced by Roeser and Francoeur (cf. Table 6).

In

contrast to Cast i 11 on, an anonymous English writer of the first known
1°rranslation by Mrs. Kirsten Koblik in Albert R. Rice, "Clarinet
Fingering Charts, 1732-1816," GSJ 37 (1984): 19.
"Clarinetter tror jag ej warit i Swerige ~n sedan 1762 el. 3.
Forsta gangen horde jag dem i Malmo 1766, de storre, som i Paris
brukas i concert, lat o~ndligt b~ttre, ~n de samma clarinetter,
som brukas wid regimenterna; ty de skrika uke sa; nem de storre
~ro skona
i anseende d~rtil at man sa commod kan bruka forte och
piano sa~t den grogwa chalumeau-ton.
De hafwa flere langa
m~ssingsklaffar for b~gge h~nder".
Quoted by Tobias Norl i nd in "Abraham Abrahams son HUl phers och
frihetstidens musikliv," Svenskt Tidskrift for Musikforskning 19 (1937):
56-57.
11 Rice, p. 19.
12 Frederic
de
Castillon,
"Clarinette,"
Supplement
~
l'Encyclopedie, ou Dictionnaire Raisonne des Sciences, des Arts et des
Metiers . . . , ed. J. B. Robinet, 5 vols. (Amsterdam: M. M. Rey, 17761780), 2:450-451.
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tutor for the five-key clarinet (c.
pitched in Qb' and£''.

1780) knew only the clarinets

He stated the following:

As Pieces of Music are composed in different Keys in which
Clarinets can play in Concert with other Instruments; it is
necessary to have two Clarinets, one a B. [-flat] the other a C.
[T]he B. [-flat] Clarinet must be used if the Peice [sic] is in
the Key of E. [-flat] or B. [-flat] and the c. Clarinet if it is
in the Key of F. or C. [I]n [these] four Keys, B. [-flat] c. E.
[-flat] and F. [,] Pieces £~ Music most commo[n]ly are, when
Clarinets join in Concert.--From this description and four others in similar English tutors, it
appears that only the£'' and Qb' clarinets were known in England during
the late eighteenth century. 14 The~' clarinet, however, must also have
been used since the English composer, Samuel Wesley, referred to three
clarinets pitched in £'', Qb' and ~' in a section of a manuscript (c.
1789) devoted to information concerning musical instruments.1 5
In

1785,

the

Parisian

clarinetist,

A.

Vanderhagen

made

a

distinction between the Qb' and Q' clarinets in his important clarinet
tutor,

by

labelling

them respectively, 11 clarinette en Si 11 and
11
clarinette en Mi# [diese]. 16 In the second edition of this tutor (c.

13The Clarinet Instructor by which Playing on that Instrument is
rendered easy to any one unacquainted with Music (London: Longman &
Broderip, [c. 1780]), p. 7.
14compleat Instuctions [sic] for the Clarinet (Londo~: S. A. & P.
Thompson, [c. 1785]), p. 8; New and Complete Instruct1ons for the
clarionet (London: Preston & Son, [c. 1797]), p. 6; New and Compleat
Instructions for the clarionet (London: A. Bland &Weller's, [c. 1798]),
p. 6; The Clarinet Preceptor (London: C. Wheatstone, [c. 1803]), p. 6.
15uclarinet Scale in the hand of Samuel
GB(Lbm), Add. 35011, fol. 166.

Wesley ..

(c.

1789),

16Amand Van-der-Hagen, Methode ~ouvelle et Raisonnee pour la
clarinette (Paris: Boyer, [1785]), repnnt ed., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972),
p 19
0

0
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1799), Vanderhagen called the latter clarinet the
majeur ...

11

clarinette en Mi

He explained this name by stating that

The ~1 ari ~et in mi majeur has a corps in E which is put on the
clannet 1n £" . . . . This clarinet is a semitone lower than
the c~arinet i~ £'' ·.· . . Consequently, it is necessary to play
or wr1te a sem1tone h1gher than for the violin.l7
Besides the use of the Q' clarinet in E major, Vanderhagen specified the
use of this instrument for B major, as well as G# and c# minor .18

In

Paris, the bb' clarinet was the standard instrument (rather than the ~'
clarinet as in Berlin), and a corps en la was used when converting it to
an~' clarinet.

By about 1800, the 4'' clarinet was no longer in use.19

Indeed, the normal practice, as reported by the clarinetists, Frederic
Blasius (c. 1796) and Jean-Xavier Lefevre (c. 1802), was to use two
clarinets with additional middle joints which could be used to change
the pitch of their instruments from Qb' to ~' ' and from £' ' to Q' • 20
Lefevre advocated using these clarinets in every major and minor
tonality.

In a section concerning transposition in his famous tutor, he

17Translation by Eugene E. Rousseau in .. Clarinet Instructional
Materials from 1732 to ca. 1825 11 (Ph.D. diss., State University of Iowa,
1962)' p. 114.
11
Clarinette en Mi Majeur c'est un corps en mi qui se pose sur la
Clarinette en ut . . . . Cette Clarinette est un demi ton plus
basse que 1a Cl ari nette en ut . . . . I 1 faut en consequence
jouer ou ecrire un demi ton plus haut que le violon ...

Amand Vanderhagen, Nouvelle Methode de clarinette divisee en deux
parties {Paris: Pleyel, [c. 1799]), p. 70.
18vanderhagen, p. 70.
19According to Vanderhagen, pp. 69-70.
20Frederic Blasius, Nouvelle Methode de clarinet~e et Raisonement
des instruments (Paris: Porthaux, [c. 1796]), repr1nt ed., G~neva:
Minkoff, 1972), pp. 45-6; [Jean-Xavier]. Le Fevre, ~ethode de clannette
(Paris: A l'lmprimerie du Conservato1re de Mus1que, An IX [1802];
reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1974), p. 138.
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provided musical examples of all twenty-four major and minor tonalities
divided among and written for the f'', Q', Qb' and£' clarinets.21
relationship between

The

instruments and tonality is shown in Table 7.

Lefevre seems to have been referring to the note b' when he renamed the
Q'
11

and

Qb'

clarinets,

as

the

Clarinette en Sib [bemol] 11 • 22

11

clarinette

en

Si

majeur ..

and

the

These names were probably adopted to

help avoid confusion with the high-pitched clarinet in gb", known at
this time as the "clarinette en Mi".23
The

Italian

writer,

C.

Gervasoni

(1800)

stated

that

for

convenience in playing in various keys, clarinets are marked on their
middle joints (corpo di mezzo) as "Clarinetto in B fa" and "Clarinetto
in E la fa", to indicate the joints for the Qb' and Q' instruments.24
In 1813, F. Antolini gave a fuller explanation of these markings on the
middle joints of the clarinets in f'', Q', Qb' and£':
Note that the manufacturers are accustomed to mark each section of
the clarinet with the letter of the key in which it is
constructed. That in f'' carries the letter C, ~cause the f''
fingering actually produces the f".
That in Q ' carries 5he
letter B, because the fingering for f'' actually produces the Q '.
The joint in £' carries the letter A • • . • Only the piece in Q'
is not named for the note produced by its f'' fingering (which
produces the said Q'), but for its fingering for f'' which
produces the g"; it is marked by a 11 manufacturers in this
manner: = E.# =.

21Le Fevre, pp. 138-144.
22Le Fevre, p. 138. The Qb' clarinet had previou~l~ b~e~ named
the "clarinette en Si bemol" in Othon Vandenbroeck's Tra1te general de
tous les instruments a vent a 1 'usage des compositeurs (Paris: Boyer,
[c. 1794], reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1974), pp. 49-50.
23see vanderhagen, Nouvelle Methode de.clarinette ~ivisee en deux
parties, p. 71; v. Michel, Methode de Clannette (Pans: Cochet, [c.
1801])' p. 22.
24carlo Gervasoni, La Scuola della Musica ~n tre parti divisa
(Piacenza: Orcesi, 1800, reprinted., Bologna: Forn1, [1969]), p. 353.
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TABLE 7

THE CLARINETS PRESCRIBED FOR DIFFERENT
TONALITIES BY LEFEVRE (1802)

Sounding

Nomina 1 Pitch

Written

Tonality

of Clarinet

Tonality

Gb

Qb'

Bb

Gb

£'

Bb

G

£,,

G

Ab

Qb'

Ab

A

Q'

Bb

A

£'

c

Bb

£',

Bb

Bb

Qb'

c

B

Q'

c

c

£',

c

c

Qb'

D

c#

Q'

D

Db

Qb'

Eb

D

£',

D

D

£'

F

Eb

Qb'

F

E

.Q'

F

E

£'

G

F

£',

F

F

Qb'

G
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TABLE 7 (CONTINUED)
Sounding

Nomina 1 Pitch

Tonality

of Clarinet

F#

Written
Tonal ityl

Q'

G

£'

D

g

£''

g

g

Qb'

a

g#

Q'

a

£'

a

a

£''

a

a

.Qb'

b

a#

Q'

b

bb

.Qb'

c

b

Q'

c

b

£'

d

b

£''

b

c

.Qb'

d

c#

Q'

d

c#

£'

e

d

£''

d

d

.Qb'

e

d#

Q'

e

eb

£'

g

F#

g#

1Tonalities which are given as upper case letters are major keys,

those given as lower case letters are minor keys.
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TABLE 7 (CONTINUED)

Sounding

Nomina 1 Pitch

Written

Tonality

of Clarinet

Tonality

e

~,,

e

f

.Qb'

g

f#

.Q'

g

f#

.£'

a
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I believe that this dis_tinction cannot have any other purpose than
to preveryt the confus1on that could arise, if this joint were
marked Wlth the letter B, between it and the clarinet in b0 '
which is als~ marked _with_ the letter B. This confusion, however:
would be avo1ded eas1ly 1f only the clarinet in b0 ' wer1, marked
not mere6y with B (which strictly speaking means .Q', not .Q '), but
thus = B =, and then marking the piece in .Q' with B alone.25
This is the only evidence known that describes the use of the letter
uE#u in order to identify the middle joints for the .Q' clarinet.

At this time in Germany, the use of additional middle joints for
changing the tonality of the clarinet seems to have been going out of
fashion.

For instance,

according to H.

c.

Koch (1802),

clarinets

pitched in -c', ' .Qb' and £' are employed in the orchestra, the .Qb,
instrument being the most commonly played.26 In his tutor of c • 1803,

J. G. H. Backofen recommended the use of the .Qb' clarinet to the
student, rather than

11

like the French, a£" clarinet 11 , since it is a

25 Translation by Eugene E. Rousseau in
Materials from 1732 to ca. 1825 11 , p. 116.

11

Clarinet Instructional

11

Si osservi che ciascun pezzo componente il clarinetto, costumasi
da' fabbricatori a marcarlo colla lettera iniziale del tuono in
cui e costrutto. Quello in cesolfaut porta la lettera c., perche
la posizione del cesolfaut rende realmente i1 cesolfaut. Quello
in befa porta la lettera B., perche la posizione del C. rende il
befa. Il pezzo in alamire porta la lettera A. • • • . Il solo
pezzo in bem1 e denominate, anziche dalla posizione C. (che rende
il detto bem1) dalla posizione del faut, che renpe l'elam1, e da
tutt' il fabbricatori si marca in cotal modo = E. =.
Non da altra cagione credo si possa ripetere questa
distinzione; che dal dubbio, che, marcandosi questa pezzo colla
lettera B., arrecar possa confusione col clarinetto in befa,
marcato anch' esso colla lettera B. Questa dubbio peraltro s1
v?lesse marcar~. i1 c~arinetto jn befa, non col solo. B. (ch5
r1gorosamente di1ce bem1, non befa) rna con un bemolle un1to = B.
=, ed in allora marcando il pezzo in bem1 col solo B. . . . 11
Francesco Antol i ni, La retta mani era di scri vere per i 1 clarinet to ed
altri istromenti da fiato (Milan: C. Buccinelli, 1813), pp. 18-19, note
2.
26Heinrich Christoph Koch, Musikal isches Lexicon (Frankfurt: H.
dem Jungern, 1802, reprinted., Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1964), col. 334.
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good compromise between the£'' and£' instruments.27 The writer,

c.

F.

Michael is, however, preferred the a' clarinet as the main instrument
because it is the most beautiful of these three clarinets.28

None of

these German sources mention the use of additional middle joints.

In

1832, Catrufo reported that the use of the corps de rechange in France
was abandoned and replaced by the three clarinets in £", .Q'-flat and
£'. 29

Even though Roeser, Francoeur and Castillon advised the composer
to indicate which tonality is required for the clarinet at the beginning
of a piece, 30 this practice was not standardized in scores until the
early nineteenth century.

French composers in particular seem to have

adopted two distinct approaches to labeling clarinet parts in their
scores.

The first practice, identical to that used today, is found in

Fran9ois-Joseph Gossec's Missa pro defunctis (1760). 31 Here, the parts
are marked "Clarinetti G" (for the clarinette d'amour) in one section,
and "Clarinetti B" (for the .Q'-flat clarinet) in two other sections.
27see [Johann Georg Heinrich] Backofen, Anweisung zur Klarinette
nebst einer kurzen Abhandlung Ober das Basset-Horn (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Hartel, [c. 1803]), p. 1. In order to aid the composer in writing for
these three clarinets, Backofen (p. 34), recommended the use of three
clefs to indicate the sounding pitches of each instrument, i.e., the
treble clef for the£" clarinet, tenor for the .Q' and discant or
soprano for the £' instrument.
28[Christian Friedrich Michaelis], "Ueber die Klarinette," AMZ 10
(16 March 1808): col. 387.
et

29[Gioseffo] Catrufo, Des Voix et des Instrumens
(Paris: B. Latte, [1832]), p. 10.

a Percussion

a

Cordes

a

Vent

30Roeser, p. 10, Francoeur, p. 30; Castillon, 2:451.
31Published as the Messe des Morts in Paris by M. Henry in 1780,
see Robert James Macdona 1d, "Fran9oi s-Joseph . Gossec and F~~ench
Instrumental Music in the Second Half of the E1ghteenth Century , 2
vols. (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1968), 1:448-9, note 210,
511.
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(In two further sections the tonality of the clarinets is omitted where
instruments in Q'-flat and £'' are required).

The second practice was

noted in a dissertation by D. P. Charlton, who examined thirty-one
French operas written from 1768 to 1788:
In the overture to L'amitie a l'epreuve (1770), which is in D
major, the instruction appears as for a C instrument with a key
signature of two sharps, 11 en ut 11 refers not to the proposed key of
the clarinet but of the clarinet part.
A D instrument was
intended, as was also the case in Gretry's L'union de l'amour et
des arts (1773). A dance movement in D major; p. 38 requires
oboes in unison with clarinets; these are given on one stave of
music, in two sharps. The instruction reads, 11 Clarinettes comme
les hautbois en ut 11 • Similarly, on p. 85 clarinets in B natural
on their own stave in E major are labeled 11 en fa 11 • Comparable
labelling systems may be seen in Cheru~1ri's Demophoon [1788] and
in many scores of all kinds after 1789.
By the early nineteenth century, this second practice of indicating the
transposition for the clarinetist was abandoned by composers in favor of
writing out a transposed part and indicating the tonality of the
instrument required.
Transposition by the Clarinetist
The earliest evidence that players transposed their parts at sight
from the sounding pitch, appears in Francoeur's treatise of 1772.

Here,

Francoeur states that in the absence of other clarinets, the composer
can use the£'' clarinet for playing in all major or minor tonalities,
33
but one must avoid difficult passages in the minor tonalities.
In his
instrumentation treatise of c. 1794, 0. Vandenbroeck proposed the use of
the c"
-

b' b'-flat and .9.' clarinets for many of the same tonalities
' - ' -

32David Philip Charlton, 11 0_rchestration and Orchestral Practice in
Paris, 1789 to 1810" (Ph.D. thes1s, University of Cambridge, 1973), pp.
283-4.
33Francoeur, pp. 24, 34.
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given by Roeser and Francoeur. 34

He also explained the usual practice

of French composers:
Nevertheless, most composers omit all the flats and sharps
of the key signature, the musicians are [therefore] obliged to
know all the key signatures and their transpositions; we have
musicians who find themselves very embarrassed when it is
necessary to transpose, and others for which it is not
troublesome, because they had made it a frequent habit.J5
At the turn of the century, Michel preferred to play the Q -flat
1

clarinet transposing when necessary.

He stated that

• it is lower by one tone than that in £ 11 , which introduces
the necessity of transposing in order to correspond in unison to
the violins, but this slight inconvenience disappears in front of
all good musicians, who find an advantageous compensation in its
m?re ~eautiful and vigorous tone and much more facility in
f1 nger1 ng . . . 36
Michel is referring to the technical facility of pitches played on the
Qb 1 clarinet specifically when transposing in tonalities having more

than one flat.

He continued by observing the useful ness of the £

1 1

clarinet:

34o. Vandenbroeck, Traite General • . . , pp. 46-7.
35vandenbroeck, p. 47.
11 Cependant
la plu-part des Compositeurs l~i~sant tous ~es
bemols ou tousles dieses ala Clef, les MUSlClens sont blen
obliges de connaitre toutes les Clef~ et la tra~spositio~, nous
avons des Musiciens que se touvent tres embarrass~s qua~d 11 faut
qu 1 ils transposent, et d 1 autres a que cela ne coute nen par la
grande habitude ...

36Michel, Methode de Clarinette, p. 2.
... . • elle est plus basse d 1 Un ton que celle en Ut c~ q~i la met
dans la necessite de transposer pour se raporter a 1 un1sson des
Violons, mais ce leger inconvenient disparo1t ~evant yous les bons
Musiciens qui s'en trouvent avantag;usement dedomages par .un son
plus beau et plus fort et par un do1gter beaucoup plus fac1le
II
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• • · it is g?od, ~owe~;r, to know how to play in all the pitches
with one clar1net 1n £ . beca~se of sharp and flat modulations
that one can encounter 1n a p1ece of music . . . J7
Michel's comments imply that clarinetists usually played as far as
possible with the£'' clarinet, refraining from the use of the corps de
rechange.

The 1ack of extant corps, especi a11 y those for the .Q.'

clarinet, seems to substantiate this viewpoint.38

Range and Registers
In his instrumentation treatise of 1764, Roeser indicated both the
range and the registers of the four-key clarinet by means of the
following scale:39
·
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On this scale the lowest note indicated, g, was separated from the
highest f''' by a bar line, perhaps an indication that the pitch of this

37 Michel, p. 2.
i 1 est bon cependant de savoi r JOUer dans taus 1es tons
avec la seule Clarinette en Ut a cause des modulations diezees et
Bemolisees qui peuvent se rencontrer dans un marceau de musique .
11 •

•

•

II

38Thi s 1ack of extant corps de rechange was confirmed by the
organologist, Philip Bate, as reported by Charlton, pp. 279, 289.
39Roeser, p. 3. This scale omits some notes of the chromatic
sea 1e which waul d fa 11 between the highest and 1owest notes of the
range.
These were considered to be out of tune and unusable.
Subsequent treatises show that these gaps in th~ sea 1e wer~ gradua 1~ y
filled in and the upper range extended for the f1ve-key clar1net, unt1l
by 1790 (Albrechtsberger's trea~i~e) the full ~hromatic scale from g to
£'''' had come within the capab1l1t1es of the 1nstrument.
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lowest note could be different on some instruments. 40

Roeser did not

explain the numbers under the notes g and f, but they probably indicate
these notes as the first and second of the range.
His division of the range into three parts is the earliest
illustration of the registers, and proved to be quite influential since
it was copied by almost all subsequent writers.

Roeser also wrote the

earliest detailed description of each part of the range:
One distinguishes up to three types of sounds within the
range of the clarinet; the first, which is from the b in the small
octave to the B-fl at in the first octave [f to .Q '] is called
cha l umeau, because it is very sweet. The second, which is from
the B najural of the first octave up to the C-sharp of the third
[.Q' to~"'] is called clarion or clarinet, because it is very
sonorous and very brilliant. The third, which is from the D of
the third octave up to F [Q"' to f"'] can be called shrill,
because it is very loud, and because one is not able to play as
softly in it as the preceding. That is also why one ought never
to use it in delicate passages. I caul d have shown some further
semitones in the range of the clarinet, but as these are ve~1 out
of tune, I have considered it appropriate to leave them out.

40K. Bi rsak found that the pitches produced with the use of a
third key, on three, three-key instruments in the Salzburg collection,
were not the usual g and .Q', because of the placement of the tone hole
for this key. See Kurt Birsak, Die Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger
Museum Augusteum (Salzburg: Salzburger Museum Carolina Augusteum, 1973),
pp. 124, 128-9 and the discussion below on pages 122-128.
41Translation in Albert R. Rice, "Valentin Roeser's Essay on the
Clarinet (1764), Background and Commentary" (M.A. thesis, Claremont
Graduate School, 1977), p. 100.
"On distingue jus qu'i trois sortes de sons dans l'etendue
de la Clarinette· le premier qui est depuis le Fa de la petite
octave jusqu'au 'si b, mol de la premiere Octaye es ap~elle
Chalumeau, parce qu'il est tres do~x. L~ _ se~ond qu1 est dep~1~ le
Si naturel de la premiere Octave JUS qu a 1 Ut # de la tro1s1eme
est appelle Clairon on [sic] ~l~~inett~ parce q~'il est plus
sonore et plus brillant. Le tro1s1:me qu1 est,de~u~s le Re de,~a
troisieme Octave jusqu'au Fa, peut etre appelle a1gu, parce qu 11
est tres fort et qu 'on ne peut 1' a~ouci r co~me 1es .precedents.
C'est a1ussi pourquoi l'on ne devro1t pas sen serv1r pour , l~s
passages deli cats. J' auroi s pu demontrer encore quelques Sem1 -
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About five years later, Roeser published a fingering chart for the fourkey clarinet that included fingerings for all of these notes as well as
an additional four (f#, Q, g#' and g''').42
The theorist, Francoeur (1772), copied Roeser's description of the
three parts of the range in the Essai, and added the note .9.'''. 43
Additionally, Francoeur indicated the range of two parts which he called
"Premier Dessus" (.9. to f''') and "Second Dessus" (f to£''' and~ to

4''').

He explained that these parts are limited to specific notes in

order to accommodate players who were capable of playing within the
higher or lower range of the clarinet. 44 As part of his description of
the quality of tone concerning six clarinets of differing pitch (in g',
.9.', Qb' or Q', £'', Q'' and

~' '), Francoeur gave the upper and 1ower

notes appropriate for the "Premier Dessus" and "Second Dessus" of each
instrument.

For the "Premier Des sus", in every case the 1owest note

given was £', while the upper note was extended beyond his general
description tog"' for the clarinets in£" and Q".

For the "Second

Dessus", Francoeur extended the upper note of the range to an

~'''

for

tons de plus dans l'etendue de la Clarinette, mais comme ils sont
tr~s faux, j'ai jug~ i propos de les Suprimer."
Roeser, Essai d'instruction i l'usage de ceux qui composent pour la
clarinette et le cor, pp. 3-4.
42[Valentin] Roeser, Gamme de la clarinet~e av~c si~ duo ~our ~et
instrument (Paris: Le Menu, [c. 1769]), see R1ce, Clar1net F1nger1ng
Charts, 1732-1816," pp. 23-4, pl. V.
43Francoeur, p. 18.
44Francoeur, p. 22. This division may have been suggested. to
Francoeur by Roeser's division of the mu~h larger range of the h?rn 1nto
two parts in his Essai (pp. 17-19). Wh1le horn players .recogn1zed and
used this two-part division, no .other subsequent theor1st wrote of a
division of the range of the clar1net.
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the clarinet in Q" .

45

Francoeur appears to have based his two-part

division of the range on a pre-existing practice of clarinetists.

For

example, the Bohemian composer, Franz Pokorny, wrote a concerto in Eflat major designated in the autograph as "per il clarinetto primo", and
a second concerto in B-flat major (dated "9 octobris 1765") designated
"peril clarinetto secundo".

The ranges of these works (both written

for the .Qb' clarinet) are similar to those given by Francoeur, theEflat concerto written from£' tog''', the B-flat work from f to£''' .46
This practice, however, was not used by 1ater composers who genera 11 y
made use of the full range of the clarinet in concertos.
Although Francoeur 1isted the note .9.''' he did not provide a
fingering which initially appeared in a fingering chart in an edition of
Corrette's flute tutor (c. 1773).4 7 In 1776, a fingering for £#, was
given by Castillon in his chart, and Vanderhagen (1785) added a g# in
the fingering chart of his method for the five-key clarinet. 48

The

Viennese theorist, Albrechtsberger (1790), was the earliest to indicate
a fully chromatic range from g to £"" (considered the present-day
standard range), and J. X. Lefevre (1802) provided fingerings for all of
45Francoeur, pp. 23-25.
46see "Kl ari netten-Konzerte des 18. Jahrhunderts," in Das Erbe
Deutscher Musik, vol. 41, ed. H. Becker (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Hartel,
1957), pp. X, 103-4.
47[Michel] Corrette, Methode Raisonnee pour appren~r~ ~isement a
jouer de la FlOtte [sic] Traversiere . . . . Nouvelle ~d1t1on, re~ue
corrigee augmentee de la Game du Hautbo1s et de la Clar1nette (Par1s:
aux adresse oridinaire de Musique, [c. 1773]), p. 56.
48Frederic
de
Castillon,
"Clarinette,"
Supplement
a
l'Encyclopedie, ou Dictionnaire Raisonne des Sciences, des Arts et des
Metiers . . • , ed., J. B. Robinet, 5 vols. (Amsterdam: M: M. ,Rey, 17761780) 2:450; A. van-der-hagen, Methode Nou~elle et Ra1sonnee gour la
clari~ette (Paris: Boyer, [c. 1785]); repr1nt ed., Geneva: M1nkoff,
1972).
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·
·
these notes. 49 Th e 1nnovat1ve
French maker, J. F. Simiot, published a
two-page explanation and a fingering chart for his seven-key clarinet in
1808.

His instrument included a key used for trilling from£' to Q' and

another key for the notes Qb/f'', also used for trilling, but in
practice similar to the standard five-key clarinet.

Simiot gave

fingerings for seven additional notes (£#,, chromatically tog"")
above Lefevre's highest pitch of£'''', simply to attract attention to
his instruments. 50 These extremely high pitches have never come into
general use for the clarinetist.
As early as 1758, J. Adlung noted two different qualities of the
clarinet's range, calling the lower part "chalumeau":
The clarinet is well known. In the low register it sounds
differently than ~f the high range, therefore, one calls it [the
range] chalumeau.
Later in the century, composers used the word "chalumeau" in clarinet
parts to indicate that a particular passage written in the upper or
"clarinette" register should be played an octave lower in the chalumeau
register.

In a similar manner, the word, "cl ari nette", was used to

indicate the notes which were played at pitch, but occasionally was used
to indicate the transposition of a passage an octave upward.

The

49Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, GrUndliche Anweisun~ zur
Composition • . • und mit einem Anhange: von der Beschaffenhe1t und
Anwendung aller jetzt Ublichen Musikalischen Instrumente (Leipzig: J. G.
I. Breitkopf, 1790), p. 437; [Jean-Xavier] ~e Fevre, Methode de
clarinette (Paris, [1802], reprinted., Geneva: M1nkoff, 1974), planches
3 and 4.
50[Jacques-Fran9ois] Simiot, Tableau Explicatif des innovations et
changemens faits ala clarinette (Lyons: [The Author], 1808). See,
Rice, "Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816," p. 29.
51Jacob Adlung, Anleitung ~u der musikalischen Gelahrtheit
(Erfurt: J. o. Jungnicol, 1758, repr1nt ed., Kassel: Barenreiter, 1953),
p. 588.
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earliest known musical example using these designations appears in Franz
Pokorny's clarinet concerto in B-flat major (1765).

In measures 143 to

148 of the first movement in the clarinet part, two variations in
notation are found.

Originally, these five measures were written in the

treble clef and the word "Shale"

(presumably an abbreviation for

"Shalumeau" or "Schalumo") placed at the beginning of the line.

This

designation appears to have implied that six notes of the first half of
the measure, written as£'' down tog', be played an octave lower.

Most

of the remaining notes of these five measures are written too low for
this octave transposition.

This first version was crossed out and a

second version, with several changes in the choice of notes, written in
the bass clef is found

in the lower margin of the score.

The

designation "Clarin" is found at the beginning of this version, and can
only mean that these notes are to be played an octave higher, since most
of them are below the range of the clarinet.

Interestingly, the second

version of these five measures includes two low g's, a note which
otherwise does not appear elsewhere in this concerto.

Perhaps the g was

omitted in the first version because of the questionable intonation of
this note on clarinets of this period. 52
The anonymous writer of the definition "Clarinet" in the Deutsche
Encyclopadie (1781) stated that "When playing the chalmeau [register] a
£' ' c 1ar i net goes up to g' and [descends two tones 1ower than the

52cf. "Klarinetten-Konzerte des 18. Jahrhund~rts,~ pp. XI.and 105,
and Robert A. Titus, "The Solo ~usi~ for the Clar1net 1n the E1ghteenth
century" (Ph.D. diss., State Un1vers1ty of Iowa, 1962), pp. 170-173.
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violin 11 • 53
Vanderhagen

Th us, th"1s author called the notes from g to g'
(1785)

also identified these notes

as

the

11

chalmeau 11 •
11

Chalumau 11

register suggesting that the student use them to test the playing
response nf the reed. 54 The earliest explanation of the use of the word
11

chalumeau 11 to indicate transposition of one octave lower, appeared in

the first edition of a Dutch music dictionary by J. v. Reynvaan (1789):
Whenever one finds this term written in a clarinet part, it
denotes that one should play that passage, next to which it is
found, one octave lower. This being the pitch of the chalumeau,

53 oeutsche Encyclopadie oder Allgemeines Real=Worterbuch aller
Ktinste und Wissenschaft, ed. H. M. G. Koster, 23 vols. (Franfurt:
Varrentrapp Sohn und Wenner, 1778-1807), 5 (1781): 685.

sie Chalmeau blasen, so geht ein c Clarinet bis ins e und
zwey Tone tiefer als die Geige. 11
54 van-der-hagen, Methode Nouvelle et Raisonnee pour la Clarinette,
p. 3; repeated by Michel, Methode de clarinette, p. 3. Later writers
who ca 11 ed the notes from e to e' 11 cha 1umeau 11 inc 1ude W. Schneider
(1834) and H. Berlioz in hfs influential instrumentation treatise of
1843.
Schneider explained that with the use of the word 11 Chalmeau 11
above notes higher than g', the 11 Chalmeau-Octave 11 may be played. See
Wilhelm Schneider, Historisch=technische Beschreibung der musicalischen
Instrumente (NeiBe and Leipzig: T. Hennings, 1834), p. 30.
Berlioz
appears to have been following Schneider's statement when he gave tge
following unusual description of the range: g to g' (grave), f' to Q '
(chalumeau), Q' to f"' (medium), and Q"' to Q"" (aigu). See Hector
Berlioz, Grand traite d'instrumentation et d'orchestration modernes
(Paris: Schonenberger, [1844], seconded., Paris: Schonenberger [1855],
reprint ed., Paris: H. Lemoine et Cie, [1952]), p. 134.
The more
commonly accepted range was initially given by the clarinetist, F. Berr
as e to f' (chalumeau), g' to Q' (intermediare), Q' to f"' (clairon),
and-Q'''-to g''' (aigu).
See F~ederic Berr, Traite complet de la
clarinette a guatorze clefs (Par1s: E. Duverger, 1836), pp. 9-10.
Berr's second edition of this tutor#provided a chromatic range of g to
f'. f'#' to bb' b' to f " ' and f " ' tog"'. See Frederic Berr,
Methode compfet~ de clarinette (Paris: E. Gerard,. [c. 1844]), p. 7 ,_ and
Georges Kastner, Traite general d'instrumentat1on
supplement
(Paris: Prilipp et Cie, [1844]), p. 23.
~~wenn
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and being done in order to prevent the use of the bass clef which
would otherwise have to be used. 0 5
'
Reynvaan's mention of the bass clef seems to reflect the earlier German
practice as shown in Pokorny's clarinet concerto in B-flat (1765),
composed for the court of Ottingen-Wallerstein.56 Blasius (c. 1796) was
the

earliest

writer

to

explain

both

terms

concerning

octave

transposition:
To the clarinet, there is a word which is attached.
That is
Chalumeau. This word means to transpose or to play a passage one
octave 1ower. One takes.. the notes as they are, when they are
written under Clarinette. 0 7

55Trans 1at ion by Dr. Roe 1of Wi j brandous of the Defense Language
Institute, Monterey, California.
"Wanneer men deezen Term vindt geschreeven,
in
eene
Clarinetpartije; geest het te kennen, dat men die Passagie,
waarbij dat gevonden wordt, een Octaaf Laager moet Speelen.
Zijnde dit de Toon der CHALUMEAU, of Schalmeije: en wordende dit
gedaan; om dat men anderszins den Bassleutel zoude moeten bezigen,
het welk hier door voorgekoomen wordt."
Konstwoordenboek belhelzende
Joos Verschuere Reynvaan Muz~kaal
verklaaringen van, als mede het gebruik en de kracht der Konstwoorden,
die in de muzjjk voorkomen, 2 vols. (Middleburg and Amsterdam: W. A. Keel
and J. de Jongh, 1789-1790), 1:117.
56see August Scha~nagl, "Pokorny, Franz Xaver (Thomas)," Grove 6,
15:22.
57Translation by William Menkin in "Frederic Blasius: Nouvelle
Methode de Clarinette et Raisonnement des Instruments'.
A Complete
Translation and Analysis with an Historical and Biographical Background
of the Composer and his Compositions for Clarinet" (D.M.A. diss.,
Stanford University, 1980), p. 69.
"A la Clarinette il y'a un mot qui lui est attache, qui est
Chalumeau ce mot veut dire de transposer ou de jouer le passage
une octav~ plus bas, on ne Reprend les.Notes ~elles qu'elles sont,
que lors qu'il y a Ecrit audessus Clar1nette.
Frederic Blasius, Nouvelle Methode de clarinette, p. 51.
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At this point in his tutor, Blasius gave a one-line example using both
of these terms and the actua 1 sounding notes when transposed. 58

The

German clarinetist, Backofen (c. 1803), explained octave transposition
by comparing the use of the bass clef for the lowest notes of the basset
horn (written g to

~'

but sounding an octave higher), with the use of

the term nchal.n, which indicated a transposition of notes one octave
lower for the clarinet.59
Embouchure, Mouthpiece Position and Articulation
The French word, embouchure, is common 1y understood to refer to
the position and shape of the lips while playing a wind instrument.
This word is also occasionally used to refer to the mouthpiece of the
clarinet or the headjoint of the flute. 60
The earliest published
instruction concerning the embouchure used in playing the clarinet
appeared in an anonymous English tutor for the five-key clarinet:
Blow moderately strong the Chalumeau Notes, but for the Clarinet
Notes, the reed must be pinched with the Lips a little. and blown

58A. Vanderhagen provided almost a full page of exercises
alternating these two terms in the second issue of his tutor, Methode
Nouvelle et Raisonnee pour la clarinette (Paris: Nadermann, [c. 17971798]), pp. 8-9. The English clarinetist, J. Mahon (c. 1802), wrote
similar exercises adopting ~he terms 11 Chalumeaun or 11 Ch.al: 11 and
11 clarinet 11
or 11 clar. 11 to ind1cate the same octave transpos1t1on and
return to the written notes advocated by Blasius.
59Backofen, Anweisung, p. 36.
60willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed. (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1972), p. 287 .. Carna~,d was prob~b~y
the earliest to call the mouthpiece of the c)ar1net an e~bouc~ure 1n
his Methode pour la clarinette a six et a tre1ze11 Clefs (Par1s: R1chault,
[c. 1835]), on his fingering chart entitled, Gamme des Tons Naturels
pour la clarinette a six Clefsn.
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a little stronge6i yet be carefull that the Teeth do not touch the
Reed in blowing.
The reed was tied onto the mouthpiece with twine or waxed thread,
grooves or knurls were carved on the outside of the mouthpiece for this
purpose.

A.

Vanderhagen,

a Parisian clarinetist,

gave additional

directions concerning the embouchure in his important and detailed
Methode (1785):
I wi 11 say, thus, do not put the mouthpiece of the clarinet too
high [into the mouth], but only up to the absence of the cut of
the reed. . . . support the mouthpiece on the teeth and cover the
reed with the upper 1i p, in no case touching the reed with the
upper teeth, because the upper teeth have to sustain and press on
the upper lip in order to pinch the high tones. The lips of the
mouth ~ust close firmly for one not to lose air through the mouth

6

.

Blasius repeated some of Vanderhagen's statements in his tutor (c.
1796), but is more explicit concerning the lips:
. • . take good care that the mouthpiece nor the reed is touched
by the teeth. It is necessary to support the mouthpiece on the
lower lip to cover J~e reed with the upper lip, without the teeth
touching any of it.

61The Clarinet Instructor • . • (London: Longman & Broderip,
1780]), on the fingering chart entitled, 11 A Scale of Notes for
Clarinett
Identical statements are found in several English
American tutors as late as c. 1823 in A New &Complete Preceptor for
Clarinet (Philadelphia: J. G. Klemm, [c. 1823]), p. 3.
11

•

[c.
the
and
the

62van-der-Hagen, Methode Nouvelle et Raisonnee pour la clarinette,
pp. 1-2.
Je dirai done qu'il ne faut pas emboucher le bee de
trop avant.
Ma is seul ement j 'usqu' au defaut ~e
l'anche; . . . appuier le bee sur les dents, couvr:r
1evre superi eure sans que 1es dents de 1a ran gee
touchent en aucun cas. 11
11

la Clarinette
1a ta ill e d
l'anche de la
superi eure Y

63Trans1ation by Menkin, p. 66.
.. . . • pren dre b1"en garde que 1e bee ni 1'anche ne soient
· f touches
·
par 1es dents. I 1 faut appui er 1e bee sur 1a 1evre 1n er1 eure,
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Rather than covering only the upper teeth as Vanderhagen suggested,
Blasius preferred to cover the upper and 1ower teeth with both 1ips,
what is ca 11 ed in the present day, the 11 double-lip 11 embouchure. A few
years after Blasius had written, the clarinetist, Michel (c. 1801),
clearly suggested that only the upper teeth be covered by the lips:
. . . one ought to rest the mouthpiece on the 1ower teeth, and
cover the reed with the .Lipper 1i p without ever a11 owing the upper
teeth to touch it .•• 64
Another consideration, that must have occurred to these authors, is the
size and angle of teeth which would determine if the player could cover
with one or both lips.
In each of these descriptions by French clarinetists

it is

apparent that they placed the mouthpiece and attached reed against the
upper lip, contrary to the predominant present-day practice of placing
it

against the

bottom lip

(i.e., respectively the maxillary and
mandibular mouthpiece positions). 65 Each of these positions affects the
resonance, response, pitch and tonguing of the notes produced in a
different manner.

The majority of clarinets from this period by French

couvri r 1 'anche de 1a 1evre superi eure, sans que 1es dents y
touchent en aucun. 11
Blasius, Methode de clarinette, p. 48. This 11 double-lip 11 embouchure was
also recommended by Lefevre in his influential Methode de clarinette, p.
2.
64Translation by Rousseau, p. 125 .
... . • on doit apuyer le bee sur les dents inferieures, et couvrir
1 'anche avec 1a 1evre superi eure sans que j ama is 1es dents d 'en
haut y touchent .....
Michel, Methode de clarinette, p. 3.
651 have adopted Becker's anatomical terms to i~dicate .these
positions of mouthpiece position. See Heinz Becker, 11 Kl an n:tte .. 1n Das
GroBe Lexicon der Mus i k, ed. M. Honneger and G. Massenke1l , 8 vo 1s.
(Freiburg: Herder, 1976-1980), 4:357.
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and English makers seem to have been designed to play with a maxillary
position, since the mouthpiece must be turned in this position to match
the makers' stamp with the same stamp on the remaining sections.66
Confirmation of this practice is found in a number of treatises and
tutors from this period.

On the other hand, there is a body of evidence

which suggests that clarinetists had the option of playing with either
mouthpiece position.

A preference for either position by the players

from specific countries can be shown in several published sources.

For

instance, Roeser (1764) was the earliest to state the French preference
for the maxillary position when he advised the composer not to write
repeated sixteenth notes as one would do for the violin:
Many repeated sixteenth notes are not employed on the
clarinet since the lungs must substitute for the tongue s57oke,
due to the position of the reed under the roof of the mouth.
He then i 11 ustrated repeated sixteenth notes played on the violin and
their replacement for the clarinet by dotted half notes, quarter and
eighth notes. 68 Roeser implied by his statement and example that the
tongue

was

not

used

to

articulate,

accomplished by aspirations of breath.

and

that

articulation

was

About five years later, he

66see T. Eric Hoeprich, "Clarinet reed position in the 18th
century," EM 12 (February 1984): 51; cf. Nichol as Shackleton,
"Clarinet," NGDMI, 1:397.
67Translation by Robert A. Titus in "The Solo Music for the
Clarinet in the Eighteenth Century" (Ph.D. diss., State University of
Iowa, 1962), p. 77.
"Beaucoup de doubles Creches dans le Mode parall~le.ne so~t
point en usages sur 1a Cl ari nette, attendu que ~a. Pol tr1 n~ do1 t
substituer au coup de Langue, a cause de la pos1t1on de 1 Anche
qui se trouve sous le Palais de la Bouche."
Roeser, Essai d'instruction, p. 12.
68Roeser, Ibid.
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depicted the maxillary position on the fingering chart for a four-key
clarinet in his Gamme de la clarinette (c. 1769).69
It seems likely that the playing practices of clarinetists in
Paris influenced visitors from other countries.

For instance, the

letter from Johan Miklin (director musices in Linkoping, Sweden) dated
31 August 1772, to A. A. Hi.ilphers, mentions large clarinets

11

USed in

concerts in Paris .. (see page 312 above) and describes a manner of
articulation similar to that mentioned by Roeser:
• . • The reed is not as on an oboe; rather over the ob 1ong
opening one puts and inserts a thin, flat wide reed. It is always
stationary, is lightly pressed by the lips, but never touched by
the tongue. One must so to speak puff out the wind, but it is not
heavy or hard to play. The best and ~ost accurate information
about this you may obtain in Stockholm. 7
Miklin's description of the lips pressing the reed resembles the
11

double-lip 11 embouchure described by Blasius.

The similarities to the

articulation and embouchure mentioned by Roeser and Blasius, also imply
that

these Swedish players made use of the maxillary mouthpiece

69subsequently, three fingering charts for the four-key clarinet,
published in Paris, depicted this maxillary position. They are found in
[Jacques] Hotteterre, Methode • . . de 1a Flute • • . , new ed. ,
augmented by [A.] Bailleux (Paris: Bailleux, _[c. 1775~)e p. ?4;
Principes de clarinette avec la Tablature des Me11leurs M s (Par1s:
[Girard, c. 1775]), pp. 1-2; and Abraham, Principes de clarinette
(Paris: Frere, [c. 1782]), p. 2.
70Translation by Mrs. Kirsten Koblik.
•
•
•
Roret ar ej som pa hautbois; utan ofwer .. den afl an~a
opningen lagges och inskjutes et tunt, pl~tt bredt ror, som. alt~d
sitter fast, hwilket lost trycke~ med l~pparne, m:n ald~_lg far
roras med tungan, utan maste man l1kso~ flasa fram w~dret; ar ~ock
icke tungeller hardspelt. Basta och sakraste underrattelsen harom
kan Hr Direct. fa i Stockholm ...
11

Norlind,
56-7.

11

Abraham Abrahamsson HUlphers och Frihetstidens Musikliv,n pp.
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position J 1
five

and

Most of the French writers of subsequent methods for the

six-key clarinets from

1785 illustrated this mouthpiece

position in their fingering chartsJ2

An early example of the use of

the mandibular position in France, however, is found in a portrait of
one Villement, signed by Pierre Bazin and dated 1780.

Here, a man is

shown holding a five-key clarinet with what appears to be a mandibular
mouthpiece position.73
The earliest recommendation for the use of the mandibular position
is found in a Norwegian treatise of 1782 by the bandmaster, L. N. Berg.
In a chapter concerning the clarinet he stated:
If you want the clarinet to sound good, you must not put the
mouthpiece too far into your mouth, as it must otherwise shriek
like a happy goose. Instead, the reed is placed on the lower lip,
and in this manner you force it with the breath to produce a
pleasant sound a9g tone, using the tongue to separate the notes at
your discretion.
11
Albert
R.
Rice,
Clarinet
Correspondence, II EM 12 (August 1984): 429, 431.

llcf.

11

reed

position..

in

72vanderhagen (1785, c. 1799, c. 1819, c. 1836), Blasius (c.
1796), Michel (c. 1801), Lefevre (1802), Demar (c. 1808), Bochsa (c.
1809), Ribicki (c. 1826), Gambaro (c. 1830), and Carnaud (1829, c.
1830). See Appendix 3 for the full titles of these tutors.
73This portrait may be found at the Rijksarchief voor
Kunsthistorische Dokumentatie in Amsterdam.
See T. Eric Hoeprich,
11
Clarinet reed position in the 18th century, .. EM 12 (February 1984): 52
and i 11 . 5.
74Translation by Mrs. Sonni Marschik in Albert R. Rice, .. The
Clarinet as Described by Lorents Nicolai Berg (1782), 11 JAMIS 5-6 (19791980): 47.
Naar man vil faae Clarinetten til at Inde, maa man ikke stikke
Munkstykket for langt ind i Munden, at den ikke skal skrige som en
glad Gass, men man l~gger R~ret p~a den underste L~be, og tvinger
det saaledes med Binden, at det g1ver en angenem Lyd og Tone fra
sig, hvortil Tungen, ved at st~de Binden ud, sikller Tonerne efter
Behag. 11
11

Lorents Nicolai Berg, Den f~rste Pr@ve for Beqyndere udi InstrumentalKunsten (Kristiansand: A. Swane, 1782), P· 49.
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Berg emphasized the fact that one may use the tongue to separate the
notes using this type of mouthpiece position.
several

German writers

mandibular position.

A few years later,

acknowledged or advocated the use of the

For instance, Backofen (c. 1803) mentioned both

positions while not advocating one in particular:
By ~he way, whether it is better while playing to place the reed
aga1nst the upper or lower lip--which clarinetists call on top or
~nderneath--I have not preference.
I have heard good people 9!ay
1n both manners. Here, what one is used to is most important.
A much stronger statement in preference for the mandibular position was
made by C. F. Mi chae 1is in the issue of the A11 gemei ne Mus i ka 1 i sche
Zeitung for 16 March 1808:
In order for the clarinet to become a connoisseur's instrument . .
• it is first necessary that one ceases to play with the reed on
top as the French still do in their methods. Admittedly one may
then 1ose the extreme high register, but on the other hand one
gains--may I say--the entire instrument.
Even the playing
position is more diffi cult according to the former method and
gives to the head a disagreeable angle of inclination. But how is
it possible to form a smooth and tender sound if one touches the
fibrous reed with his teeth? ~n this way . . • a harsh sound must
unavoidably issue forth • . . 7
75rranslation by T. Eric Hoeprich in "Clarinet reed position in
the 18th century," p. 50.
"Ob es ubrigens besser sey, das Blattchen beym Blasen an die obere
oder untere Lippe zu halten -- was die Klarinettisten ober sich
oder unter sich blasen nennen -- will ich nicht entschieden. Ich
habe schon von beyden Methode tucht i ge Leute gehort. Gewohnhei t
macht hier alles."
J. G. H. Backofen, Anweisung zur Klarinette nebst einer kurzen
Abhandl ung uber das Basset-Horn, P: 4. Hi.s _fingering charts i 11 ustrate
a clarinet with a maxillary mouthp1ece pos1t1on.

76rranslation in Rice,
Nicolai Berg," p. 52.

"The Clarinet as Described by Lorents

"Soll inzwischen das Instrument die Liebhaber noch mehr reizen
• • Dahin gehort zuerst, dass mann ~uf~ort, das ~1 att oben zu
blasen wie die Franzosen sogar noch 1n 1hrer Anwe1sung ford~rn.
Man ve~liert dann freylich jene ausserste Hohe, aber man gew1n~t
dagenen -- ich mochte sagen, das ganze Instrument. Selbst d1e
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Michaelis was convinced of the improvement in tone with the use of the
mandibular position.

He also observed that the player must hold the

instrument at a wider angle away from the body when using the maxiilary
position.
advantages

Two years

later, J.

Frohlich (1810-11),

described the

and disadvantages of both mouthpiece positions

in his

detailed treatise:
There are two ways of playing the clarinet, one, by having
the reed on top, the other by having it on the bottom of the
mouthpiece.
In the latter the player has more advantage in articulation
with the tongue attacking, for example, in faster passages; but
the disadvantage is that he cannot play with equal quality, nor
with changes from high to low, as anyone who knows the nature of
the clarinet can understand.
In the first method the tongue
cannot be securely and precisely used; also, since there is a
certain whistling of air, the tone cannot be correctly formed and
does not achieve sonorous qua 1ity. And those who be 1 i eve that
without tonguing [i.e., with the mandibular position] no lively,
energetic performance is possible, err the more, as they seem to
misjudge the real goal of all instrumenJ?lists, especially the
clarinetist, which is to equal the singer.
Haltung des Instruments ist nach jener Weise schwieriger, und
gi ebt dem Kopfe ei ne unangenehme Ri chtung. All ei n wi e i st es
mogl i ch, ei nen sauften und zarten Ton zu bi 1den, wenn man das
fibrirende Blatt mit den Zahnen beruhrt? Hierdurch muss ganz
unvermeidlich . . • ein scharfer Ton herauskommen . . . "
[C. F. Michaelis], "Ueber die Klarinette," AMZ 10 (16 March 1808): col.
386.
77 Translation by Rousseau, p. 128.

"Es gibt uberhaupt zwey Arten das Clar:inett zu blas~n; eine,
wenn man das Blatt ober dem Kopfe-, und d1 e andere, wen man es
unter demselben halt.
Bey di eser 1etzten hat der Spiel e.r mehr V?rtheil mit der
Articulation durch den Zungenstoss Z.B. 1m geschw1nderen Vortrage
gestossener Passagen, aber d7n N?chth7i 1 . dass ~r ni cht. so
geschwind mit einer solchen Gl~1chhe1t, w1~ Jener, Hohe u~d T1efe
wechseln kann, wie es jeder le1cht beurthe1len .kann, der d1e Natur
dieses Instrumentes, und die dazu erforderl1ch~ Behandlungsart
kennt. Bey der ersten Art lasst sich die .zunge n1cht so ~enau und
sicher anwenden es entsteht auch durch 1hre Anwendung 1m Blasen
ein Pfeifen der'Luft, der Ton kann nicht gehori~ ge~ildet werden,
und erha 1t das kl angvoll e ni cht. Unterdessen 1st 1hre Anwendung
auch nicht nothwendig, und diejenigen, wel.che glauben, .dass ?hne
dem Zugenstosse kein lebendiger, energ1scher, mann1gfalt1ger
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Frohlich seems to favor the mandibular position in this description
although he a 1so stressed that fine results may be achieved with the
maxillary position, and cited an example in the excellent playing of the
WOrzburg

court

clarinetist,

Phillip

Meisner.78

Frohlich,

illustrated the maxillary position in his fingering chart.

however,
Additional

evidence for the option a 1 use of both mouthpiece positions in Germany
and its neighboring nations seems to be indicated by the rarity of
makers' stamps on the mouthpieces of clarinets made in Germany, Austria
and Bohemia.

79

One important exception, noted by Hoeprich, is an extant

five-key clarinet in Qb' by Theodor Lotz, the maker of Anton Stadler's
basset clarinet (see above pp. 298-9).

All of the joints of Lotz's

five-key instrument are stamped including the mouthpiece,

where the

stamp was placed on the side opposite from the reed facing.

If all the

stamps are aligned, the clarinet must be played with the mandibular
position. 80
During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the use
of the mandibular mouthpiece position became more popular throughout
Europe,
players.
virtuoso,

through the influence to a 1arge extent of German virtuoso
For

instance,

Joseph Beer

Fetis

related

(1744-1812),

that

during

the

1780s,

the

heard the sweet quality of tone

Vortrag Statt finden konne, irren urn so mehr, als ~ie d.as einzige
Zi e 1 all er Instrumenta 1 i sten, besonders des Clan nett 1sten, dem
Sanger gleich zu kommen, zu misskennen scheinen ...
[Joseph] Frohlich, Vollstandige Theoretisch=pracktische Musiksch~le fOr
alle beym Orchester gebrauliche wichtigen Instrumente (Bonn: N. S1mrock,
[1810-11]), p. 14.
78Froehlich, Ibid.
79Hoeprich,

11

Clarinet reed position in the 18th century, .. p. 51.

80Hoeprich, Ibid., this clarinet is preserved in the Musee des
Instruments Anciens de Musique, Geneva.
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produced by a German clarinetist named Schwartz, which prompted him to
his style of playing (probably adopting the mandibular
81
position).
It has also been assumed that Franz Tausch (1762-1817)

change

p1ayed with the mandibular position because of the soft qua 1i ty and
variability of this tone described by Gerber (1813-14):82
What versatility in gradation of tone! At one moment the 1ow
whisper of leaves borne along by the soft breath of the zephyr; at
another his instrum~~t soared above all others 'in a torrent of
brilliant arpeggios.
If

Tausch did play with the mandibular position, then he would have

taught this method to his

students, who included the well-known

virtuosi, Bernhard Crusell and Heinrich Baermann.

Yet, a twelve-key

clarinet used by Baermann during his highly successful concerts at
Paris,

in 1818,

is

illustrated with the maxillary position in a
fingering chart in A. Vanderhagen's Methode (c. 1819). 84 The mandibular
position was associated with Iwan Muller's thirteen-key clarinet, which
81 Fran9ois-Joseph Fetis, "Beer, Joseph" in Biographie Universelle
des musiciens et bibliographie generale de la musique, 2nd ed., 8 vols.
(Paris: Firmin Didot Freres, 1860-1865), 1:297.
Cf. F. Geoffrey
Rendall, The Clarinet, 3rd ed. (London: E. Benn, 1971), pp. 80-81.
82see Rendall, p. 81 and Peter Clinch, "Clarinet Concerto No. 3 by
Franz Tausch (1762-1817)" Studies in Music 8 (1974): 21-2.
83Translation by Rendall, p. 80.
"Welch eine Mannichfaltigkeit in der Modifikation der THne seines
Instruments! Bald war es das leise Flustern der durch den sanften
Hauch des Zephyrs bewegten Blatter, bald erhob sich ~ein
Instrument ; n roll end en und gl anzenden gebrochenen Passagen uber
alle
ubrigen,
wobey immer die schmelzendsten Melodien
absechselten."
Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Neues Hi stori sch-Bi ographi sches
Tonkunstler (Leipzig: A. Kuhnel, 1812-14), 4: col. 328.

Lexi kon

der

84see A. vanderhagen, Methode pour la clarinette mo~erne ~ douz~
cles (Paris: Pleyel, [c. 1819]); Pamela Weston, More Clar1net V1rtuos1
~he Past (London: The Author, 1977), p. 253.
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was adopted after 1812 by several leading players, such as, Franco
Dacosta, Gabriel Pechi gni er and Jacques Bouffil. 85

Indeed, Muller was

the earliest writer to illustrate the mandibular position in a fingering
chart, and put forward some persuasive reasons to adopt this position:
There are several reasons . . . to prefer the reed supported by
the lowe~ lip: First ~he right thumb becomes useful for fingering
because 1t no longer 1s needed to support the clarinet . . . . In
the second place, one has the advantage of being able to put a
small piece of heavy paper over the lower teeth, and thus prevent
the lip from becoming cut, as those who put the reed on top can
scarcely avoid. Finally, the performer is not obliged to contract
his muscles, and by so doing, to disfigure his facial
characteristics [i.e. with the maxillary position], because the
upper lip is too small to be able naturally to cover the teeth.
This last reason is not the least; in fact, the performer ought to
search carefully to avoid anything which ~§ht arouse a
disagreeable or painful sensation in the listener.
85 see
au mon du
presentee a
Moul ins, a
l'industrie

[Louis-Benjamin] Francoeur, "Rapport fait par M. Francoeur,
Comite des arts mecaniques, sur une nouvelle clarinette
la Societe par M. Janssen, rue l'Eveque, no. 14, butte des
Paris," Bulletin de 1a Societe d'encouragement pour
nationale, 212 (1822): 44.

86 Translation by Rousseau, pp. 128, 130.

Il y a plusieurs raisons . . . de preference avec l'anche appuyee
sur la levre inferieure: 1. on y gagne, que le pouce de la main
droite devient un doigt utile, car on n'en a plus besoin pour
soutenir la Clarinette . . . . En second lieu, on a cet avantage,
de pouvoi r mettre sur 1es dents de 1a machoi re i nferi eure, un
petit morceau de carte, et par-la eviter que les dents ne blessen~
pas la levre sur laquelle on met l'anche, ce que les personnes qu1
mettent 1 'anche en-dessus ne peuvent guere eviter: et enfin,
l'executant n'est pas oblige de contracter ses nerfs, et parla, de
defigurer les traits de sa figure, ce qui arrive a ceux qui jouent
differemment parce que la levre superieure est trop petite pour
pouvoi r natu~ell ement se repl oyer sur 1e,s d~ents: cet~e darni ere
raison n'est pas la moindre, en ~ffet, ~ ex~cuta~t ~olt.chercher
soigneusement a eviter tout ce qu1 peut 1nsp1rer a 1 aud1teur une
sensation desagreable et penible."
11

0

Muller, Methode, pp. 23-4. It should be no~ed tha.t a fingerin~ chart
for MOller's thirteen-key clarinet was publ1shed 1n Bonn by Sll!lrock,
before August 1816, and entitled, Gamme pour. la. nouve~le .clar.lnet~e
inventee par lui.
It was listed by Carl. Fr:1edr1ch Wh1stl1ng 1n h1s
Handbuch der musikalischen Litteratur (Le1pz1g: A. Meysel, 1817), p.
215.
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Subsequently, French authors of clarinet methods, such as, Rybicki
(c. 1826) and Vaillant (c. 1828), illustrated the maxillary position for
the five-key clarinet and the mandibular position for the thirteen-key
instrument. 87 The Czech clarinetist, Blatt (c. 1827-28), published a
bilingual German-French method in Paris which illustrated the mandibular
position in his charts for six, nine and twelve-key clarinets.88

At

about the same time, Carnaud (1829, c. 1835) noted both mouthpiece
positions, preferred the mandibular, but illustrated the maxillary for
six and thirteen-key clarinets. 89 In 1829, Fetis strongly advocated the
use of the mandibular position to the French clarinetist:
In France, the oboes, flutes and bassoons 1eave nothing to be
desired. The clarinet is less successfully cultivated, although
we have many commendable artists for their talent.
Our
inferiority in this genre, in regard to Germany, is due to a
vicious system that our clarinetists have adopted as far as the
position of the reed in the mouth, where force is applied to the
In Germany, where the clarinet is cultivated with much
reeds.
success, the mouthpiece of the instrument is placed in the mouth
of the player in a way that the reed is placed on the lower lip;
in France it is the contrary, the reed is p1aced on top. The
advantages of the German manner are evident; that the lower lip is
much better in softness and smoothness then the upper, the tongue
is not g1fl e to punctuate but compelled to go up with the French
manner.
87Fran9ois Rybicki, Methode pour la clarinette (Lyons: Arnaud, [c.
1826]); [Pierre] Vaillant, Nouvelle Methode de clarinette a cing et a
treize clefs (Paris: Au magazin de Musique et de Pianos de l'Auteur, [c.
1828]).
88[Franz Thaddaus] Blatt, Methode Complette de Clarinette (Mainz,
Paris and Antwerp: les fils de B. Schott, [c. 1827-28]).
89carnaud Nouvelle Methode de la clarinette moderne a six Clefs
et a Treize Clefs (Paris: Collinet, 182~); I~em, Methode pour la
clarinette a six eta treize Clefs (Par1s: R1chault, [c. 1835]).
90Fran 9ois-Joseph Fetis, "De l'execution musicale," Revue Musicale
3 (1829): 226.
"En France, 1es hautbois, 1es fl lites et 1es bas sons ne 1a i ~s~nt
rien a desirer. La clarinette est mains heureusement cult1Vee,
quoique nous ayons plusieurs artistes recommandables par leur
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Again

in

1830,

Fetis

stated

that

incontestably superior to the French...

11

the

German

clarinetists

are

He noted the brilliant playing

of the French and their lack of the sweetness and soft qualities of tone
produced by the German players.

Fetis attributed this lack of quality

to the powerful and voluminous tone production of the French, and their
use of the maxillary position. 91

These criticisms may have prompted

some French players to adopt the German tone production and mandibular
position.
In

England,

most

clarinetists

played with

the

11

double

lip ..

embouchure and maxillary mouthpiece position until the mid-eighteenth
century. 92

John Mahon, in his well-known tutor (c. 1803) stated:

11

The

talent. Notre inferiorite en ce genre, a l'egard de l'Allemagne,
tient au systeme vicieux que nos clarinettistes ont adopte tant
par 1a position de 1' anche dans 1a bouche, que pour 1a force de
ses anches.
En Allemagne, ou la clarinette est cultivee avec
beaucoup de succes, le bee de l'instrument est place dans la
bouche de l'executant, de maniere que l'anche est pressee par la
levre inferieure; en France, c'est le contraire, et l'anche est
placee en dessus.
Les avantages de la maniere allemande sont
evidens; carla levre inferieure a bien plus de moelleux et de
veloute que la superieure, et la langue n'etant point obligee de
remonter, comme dans la maniere fran9aise. 11
91Fran9ois-Joseph Fetis, La musigue mise a la portee de tout le
monde (Paris: A. Mesnier, 1830), p. 292.
Les clarinettistes allemands ont une superiorite incontestable
sur les Fran9ais ....
11

In the second edition of Backofen's tutor (1824), he was particularly
critical of those players who adopted Muller's thirteen-key clarinet and
p1ayed with the maxi 11 ary position, s i nee they caul d not make use of
Muller's keys for the right thumb without disturbing the position of
their mouthpiece.
See Johann Georg Heinrich Backofen, Anwei sung zur
Clarinette (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, [182~]), p. 6; ~f. .. the
interpretation of Backofen's statement by He1nz Becker 1n
Zur
Geschichte der Klarinette im 18. Jahrhundert, .. Mf 8 (1955): 283 and
Oskar Kroll, The Clarinet, rev. by D. Riehm (New York: Taplinger, 1968),
p. 28.
92An early illustration of the man9i?ula; mo~~hpie~e position is
found in James Wood's English patent spec1f1~at1on, Clar1?net and other
Wind Mus i ca 1 Instruments n, no. 2381 ( 10 Apnl 1800; repr1 nted, London:
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Mouthpiece of the Clarionet must not be put so far in the mouth as the
tying of the Reed, which must be upwards, the Teeth should not touch the
Ree d

. . . u93

advocated

both

A later English clarinetist of renown, T. L. Willman,
of

these

techniques

in

his

method

of

1826.94

SubsequentlY, the mandibular position was recognized by an anonymous
author about 1830: ..... some play with the Reed pressing against the
lower lip - but the general mode is the reverse - viz: the reed up
95
By about 1842, J. Hopkinson voiced his approval of the mandibular
position:
Opinions vary considerably on the proper manner of applying
the reed; foreigners play with it downwards, the contrary is
practiced in England; for a Dilettante i.e. a non Professional
Performer I gtlfst acknowledge I give the Preference to the first
method • . .
Vanderhagen (c. 1785) wrote the earliest instructions concerning
how to tongue, despite the fact that he played with the maxillary
mouthpiece position.

He advised the use of two syllables,

legato or connected notes, and

11

11

d11 for

t 11 for staccato or detached notes.

The

latter were marked with either a vertical stroke or wedge (I), or a dot

G. E. Eyre and W. Spottiswoode, 1856).
position .. , pp. 429-30.

See Rice, ... Clarinet reed

93John Mahon, A New and Complete Preceptor for the Clarinet
(London: Goulding, Phipps &D'Almaine, [c. 1803]), p. 1.
94Thomas L. Willman, A Complete Instruction Book for the Clarinet
(London: Goulding, D'Almaine &Co., [1826]), pp. 4-6, 8.
95Metzl er and Son's Clarinet Preceptor . . . The whole recently
written by an Eminent Professor (London: Metzler & So_n, [c. 18~0V, p.
3. The earliest American tutor to illustr~te the mand1bular pos1t1on 1s
A New and Complete Preceptor for the Clanonet (Boston: J. Ashton, [c.
1825]), p. 3.
96John Hopkinson, A New and Complete Preceptor for the Clarinet
(London: Metzler & Co., [c. 1842]), p. 2.
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( ·).

97

Vander hagen was a1so one of the earliest writers to carefully

distinguish between these two staccato marks.

The vertical stroke, when

notated on a downbeat, indicated a longer and more marked staccato than
the dot, which signified a shorter and less accented articulation.

If

the vertical stroke did not appear on a downbeat, it was played short
similar to the dot. 98 In one of his examples, Vanderhagen indicated
three types of tonguing,
staccato:

f \Q w
.. q uwt~!f =:L&·
~f
~w.
n¥
:1.~

@ b;;;t
Fig. 4.

the legato, short staccato and accented
.:;

,.

~

'"-td: ·

d~

'2.

I

3 ~

1.

.:2.

j ...,.___

Three types of articulation from Vanderhagen, Methode Nouvelle
et Raisonnee, p. 8.

Vanderhagen also gave examples of various combinations of articulated
and slurred notes.99
The English instruction books of the period do not offer any
specific instructions concerning tonguing.

One anonymous method of c.

1785, however, did indicate the slur and its marking, and explained the
vertical stroke and dot as staccato marks, which "imply that the notes
they are placed to, must be played in a very spirited and distinct
manner".100

Each note of the example given is shown as being played for

one-half of its written value.

The only distinction offered between

97van-der-Hagen, Methode Nouvelle et Raisonnee pour la clarinette,
pp. 5-9.
98van-der-Hagen, p. 8; cf. Thomas Eyerett Warner, "Indications of
Performance Practice in Woodwind Instruct1on Books of the 17th and 18th
Centuries" (Ph.D. diss., New York University, 1964), p. 89.
99Lefevre later described the three types of articulations given
by Vanderhagen in his famous Methode (c. 1802), p. 10.
100complete Instuctions [sic] for the Clarinet. (London: .s. A. & P.
Thompson, [c. 1785]), p. 7. . A s i mil a_r comment 1s found 1n sever a1
English and American tutors dur1ng the n1neteenth century.
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these two types of staccato is the word "soft" appearing below the
dotted notes. 101
In the second edition of Vanderhagen's tutor (c.
1799), he suggested the use of different syllables for articulation,
"tu" instead of the earlier recommended "P and "te" instead of "0".
also

described articulated
C'moe 11 eux") • 102

notes

without

any

markings

as

He
soft

Two German writers provide some additional information concerning
art i cul at ion.

Backofen described three means for art i cul at i ng notes:
with the tongue, 1ips or the throat . 103 He favored the use of the
tongue, since using the lips creates an "ugly grimace"

(hissliche

Grimace), and "even if the musician does not grimace when he produces
the notes with the throat, there is something else that is unpleasant,
the [ gl ott a1] stop in the throat that is audible with every note. n 104
Backofen

also

described

two additional

articulation

markings

not

mentioned by Vanderhagen:

r-

over several notes a tie is placed in addition to the dots
• ~, then they are somewhat separated by a gentle attack of the
tongue, but the tone is in no way interrupted. More forceful
~

101 Ibid.
102A. Vanderhagen, Nouvelle Methode de clarinette divisee en deux
parties, p. 36. Michel suggested "tO" and "te" for these staccato notes
in his Methode (c. 1801), p. 13.
103Backofen, Anweisung zur Klarinette, p. 11.
104rranslation by Rousseau, p. 132.
"Fallen auch bey diesen die Grim~ssen .weg, so haben sie wieder
eine andre Unannehmlichkeit, nehml1ch d1ese, dass man jeden Stoss
der Kehle hHrt."
Backofen, Ibid., p. 12.
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attacks ~the 0 tongue in an uninterrupted melody are designated as
f 011 OWS :

During

the

I I I J •

1

5

eighteenth

century,

these

articulations

were

called

respectively, .. breath stroke 11 and 11 s 1urre d st acca t o 11 or 11 pearl
106
stroke ...
Froehlich stated that those clarinetists who play with the
maxillary position .. must pronounce an easy and 1i ght 'ha', which need
only be done somewhat more strongly in the lower range, the performance
of which can also be aided with the lips.

Those who play with the reed

on the bottom can use the syllable tO or tu ... 107
Fingering
The fingerings used by players of the classical clarinet gradually
became

standardized

during

the

early

nineteenth

century.

Some

alternative fingerings, however, were clearly preferred by writers of
fingering charts, because they produced pitches with a more accurate
10 5Translation by Rousseau, p. 132.
Wenn Ober mehrern Noten Punkte, und Ober diesen noch ein Bogen ~
:-:----. angebracht ist, so werden sie zwar durch einen schwachen
Zugenstoss etwass getrennt, aber der Ton kei neswegs ganz
unterbrochen.
Stark~ Zungenstosse in ununterbrochenem Gesang
werden so bezei chnet • 1 1 1 • 11
11

Backofen, Ibid., p. 12.
106see Betty Bang Mather, Interpretation of French Music from 1675
to 1775 for Woodwind and Other Performers (New York: McGinnis & Marx,
1973), pp. 47-8.
107Translation by Rousseau, p. 188.
u.
•
• spreche man in das Instrument ei n 1ei chtesh (ha) welches
nur bey tiefern Tonen harter angesprochen wird, bey deren Vortrage
man sich auch etwas Vorschub durch das nachhelfen mit den Lippen
verschafft.
Jene we 1che unter s i ch b1asen· konnen s i ch der Syl be tO oder
tu bedienen ...

Froehlich Vollstandige Theoretisch=pracktische Musikschule fur alle
bevm Orch~ster gebrauliche wichtigen Instrumente, p. 14.
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intonation.

Thirty-nine fingering charts dating from c. 1769 to 1816
were examined for this study. 108 Many of them, not surprisingly, merely
duplicate

fingerings which had appeared

in earlier charts.

The

following table 1i sts the number of charts some of whose fingerings
appear there for the first time, and the type of clarinet for which they
were written.

It reveals a distribution of twenty-five charts to three

types of clarinets.
Number of Charts
5

19
1

Type of Clarinet
4-key
5-key
7-key

The fingerings for one seven-key clarinet are included here, since they
date from 1808, and are basically identical to those of the five-key
clarinet.

The instrument for which this chart is intended, by J. F.

Simiot (see 7A in Appendix 4), was essentially a five-key clarinet with
two auxiliary keys for trills.
As far as geographical distribution is concerned, France produced
the greatest number of original charts with twelve, 109 followed by
England (five), United States (three), Germany (two), Holland (two) and
one from Italy.

Thus the majority of fingerings for the classical

clarinet were probably intended for French or English clarinets.

A

number of basic fingerings are shared among all of the charts regardless
of their national origin, and many of the later charts also include
sever a1 a1ternate fingerings.
to certain countries.

A few fingerings, however, are peculiar

For instance, some of the English and French

108Every fingering which appears in these sources is identified in
Appendix 4.
109one chart which appears in French (number 40 in Appendix 4) was
written in Berlin and published in Amsterdam.
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charts (modeled on 5A and 5B) specify differing fingerings both for .Q
and for £#,.

Four French charts (5B, 50, 5F, 5H) also provide separate

fingerings for the enharmonic pitches, 9.#' and ab'.
examples there is no evidence for a national
fingering.

Aside from these

school

of clarinet

In all of the charts, the widest variety of fingerings

occurs above£''' (there are seventeen in all for 4''').

Roeser offered

an explanation for these in his chart of c. 1769 (4A): "When one passes
£''' the scale is not standard, because everyone does it according to
his own taste" (see plate 43). 110 The lack of standardization for many
pitches is confirmed by Froehlich in his treatise of 1810-11 (5R):111
Due to the different construction and various manners of
b1owing of wind and reed instruments, there are no generally
applicable rules of fingering. All one can do is give the usual
fingerings and a critique on each tone, and, at the same time, to
inform the student of the various manners in which the same tone
can be fingered, in order to make the dark tones brighter and more
sonorous, and to improve the bad ones. Consequently, one must
really l.i.~ to it that each player evolves the fingering for
himself.

llO[Valentin] Roeser, Gamme de la clarinette, avec six duo pour
cet instrument (Paris: Le Menu, [c. 1769]).
Lorsqu'on a passe le troisieme ut, la Gamme n'est plus generale,
parce que chacun la fait i son gre."
11

111cf. Albert R. Rice, "Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816," GSJ
37 (19 84) : 19 .
112Translation by Rousseau, p. 191.
"Da sich wegen des verschiedenen Baues, und der verschiedenen Art
des Einblasens der Blas: vorzOglich Rohrinstrumente keine durchaus
bestimmte Regeln des Fingersatzes geben la~sen, ~? i~t alles, .was
man hier thuen kann, in einer Scala d1e g~wohnl1chen Grlffe
anzugeben, und eine Critik Ober jeden Ton ~nzuhangen und dab~y d1e
verschiedene Art, den namlichen Ton zugre~fen, nebst den M1tteln
anzuzei gen, die dumpen Tone hell er und kl1 ngend.er zu ma~hen, u~d
die schl echten zu verbessern. Hi erau~ muss" s1 ch nun Jeder fur
sein Instrument seine Scala selbst ausz1ehen.
Froehlich, p. 15.
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PLATE 43
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The earliest fingering chart for the four-key clarinet in Valentin
Roeser, Gamme de la clarinette, avec six duo pour cet instrument (Paris:
Le Menu, [c. 1769]).
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The use of the mandibular mouthpiece pas it ion by German p1ayers
appears to have suggested the need for an additional support or buttress
finger, usually the ring finger of the right hand.113

It is indicated

in both of the German charts ( 5K and 5R) as we 11 as the French chart
written in Berlin (40, by the addition of the gj.Q' key).

The use of

this buttress finger affected the resonance and tuning of certain notes,
helped to balance the instrument, and was used to eliminated unnecessary
finger shifts and facilitate smoother playing.114

The majority of

published fingerings for the classical clarinet are found in Appendix 4,
although some additional fingerings for the five and six-key clarinets
may be seen in fingerings charts published after 1816.115

Ornamentation
A few theorists provided directions and examples concerning the
execution of specific ornaments for the four and five-key clarinet.
Roeser is again the earliest to write on the subject:
Throughout the complete range of the clarinet there are only
three notes where one can trill on a half step or a minor second,
for 5xample, on the £' and .Q' ?ne cannot ~rill #~n iq~s manner and
on .Q ' one cannot execute a maJor second w1th ~ '.
113cf. Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their History, 3rd
ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1967), p. 301.
114cf. Eric Ha 1fpenny,
Part II, 11 GSJ 8 (1956): 51.

11

The French Hautboy: A Techni ca 1 Survey,

115see Appendix 3 for a list of instructional materials which
include fingering charts from 1732 to 1843.
116Roeser, Essai d'instruction, p. 11.
11 Dans
toute 1 'etendue de 1a Cl ari nette il . n 'Y a que tr?i s
tons au l'on puisse battre la cadence a~ec le dem1ton ou la pe~1te
seconde, par ex. Sur leLa, et le S1, naturel de la prem1ere
octave, et sur le Fa #, de la seconde Octave. Toutes les autres
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Francoeur was much more specific in indicating several trills throughout
the range of a major or minor half step.

In addition to those mentioned

by Roeser, he wrote trills for£', from Q'' on every half step to Q''',
g_b''' and g'''.

In each case, Francoeur indicated two notes, one of

which is either a whole or half step above the other, the first
presumably being the upper auxiliary of the tri11.117
trills, £" to .Q', is described as

11

brisees et Cadences

One of these
11

and provided

with an example as an anticipated trill in the autograph supplement to
the Diapason general:ll8

Pince ou Brisse

Cadence brise ou finte

Effets

·~ 3 dI ffiJh b
Ex.

Another trill, the
Neumann ,119
11

coule

11

and

Ex. 33b

33a
11

pince ou Brisse

11

,

is called a nschnelleru by

Francoeur a1so gave i 11 ustrat ions of the one-note graces,
11

port de voiX

11

•

Both of these ornaments are played on the

Cadences ou Trilles ne peuvent se faire qu'avec ~~ ~rande seconde
sur le Si b de la premiere Octave, elle ne peut s executer qu'avec
l'Ut # ou la seconde Superflue ...
117Francoeur, Diapason general, P· 34.
118see Frederick Neumann, Orna.menta.ti on in Baroque and PostBaroque Music (Princeton: Princeton Un1vers1ty Press, 1978), p. 285, ex.
26 .31.

119Neumann, Ibid.
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beat, the first short, the second long.

In the unmetrical example 34b

the coule is ambiguous in rhythm:l20

\Jh r 9 II r r r £{ I
~3 t G·llr @l'fl
Coule

Port de voix finit au acheve

Ex. 34a
In
11

addition,

Francoeur

Ex. 34b
gave

to

the

single

mordent

the

terms

11

martellement and 11 flate 11 as synonyms and used the symbol of a vertical

dash:

Neumann assumed that this ornament (ex. 35) was played off

the beat and cited as additional evidence the onbeat realizations of the
coule and port de voix (exs. 34a-b).

The term flate meaning flattered,

may suggest delicacy and tenderness.121

Martellement ou flate

Ex. 35
Subsequent French clarinet methods devoted separate sections and
more i 11 ustrati ons to

o~naments.

For instance, Vanderhagen (c. 1785),

whose detailed method was emulated by later writers, included sections
concerning the port de voix,
120Neumann, p. 89.
121Neumann, p. 434.

11

l'Ac~ent 11 ,

..

Notes de Gout .. , cadences and
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martellement. 122 He described the cadence or trill as "made by taking a
diatonic note above that which one wishes to cadence, this borrowed note
ought to be a whole or half step above the main note, according to the
mode, and one makes the trill long increasing the movement of the finger
towards the end and terminating lively".l23

His illustration gives the

impression that the trill is started on the rna in note, but he stated
under this example that the trill is begun with

A "Cadence

pr~par~e"

an~''.

is also illustrated and the performer is advised:

"before striking [the fingers], [to] rest a short time on the borrowing
[upper] note". 124

Ex. 37

122vanderhagen,

M~thode

Nouvelle et

Raisonn~e,

pp. 9-13.

123cf. the translation by Rousseau, p. 140.
". • • se fa; t en empruntant une note di atoni que ,au des sus ?e
ce 11 e que 1' on veut Cadeneer et que cette note d embrunt so1 t
Majeure ou Mi neure se 1on 1e mode ou 1' on est il. faut 1ors q~e 1a
cadence est longue precipiter le mouvement du do1gt vers la f1n et
la terminner vivement."
Vanderhagen, p. 12.
124vanderhagen, p. 12.
". • • avan t que de battre, rester un peu de temp sur 1a note
d'emprunt".
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Blasius (c.

1796) added the following observation:

11

To terminate a

cadence agreeably, one adds to the finish two small notes which one
makes more slowly 11 • 125

Ex. 38

A list of notes that one is able to trill is not provided by
Vanderhagen; however, he does state that a trill can be made on

~'

by

closing all of the finger holes . and striking together fingers 2 and
4.126

Subsequently, Michel (c. 1801) did provide a written out guide

for the available trills for the five-key clarinet from f to .Q" .127
Interestingly, his example distinctly shows the trill beginning on the
main note:1 28
)
[/

/.
I \I..~J

~
, , , , ~
, ,_ ,_
, .,

-

i
l

I

6

_1'

-

Lefevre (1802) wrote that

1--1-""

11

I
...- :.....r._

I'V'N
~
~

I

(J

-

r-

t-

~
~

Ex. 39

the trill

improperly called the cadence

consists of an a1tern at ion between the rna in note and a no.te above or
below it 11 , although his examples show the trill beginning on a note

125Translation by Menkin, p. 73.
11 Pour terminer une Cadence agr~ablement,
on ajoute a la fin
11
deux petites Notes, qu'on fait bien lentement.

Blasius, Nouvelle methode de clarinette, p. 55.
126vanderhagen, p. 13.
127Michel, Methode de clarinette, p. 25.
128 Michel, p. 24.

'
'

/""
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above the main note. 129

Lefevre was the earliest to provide a separate

fingering chart of trills (from f to~''') by indicating them on a chart
of chromatic notes. 130 An extension of his trill fingerings was later
given by the Italian writer, Antolini, from~ tog#,,, .131
Vanderhagen gave realizations of the martellement (mordent) and
port de voix that differed from Francoeur's examples in some respects.
For instance, the martellement is given additional trills

~nd

the small

notes of the port de voix are written as one-half the value of the note
they precede (ex. 40a-b).132
port de voix

martellement
(a)

~

(b)

Ex. 40a-b
His l'Acc;ent are small notes which are diatonically a step or a third
above the note they follow, and receive only one-fourth the value of the
preceding note (ex. 41).133

12 9rranslation by Rousseau, p. 141.
Le trille qu'on appelle improprement CADENCE est compose
d'une petit note placee au dessus ou a~ dessous de la note qu'on
doit triller (ou cadencer) et qu'on art1cule alternativement avec
cette mArne note ...
11

Lefevre, Methode de clarinette,

p~

12.

130 Lefevre, pl. 4.
131Antolini, La retta maniera di scrivere per il clarinetto, pls.
V and VI.
132vanderhagen, pp. 13, 9.
133vanderhagen, p. 10.
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Q

j

k14 r CIJ I f ~ I r @IJ ff§ffij
Ex. 41: l Ac9ent
1

-~

Vanderhagen 1 s note de gout ( i dent i ca 1 to Francoeur 1 s coul e) are sma 11
notes that principally descend by step between the interval of a
third. 134 An example is given by Blasius (ex. 42a) showing appogiaturas
one-half the value of the main note, 135 and Vanderhagen wrote that this
small note is given two-thirds the value of the cadence note for
expression (ex. 42b). 136
(a)

(b)

1

ll4 ! f If rt11I U1 LUlkl rr-ltr G1ij
Exs. 42a-b: notes de gout
Blasius gave an example of another ornament, the brise or turn which
137
makes use of upper and 1ower neighboring tones (ex. 43a),
whi 1e
Lefevre stated that the
called

11

11

petit grouppe ou Gruppetto 11 is improperly

Cadence brisee 11 and gave a different example of a turn (ex.

43b).138
brise
(a)

I~

Exs. 43
· -. · -

· petit grouppe
(b)

i§r
.
~ ~·
~
.
~
=; J] l J t lit (11111 tilft ~~

I

I

134vanderhagen, p. 10.
135 Blasius, p. 54.
136vanderhagen, p. 11.
137Blasius, p. 55, repeated by yanderhagen in the second edition
of his tutor, Nouvelle methode de clar1nette, P· 40.
138 Lefevre, p. 13.
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Michel gave a third example of the

"briss~

ou en Italien circolo mezzo",

that is not as rhythmically defined as Lefevre's (ex. 44).139

Ex. 44:

briss~

ou en Italien circolo mezzo

A brief discussion of ornaments is frequently given in English and
American tutors of this period.

Their realizations are identical or

similar to those given in the earlier French sources, with a few
interesting exceptions.

Five ornaments are usually illustrated: the

shake (trill), turned shake, turn, beat and appogiatura.

Both types of

tri 11 s and their symbols are shown by the anonymous author of The
Clarinet Instructor (c. 1780, ex. 44).

The turned shake included a
termination of one note below the main note: 140

ti
:-...

A shake

A turned shake

Played thus

~Played thus

~
Ex. 45

139 Michel, p. 24.
140The Clarinet Instructor, P· 6.

@~ W#lf¥

~u•~
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G. E. Blake, the author of the earliest American clarinet tutor (c.
1803), gave an illustration of the unusual "passing shake" (ex. 46):141

Ex. 46: passing shake
The English turn (ex. 47a) was identical to Blasius' brise (ex. 47a),142
although an alternate realization is found in the Compleat Instuctions
[sic] for the Clarinet (c. 1785, ex. 47c).143
(c)

(b)

(a)

Ex. 47: turns
Identical to Vanderhagen's martellement (ex. 40a), was the beat or
mordent beginning on the main note, although there are examples where it
begins on the lower auxiliary note (ex. 48a-b).

At least four different

signs were given for
(a)
~

(b)
.

.

~4 r \trr(rrrrJ I ~ rrrrI gr~· r' ~ t1\
Ex. 48: beats
141George E. Blake, A New and Complete Preceotor for the.Clar~net
(Philadelphia: Printed for the Author, [c. 1803]), p. 7, an 1dent1cal
realization is found for the "Transient Shake" in The Clarinet Preceptor
(London: G. Goulding, [c. 1803]), p. 7.
142see The Clarinet Instructor, P· 6.
143compleat Instuctions [sic], P· 6.
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this ornament:~, f., /J, and\\ . 144

Directions and examples in all of

these tutors are identical for the appogiatura.

It receives one-half

the. value of the note it precedes, and two-thirds the value of a dotted
note in the same manner as Blasius' note de gout.

In addition, the

Compleat Instuctions [sic] includes some appogiaturas with smaller note
values and illustrations of how they are to be played (ex. 49).145 The
German writers, Backofen and Froehlich,
~
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Ex. 49: appogiaturas
did not provide a discussion of ornaments in their tutors, although
Backofen did include a chart of trill fingerings (see plate 49 above).
Unusual Techniques: the Mute
Woodwind mutes are initially found in scores from the first half
of the eighteenth century.

For instance, a mute for the oboe is

required by Johann David Heinichen in his opera, Flavio Crispo (1720),
and for the bassoon by Jan Dismas Zelenka in his oratorio, Gesu al

144The Complete Instructor, p. 6; Compleat Instuctions (sic), p.
6; The Clarinet Preceptor, p. 7, Blake, p. 7. ·
145compleat Instuctions [sic], P· 6.
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calvaria (c. 1735). 146

In 1752, Quantz noted the use of differing

materials for the mutes of wind instruments:
Let me say in passing that wind players would do better to
a ~ieee of da~p sponge, rather than paper or other
mater1als, 149to the open1ng of their instruments when they wish to
mute them.
inser~

A type of clarinet mute was made by the Belgian maker, JeanArnold -Antoine Tuerlinckx (1753-1827).

It is initially recorded in a

register of instruments (written in Flemish) made by Tuerlinckx and his
son, Corneille-Jean-Joseph (1793-1855) for 1784:

11

For eight clarinets

with four A pieces, two D pieces, two mute, 105 guldenn.148 Presumably,
four of these instruments were pitched in Qb' and supplied with corps de
rechange for tuning

to~',

the four remaining clarinets were probably in

146 see Herbert Heyde, Blasinstrumenten und Bl~ser in Dresden zur
in Die Bedeutung der
Zeit des Fux-SchOl ers J. D. Zelenka
Blasinstrumente im Schaffen von Johann Joseph Fux (Graz, forthcoming).
147Translation by Edward R. Reilly in Johann Joachim Quantz, On
Playing the Flute (New York: Schirmer, 1966), p. 234.
11

11

Ich
erinnere
hier
beyl~ufig,
daB
die
blasende
Instrumentisten besser thun, wenn s1e, anstatt Papieres oder
anderer Sa chen, ei n StOck feuchten Schwamm in die Oefung i hrer
Instrumente hinein stecken; wenn sie dieselben d~mpfen wollen
11

11

•

Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flote traversiere zu
spielen (Berlin, 1752; reprinted., Leipzig: C. F. Kahnt, 1906), p. 434.
148see the Extraits du Registre des Comptes de la maison J. A. A.
et C. J. J. Tuerlinckx - Piece justificatives
quoted by Raymond Van
Aerde in Les Tuerl inckx, Luthier a Mal ines (Meehl in: L. & A. Godenne,
1914)' p. 163.
11

11

,

Nog voor acht clarinet ten met vier A Stuckken, twee D stukken,
twee sour, 105 gulden ...
11

Presumably, this register was compiled from a. nRegist~e de ~a
compatabilite du facteur c. J. J. Tuerlinckx de Mal1nes depu1s le mo1s
d'octobre 1784 jusqu'au 1er Janvier.1818 in the Bi~liothAque specia!e
du Musee Instrumentale du Conservato1re royale de Mus1que de Bruxelles ,
cited by Lyndesay G. Langwill in An Index of Musical Wind-Instrument
Makers, 6th ed. (Edinburgh: The Author, 1980), p. 179.
11
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gb'' with corps in Q'' (see the discussion of corps de rechanqe on pages
247-49 above) .
clarinets

with

On 23 November 1785, Tuerlinckx supplied 23 [Qb']
A pieces

"en sourdine"

to a Mr.

van

Geurik.149

Thereafter, clarinets in£' and .Qb' made with mutes are listed until
150
1789.
Unfortunately, we know nothing precise about these mutes or
their construction.

In 1791, an anonymous German author was quite

impressed with the sound of the muted clarinet.

He queried: "How moving

is the tone of this instrument above the others, when its intensity is
moderated through its bell (that is, through the peculiar mute belonging
to it)?"151
The earliest documented musical use of a clarinet mute is in
Gaspare Spontini's opera, Milton of 1804. There is no indication in the
score of which method of muting was to be used, all that can be deduced
is that it did not affect the instruments' range nor soften it too much
for use in combination with other instruments.

Indeed, Spontini wrote a

passage for muted clarinet and oboe, as well as a solo for the muted
clarinet. 15 2 At the beginning of the second act of Spontini's Fernand
Cortez (1809), clarinets, oboes and horns are marked "en sourdine" in

149van Aerde, p. 164.
150 Idem, p. 167.
151"Berichtigungen und Zusatze zum den Musikal ischen Almanachen
auf die Jahre 1782. 1783. 1784.," Musikalische Korrespondenz der
Teutschen Filarmonischen Gesellschaft fur Jahr 1791, no. 6 (9 Feb.
1791): cols. 41-2.
"Wi e ruhrend i st ubri gens ni cht der Ton di eses . Instruments, w~nn
seine Starke durch den angebrachten Becher (das 1st, durch den 1hm
eigenthumlichen zugehorigen Dampfer) moderirt wird?
"Orchestration and Orchestral
152see David Philip Charlton
Practice in Paris, 1789 to 1810" 2 v~ls. (Ph.D. thesis, University of
Cambridge, 1973), 1:325.
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the autograph score.

153

More precise instructions for the clarinets and

oboes given on page 394 of the printed score read: "enclose the end of
the instrument in a bag of 1eather" . 15 4 Some writers have mistakenly
credited Berlioz with inventing this technique.

Berlioz later did make

use of this method when he called for a clarinet mute, by wrapping the
bell in a bag of cloth or leather in his monodrama, Le Retour
or Lelio (1831-32). 155

a

la Vie

Multi phonics
Multiphonics or what is sometimes called split-tones are the
production of two or more simultaneous pitches on wind instruments.
This technique may be achieved by humming one note while playing
another, or by a combination of fingering, breath pressure and by taking
more or less of the mouthpiece into the mouth. 156
At least two
eighteenth-century clarinetists made use of this technique.

The

earliest was the German, Georg Nason, who travelled extensively in
Germany and Italy demonstrating the playing of two notes at one time.

153see the photograph of this section in Dennis Libby, "Spontini,
Gaspare," Grove 6, 18: 20, ill. 3.
154see Charlton, 1:325.
"en renferment le bas de l'instrument dans une bourse de peau".
Grand Traite d'instrumentation et
155see Hector Berlioz
d'orchestration modernes (Paris: Schonenberger, [1843]; reprint. ed.,
Paris: H. Lemoine et Cie, [1952]), p. 144 and note 1; cf. Cl1fford
Bevan, "Mute, 2: Wind," NGDMI, 2:729.
156For a full explanation of this te~hnique as .appli~d t.o .the
modern clarinet see Temistocle Pace, Anc1e battent1-stor1a-f1s1caletteratura (Flo'rence: c. Cya, 1943); Bruno Bartolozzi,.New ~ounds for
Woodwind, trans. by R. s. Brindle (London: Oxford .Un1vers1ty Press,
1967) and Phillip Rehfeldt, New Directions for Clannet (Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1979).
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He is known to have given a concert appearance in Gotha in 17 97.157

An

Italian clarinetist by the name of Orsato used this technique somewhat
later than Nason, and may have heard him play in Italy or acquired
knowledge of it directly from Nason.
concert in

On 18 May 1800, Orsato played a

London at the Covent Garden Theatre according to the

following advertisement:
nconcert Cl.arine~ by Orsato (of the Theatre Royal, Venice; 1st
appearance 1n th1s ~etropolis), who will perform a duetto, solo by
mea~s of ~he Press1on and Repercussion of the Airs; This [,] his
cur1ous D1scovrss [,] has received the greatest Applause in most
of the courts.
His playing responsibilities in Venice have not been traced, nor have
his subsequent concert appearances.
In conclusion, the playing techniques of the clarinet slowly
became standardized with the gradual adoption of the Muller clarinet and
later designs of clarinet systems after 1820.

For instance, by about

1830, the use of three clarinets in s;_", .Qb' and

_g_'

(without corps de

rechange) became generally accepted in the orchestra, although various
high-pitched

clarinets

continued

to

be

used

in

military

bands.

Composers, later in the nineteenth century, usually wrote transposed
parts for particular clarinets, and the limits of the range and various
registers became standardized.

The mandibular mouthpiece position was

also adopted by the majority of players.

Finally, due to the awkward

fingering of the classical clarinet and the poor intonation of many of

157see Pamela Weston, More Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past (London:
The Author, 1977) , p. 185. The famous horn p1ayer, G. Punto (17 461803), was able to play two notes simult~neously andneven ful~ chor~s~
See Reginald Morley-Pegge and Horace F1tzpatnck, Punto, G1ovanm,
Grove 6, 15:456.
158Quoted in The London Stage, 5 parts (Carbondale: Southern
Illinois University Press, 1960-1968), 5:2175-6.
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; ts pitches it came to be superseded by the thirteen-key clarinet of
MOller and the 1ater .. Boehm system.. of Hyacinthe Klose and Auguste
Buffet.159

The improved instrument allows greater ease of fingering and

makes possible more accurate intonation.

159see Appendix 1 (p. 426) and Appen~ix 3 (p. 496) for more
information concerning the 11 Boehm system .. clannet.

CHAPTER VIII

MUSIC FOR THE FOUR- AND FIVE-KEY CLARINET

This

chapter

presents

a

chrono 1ogi ca 1

overview

of

sever a1

important works from c. 1754-55 to c. 1815 which employed the classical
clarinet.
compositions,

During
such

this
as,

time,

it

was

chamber music

"Harmonien" or wind bands,

used
(with

orchestral works,

in

a vast

keyboard

or

number

of

strings),

and concertos.1

The

reasons for its popularity are no doubt to be found in the instrument's
greater variety of tone color, larger range and additional fingerings
(compared to the baroque clarinet), and above all

in the change in

1some of the most useful sources of information on music for the
classical clarinet are: Burnet C. Tuthill, Sonatas for the clarinet and
piano: annotated listings (Washington D. C.: Music Educators National
Conference, [ 1972]); Idem, "The Quartets and Quintets for Clarinet and
Strings," NACWPI Journal 22 (Summer 1974): 3-15; Ulrich Rau, "Die
Kammermusik fur Klarinette und Streichinstrumente im Zeitalter der
Wiener Klassik" (Ph.D. diss., Saarbrucken: Universitat des Saarlandes,
'1977); David Whitwell, Wind Band and Wind Ensemble Literature of the
Classic Period (Northridge, California:
Winds, 1983); Daniel Thomas
Bogart, "A History of the Clarinet as an Orchestral Instrument from
Inception to Full Acceptance into the Woodwind Choir" (Ph.D. d iss. ,
Michigan State University, 1968); Robert Austin Titus, "The Solo Music
for the Clarinet in the Eighteenth Century" (Ph.D. diss., State
~niversity of Iowa, 1962); Gyorgy Balassa,. "Az els6 becsi klassz~kus
lskola klarinetversenyei (1770-1810)," [Clar1net Concertos of the F1rst
Vienna School] Magyar Zene 18 (March 1977): 48-74, (June 1977):134-183;
John P. Newhill "The Contribution of the Mannheim School to Clarinet
Literature," Mu'sic Review 40 (May 1979):90-122.
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ideals of sonority which were taking place by the mid-eighteenth
century. 2
The clarinet became a favorite instrument during this era of
sentimentality and romanticism.
described its warm,

sensual

In 1785, Schubart enthusiastically

sound in the following terms:

"Its

'

character symbolizes the melting sentiments of love - it is the tone of
the passionate heart

The tone is so mellifluous,

so

languishing; and he who knows how to bring out the medium timbre, is
sure to conquer every heart". 3
Gr~try (1789) observed that "the
clarinet expresses sorrow •

Even when executing cheerful airs, it

still mixes in a shade of sadness.

If one could dance in prison, I

would do so to the sound of the clarinet".4

2cf. Oskar Kroll, The Clarinet,
Taplinger, 1968), p. 54.
3Translation by Kroll, p. 54.

rev.

D.

Riehm

(New York:

"Der Charakter desselben ist: in Liebe zerflossenes Gefuhl, - so
ganz der Ton des empfindsamen Herzens • . . . Der Ton ist so suss,
so hinschmachtend; und wer die Mitteltinten darauf auszudrucken
vermag, daft seines Siegs uber die Herzen gewiss seyn."
[Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart], Ideen zu einer Asthetik der
Tonkunst (Vienna: J. V. Degen, 1806, dictated in 1783-1785; reprint
ed., Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1969), p. 320.
4

(Paris:

[Andr~ Ernest Modeste Gr~try], M~moires ou Essai sur la Musigue
L'Auteur, 1789), p. 279.

"La clarinette convient i la douleur . . • . Lorsqu'elle ex~cute
des airs gais, elle y mele encore une. teinte de _tristesse. Si
l'on dansoit dans une prison, je voudro1s que ce fut au son de la
clarinette."
These 1audatory remarks by Schubart and Gr~~ry were. selected from . a
wealth of such comments which may be found 1n the l1terature of th1s
period. See Rau "Die Kammermusik fur Klarinette und Streichinstrumente
im Zeitalter de; Wiener Klassik", pp. 375-80 and Heinz Becker, "Zur
Geschichte der Klarinette im 18. Jahrhundert," Mf 8 no. 3 (1955):292.
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Two compositions by Johann Stamitz--a quartet for two clarinets
and two horns, and a clarinet concerto--appear to be the earliest works
calling for the four- or five-key clarinet.
about 1754 or 1755.

They were both written

A technically demanding clarinet concerto by Franz

Tausch (c. 1815) appears to be the 1atest work for this instrument.
These three works are discussed below together with a selection of
others from the vast literature which survives for the four- and fivekey classical clarinets.

The choice of works to include for discussion

was based upon my evaluation of their historical and musical importance,
as well as my wish to illustrate the gradual change which came about in
the melodic and technical writing for the instrument from a simple
melodic style to a virtuosic technical style.

J. Stamitz

The

important Mannheim composer,

Johann Stamitz

(1717-1757),

visited Paris from September 1754 to September 1755, where he conducted
the orchestra of the wealthy patron of the arts, A.-J.-J.
Poupliniere, at his palace.5

de La

It is quite possible that while he resided

there, Stamitz wrote the three-movement quartet for two clarinets in Q'flat and two horns in g-flat, which was published in 1764 by the German
clarinetist, V. Roeser. 6
The quartet is written in three short
5George Cucuel, La Poupliniere et la musique de chambre au XVIIIe
siecle (Paris: Fischbacker, 1913), pp. 312-13.
6valentin Roeser Essai d'instruction a l'usage de ceux qui
composent pour la clari~ette et le cor (Paris: Le Menu, ~1764]; reprint
ed., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972), pp. 20-1. For more concern1n~ Roeser see,
Albert R. Rice, "Valentin Roeser's Essay on the Clar1net (1764),
Background and Commentary"
(M.A. thesis, Cl aremo~t Graduate Schoo~,
~977), pp. 77-90.
Roeser's activity in Paris dur1ng. 1754 to 1755 1s
lndicated by his own statement: "We played these p1eces ~an unna~ed
quartet for clarinet and horns] in the presence of Mr. Stam1tz, dur1ng
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movements

entitled,

Adagio,

Adagio and Allegro

(examples 50a-b).7

Techni ca 1 demands are modest and the range is 1imited for the first
clarinet, from f' to f' '', and for the second, from .9. to g'' '.

These

parts could have been played on a three-key instrument, but their
inclusion in Roeser's Essai (where a four-key clarinet was mentioned)
implies that they were meant for the four-key type.

The first movement

is similar in meter and tempo to Rameau's quartet in the "Entr'-acte" at
the end of act two in Acante et Cephi se (example 29, p. 188).

The

Stamitz work, however, shows a greater independence of part writing by
frequently pairing the second clarinet with the first horn, and an
abundance of forte and piano dynamic markings, occasionally separated by
only one beat.a
While he was living in Paris, Stamitz also made use of the
clarinet in at least three symphonies.

In the Mercure de France of May

1755 (p. 181) a Concert Spirituel of March 26 was reviewed, at which
"une symphonie de Stamich, avec clarinets et cars de chasse" was
performed.

A Concert Spirituel of the following night also included a

his journey to Paris . . . " ("Nous avons execute ces Pieces en presence
de Mr. Stamitz, pendant sam sejour a Paris . • . ", Roeser, p. 19). _Cf.
Elaine Keillor in "Communications," Journal of the Amencan
Musicological Society 28 (Fall 1975):567, and Barry S. Brook, "Roeser,
Valentin," Grove 6, 16:97-8.
7The first movement of this work was reprinted for two clarinets
in g' and two horns in c with the addition of a part for one bassoon,
as well as additional or'naments, articulation and dynamic markings in
[Louis-Joseph] Francoeur's Diapason general de tous les. instrumens a
vent (Paris: Le Marchand, [1772]; reprinted., Geneva: M1nkoff, 1972),
p. 58.
8Both of these compositional devices are associated with Stamitz's
adaptation of the Italian overture style to the symphony, see Eugene K.
Wolf, "Stamitz, Johann," Grove 6, 18:62.
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EXAMPLE 50a
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The first movement and beginning of the second movement from a quartet
for two clarinets in .Q_b' and two horns in g_b by Johann Stami tz in
Valentin Roeser's Essai d'instruction de ceux qui composent pour la
clarinette et le cor (Paris, 1764; reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972),
p. 20.
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EXAMPLE 50b
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The end of the second movement and the third movement from a quartet for
two clarinets in Qb' and two horns in gb by Johann Stamitz in Valentin
Roeser's Essai d'instruction de ceux qui composent ·pour la clarinette et
le cor (Paris, 1764; reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1972), p. 21.
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symphony of nstamichu with the same instrumentation.9

Wolf believed

that these citations refer to one of the symphonies by Stamitz published
in a collection of six works in Paris, by Venier (1758), with the
subtitle, ••La Melodia Germanican.

The title page of this work implies a

preference for the clarinet, saying,

11

Faute de Clarinettes, on pourra

les Executer avec deux Hautbois, Flutes ou Violonsn.10

Indeed, in three

extant symphonies by Stamitz from this period, clarinets appear to
represent the preferred woodwind • 11 It should be noted that clarinets
were not officially part of the Mannheim court orchestra until after
July 1759, 12 and may not have been available to Stamitz until his
journey to Paris in 1754 to 1755.
The Parisian writer, Ancelet (1757), was so impressed by the
combination of horns and clarinets (probably as a result of hearing
Stamitz's works) that he stated the following:
The Horns please still more than when they accompany
clarinets, instruments unknown till now in France and which have

9see Constant Pierre, Histoire de Concert Spirituel 1725-1790
(Paris: Heugel et Cie 1975), p. 269, nos. 537-8. Another Concert
Spirituel (30 March 1l55) included an unidentified nsymphony avec
Clarinettes et cors de chasse .. , probably by Stamitz.
10Eugene K. Wolf, The Symphonies of Stamitz (Boston:
1981), pl. 4b, pp. 36-7, 343 note 15 and 293.

M. Nijhoff,

11 wo1 f, Ibid., p. 293.
12see the manuscript salary list (Besoldungs)iste) reprodu~ed by
Robert MOnster in 11 Johann Anton Fils und das Mannhe1mer Or~hes~er 1~ den
Jahren 1754 bis 1760 11 in Johann Anton Fils (1733-1760) E1n E1chstatter
Komponist der Mannheimer Klassik, ed. H. Holzbauer (Tutz1ng:
H.
Schneider, 1983), pp. 39-40; 41 notes 5 and 6.
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on our hearts and on our ears rights which were unknown to us.
what use they could be to our composers in their music!l3

Of

In 1936, the biographer of Stamitz, P. Gradenwitz, discovered a
manuscript in the FOrstliche Thurn und Taxissche Hofbibliothek at
Regensburg.

The title page reads:

"Concerto a 7 Stromenti 1 Clarinetto

Principal Toni B I Violino Primo et Secunda 1 Corne Primo et Secunda in
B 1 Alto Viola et Basso I del Sign. Stamitz".

It is written for a ~b'

clarinet in three movements, an Allegro moderato, Adagio and Poco
Presto.

After

a critical

examination

of this

work,

Gradenwitz

concluded, on the basis of several stylistic ·characteristics, that it
was written by Johann Stamitz (and not by his son Carl (1745-1801), ten
of whose clarinet concertos are extant). 14 Subsequent authorities, such
as Eugene K. Wolf, have also attributed this work to Johann Stamitz.
Gradenwi tz suggested 1750-57, as the probable dates of composition . 15
The English writer, John P. Newhi ll , has suggested further that this

13 Translation by Robert James Macdonald in "Fran9ois-Joseph Gossec
and French Instrumental Music in the Second Half of the 18th Century", 3
vols. (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1968), 1:172-3.
"Les Cors de chasse p1a i sent encore davantage, quand il s
accompagnent les Clarinettes, instrumens i~nores jusqu'~ci e~
France, & qui ant sur nos coers & sur nos ore1lles, de~ dro1ts qu1
nous etoient inconnus.
Quel emploi nos compos1teurs n'en
pourroient-ils pas faire dans leur Musique!"
[Ancelet], Observations sur la musique, les musiciens, et les instrumens
(Amsterdam: Aux depens de la compagnie, 1757), p. 33.
14Peter Gradenwitz 11 The Beginnings of Clarinet Literature," Music
and Letters 17 (April 1936): 145-50; Eugene K. Wolf with Jean K. Wolf,
Stamitz, carl, .. Grove 6, 18:65.
See pages 38!-391 below for some
comments regarding the clarinet music of Carl Stam1tz.
11

15 Peter Gradenwitz,
1951), section 7, p. 1.

11

Concerto Find, .. New York Times (I April
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concerto was written in Paris for Gaspard Proksch, a clarinetist in La
Poupliniere's orchestra.l6
The clarinet solo part in the concerto is much more demanding than
those found in Stamitz's quartet.

For instance, the range employed, g_

to f #' ' ' , is larger than that used in any previous work.

The frequent

wide leaps and virtuosic writing (example 51), reminds the reader of the
writing found in the concertos by J. M. Molter for the earlier baroque
clarinet.

In contrast to Molter's writing, however, this concerto by

Stami tz makes much more frequent use of the cha 1umeau register in
arpeggio passages, diatonic lines, and wide interval leaps (example 52).
The second movement (Adagio) begins on a sustained f' '' (as do the
second movements of some Molter concertos) from which a lyrical melody
is spun out in the second or clarion register (example 53).

The third

movement (poco presto in three-eight), includes some broken passage
work, typi ca 1 of many 1ater eighteenth-century works for the clarinet
(example 54a).

Noteworthy is a low g_ which forms part of a leap of two

octaves tog''' (example 54b).

This low g_ and the frequent appearance

of the note f #'' in chromatic passages are indications that this work
was written for a four- or five-key clarinet.

Even though the typical

instrument, during 1754 to 1755, had three keys, it seems quite possible
that a solo player would have used a clarinet with one or two additional
keys for the playing of concertos. 17

16John P. Newhill, The Contribution of the Mannheim School to
Clarinet Literature, .. p. 111.
11

17The following recordings of the Joh~nn Sta.mitz concerto have
been made by two players using five-key clar1n~ts w1th a~ orchestra of
authentic string instruments: Alan Hacker play1ng a clar1net by George
Miller, c. 1760? (L'Oiseau-Lyre OSLO 505, 1975), ~nd.Hans Rudolf Stalder
playing a clarinet by Henry Kusder, c. 1765 (Ex L1br1s EL 16804, 1979).
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EXAMPLE 51
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The hb' clarinet part from the first movement (Allegro moderato) of the
Concerto by Johann Stamitz (Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1967), pp. 2-3.
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EXAMPLE 52
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The clarinet part from the first movement (Allegro moderato) of the
Concerto by Johann Stamitz (Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1967), p. 4.
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EXAMPLE 53
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The opening measures of the clarinet solo from the second movement
(Adagio) of the Concerto by Johann Stamitz (Ma i nz: 8. Schott's Sohne,
1967), p. 5.
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EXAMPLE 54a
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EXAMPLE 54b
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Portions of the clarinet part from the third movement (Poco Presto) of
the Concerto by Johann Stamitz (Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1967), p. 8.
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Joseph and Michael Haydn
Joseph Haydn initially wrote for the clarinet in 1761, after he
was appointed Vice-Kapellmeister to Prince Paul Anton Esterhazy.18

At

Eisenstadt, Haydn wrote several divertimentos for the Prince's Harmonien
or wind band, which consisted of two flutes, two oboes (or clarinets or
English horns), two bassoons and two horns. 19 The principal function of
this group was to provide background music at dinners and social events,
and occasionally to perform in public and private concerts, where they
sometimes accompanied a soloist. 20 A quartet for two clarinets and two
horns dated 1761 (in an autograph copy) is extant and has been published
in two modern editions.21

Haydn was quite conservative in his writing,

generally making use of arpeggio figures and limiting the range to two
octaves at its widest,

from~' to~'''.

A much more significant work for the classical clarinet during
this time, was written by Michael Haydn (1737-1806) the younger brother
One of the earliest works written for the clarinet in
Salzburg, was Michael Haydn's nine-movement Divertimento in D of 1764. 22
of Joseph.

11

18Haydn's contract was dated 1 May 1761, see Jens Peter Larsen,
Haydn, Joseph, .. Grove 6, 8:332.

19cf. Georg Feder, 11 Haydn, Joseph, worklist, ... Grov? 6, 8:377:78
with the list of works for wind ensemble given by Dav1d Wh1twell 1n W1nd .
Band and Wind Ensemble Literature of the Classic Period (Northridge,
California: Winds, 1983), pp. 206-12.
20Roger Hellyer,

11

Harmoniemusik, 11 .Grove 6, 8:167.

21Joseph Haydn, Divertimento, eds. H. and W. H~ckner (Copenhagen:
W. Hansen, 1932) and ed. H. c. Robbins Landon (V1enna:
Dobl inger,
1959).
22H(Bn), Ms. Mus. II. 84 designated 11 Salzburg 22 •. July. bis. ~
August 1764. 11 See Kurt Birsak, 11 Salzburg, Mozart und d1e Klannette,
Mitteilungen der Internationalen Stiftung Mozarteum 33 (1985):43;
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This work is

scored

for

two flutes,

two oboes,

clarinet

in £'

(concertato), two bassons, two horns, two clarinis (trumpets), trombone
(concertato), two violins, two violas, two cellos and bass.23 According
to

Pauly,

this

Divertimento

includes

four

movements

that

were

subsequently used again to form Haydn's symphony, P38, of c. 1768.24

In

two movements of the Divertimento, an Andante in 3/4 and a Spirituoso in
4/4, the £' clarinet is given a part of technical difficulty equivalent
to that which one might expect to find in a concerto.

Its range extends

from g_ to .Q.''' and includes many leaps of one and one-half octaves,
e.g., f# to

!;_'''

or Qb to f'', and even once g_ to .12b''.

Chromatic

passages are found written in the clarion or second register, the lower
range is freely used, and the notes
written.

!;_#"

and .Q.#" are frequently

Because of these characteristics, Birsak believed that this

work was written for a five-key clarinet and played by a virtuoso.

He

questioned the availability of a player of this caliber at Salzburg, and
suggested that Haydn probably wrote this work before his arrival in
1763. 25
An alternative explanation for the existence of this work, or at
least the

two

virtuoso

movements,

may

be seen

in R.

MOnster's

description of Haydn's seven-movement Serenade, which includes two
virtuoso movements for the trumpet in .Q.''.

According to MOnster, Haydn

wrote the majority of his works for the Salzburg court, but was also
translation by G. Schamberger as "Salzburg, Mozart and the Clarinet," in
The Clarinet 13 (Fall 1985):28.
23 Birsak, Ibid., p. 31 note 14.
24Reinhard G. Pauly, "Haydn, Michael," Grove 6, 8:409.
25Birsak, "Salzburg, Mozart, and the cl~rinet," P· 28. Michael
Haydn's subsequent works for the clarinet 1nclude parts which are
technically much easier than his Divertimento.
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highly

regarded

monasteries.

as

a

composer

at

several

Austrian

and

Bavarian

Several of them (St. Peter's at Salzburg, Michaelbeuren,

Herrenchiemsee, etc.) commissioned numerous works from him.

In fact,

the Serenade, with its extremely difficult trumpet part, is found at the
Benedictine Abbey of Lambach in upper Austria. 26

Even though Haydn's

Divertimento was designated "Salzburg", he may have written the virtuoso
clarinet movements as the result of a previous commission for a musician
at one of these monasteries.

F. X. Pokorny
Two works which do not approach the high level of Michael Haydn's
Divert i mente, are the concertos by the bohemian composer, Franz Xaver
Pokorny (1728-1794).

They were written for players of the court of

Oettingen-Wallerstein, and are unusual
autographs:

for the designations on the

"Concerto per i 1 clarinet to prime" and "Concerto per i 1

clarinetto secunda" (dated, "9 octobris 1765", see the discussion above,
pp. 327' 328-9). 27

Both of these concertos were written in three

movements (slow, fast, slow), the first being in E-flat major, the
second in B-flat major.

In these works,

Pokorny appears to have

followed the practice of writing for first and second horn players, by
purposely staying within a higher range (£' to ~"') for the first
clarinetist, and a lower range (f to£"') for the second player.

He

26Robert MOnster "Mannheim and Vienna ( 1760-1800)", notes to a
Deutsche Grammophon G~sell schaft Archi v recording of Michael Haydn's
trumpet concerto (198415, c. 1967).
27 See August Scharnage 1 , "Pokorny, Fra~z Xaver (Th.oma~)," ~rove 6,
15:22; and the "Kritischer Bericht" by He1nz Becker 1n KlannettenKonzerte des 18. Jahrhunderts," Das Erbe Deutscher Musik, vel. 41
(Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1957), pp. 103-5.
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appears to be the onlY composer of the period to have fall owed this
procedure,

although

the

Parisian

theorist,

Francoeur,

practice in his subsequent instrumentation treatise.28

noted

this

The clarinet

parts of these concertos are of a moderate difficulty,

the most

interesting aspect being an extensive use of the chalumeau or low
register, in the first movement of the second concerto ( examp 1e 55) .
Here Pokorny effectively contrasts the difference in tone color of the
upper and lower registers, by alternating musical motives between both
registers.

In this movement, he also applied the terms,

("Shalumeau" or

11

"Shale"

Shal0mo") to indicate a transposition of notes an

octave lower, and "Clarin" ("Clarinet"), indicating a return to the
written notation. 29 Neither the first nor the second concerto make use
of the notes f #" or Q#" , and thus, could have been written for a fourkey instrument, such as those clarinets made by the German makers,
August and Heinrich Grenser, without an f#/f#'' key.

G. C. Wagensei 1
The Viennese court composer, Georg Christoph Wagenseil

(1715-

1777), wrote a Sonata for clarinet, violin and basso continuo, WV 580,
that may date from the 1760s or 1770s.
Viennese

Rococo

in

its

28see [Louis-Joseph]
instrumens a vent (Paris:
Minkoff, 1972), pp. 22-5.

11

It appropriately represents the
Empfi ndsamkei t" and "gall ant style". 30

Francoeur, Diapason general de taus les
Le Marchand, [1772]; reprint ed., Geneva:

29An alternate version in eight measures of this movement made use
of a bass clef to indicate an octave transposition, rather than the
term, "Shale". see Becker, "Klarinetten-Konzerte des 18. Jarhunderts,"
p. 105.
30see the modern edition, Georg Christoph Wage~seil, Sonata per
Clarinetto, Violino e Basso Continuo, ed. R. Scholz (V1enna: Doblinger,
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EXAMPLE 55

A portion of the first movement of the clarinet part of the Concerto in
B-fl at major by Franz Xaver Pokorny (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf
1958).

&

Hartel,
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Throughout this work, Wagenseil gave a leading part to the clarinet, the
violin and harpsichord being entirely accompanimental.

The clarinet

part is of moderate difficulty, utilizing a range from .9. to .Q.' ",
although most of the passage work is written in the second register
(example 56).

The designations,

11

Chal.u and

11

Clar.

11 ,

indicating an

octave transposition and a return to the written pitches respectively,
are written several times in the first and third movements.
the notes

~,'-sharp

The use of

and .Q.' '-sharp seems to imply that this work was

meant for a five-key clarinet.

C. P. E. Bach
Another work written for the classical clarinet is Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach's Sechs keine Sonaten, H 516-21, for harpsichord, clarinet
and bassoon. 31 Bach wrote this work after 1767, probably when he took
Telemann's place as Music Director of five churches in Hamburg.32
Altern ate veri ons of these sonatas have been found as part of eleven
subsequent works, dating from the 1770s and 1780s. 33

Since Bach was a

keyboard virtuoso, the harpsichord was given a bri 11 i ant and 1eadi ng
1977), and preface. Many chamber works of this period were written and
published with alternate parts for the oboe or violin intended as
alternates to the solo clarinet, e.g., the quartets for clarinet and
string trio by Paul Struck, Carl Stamitz and Christian Cannabich. See
Jerrold A. Sundet
A Study of Manuscript, Out-Of-Print, and Currently
Published Compositions for Single Oboe or Single Clarinet with Small
String Group (c. 1750-1820) (D.Ed. diss., Greeley, Colorado: Colorado
State College, 1964), pp. 149, 298; and Christian Cannabich, Quartett,
ed. H. Steinbeck (Vienna: Doblinger. 1969).
31see the modern edition, c. P. E. Bach, 6 Sonatas for Clarinet,
Bassoon and Piano, ed. G. Piccioli (New York: International, 1955).
11

11

32 cf. Eugene Helm, Bach, Carl Phi 1i pp Emanue 1, .. Grove 6, 1: 855
and Oskar Kroll, The Clarinet, p. 54.
33 see Helm, Ibid., 1:858.
11
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EXAMPLE 56

Andante

tJ

owl

[c la. rJ

The first movement of the clarinet part of Georg Christoph Wagenseil's
Sonata . per Clarinetto,
Doblinger, 1977).

Violino e Basso continuo WV 508

(Vienna:
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part which was simply doubled or echoed by the clarinet and bassoon
throughout the work.

The clarinet part, however, is quite a brilliant

contrast to that for the bassoon, making frequent use of the clarinet's
high register from f''' to f''', its entire range being limited from c'
to f''' (example 57).
part for

a four-

Technically, this work includes a very demanding

or five-key clarinet.

Bach's subsequent works

including the clarinet, in duets and pieces for wind band, contain parts
which are not as virtuosic as these trios.34

C. Stamitz
Carl Stamitz (1745-1801) was one of the most prolific composers
from Mannhei m.

He wrote a number of solo works for the clarinet,

including ten concertos and seventeen quartets for clarinet and
strings. 35 In 1770, Stamitz went to Paris and in the following year
became court composer and conductor for Duke Louis of Noailles at
Paris. 36 Here, he began composing his clarinet concertos for the famous
clarinetist, Joseph Beer.

At a Concert Spirituel on 24 December 1771,
Beer played a clarinet concerto by Stamitz for the first time. 37 Beer

continued to perform concertos by Stamitz, his own concertos, and others
34cf. Kroll, The Clarinet, p. 54.
35see Eugene K. Wolf with Jean K. Wolf, "Stamitz, Carl," Grove 6,
18:64. Cf. Fritz Kaiser "Stamitz, Carl, worklist," Grove 6, 18:65 and
John P. Newhill "The c~ntribution of the Mannheim School to Clarinet
Literature," Mu;ic Review 40 (May · 1979): 103-11.. S~amitz'~ clarinet
concertos were initially examined by Helmut Boese 1n D1e ~lar1nette als
So 1o Instrument in der Mannhei mer Schul e (Dresden:
D1 ttert & Co· ,
1940), pp. 23-52, 123-25. Carl Stamitz was the son of Johann whose
music for the clarinet is discussed on pp. 368-378 above.
36 wolf, Ibid., 18:63.
37Boese, p. 31 and Pierre, Histoire du Concert Spirituel 17251790, p. 299, no. 889.
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EXAMPLE 57

The clarinet part of the first sonata from 6 Sonatas for clarinet,
bassoon and piano by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (New York: International,
1955).
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not identified, at twenty-five subsequent concert Spirituels until 1
38
November 1779.
Four of Stamitz's clarinet concertos were published in
Paris during 1777, 1779 and c. 1780; a fifth was published in Berlin in
1793. 39
A typical example of Stamitz's writing for the clarinet is found
in his concerto in B-flat major, for the .Q.b' clarinet, cataloged as
number three by Newhi 11. 40
It was written in three movements, an
Allegro Moderato, Romanze and Presto.

The lyrical nature of Stamitz's

writing is shown by the first and second themes of the first movement
(examples 58a-b).
than virtuosity.

Here, he stressed expressive melodiousness rather
The technical demands are limited, with a range from f

to g'' ', and the thematic material presented in the upper register,
although some arpeggio figures in the low register appear briefly in the
third movement.41

A written out cadenza ends this movement in a

manuscript copy preserved at the Austrian nation a1 1 i brary (example
58b). 42 This cadenza gives the soloist the opportunity to display his
technical abilities.

It includes arpeggio and diatonic passages in

thirty-second notes and a leap of two octaves and a third from f to£''.

38Pierre, pp. 300, 303-7, 310-12, nos 885,886, 890, 896, 928, 930,
944-46' 949' 952' 955' 960' 963' 986' 989' 993' 995' 998' 999' 1002'
1004, 1010, 1011.
39Kaiser, "Stamitz, Carl, worklist," 18:65.
40Newhill, p. 105.
see the modern editions, Carl Stamitz,
Concerto no. 3 (New York:
C. F. Peters, 1957); (New York:
International, 1969).
41 Cf. Kroll, p. 56.
42A(Wn), Mus. 5865. This cadenza has be~n included in the first
movement of the editions by Peters and Internat1onal.
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EXAMPLE 58b

Stamitz's Concerto no. 3, A(Wn).
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L. Kozeluch and F. A. Rosetti
The bohemian

composer,

Leopold Kozeluch

(1747-1818),

lived

in

Vienna from 1778 where he became established as an exce 11 ent pi an; st,
teacher and composer.

He wrote two clarinet concertos and one concerto

for clarinet and bassoon. 43

A comparison of Stamitz's cadenza (example

58b) with three others found in one of Koze 1uch' s concertos, provides
some

insight

into

the

abilities

of

the

players

of

this

time.

Interestingly, five separate cadenzas on individual sheets of paper were
included with Kozeluch's concerto in E-flat major,
Austrian national library. 44
11

preserved at the

The first cadenza, however, is inscribed,

a Concerto de Rosetti .. , which implies that this, or perhaps all of

these cadenzas ori gina lly belonged to clarinet concerti by Francesco
Antonio Rosetti (c. 1750-1792).

Rosetti, whose original name was Franz

Anton Resler, entered the service of Kraft Ernst, Prince of OettingenWallerstein in 1773, where he became Kapellmeister in 1785.

He probably

wrote five clarinet concertos from about 1781 to 1782, during a journey
to Paris.45

Rosetti's second concerto in E-flat major was listed in the

43 see Milan Po~tolka, 11 Kozeluch, Leopold, 11 Grove 6, 10:226, and
A(Wn), Mus. 589 (concerto for clarinet and bassoon).
44A(Wn), Mus. 5854.
This work was designated as V:1 in Mil~n
Poholka's catalogue, Leopold Kozeluh (Prague, 1965).
See Jif1
Kratochvil, 11 Koncertantni Klarinet v ~eck~m Klasicismus,u [The clarinet
in Czech classicism] Ziva Hudbci.
Sbornik ~raci.b(1968):303; and the
modern edition Leopold Kozeluch, Concerto 1n M1
Magg1ore, eds. G.
Balassa and v.' Lampert (Budapest:
Editio Musica, ~975).
The cadenza
provided in this edition was written by the ed1tors.
Kozeluch's
11
concertos were dated before 1790 by Postolka in Kozeluch, Leopold,u
10:226.
45cf. Titus, 11 The Sol 0 Music for the Clarinet in the Eighteenth
11
Rosetti, Francesco
Cen t ury, 11 pp. 340-1 an d Hor ace Fl. tzpatrl·ck,
Antonio, .. Grove 6, 16:206-7.
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supplement XV (1782-1784) to Breitkopf's thematic catalogue. 46

The

clarinet part is also preserved in a manuscript copy at the Austrian
nat i ana 1 1i brary ( SM 5863), without a cadenza written in any of the
three movements.
The first cadenza, in F major (example 59 a), makes use of turns
with quarter notes, eighth notes, and sixteenth notes moving in repeated
chordal patterns and arpeggios.
~')

Its widest leap is a major sixth

(~

and it is s 1i ght 1y 1ess virtuosic than Stamitz' s cadenza.

second cadenza,

to
The

in C major (example 59b), also relies heavily on

arpeggio patterns but includes many more leaps, especially to .9.', and
matches Stami tz' s widest 1eap of two octaves and a major third
.9.'').

(~

to

In this cadenza there are a few slurs written for groups of four

sixteenth notes (Stamitz's cadenza also notates some slurs).
of art i cul at ion, however, was 1eft to the performer.

The choice

It appears to be

somewhat more virtuosic than Stamitz's cadenza, since the repeated leaps
to .9.' are technically awkward.47 The third cadenza, in F Major (example
59b), is similar to the first in its use of chordal figures and
arpeggios, but also makes use of two series of eighth-note triplets and
the introductory notes are similar to those in Stamitz's cadenza.

This

cadenza, however, is not as virtuosic and its widest leap is just one
octave and a major

fifth(~

to .9.").

Additional clarinet cadenzas

written in manuscripts of this period occasionally make use of thirtysecond notes, but rarely as much as Stamitz did in his cadenza.

One of

46The Breitkopf Thematic Catalogue. The Six Parts and Sixteen
Supplements 1762-1787, ed. B. s. Brook (New York: Dover, 1966), p. 41.
47Passages in octaves are technically difficult and are seldom
seen in the concertos or cadenzas.
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EXAMPLE 59a

Two cadenzas found in the clarinet part of the concerto in E-flat major
by

Leopold Kozeluch, V:l, A(Wn).
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EXAMPLE 59b

A cadenza found in the clarinet part of the concerto in E-flat major
Leopold Kozeluch, V:l, A(Wn).

by
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these examples, written by the Regensburg composer, Freiherr Theodor von
Schacht (1748-1823), includes a written f''' .48

w.

A. Mozart
Mozart's works

for the clarinet are without doubt the most

important contributions of the entire period.

He began writing for the

instrument wit~ a Divertimento K 113, scored for strings, two clarinets
and two horns of 1771. 49 Ward listed over ninety works (including
fragments) either written for the clarinet or basset horn, or including
si gni fi cant parts for these instruments.

They include nine operas,

beginning with ldomeneo K 366 (1780), nine concertos, four symphonies,
six Masonic works, and twenty-one vocal arias, duets or trios. 50
Subsequently, many additional arrangements have been found of the works
for wind band.51
In his instructions (1785-86) to his English student, Thomas
Attwood, Mozart advised, "The Clarinette must always be written in C or
in F". 52 These tonalities were recommended, since they are the easiest
48 see David Lasocki and Betty Bang Mather, The Classical Woodwind
Cadenza (New York: McGinnis & Marx, 1978), pp. 8, 10, 19, 20, 29;
August Scharnagl, "Schacht, Theodor, Freiherr von," Grove 6, 16:583.
49 Nicholas Shackleton, "Clarinet," NGDMI, 1:400.
50see Martha Kingdon Ward, "Mozart and the Clarinet," Music and
Letters 28 (April 1947):126-53.
51 see Daniel Leeson and David Whitwell, "Mozart's 'Spurious' Wind
Octets," Music and Letters 53 (Oct. 1972):377-99; Roger H~llyer,
"Mozart's Harmoniemusik" Music Review 34 (May 1973):146-56; Wh1twell,
Wind Band and Wind Ense~ble Literature of the Classic Period, pp. 22536.
52see Thomas Attwood Theorie- und Kompositionsstudien ?ei Mozart,
eds. E. Hertzmann, c. B. Oldman, D. Heartz and A. Mann 1n Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart Neue Ausgabe Samtliche Werke, val. X/30/1 (Kassel:
Barenreiter, 19G3), p. 124.
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to finger and least troublesome in their intonation for the five-key
clarinet (see the discussion above, p. 309).

On the next page of his

instructions, he wrote a table of transposition to illustrate the use of
the four commonly used clarinets in f'', .Q', .Qb' and £', next to the
comment:

.. The Clarinett is very useful instead . of the oboes when the
Key has a number of Flats or Sharpsn. 53 Indeed, Mozart usually followed

c and F major.

his own advice by writing for the clarinet in

example, in the E major numbers of Idomeneo (the chorus
mar and the aria nzeffiretti lusinghieri
11

trio nsoave sia il vento

and the rondo

11

11

),

11

11

For

Placido i il

and of Cosi fan tutte (the

Per pieta

11

)

clarinet in .Q', with the parts transposed to F major.

were scored for
Other examples

include the prominent writing given to the f'' clarinet in Don Giovanni
(the arias

11

Vedrai carino

tutte (the duet

11

11

,

inC, and

11 core vi dono 11 ) .

11

Non mi dir

11

,

in F), and Cosi fan

Occasionally, Mozart's choice of

clarinet was determined by the tone color of the instrument rather than
tonalities of

c and

F major, as in the Kyrie in D minor K 341/368a where
£'clarinets in four flats are used instead off'' clarinets. 54 A
concern over the use of the proper clarinet and the recognition of the
ton a1 difference between the f" and .Q'- flat c1ari nets, was voiced as
early as 1808 by J. F. Rochlitz.

He was particularly concerned that the

53Thomas Attwood Theorie- und Kompositionsstudien, p. 157.
Toeplitz challenged the logic of Mozart's statement but se:m~ to have
misunderstood its application to Mozar~'s table of tr.anspos1~.1on •. See
Uri Toeplitz, Die Holzblaser in der Mus1k Mozarts und 1hr Verhaltn1s zur
Tonartwahl (Baden-Baden: V. Koerner, 1978), p. 183.
54see Colin Lawson, The Authentic Clarinet:
Musical Times 124 (June 1983):357.
11

tone and tonality,"
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player should play the ~", .h'-flat and £' clarinets as intended by
Mozart in Don Giovanni.55
The most important of Mozart's works for clarinet were those
composed for the clarinetist, Anton Stadler:

the "Kegelstatt Trio:" K

498 (for clarinet, viola and piano), the Quintet K 581 and the Concerto
K 622.

The Trio (1786, named "Terzett" in Mozart's catalogue of his own

works) 56 has a fairly straight-forward part with all of the melodic
writing in the upper register, and only occasional arpeggios in the
chalumeau register.

It does include, however, some difficult chromatic

passages in the first movement, beginning with the initial entrance of
the clarinet (example 60).

The most prominent part of the Trio is given

to the piano, which approaches the virtuosity of a concerto in the third
movement. 57
Apart from the Trio, the Quintet and Concerto were intended to be
played on Stadler's £' clarinet with an extended lower range, now named
the "Basset clarinet".58

By 1789, Sta~ler's £' clarinet had a lower

55 see "Etwas Ober die AuffOhrung von Lieb und Treue. Liederspiel
in Einem Akt, mit Melodieen von Hrn. Kapellm. Reichard, dirigirt vom
Hrn. Musikd.
Seidel in Berlin" in Intelligenz-Blatt zur Allgemeinen
Musikalischen Zeitung, no. VI (Feb. 1808), AMZ 10 (1807-08), the
"Anmerkung des Verf." on cols. 23-6 note ** (Rochlitz was the editor of
the AMZ).
56 see "Verzeichnuess [sic] aller meiner Werke von Monath Febrario
1784 bi s Monath
1"; reprinted with the booklet by Otto E. D7utsch,
H. Re1chner,
Mozart's Catalogue of his Works 1784-1791 (New York:
[1956].
57The title page of an early edition of the Trio also in~icates
the prominence of the keyboard instrument.:
"Trio po_ur Cl avec1 n, ou
Forte-Piano, avec accompagnement de Clar1nette ou V1o~on, et Viola
compose par Mr Mozart. Oeuvre 14men (Offenbach sur le Me1n: J. Andre,
[1793]).
58This name was initially proposed by Jir1 Kratochv11 in
"Betrachtungen Ober die Urfassung des Konzerts fOr Kl ari nette und des
Quintetts fOr Klarinette und Streicher von W. A. Mozart," in
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EXAMPLE 60

The opening phrase of the clarinet part (first movement) to the Trio for
Piano, clarinet and viola K 498 by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

400

extension which included the chromatic pitches:
the discussion above, pp. 298-302).

g_#, g_, f# and

.c_

(see

This fact is documented by a

concert advertisement of 20 February 1788, and by the notes be 1ow g_
found in the fragments of two quintets for clarinet and strings (K 516c
and K 581a), the second clarinet part in the second act of the autograph
of Cosi fan tutte, and the obbligato clarinet solo to the aria, "Parto,
parto rna tu ben mio", from La Clemenza di Tito.59

Both of the

autographs of the quintet and concerto are 1ost, but there have been
attempts at restoring the original text of the clarinet parts.

The

quintet is written in four movements (Allegro, Larghetto, Minuetto, and
Allegretto con Variazioni).

In this work, the 1ower range of the

clarinet is used extensively, although the important melodic material is
presented in the second register.

The second movement (Larghetto) is

especially notable for its flowing, lyrical theme given in the second
register.

Based on the musi ca 1 evidence, Kratochv1 1 made suggestions

concerning the original notes of the quintet.

He illustrated some of

his reconstructed version n·ext to the published version, in parts of the ·
third and fourth movements (example 61). 60
These sequences and
arpeggios in his original version appear to have been altered to fit the
range of the normal clarinet, as in measure 116 of the third movement
and measure 65 of the fourth movement.

Internationale Konferenz Ober das Leben und Werk W. A. Mozarts Praha 27
-31. Mai 1956 [c. 1958], p. 262.
59 see Pame 1a L. Poulin, "The Basset Clarinet of Anton Stad~ er,"
College Music Symposium 22 (Fall 1982): 72 fig. 3, 73-4. The .qUlnt~t
fragments are partially reproduced from the autograph and republ1shed 1n
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Neue Ausgabe samtlicher Werke, vol. VIII/19/2
(Kassel: Bareneiter, 1958), pp. XV, XVIII, 41-3, 50-2.
6°Krachtov11, pp. 268-70.
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EXAMPLE 61
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reconstruction of part of the third and fourth

movements of Mozart's Quintet compared to the published version (see
page 400 above).
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The evidence for the original musical text of the concerto is more
substantial.

Mozart initially wrote the concerto for a basset horn in

g, as shown by his autograph sketch of 199 measures in the Rychenberg
Stiftung at Winterthur, Switzerland. 61 It corresponds identically to
the first half of the clarinet concerto, and includes several notes
below g, playable on a basset horn.

As important review of the conerto

in the AMZ (1802) quoted several passages that were altered and made the
following comment:
Finally, the critic feels obliged to say that Mozart wrote
this Concerto for a clarinet encompassing low C.
Thus, the
following passages in the principal voice have all to be
transposed from the lower octave [here follow six examples] . . .
and similarly very many passages have been transposed or altered
[here follow further examples] . . • . However, since clarinets
encompassing 1ow C must at present be counted among the rarer
instruments, thanks are due to the editors for these
transpositions and alterations, although they have not improved
the Concerto. Perhaps it would have been just as we 11 to have
published it in the original version and to ha6i inserted these
transpositions and alterations in smaller notes.

61 Reproduced in Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Neue Ausgabe samlicher
Werke, vol. V/14/4, pp. 165-76.
62 Translation by Kroll, p. 63.
"Schliesslich findet Recensent noch nHthig zu bemerken, dass
Mozart dieses Konzert fOr eine Klarinette, die unten bis ins c
geht, geschrieben hat. So mussen z.B. folgende Stellen in der
Principal-Stimme sammtlich in die tiefere Oktave versezt werden •
. • • Und auf dies Art sind sehr viele Stellen versezt und
verandert worden • . • • Da nun aber bis jezt solche Klarinetten,
die unten bis c gehen, noch immer unter die seltenen Inst~.umen~e
gerechnet werden muss en, so i st man den Her.ausgebern fur d1 e
gewHhnl i che Kl ari nette all erdi ngs Dank schunl d1 g, ob das Konzert
gleich nicht dadurch gewonnen hat. yielleic~t.ware es eben so gut
gewesen, es ganz nach dem ursprungl1chen Or1g1nale herauszug~ben,
und diese Versetzungen und Veranderungen allenfalls durch kle1nere
Noten zu bemerken."
[Friedrich Rochlitz], "Recension," AMZ 4 (March 1802): cols. 412-13.
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In spite of the transpositions and alerations, this concerto remains the
finest from the Classical Period.

The three movements (Allegro in 4/4,

Adagio and 3/4 and Allegro in 6/8) are ideally suited to the instrument
and bring out its lyrical tonal qualities in the songlike themes.

In

addition to the passages cited in the AMZ review, several additional
passages, on the basis of musical evidence, have been discussed by
Dazeley, Kratochvfl, Hess, and Hacker. 63 An edition for the clarinet or
basset clarinet has been published, with its lower "basset" notes given
in smaller print, as well as a complete version for the basset clarinet
in the Neue Ausgabe. 64 Some of Krachtovll 's suggestions which were
printed below the published version are given here as example 62.
Interestingly, there are two additional works which were written
by composers other than Mozart probably for Stadler's basset clarinet.
For example, Franz Xaver SOssmayr, wrote an incomplete movement of a
concerto in D major., dated 1792, whch utilizes an astoundingly large
range of from~ to~'''' .65
major,

preserved

A clarinet part from a concerto in B-flat

at the Austrian national

library,

includes

five

63George Dazeley, "The Original Text of Mozart's Clarinet
Concerto," Music Review 9 (Aug. 1948):166-72; Kratochvll, pp. 263-8;
Ernst Hess, "Die UrsprOngliche Gestalt des Klarinettenkonzertes KV 622,"
Mozart Jahrbuch 1967 pp. 22-9; Alan Hacker, "Foreword" to a pocket
score of the Concerto'(London: Eulenburg, 1971)! p. VII: Idem, "Mozart
and the basset clarinet," Musical Times 110 (Apr1l 1969):361.
64wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Concerto for Clarinet or Basset
Clarinet in A, ed., A. Hacker (London: Schott & C~., ~974); Idem,
"Konzerte", Neue Ausgabe samtlicher Werke, ed. F: G1egl1ng (~asse~:
Ba~enreiter, 1977), val. V/14/4, pp. 3-82:
Bre1tkopf u~d Ha:tel s
ed1tion of the concerto may have been the f1rst to ~ppear s1~ce :t was
advertised in the "Intelligenz-Blatt zur A)lgeme1nen Mus1kal1schen
Zeitung", no. VII (April 1801), AMZ 3 (1 Apnl 1801): between cols.
468-9. Cf. Geigling, p. VIII.
65 GB(Lbl), Add. 32181.
See Hacker, "Mozart and the basset
clarinet," p. 360 and ex. 1.
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EXAMPLE 62
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Jirf Kratochvfl's reconstruction of part of the third movement of
Mozart's Concerto compared to the published version (see page 403
above).
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cadenzas on three slips of paper that specify notes below g.

An incipit

of this work is found in the Breitkopf thematic catalogue, which names
the composer as .. Mich,.. . 66 He was probably either Michel Yost (17541786)

or

Joseph Michel (1772-?), both of whom wrote clarinet
concertos. 67 In any event, a player who had a basset clarinet, perhaps
Stadler, must have added these cadenzas (example 63).

The first cadenza

uses the bass clef in notating the basset notes, and makes use of a
range of

from~

tog'''.

The second cadenza is even more virtuosic in

its use of thirty-second notes.

The third and fourth cadenzas are quite

short and were placed at the end of the second movement (Romance) of the
concerto.

The last short cadenza was placed at the end of the third

movement (Rondo).

Stadler's name is also found in two announcements of

court performances of 23 December 1805 and 31 March 1806, when

11

an aria

by Paer [was] sung by Madame Campi, accompanied by Stadler on a clarinet
with modifications of his own invention 11 • 68 The aria by Paer has not

66The Breitkopf Thematic Catalogue, Supplement XV (1782-1784), p.
41. Poulin transcribed the first cadenza omitting the high g"', and
erroneously thought that these cadenzas belonged to a do~ble clarinet
concerto attributed to Franz Tausch, see 11 The Basset Clar1net of Anton
Stadler, .. p. 360 and ex. 1.
67see Pamela Weston More Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past (London:
The Author, 1977), pp. 277-8, and Ernst. Lu?wig Gerber, Hist?rischBi ographi sches Lexi kon der Tonkunstl er (Le1 pz1 g: J. G. I. Bre1 tkopf,
1790; reprinted., Graz: Adademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1977),
col. 940.
68 Translation by Poulin, p. 79.
Arie von Paer gesingen von Madame Campi, accompanirti, von Herrn
Stadler, auf einer thun selbst erfunden Karinett ...
11

Announcement in the Gesse 1scha ft der Mus i kfreunde, see Poulin, pp. 79
note 41; 80 fig. 4.
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EXAMPLE 63

'

....-- -

~I

·---- ------ ---~ _....

Five cadenzas which include the basset notes, Q and ~' in a concerto in
B-flat major, attributed to "Michl", A(Wn).
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been identified but may have been taken from one of his operas written
in Vienna. 69

L. van Beethoven
Beethoven began writing for the clarinet after he arrived
Vienna in 1792.

in

From 1792 to c. 1803 he completed several chamber works

which include prominent clarinet parts.

They include the Quintet, op.

16 (for piano, oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon, 1796), Trio, op. 11
(for piano,
violin,

clarinet and cello, 1797), and the Septet, op.

viola,

1800).70

horn,

clarinet,

20 (for

bassoon, cello and contrabass,

1799-

These works are a significant addition to the literature of

the clarinet and were written for the virtuoso player, Josef Bahr _71
Beethoven's greatest contribution to the 1 i terature of the clarinet,
however, may be found in his orchestra 1 music.

In the symphonies, he

gave the instrument memorable lyric solos, technically adroit passages,
and paired it with other woodwinds,

usua 11 y the bassoon, to form a

d i st i net i ve orchestra 1 tone co 1or. His familiarity with the ton a 1 and
technical
remarkable

characteristics
emancipated

Symphony (1812,

of

writing

example 64).72

the

clarinet

found
Here,

in

the

is

best
Minuet

shown
of the

by

the

eighth

the clarinet floats above an

69Poulin, p. 79.
For a full account of Stadler's concertizing,
including facsimiles of announcements and programs, see Pamela L.
Poulin, 11 The Basset Clarinet of Anton Stadler and Its Music .. (M.A.
thesis, Rochester: University of Rochester, 1977).
70see Douglas Johnson,

11

Beethoven, Ludwig wan, worklist, .. Grove 6,

2:397.
71see Pamela weston 11 Beethoven's Clarinettists, .. Musical Times
111 (Dec. 1970): 1212-13: and Idem, Clarinet Virtuosi of the Past
(London: R. Hale, 1971), p. 40.
72cf. Kroll's assessment of Beethoven's writing, p. 67.
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EXAMPLE 64

The clarinet solo from the Minuet from Beethoven's Eighth Symphony
(1813).
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accompaniement of horns and strings, on a cantabile melody in the second
register, reaching to high g''' twice, pianissimo at the end of the
solo.

Beethoven's sensitivity to tone color is further shown by his use

off'' clarinets in the G major slow movement of the Violin concerto.
The bright quality of these instruments was preferred in this movement,
while the

~'

clarinets were retained in the outer movements with their
noticeably more mellow tone. 73 Beethoven's writing served as an example

to countless composers, in showing the variety of technical and tonal
nuances available to the orchestral clarinetist.

F. W. Tausch
Franz Wilhelm Tausch (1762-1817) was a virtuoso clarinetist and
composer.

Born in Heidel berg, he moved to Mannheim in 1765, where he

studied with his father, the clarinetist, Jacob Tausch.

He later became

a member of the Mannhei m orchestra and moved with this orchestra to
Munich, when the court was transferred in 1778.

In 1780, he began

touring as a soloist, going to Vienna, Dresden, and Berlin.

Nine years

1ater he was appointed a member of the Dowager Queen of Prussia's
private band.

Tausch remained in Berlin for the rest of his 1i fe

although he continued to go on concert tours, perform regularly and in
1805, he founded a Conservatori urn for Wind Instrumenta 1i sts, where he
taught a number of important soloists, including Heinrich Baermann and
Bernhard Crusell.74

73cf. Lawson,

11

The Authentic Clarinet:

tone and ton a1i ty,

11

pp.

357-8.
74see Newhill, pp. 112-13; Pamela Weston, Clarinet Virtuosi of the
Past (London: R. Hale, 1971), pp. 41-3.
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Tausch's extant solo works are two solo concertos and two
concertanti for two clarinets.

His works are quite virtuosic with a few

lyrical themes interspersed in a busy texture.
criticised Tausch's

For instance, Michaelis

writing of octave passages

in

eighth notes,

comparing his concertante for two clarinets in B-flat major (1800) with
Mozart's more restrained use of technique in his works:
The good is spoiled if over-used, if one demands too much the
beauty of ~n instrument is ruined by using it capricio~sly.
Mozart, the 1mmortal, who knew how to respect the clarinet, proved
this fact in the few compositions he wrote for it.
In his
masterful Concerto (op. 107) one notes that he was interested only
in acclaiming its beauty, and was cautious in his use of the
highest pitches, seldom ascending as high as f''', and only once
tog'''. And this is true in his excellent Quintet, Op. 108. On
the other hand, in the otherwise praiseworthy double concerto by
Tausch (no. 1034) the passage for the first clarinet at the end of
the allegro is not playable:

In particular, it cannot be played with a reed that is used to
produce a soft tone. Now would it be sensibl7 5to sacrifice a
lovely concerto for a single, capricious passage?
75Translation by Kenneth Kawashima in Helmust Boese's "The
Clarinet as a Solo-Instrument in the Music of the Mannheim School"
(D.M.A. thesis, Baltimore: Peabody Conservatory of Music, 1965), p. 53.
Man schadet der guten Sache, wenn man zu viel verlangt, und
anstatt die Schonheiten eines Instruments zu benutzen, nach
Caprizen hascht. Oer unsterbliche ~ozart, der. d)e Klari~ett? s~hr
zu schatzen wusste hat in den wen1gen Kompos1t1onen, d1e w1r 1hm
fur dies Instrum~nt verdanken, dieses bestatigt.
In seinem
musterhaften Konzerte (Op. 107) bemerkt.. rna~ leicht, dass er nur
auf Darlegung der wesentlich~ten Scho~he1ten des Instruments
ausging; und was die Hohe betrlf!t, so kommt_mur ~elten das_hohe
F. G aber nur einmal vor. Und so 1st es auc~ 1~ se1nem treffl1chen
Quartett, Op. 108. Oagegen i st in dem! ubr1 gens l_?ben~werthen
Doppel-Konzert von Tausch, (No. 1034.) d1e Passage fur d1e erste
11
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certainly for the dilletante player this work would have been too
difficult to perform.

It was probably written, however, for Tausch and

Joseph Beer, two of the greatest clarinet virtuosi of the period.76
Tausch's second Concerto (c. 1815) represents a high point of
technique for the classical five-key clarinet.

It is not known with

certainty that Tausch did not adopt one of the new twelve- or thirteenkey clarinets, but it seems doubtful that a player who had achieved such
fame with

the

five-key clarinet would have adopted a completely

different instrument at the end of his life.

This concerto is written

in three movements, a brilliant Allegro, a very short Adagio, and a
jolly "Polonaise" movement in 3/4. It was published in 1819 by Andre,
after Tausch's death. 77 An example from the end of the first movement
(example 65) reveals Tausch's predilection for octave leaps in the
highest register, and an enormous leap downward of three octaves and a
minor third

(~'''-flat

to f).

This section ends after more octave leaps

on a high .Q'''.

Surely, this concerto is the most challenging of the

entire period.

Although it 1acks the mus i ca 1 qua 1i ty of the Mozart

concerto, it points toward the virtuoso romantic works of Weber and
Spohr, both of whom wrote for a more eleaborate and highly developed
instrument.

Klarinette amEnde des Allegro: in der That unausfOhrbar, wenn
man sich nicht zu einem Blatte verstehen will, auf welchem wol so
etwas aber kei n zarter Ton hervorzubri ngen i st. Ware es nun
vernO~ft i g, auf so 1che Art ei n schones Konzert fur ei ne ei nzi ge
capriziose Passage aufzuopfern?"
[Christian Friedrich Michaelis], "Ueber die Klarinette," AMZ 10 (16
March 1808):col. 386.
76 Newhill, p. 115.
77 Newhill, p. 113.
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EXAMPLE 65

The end of the first movement in the clarinet part of Franz Tausch's
Concerto no. 2, D-brd(Bim).
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In conclusion, the period of greatest musical activity for the
classical

clarinet

was

between

1760 and

developments occurred during this time:

1820.

Three

important

the evolution of the classical
'

style of composition, the creation of a modern orchestral idiom, and the
cultivation of the technical and tonal capabilities of the clarinet.
Outstanding i nd i vi dua 1 performers often served as an impetus to the
musical imagination of composers.
relationship include:
and Carl
Beethovan.

Stamitz;

A few examples of this type of

Gaspard Proksch and Johann Stamitz; Joseph Beer
Anton Stadler and Mozart;

and Josef Bahr and

Finally, the music examined in this chapter represents only

a selection of significant works which illustrate the gradual change in
musical style from the roccoco period of Johann Stamitz, though the
classical period of Carl Stamitz and Mozart, to the pre-romantic period
of Tausch and Beethoven.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
This dissertation has provided a comprehensive history of the
clarinet by tracing its predecessors from antiquity to the eighteenth
century;

reviewing discriptive and musical

evidence from treatises

concerning the chalumeau and the clarinet; discussing the physical
characteristics of the chalumeau,

baroque and classical

clarinets;

investigating the playing techniques of the baroque and classical
clarinets; and examining most of the extant music for the baroque
clarinet and
clarinet.

some significant examples written for the classical

Based on the evidence presented in this study, I suggest that

the evolution of the baroque and classical clarinet was largely due to
the techn i ca 1 and mus i ca 1 demands made by composers of the c1ass i ca 1
period, and in part, to the development after 1750 of the lower-pitched
clarinets,
Furthermore,

such

as

the

clarinette d'amour

and

the

basset

based on the sections devoted to music and

horn.
playing

techniques, it may be concluded that the baroque and classical clarinets
were much less limited in their technical and musical capabilities than
previously assumed.

During the nineteenth century, composers made

greater use of the technical and tonal capabilities of the clarinet in
solo pieces, orchestral works and in chamber music.

They provided the

impetus for players and makers to improve the intonation and technical
facility of the classical clarinet, by devising an enormous variety of
mechanisms that ultimately resulted in the present-day French and German
clarinet systems used throughout the world.
The aim of this dissertation was to bring together a quantity of
detailed information in presenting a comprehensive history of the
clarinet from its earliest origins to about 1820.

Each of the eight
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chapters . and five appendixes presents findings which will surely be
amplified and corrected by more specific studies.
dissertation will

Hopefully, this

be useful as a sourcebook of information for the

interested player and scholar.

APPENDIX 1
AN ETYMOLOGY OF THE NAMES FOR VARIOUS MEMBERS
OF THE CLARINET FAMILY, 1710-1843
This appendix presents an etymological study of numerous names
applied to various members of the clarinet family.

It illustrates the

origin and historical development of the earliest names for several
types of clarinet by determining their basic elements, indicating their
earliest known form, recording their changes in form and meaning, noting
their transmission from one language to another, and identifying their
cognates in other languages. 1 In addition, many types of clarinet are
shown by this study to have been disseminated during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries to various parts of the world.

For each member of

the clarinet family the basic elements of the earliest names are
determined.

Separate sections are then devoted to a chronological

overview of names in specific countries.

The members of the clarinet

family which are included in this investigation are the following: I)
soprano, 2) higher-pitched clarinets, 3) clarinette d'amour, 4) alto, 5)
contra alto, 6) basset horn, 7) contra basset horn, 8) bass, and 9)
contra bass.
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a large variety of
names and spellings were used for the instruments which constitute the

lcf. the definition for etymology .. given in Webster's II New
Riverside University Dictionary, senior ed., A. H. Soukhanov ([Boston]:
Houghton Mifflin, 1984), p. 446.
11
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clarinet family.

Most of these names were derived from a description of

the instruments' sound, a few others were derived from their shape.

For

instance, the Italian name, clarinetto, is an obvious diminutive of
2
clarino, a name used for the trumpet and sometimes more specifically
for its upper range.

In many eighteenth-century sources, in fact, the

sound of the clarinet is described as being similar to that of the
The French name, clarinette, is sometimes identified as a
diminutive of clarine, 3 a bell, which itself, is derived from the Late
Latin, clario, 4 a trumpet, or clarus, 5 clara, 6 meaning clear. Altenburg
trumpet.

(c. 1770), however, claimed that the word, clarinette, actually means
"little trumpet". 7 An example of a shape-related name is "krummhorn" (a
curved, wind instrument of the Renaissance), written by eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century authors as another name for the curved, basset horn
(a tenor clarinet).

The names of each member of the clarinet family,

which have been identified in sources dating from 1710 to 1843, are
discussed below,

arranged from the highest to the lowest pitched

2carlo Battisti and Giovanni Alessio, Dizionario Etimologico
Italiano (Florence: G. Barbera, 1975), 2:974.
3Albert Dauzat, Dictionnaire EtY!11ologigue de la langue fran9aise
(Paris: Librairie Larousse, 1938), p. 180.
4webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary of the English
Language, Unabridged 2nd 3d., eds., J. L. McKechnie et al. (Cleveland:
World Publishing Co., 1958), p. 333.
5Ernest Klein, A Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary of the
English Language (New York: Elsevier, 1966), 1:296.
6Pierre Larousse, Grand Dictionnaire Universel du XIXe siecle
(Paris: Administration du Grand Dictionnaire Universel, 1869), 4:389.
7Johann
A1ten burg,
Versuch
ei ner
Anl ei tung
zur
Ernst
heroisch-musikalischen Trompeter= und Pauker=Kunst (Halle: J. C. Hendel,
1795, written c. 1770; reprinted., New York: Braude Brothers, 1966), p.
12.
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clarinets.
in the

All of the different spelling and name variants are listed

following.

Table 8 (soprano clarinet and

higher-pitched

clarinet), table 9 (clarinette d'amour), table 10 (alto and contra alto
clarinet), table 11 (basset and contra basset horn), and table 12 (bass
and contra bass clarinet).

A listing of the complete clarinet family,

which has been documented to 1850, is given in table 13 at the end of
this appendix.

Soprano clarinet
Germany and Austria
The earliest references to the soprano clarinet which have been
found occur in Germany in three different spelling.

11

Clarinette

11

is

written in a 1ist of instruments made by the Nuremberg maker, Jacob
Denner in 1710. 8 In the same year, Clarinett without the final e
was used in the account book of the Rheingau abbey at Eberbach. 9
11

11

Clarinet

11

11

,

11

11

,

also appears in two subsequent requests from Denner during

1711-12 and 1713-14.10 Both neuter and feminine articles are found with
these names in Germany throughout the eighteenth century.

For instance,

Weigle's (c. 1722) descriptive poem for his engraving of a clarinetist

8Nuremberg Stadtarchi v, Stadtrechnungsbel eg in Repertori urn 54 a
II,
Nr.
1282,
as
quoted
by
Ekkehart
Ni eke 1
in
Der
~Ho~l~z'#b~l.Q.as~1u·ngs~tL.r!:!.!um!ille;llnll=t:.!;;e!!n~ba:;!UL.Ji.!.!n~d~er!__!Fc...!.r~e'-!..i~en!..L.....!R~e::...!.i~c!..!..:hs~s~t~a!:!..dt!!.......!N..!!:u~r.!.!n~be~r--.:~.9 (Mun i ch : E.
Katzbichler, 19671), pp. 251-2.
9wiesbaden Stadtarchiv, cited by Adam Gottron in Mainzer
Musikgeschichte von 1500 bis 1800 (Mainz: Auslieferung die
Stadtbibliothek, 1959), pp. 115-6.
10Kirchenrechnung Vereinigtes protestantisches.Kirc~envermogen der
Stadt Nurnberg 228, Nr. 3, 70 in the Landesk1rchl1sches Archiv,
Nuremberg; cited by Nickel, p. 454 note 1246.
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uses "das clarinet" (but the engraving itself is titled "clarinett").11
Other writers who employ "das clarinett" or

11

das clarinet" include:

Majer (1732, 1741), Eisel (1738, 1762), Adlung (1758), Schubert (1806,
but written during 1784-5), Koch (1802), and Gottfried Weber (as late as
1828

and

1829) who traced this name from the masculine,
il
clarinetto ... 12
Conti wrote parts for "clarinettP in at least one
11

version of Don Chisciotte in Sierra Morena (1719),13 produced in Vienna
and several German cities.

Many Germany composers during the eighteenth

century preferred to use Italian names for instruments in their scores
and parts. 14 For instance, Telemann wrote for the "clarinetto from
11

1721, 15 and the "clarineto

is called for in two concertos by Rathgeber
in his Latin-titled collection of 1728.1 6 "Clarinetto" is also found in
11

Walther's widely-circulated Lexicon (1732), and is subsequently copied
and paraphrased in several dictionaries, treatises and lexicons. 17
11Johann Christoph Weigle, Musicalisches Theatrum,_Nuremberg (c.
1722); facsimile ed., ed. A. Berner (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1961), leaf
14.
12Each of these authors and their sources are fully cited in the
bibliography.
13Title page and the beginning of the score is reproduced in
Bernard Paumgartner, Conti, Francesco, .. MGG 2 (1952): col~. 1641-2.
11

14cf. Reine Dahlqvist, "Taille, Oboe da Caccia and Corno Inglese,"
GSJ 26 (1973): 71.
15In the autograph score and parts of the cantata, nwer mich
liebet, wird mein Wort halten D-brd(F), Mus. 1474.
11

,

16valentin Rathgeber, Chelys Sonora, op. VI (Augsburg: J. J.
Lotter, 1729), concertos 19 and 20.
17 Johann
Gottfried
Wa 1ther,
Musi ka 1i sches
Lexi kon
oder
Musikalische Bibliothek (Leipzig: W. Deer, 17;2; r.eprin~. ~d., ed. ~
Schaal, Kassel: Barenreiter, 1953), p. 168 . . Cla~1netto .1s .found 1n
the works of the fallowing authors, fully c1 ted 1n the b1 bl1 ography:
Majer (1732, 1741), Zedler (1733), Barnickel (1737, 1749), Gottsched
(1760), Jablonsky (1767), Wolf (1787), and Albrechtsberger (1790).
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Doppelmayr,

however,

writes

11

die

so

genante

Clarinette

11

in

his

bi ographi ca 1 sketch of the Nuremberg maker, Johann Christoph Denner .18
This spelling and use of the article die is taken up by several German
11

11

authors during t~ eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.19
Two word variants or possibly misspellings were recorded in the
Cologne cathedral:
Clairenetten
in 1752, and
"Clarilten in 1767. 20 An interesting example of another word variant

archives

of

the

11

11

occurs in a descriptive poem which appears with a mezzotint of a
clarinetist (c. 1750-60}, by the Augsburg artist, Johann Elias Ridinger
The first line includes a pun on the name of the

(1698-1767).
instruments:

Like the name it bears, it sounds clear and pure quite
in the manner of a trumpet, yet all dolce and sweet
Ah, had one ever a virtuoso who, o2 a quiet night,
might blow him gently to his rest. 1

18 Johann Gabriel Doppelmayr, Historische Nachricht von den
NOrnbergischen Mathematicis und Kunstlern (Nuremberg: P. C. Monaths,
1730}, pp. 305-6.
19 These authors, fully cited in the bibliography include:
Altenburg (1795, written c. 1770), Murr (1778), Meusel (1783},
Albrechtsberger (1790}, and Busch ·(1790}.
20Rechn. Mittwochsrentkammer 20 December 1752, 23 September 1767,
quoted by Klaus Wolfgang Niemoller in Kirchenmusik und reichsstadtische
Musikpflege im Koln des 18. Jahrhunderts (Cologne: A. Volk, 1960), p. 80
notes 5 and 8.
In 1748, the musicians Klein and FlOgel played the
Clarnetten
See Niemoller, pp. 65-6.
11

11

•

21Translation by D. Martin Jenni in David Ross, "Ridinger's 'Youth
Playing the Clarinet', .. The Clarinet 7 (Fall 1977): 34-5.
Wie es den Nahmen fOhrt, so kling es klar und nette
Recht auf Trompeten art; jedoch gar douce und sOsz
Ach wer doch allezeit ein Virtuosen hatte,
Der ihm bey stiller nacht fein sanfft zur ruhe bliesz ...
11

This engraving is illustrated in plate 25, page 119.
Clarinet is used in the caption to this mezzotint.
11

11 ,

The name
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Perhaps this German perception of the sound of the clarinet as being
11

klar und nette .. {clear and pure) eventually suggested the use of the

11

k11 instead of the

11

C

11

in spelling the name,

11

klarinette 11 •

This

spelling, as .. Klarinetten·n, appears at least as early as 1780, in the
inventory of instruments at the court of Detmold.22

In 1785, the

klarinet 11 is mentioned by Schink in his description of a performance of
a wind band work by Mozart. 23 Von SchHnfeld also writes 11 die Klarinet 11
in 1796, 24 but Michaelis {1808) is the first to champion the use of 11 die
11

justifying

Klarinette 11 ,
clarinette ... 25

this

name

with

the

French

form,

11

la

It is not until the latter part of the nineteenth

century that this spelling and gender came to be adopted by the majority
of writers and composers in Germany and Austria.
Two

additional

names

described

the

extended-range

soprano

clarinets played by Anton Stadler, the dedicatee of several of Mozart's
works.
11

On

8aB=Klarinet 11

20

February 1788, Stadler played a concerto on the
at the Hoftheater in Vienna. 26 In 1801, this instrument

22uverzeichniss derer, in der Musicalien Kammer des Hoch Reichs
Grafl. Schlosses zu Dtm. befindlichen Instrumente und Musicalien,
gefuhrt von Concertmeister I. F. Kittel 1780 11 , quoted by Joachim Domp in
Studien zur Geschichte der Musik an Westfiilischen AdelshHfen im XVIII.
Jahrhundert {Ph.D. diss., Universitat Fribourg; Dusseldorf: H.
Krumbiegel, 1934), p. 50 .
23Johann Friedrich Schink, Litterarische Fragmente, 2 vols. (Graz:
Widmanstattenschen Schriften, 1785), 1:286.
24Johann Friedrich von SchHnfel d, Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wi en
und Prag (Vienna: SchHnfeldischer Verlag, 1796; reprinted., Munich: E.
Katzbichler, 1976), p. 192.
25[Christian Friedrich Michaelis],
(9 March 1808): cols. 369-70 note*.

11

Ueber die Klarinette, .. AMZ 10

26Thi s program is reproduced by P.amel a L. . Poulin in .. The Ba~set
Clarinet of Anton Stadler, .. College Mus1c Sympos1Um 22 (Fall 1982). 72
fi 9. 3.
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is

described

as

a

11

Klarinette

mit

Abanderung 11

(clarinet

modification) in a report concerning concerts in Vienna.27
name,

with

Another

.. Bassetklarinet .. (low clarinet), is written by von Sch6nfeld

(1796) in referring to an instrument played by Anton Stadler and his
28
This term may have been applied to either an
brother, Johann.
extended-range soprano clarinet in bb' or _g' (its present meaning), or
to the basset horn, a 1ower-pitched member of the clarinet family.
Another unusual name, 11 Gellfl6te 11 (shrill flute), found in Campe's
W6rterbuch (1801), 29 appears in only a few later dictionaries. The
Austrian maker, Franz Scholl, was granted a patent in 1802, for his
11 Schollbasso .. , a clarinet with a lower range extended by two notes.30

The Netherlands and France
After Jacob Denner used the name, 11 Clarinette 11 , it is found in an early
publication of duets (c. 1712-15) written by J. P. Dreux, and published
by a Frenchman, E. Roger, in Amsterdam. 31 Another set of duets by an
2711 IV. Wiener Kunstnachrichten, 11 Journal des Luxus und Moden, ed.
F. J. Bartuch, 16 (October 1801): 543-44.
28von Sch6nfeld, p. 58.
29 Joachim Heinrich Campe, W6rterbuch zur Erklarung und
Verdeutschung der unserer Sprache aufgedrungenen fr~mden Ausdr~cke
(Brunswick: Schulbuchhandlung, 1801), 1:229. The negat1ve connotat1ons
of the term 11 Gellfl6te 11 are echoed by the ornithologist, Thomas Bewick,
who wrote that: 11 The voice of the Swan, singly, is shrill, piercing and
harsh, not unlike the sound of the clarionet when blown by a novice in
music 11 (A History of British Birds, Newcastle: E. Walker, 1804, vol. 2,
p. 275).
30see Helga Haupt, 11 Wiener Instrumentenbauer von 1791 bis 1815, ..
Studien zur Musikwissenschaft 24 (1960): 172.
31Jaques [sic] Philippe Dreux, Airs .a ? Clar~nettes ou deux
Chalumeaux • • • , see Fran9ois Lesure, B1bl~ograph1e des ~ditions
musicales publi~es par Estienne Roger et M1chel-Charles Le Cene
(Amsterdam 1696-1743) (Paris: Heugel, 1969), p. 66.
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anonymous composer, published by Roger during this time, is entitled,
Airs

a

Deux Chalumeaux, Deux Trompettes, deux Hautbois, deux Violins,

deux Flutes,

Deux Clarinelles,

ou Cars

de Chasse.32

The

name

clarinellesn is surely a printer's error since the catalogs of Roger
(1716) and his successor, Le Cene (1737), 33 print this title using the

11

word 11 Clarinette 11 •

11

Clarinette 11 is also found in the score and parts of

J. P. Rameau's tragedie lyrique, Acante et Cephise (1751).34

On 25

March 1750, the Mercure de France reported a concert which included a
concerto

played on the

Clarine 11 (probably the clarinet) by the
bassoonist, France de Kermasin. 35 In his memoirs of 1810, F. J. Gossec,
11

stated that in 1757 he wrote two pieces for the soprano, Sophie Arnaud,
11
SerinetteS
and
COr-de-chasse 11
of
accompaniment
Although these pieces have not been found among
(clarinettes). 36

with

the

11

11

32B(Bc), classmark 5606, 2 vols., see Lesure, p. 54.
33catalogue de Musique (Amsterdam: E. Roger, 1716) appended to
[Denis Vairasse], Histoire des Sevarambes (Amsterdam: E. Roger, 17~6),
p. 310.
In another Catalogue (1716, p. [1]) appears the he~d1ng:
11 Pieces
pour la clarinette et le Cor de Chasse .. , appended to [Nlc?las
Aubin], Gruels effets (Amsterdam: E. Roger, 1716). Catalogue .des 11Vre
de musique (Amsterdam: M. c. Le Cene, 1737), p. 19; repnnted and
appended to Lesure.
34see the discussion on pages 177-89 above.
35see constant Pierre, Histoire du Concert Spirituel 1725-1790
(Paris: Heugel, 1975), pp. 116, 257.
36nNotice sur l'introduction des cars, des. c~arinettes et ?es
trombones dans 1es orchestres fran~ ais. extra 1te des manuscn ts
autographes de Gossec, .. Revue Musicale 3, no. 5 (1829): 220.
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Gossec's works, 37 it is quite possible that the word

11

serinettes 11 was

applied to the clarinet in Paris during the 1750s.38
A few authors, including Ancelet (1757),39 De Garsault (1761),40
and La Borde (1780) 41 prefer the masculine form, 11 le clarinet 11 or 11 le
clarinette ...

Others, including Rousseau (1753),42 Roeser (1764),43
Francoeur (1772), 44 and Castillon (1776), use 11 la clarinette 11 , the last
in a detailed article for the Supplement to the Encyclopedie,45 setting

an influential example concerning spelling and gender.
part of the century,

11

By the latter

la clarinette 11 was quite commonly in use in

France.
37 See Robert James Macdona 1d, 11 Fran~oi s -Joseph Gossec and French
Instrumental Music in the Second Half of the Eighteenth-Century .. (Ph.D.
diss., University of Michigan, 1968), 1:302.
38 By the 1760s, the word 11 Serinette 11 was used to refer to a small
organ with a crank. See lionel de La Laurencie, L'Academie de Musique
et le Concert de Nantes (Paris, 1906; reprint ed., Geneva: Minkoff,
1972), pp. 180-1.
39[Ancelet], Observations sur la musique (Amsterdam: Aux depens de
la compagnie, 1757), p. 33.
4°Fran~ois Alexandre Pierre de Garsault, Notionaire, ou memorial
raisonne (Paris: G. Desprez, 1761), p. 647. De Garsault curiously calls
the clarinet, 11 haut-bois de forAts 11 (pp. 628, 633), a name later applied
to the oboe da cacci~ in f, by J. B. de La Borde in Essai sur la musique
ancienne et moderne, 2 vols. (Paris: P. D. Pierres, 1780), 1:266-7.

41La Borde, 1:249-52.
11
42[Jean-Jacques
Rousseau],
Clarinette, 11
En~y~lopedie,
ou
Di ct i onna ire ra i sonne des sciences, des arts et des met 1 ers, 28 vo 1s.
(Paris: Briasson, David, LeBreton, 1751-72), 3:505.

43valentin Roeser, Essai d'instruction a .l'usage de ceux qui
composent pour la clarinette et le cor (Paris: Le Menu, 1764).
44[Louis-Joseph] Francoeur, Diapason general de
instruments a vent (Paris: Le Marchand, 1772), pp. 18-35.

tous

les

11
45Frederic
de
Castillon,
Clarinette,n
Suoolement
a
l'encvclopedie, ou Dictionnaire Raisonne des Sciences, des Arts et des
metiers, 5 vols (Amsterdam: M. M. Rey, 1776-77), 2:450-2.
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The earliest spelling in Dutch, "klarinet", appeared in Reynvaan's
musical textbook in 1787. 46 In 1817, the Parisian maker, Jean Hilaire
Aste

(called

Halary)

submitted

a

"clarinette metallique

clarinet) to the Academy des Beaux-Arts.47
11

11

(metal

This instrument is called

Clairon metalliqueu in Halary's patent of 1821.48 The clarinetist, H.

Klose collaborated with the maker, A. Buffet, to make an improved
clarinet, which Klose called

11

Clarinette

a

anneaux mobiles

(clarinet

11

with movable rings) in his important tutor of 1843.49

Italy
Severa 1 name variants were used in ita 1y during the eighteenth
century.

Vivaldi wrote four forms of the name:

oratorio, Juditha Triumphans RV 644 (1716);

11

11

Clareni

11

in his

Claren in the Concerto per
11

46 Joos Verschuere Reinvaen, Catechismus der Muzik (Amsterdam: J.
de Jongh and L. J. Burgvl i et, 1787), pp. 113-16. Reynvaan called the
in his Muzikaal Kunst-Woordenboek (Amsterdam:
two-key clarinet, piva
W. Brave, 1795), pp. 141, 419.
47 Extraits des rapports faits a l'Institut de France . • . en 1816
sur les inst. de M. Halary, quoted by Roland Wright in Dictionnaire des
instruments de musigue (London: Battley Brothers [1941]), p. 35.
48 see the descriptions given in Adam de La Pontecoulant,
Organographie: essai sur la facture instrumentale, 2 vols. (Paris:
Castel, 1861; reprinted., Amsterdam: F. Knuf, 1972), 2: 130-1 and
Constant Pierre, Les facteurs d'instruments de musigue (Paris: E. Sagot,
1893; reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1971), p. 331.
11

11

,

49Hyaci nthe Klose, Methode pour servi r a 1'ensei gnement de 1a
clarinette a anneaux mobiles (Paris: Meissonnier, [1843]). Because of
Theobald Boehm's well-known use of movable rings on flutes beginning in
about 1832 this clarinet was mis-named Clarinette Boehm (and is still
called the' Boehm clarinet"), as early as 1865, .in P. Goumas' p~tent
(no. 69247) for improvements to the key mecham sm of the cl ar1 net,
quoted by Wright, p. 35. Auguste Buffet, Jeune patented this system of
movable rings for the clarinet and oboe on 19 February 1844 (no. 9759).
For a reproduction and translation of t~is patent, see H. Noble ~an~e,
Historical Development of the Clannet (Rock Island, Il11no1s:
EnnennVee, 1973), pp. 33-43.
11

11

11
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la solennita de San Lorenzo RV 559 and 560 (c. 1720-40); and
in the second movement of the concerto RV 556. 50

11

clarini ..

Indeed, .. c 1a r i no 11 is

still used in colloquial speech in Italy to mean the soprano clarinet.51
The usual

name

11

clarinetto 11

appears

at

least as early as

1746

in

Jommelli's opera, Cajo Mario, 52 produced in Rome, and is defined in 1781
in a list of items requiring tariffs at Florence.53
described
clarinet. 54

the

11

Cl a ron en

(derived

from

Buonanni, in 1722,

"cl ari no 11 )

By the nineteenth century, however,

11

as

a

two-key

il clarinet to" was

commonly adopted by Italian writers and composers.

50 walter Lebermann, "Zur Besetzungsfrage der Concerti grossi von
A. Vivaldi," Mf 7, no. 3 (1954): 337; Walter Kolneder, 11 Noch einmal:
Vivaldi und die Klarinette," Mf 8, no. 2 (1955): 209-11; and Colin
Lawson, "Salmoe and clarinet, .. EM 7 (Jan. 1979): 138.
In concerto RV
11
11
556, Vivaldi wrote a note indicating that clarini should play the bass
part (an octave higher) with other string instruments.
Ta 1 bot has
interpreted these "clarinP to be clarinets in Vivaldi (London: J. M.
Dent & Sons, 1979), p. 163; and 11 Vivaldi's instrumentation, .. EM 7 (Oct.
1979): 561.
This interpretation is supported by a definition of
11
Clarino" as a "clarinet" by Egbert Buys in Nieuw en Volkomen
Woordenboek van Konsten en Weetenschappen, 10 vol s. (Amsterdam: K. de
Veer, 1769-78), 2:559.
51 see Nicola Zingarelli, Vocabolario della Lingua Italiana (Milan:
Bietti, 1938-39), p. 243.
5 2see Hermann Abert, Niccolo Jommelli als Opernkomponist (Halle:
M. Niemeyer, 1908), pp. 200-1 and M.P. McClymonds, "Jommelli, Nicolo, ..
Grove 6, 9:693.
53Tariffa delle Gabelle per Firenze (Florence: Cambiagi, 1781):
Strumento a fiato costituto da un tuba cilindrico di legno, munito di
un bocchino ad ancia semplice nella parte superiore, e di una campa~a ~1
termine del tubo".
Quoted by Manlio Cortelazzo and Paolo Z~ll1 ~n
Dizionario etimologico della lingua italiana (Bologna: Zan1chell1,
1979), 1:244. The tariff for each clarinet was 8 soldi and 4 denari,
Tariffa delle Gabelle per Firenze, p. 70.
11

54Filippo
Bonanni
[Buonanni],
Gabinetto
armonico
pieno
d'Is~romenti (Rome: G. Placho, 1722),. ~· 67.
G. Ceru~i e.?ited a~
~tal1an-French edition (Rome:
Monald1n1, 1776) tra~sl~t1ng clarone
1nto the French, "clairon 11 (p. 82).
See also, Batt1st1 and Allesio,
2:974. For Buonanni's description see above, pp. 69-70.

v.
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England and the U.S.A.
The usual

name in English, "clarinet", first appeared in an

announcement for a benefit concert for two German cl ari neti sts on 24
March

1726,

in

London's

Da i 1y Courant. 55

In

1733,

Gay chose

"clarinette" for the title of a tune in his libretto to the ballad
opera, Achi 11 es. 56 Another name appeared on 16 November 1761, when a
German maker, G. Wolhaupter, advertised "clareonets" for sale in the
New-York Gazette. 57 Six years later, Tans'ur described the "clarion" as
a clarinet or small trumpet. 58 The Edinburgh Musical Society plan-books
included the following entry for 15 November 1771: "Concerto Lord Kelly
with Clarinitt[s]".

A manuscript overture by Lord Kelly on 13 December

1771 included "Clarinett" solos.59

Beginning in 1785, "clarionet"

55 Number 7624 (unpaginated), Burney Papers, val. 256B, GB(Lbm).
See also, The London Stage 1660-1800, ed. E. L. Avery (Carbondale, Ill.:
Southern Illinois University Press, 1960), part 2, p. 860. The players
(Freudenfeld and Rosenberg) presumably supplied the name for their new
instrument for this advertisement, cf. Pamela Weston, More Clarinet
Virtuosi of the Past (London: The Author, 1977), pp. 15-16.
56 John Gay, Achilles (London: J. Watts, 1733), p. 45, Air XXXVII.
The other short tunes in this 1i bretto are a1so named without any
apparent purpose, see Roger Fiske, English Theatre Music in the
Eighteenth Century (London: Oxford University Press, 1973), p. 113.
Gay's spelling is not "clarinet" as stated by F. G. Rendall in The
Clarinet (New York: W. W. Norton, 1971), pp. 1-2.
57Rita s. Gottesman, The Arts and Crafts in New York 1726-1776
(New York: New York Historical Society for 1936, 1938; reprinted., New
York: Da Capo, 1970), 1:368.
58william Tans'ur The elements of music display'd (London: S.
Crowder, 1772), book Iii (1767), p. 100. The clario~ W?S identified
with the clarinet also by Charles Richardson (A New D1ct1onary ~f the
English Language, London: w. Richering, 183~, ~~·c 32~);ta~dGcons1d ered
1 ar1ne, rove 1 , 1
equivalent to the clarino by W. H. Stone 1n
(1889): 361.
59Quoted by David Johnson in Music and ~ocie~y in Lowland Scotland
.
1n the Eighteenth Century (London: Oxford Un1vers1ty Press, 1972), pp.
82-3.
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appeared in print frequently in poems, and continued in use through the
early twentieth century, 60 although the most common name from this time
This poetic form with an added "o" is simply a
diminutive of "clarion".61

Norway
Three names for the clarinet are associated with Lorents Nicolai
Berg, a bandmaster in Kristiansand from 1775 to 1787.

He advertised a

"Clarenet" and other instruments for sale on 25 January 1781 in the
Christiansandske Uge=Blade. 62 Berg's textbook on music, published in
1782, includes a section devoted to the "clarinetten".63

After his

death on 21 March 1787, an inventory made of the instruments that he
owned includes "2 Klaretter" (two clarinets).64

Other Countries
Additional

eighteenth

and

nineteenth-century

clarinet in other countries include the following:

names

for

the

Czechoslovakia,

60William Cowper, The Task, A Poem, in Six Books (London: J.
Johnson, 1785), book II, p. 58. The date of Cowper's book is not 1784
as stated in A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles, ed. J.
A. H. Murray (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1893), 2:463.
61 A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles, 2:463.
62 see Hans Magne Gr~svold, "lorents Nicolai Berg og hans lar~bok,
'Den f~rste pr~ve for begyndere udi instrumental-kunsten'," Studia
Musicologica Norvegica. Norsk Arsskrift for Musikkforsking 2 (1976):
130 and note 36.
63 Den f~rste Pr~ve for Begyndere udi Instrumental-Kunsten
(Kristiansand: A. Swane, 1782), pp. 48-52. See Albert R. Rice, "The
Clarinet as Described by Lorents Nicolai Berg (1782)," JAMIS 5-6 (1980):
42-53.
64Kristiansand bys skifteprotokoll, nr. 8, fol.
quoted by Gr~svold, p. 150 and note 40.

456-465b,

as
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"clarinet" (1768), 65 and "clarnet" (1776); 66 Sweden, "clarinette"
(1771); 67 Spain, .. clarineten (1779); 68 Portugal; Clarineta (1784);69
11

11

and Turkey klralmat" (1808).70
11

Higher-pitched clarinets
Several special designations for the higher-pitched clarinets are
found in nineteenth-century Italian treatises.
the clarinets in f" and g"'
them both as

11

Cl ari netti ni" J1

11

quartino

11

Mirecki (1825) called

and "quintino

11

,

designating

Pilotti (1836) named the

clarinets in !1.", gb", f", and .Q.b",

11

11

piccoli"

Clarinetto Terzini". He added

that the smallest in .Q.b" is called the "ottavino or piccolo of the
clarinetsJ 2
According to Keess (1824), a high-pitched clarinet
11

65 Jan Karel Rohn, Nomenclator Artifex, et Mechanicus. To gest:
Gmenowatel U tragi Rzeti (Prague: Widow of J. Prussowy, 1768), p. 232.
66 see Ji~i Sehnal,
Die Musikkapelle des OlmOtzer Bischofs
Maximilian Hamilton, .. Mf 24 (Oct.-Dec. 1971): 412.
67 oagl igt allehanda, nr. 19 (1771), p. 4, reported a concert by
the clarinetist, Johan Ohman; cited in Ordbok over Svenska Spraket, ed.
Svenska Akademien (Lund: A. B. P. Lindstedts Univ.-Bokhandel, 1893-),
14: col. K 1132.
68Tomas de Yriarte [Iriarte y 'oropesa], La Musica. Poema (Madrid:
En la Imprenta Real de La Gazetta, 1779), p. 82.
11

69Joaquim Jose da Costa e Sa, Nouveau Dictionnaire Fran9ois.Portugais (Lisbon: Borel, Borel &Compagnie, 1784), p. 249.
?Osee Laurence Picken, Folk Musical Instruments of Turkey (London:
Oxford University Press, 1975), p. 511.
71Francesco (Franci szek Wi ncentny] Mi recki., Tr~ttato Interne agl i
Istrumenti ed all' Instrumentazione (M1lan: G. R1cord1, [1825]), p. 10.
72Giuseppe Pilotti, Breve Insegnamento Teorico (Bologna: Cipriani,
[1825]), p. 10.
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invented in 1813, by the Viennese maker, Johann Merklein, was called the
"orphinette". 73

Clarinette d'amour
Roeser's (1764) "clarinette en G, re, soP and the "grande clarinette"
of Francoeur's treatise (1772) may be identified with either the
clarinette d'amour or the basset horn. 74 In 1772, J. c. Bach wrote for
three "clarinetti d'amore" in the overture to Temistocle,l5 which has
recently been identified as parts for the basset hornJ6

During 1772

and 1773, Jeremias Schltigl, a maker from Basle, supplied the Munich
court orchestra with four "tiefe douce Clarinet" and four dozen reeds.77
The "low sweet clarinets" or clarinettes d'amour are easily associated
by their name, to the descriptions of the "sweet" g clarinet by Roeser
and Francoeur.78

By 1781, a separate citation appeared for the

73 stephen Edler von Keess, Darstellung des Fabrics=und
gewerbswesen in sei nem gegenwart i gen zustande (Vienna: Morschner and
Jaspar, 1824), 3:163.
74 Roeser, Essai d'instruction, p. 2 and Francoeur Diapason
general, pp. 18-19, 23.
75Johann Christian Bach, "Sinfonie D dur, Ouverture zur Oper
Temistocle", no. II, in Das Erbe Deutscher Musik, ed. F. Stein
(Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1956), pp. 71-8.
76 see Richard Maunder, "J. c. Bach and the Basset-horn," GSJ 37
(1984): 42-7.
77Hofzahlamtsrechnungen fOr MOnchen im Archiv fOr Oberbayern, "fOr
gelieferte 2 Baar tiefe douce Clarinet und 4 Dutzend Clarinet Zugen", as
quoted by Hans-Joachim Ntisselt in Ein altest Orchester 1530-1980, 450
Jahre Bayerisches Hof- und Staatsorchester (Munich: Bruckmann, 1980), p.
95. Josef Saam quoted a payment given. to Sc~ltigl for "1 .Baar. douce
Clarinet" in 1773 in Das Bassetthorn, se1ne Erf1ndung und We1terb1ldung
(Mainz: B. Schott's Stihne, 1971), pp. 47-8.
78In a section of J. G. H. Backofen's Anweisung zur Klarinette
(Leipzig: Breitkopf &Hartel, [c. 1803], p. 35 note*), he gave examples
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TABLE 8
SOPRANO AND HIGHER-PITCHED CLARINET NAMES, 1710-1843
Germany

Netherlands

Italy

England

clarinette

1710

clarinett
1711-12 clarinet
clarinette

1712-15

clarinelle
clareni

1716
clarinetto

1719

clarinet

1720-40

claren
clarini
clarone 1

1722

clarinet

1726
1728

clarineto
clarinette

1733
1746

clarinetto

1748

clarnetten

1see Tables 10, 11 and 12.
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TABLE 8 (CONTINUED)
Germany and Austria

Other Countries

1750

clarine (France)

1751

clarinette (France)

1752

clairnetten

1750s

serinettes (France)

1761

clareonet (U.S.A)

1767

clarion (England)

1768

clarinet (Czechoslovakia)

1769

clarinet (Netherlands)

1771

cl arinitt (Scotland)
clarinett (Scotland)
clarinette (Sweden)
clairon (France)

1776

clarnet (Czechoslovakia)
1779
1780

clarinete (Spain)
klarinettisten

1781

clarenet (Norway)

1782

clarinetten (Norway)

1784

clarenet (Portugal)

1785

klarinet

clarionet (England)
klarinet (Netherlands)

1787

klaretter (Norway)
1788

baB-klarinett 1

1see Table 12.
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TABLE 8 (CONTINUED)
Germany and Austria
1795

Other Countries
piva (Netherlands)

1796

bassettklarinet2

1801

klarinette mit abanderung
gell fl ote

1802

Schollbasso

1808
1813

k1ralmat (Turkey)
Orphinette

1817

clarinette metallique (France)

1821

clairon metallique (France)

1825

clarinettini (Italy)
quartini (Italy)
quintino (Italy)
piccoli (Italy)

1836

ottavino (Italy)
clarinetto terzini (Italy)
clarinette

1843

(France)

2see Table 11.

a anneaux

mobiles
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11

Cl ari nettes d' amour.. in the Deutsche Encycl opadi e (the first German

encyclopedia to be modeled on Diderot's Encyclopedie):79
Clarinette d'amour are those clarinets newly introduced by 3
cl ari ne~i sts of t.he Nassau-Wei.l burg court. They are deeper than
the ord1nary clar1net and are 1n fact pitched in G.
The third is like a bassoon, and creates a ~Blendid effect.
It snarls like a metal gamba stop in an old organ.
During 1784,
11

1787 and 1789, the

Clarinette d'amourn

are included

11

Clarinet d'amoer 11 (Flemish?) and
in the register of instruments

constructed by the Belgian woodwind maker, Jean-Arnold Tuerlinckx.81

In

1793, at his music publishing firm in Berlin, J. C. F. Rellstab offered
for sale,

11

Eine Clarinett d'amore oder G clarinet von Grundmann ... 82 The

English writer, Busby (c. 1801), also mentioned a G clarinet, probably a
clarinette d'amour, which is 11 Scarcely ever used, at least in this
country ... 83
At the Turkish court of Mahmud II ( 1808-39), Giuseppe
of clarinets in various pitches, excluding the basset horn, and stated
that the clarinet in g is 11 Bekannter unter dem Namen: Douce-Klarinette 11 •
79 see Robert Collinson, Encyclopaedias: Their Hi story Throughout
the Ages, 2nd ed. (New York: Hafner, 1966), p. 110.
80Translation by John Newhill.
Clarinettes d'amour, sind jene von 3 Clarinetisten am NassauWeiburgischen Hofe neuerfundene Clarinetten, die tiefer als die
gewohnlichen und eigentlich aus dem G gehen.
Das dritte gleicht einem Fagotte, und in einem laufenden BaB
macht es die herrl i chste Wi rkung: es schnauzt wi e ei ne in den
alten Orgeln von gutem Metall gemachte Gamba ...
11

Deutsche Encyclopadie oder Allgemeines Real=Worterbuch aller Kunste und
Wissenschaft, ed. H. M. G. Koster, 23 vols. (Frankfurt: Varrentrapp Sohn
und Wenner, 1778-1807), 5 (1781): 685.
81see the 11 Registre des Comptes 11 q~oted in Fl~mish by Raymond van
Aerde in Les Tuerlinckx: Luthiers a Mal1nes (Mechl1n: L. & A. Godenne,
1914), pp. 162, 166, 167.
82Journal fUr Literatur. Kunst. Luxus und Mode (1793), p. CXXIII.
83Thomas Busby, A Complete Dictionary of Music (London: R. Phelps,
[c. 1801]), s.v. 11 Clarinet 11 , n.p.
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Donizetti

(brother to the composer, Gaetano) introduced the low g

clarinet,

~~a~k

klarneti .. (clarinette d'amour), where it was played in

Western European repertory and was particularly convenient for Turkish
tunes. 84

Alto clarinet
This instrument was incorrectly defined in the first edition of
the Oxford English Dictionary as being higher in pitch than the soprano
clarinet. 85 The alto clarinet is pitched either in f'' (like the basset
horn) or in gb'', and may have been used in England from the 1ate
eighteenth century in military bands. 86 For instance, sever a1 1ong
clarinets (altos?) are pictured in a drawing and an engraving of two
bands in the Ceremony from St. James' to St. Paul's on Tuesday the 15th
December, 1797 ..... 87 G. Catlin, an American maker, advertised tenor
11

11

clarinets .. in the Connecticut Courant of 23 June 1800, which may have
alto clarinets or basset horns.88
was

occasionally called a

11

Indeed, in England the alto in gb'

tenor clarinet ..

during the nineteenth

84 see Laurence Picken, Folk Musical Instruments of Turkey, p. 511.
85A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles, 1 (1888):
258; corrected in A Supplement to the Oxford English Dictionary, ed. R.
W. Burchfield (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 1:70.
86They were called 11 alt-clarionet 11 by Charles Mandel in A Treatise
on the Instrumentation of Military Bands (London: Boosey and Sons,
1859), pp. 14, 17.
87see Frank Harrison and Joan Rimmer, European musical instruments
(London: Studio Vista, 1964), figs. 175 a-b.
88cf. Robert E. Eliason, George Catlin - Hartford Musical
Instrument Maker, Part I, 11 JAMIS 8 (1982): 20-3.
11
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TABLE 9
CLARINETTE D'AMOUR NAMES, 1764-1808
France

Germany and Other Countries

1764

clarinette en G, re, so1 1

1772

grande clarinette 1

clarinetto d'amore (Germany)
douce Clarinet (Germany)

1781

Clarinettes d'amour (Germany)

1784

clarinet d'amoer (Belgium)

1788

clarinettes d'amour (Belgium)

1793

Clarinett d'amore (Germany)
G Clarinet (Germany)

c. 1801

G clarinet (England)

1808

a~k

1see Table 11.

klarneti (Turkey)
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century. 89

A German p1ayer and maker, Iwan MOller, improved the a1to

clarinet in 1808, by having the maker, J. H. Grenser, apply a new system
of keys to a basset horn which omitted the keys for the supplementary
lower pitches below low ~. 90

In 1812, MOller's

11

Clarinette alto

11

was

approved by a commission of eight members of the Conservatoire Imperiale
de Musique et de Declamation of Paris. 91 This instrument is first
described with the usual German name,
article of 1817.92

11

Altklarinette by FrHhlich in an
11

Eight years later, MOller endorsed an

11

Alto-

Klarinette .. made to his specifications by Griessling and Schlott of
Berlin. 93 In 1819, the Almanach du Commerce mentioned a clarinette a
alton made by Gentellet of Paris. 94 An Italian name, clarinetto alto
11

11

11

,

is found in a translation of MOller's important clarinet tutor (c.
1824), with the comment that this instrument could also be called
89 see Adolph B. Marx, General Musical Instruction, trans., G.
Macirone (London: Novello, Ewer, 1854), p. 51; John [Palgrave] Simpson,
The Bandmaster's Guide (London: Boosey and Co., [c. 1885]), 2:32, 131-2.
90 see the 11 Nachrichten, .. AMZ 9 (9 November 1808): cols. 89-91; it
was described as the M0llersche Bassethorn in Miscellen, AMZ 9 (13
September 1809): cols. 798-99.
11

11

11

11

91see Rapport fait par la commission chargee d'examiner la
nouvelle clarinette proposee par M. Muller et la clarinette alto
perfectionee par le m6me artiste in Gazette Nationale, ou Le Moniteur
Universel, no. 152 (31 May 1812), pp. 593-94. The commission members
were: X. Lefevre, Eler, Duvernay, Mehul, Cherubini, Gossec, Catel and
Sarrette.
11

11

92Joseph FrHhlich, Ueber die Verbesser~ng der Kla~inette von Hrn.
Iwan MOller, vormals Prof. am Conservator1um zu Par1s, nun erstem
Klarinettisten an der grossen Oper zu London, .. AMZ 19 (15 October 1817):
co 1s . 717 -19 •
11

93 .. Anzeige 11 in the Intelligenz-Blatt! no. VI (June 1825~, AMZ 27
(1825): p. 28. MOller signed his advert1sement as the Erf1nder der
neuen verbesserten Klarinette und Klarinette-Alto u.s.w ....
11

94Page 138, quoted by Wright, Dictionnaire des instruments des
musique, p. 35.
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"clarone".95

In 1825, "Clarinettes d'alto ou Cor de Bassette" were

advertised by the firm of B. Schott's Sohnen in Cacilia, a music journal
published in Mainz. 96 The "Ten or-e 1ar1ne
· tt"
e ere d"1ted to J. G. G.
Streitwolf, a maker in Gottingen, may have been either an alto clarinet
or a basset horn.97

Contra alto clarinet
The contra alto clarinet is pitched in E-flat one octave lower
than the alto clarinet.
following:
initially

J.

Two nineteenth-century examples are the

G.

H.

Streitwolf's

"Contra

pitched

in

F 98
_,

in

later

Bass-Clarinette"

.E-flat,

and

Adolphe

(1829)
Sax's

"Clarinette-Contrebasse" (1840-41) at first in .E-flat and later in £.99

95 Iwan MUller, Methode pour La nouvelle Clarinette (Florence: J.
Ricordi, [1824]), p. 2. The text of this tutor is written in Italian.
A unique name, "clarinetto viola" is found in the instrumentation
treatise by Antonio Tosoroni, Trattato Pratico di Strumentazione
(Florence: G. G. Guidi Bargo, 1850), pp. 26-7.
96 see "Intelligenzblatt zur Caecilia, 1825, nr. 9", Cacilia 3
(1825): 16.
97 see [Friedrich Arnold Brockhaus], Allgemeine deutsche RealEncykl opadi e fUr die gebil deten Stande.
Conversations Lexi kon,
supplement to 7th ed. (Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus, 1833), 2:696-7.
98see the article concerning Streitwolf's instruments in
Berlinische Musikalische Zeitung (1830), cited by Johann Ernst Hauser in
Musikalisches Lexikon oder Erklarung und Verdeutschung (Meissen: F. W.
Goedsche, 1833), 1:92 and "Nouvelle Invention - d'une clarinette-basse
et d'une clarinette contrabasse," Revue Musicale 8, no. 9 (1830): 331.
99see [Fran~ois-Joseph] Fetis, "Nouvelles clarinettes de M. Sax
fils," Revue et Gazette Musicale de Paris 8 (Jan. 1841): 20; and Georges
Kastner, Traite generale d'instrumentation . . . Supplement (Paris:
Prilipp, [1844]), p. 25.
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TABLE 10
ALTO AND CONTRA ALTO CLARINET NAMES, 1800-1841
Germany

Other Countries
tenor clarinet 1 (U.S.A.)

1800
1809

MUllersche bassethorn2

1812

clarinette alto (France)

1817

Altklarinette

a alto

1819

clarinette

1824

clarinetto alto (Italy)
clarone 3 (Italy)

1825

(France)

Alto-Klarinette
Klarinette-Alto
clarinettes d'alto

1829

contra bass-clarinette

1830

clarinette contrabass (France)
Tenor-Klarinette 1

1833
1840-41

clarinette-contrebasse (France)

1see Table 11.
2Lacks the lowest notes of the basset horn.
3see Tables 11 and 12.
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Basset horn
The names which have been used for the basset horn are almost all
sound-related, an example is, the Italian

11

Corno di bassetto

The

11 •

corno is derived from the Latin, cornu, a horn, and the bassetto is the
Its meaning, small bass horn
diminutive of bassus, or bass. 100
11

remains the same with or without the proposition,
11

corno bassetto ...

The German name,

11

11

Bassethorn

11

,

di

11 ,

11 ,

as in the form,

is derived as the

diminutive of the French, basse or Italian, basso, and the old high
German, Horn, 101 also meaning Small bass horn ... A shape-related name,
Krummhorn 102 was probably suggested by the curved or angled form of
11

11

11

,

the eighteenth century instrument, and is associ ated with the basset
horn as early as 1790, by A1brechtsberger .10 3
11

Bassethorn

11

and the French,

11

cor de bassete

Both the German name,
11

are thought by some

linguists to have been adopted from the Italian name, corno di
bassetto ... 104 The German origin of the instrument, however, suggests
11

10 0sattisti and Alessio, 1:425; 2:1116.
101 Duden.
Das greBe Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache, eds. R.
Koster, W. Muller and C. Schrupp (Mannheim: Bibliographisches Institut,
1977),
1:306; 3:1285.
See also Wilhelm Altenburg,
Eine
'Wiedereinfuhrung des Bassethorns', Zeitschrift fOr Instrumentenbau 27
(1907): 555.
10 2Not to be confused with the Renaissance instrument.
11

11

103Johann Georg Albrechtsberger, GrOndliche Anweisunq zur
composition . . • und mit einem Anhange: von der Beschaffenhelt und
Anwendunq aller jetzt ublichen Musikalischen Instrumente (Leipzig: J. G.
I. Breitkopf, 1790), p. 426.
Thfs association with the krummhorn is
mentioned by the following authors: Busch (1802), Wolf (1806), Keess
(1824), Andersch (1829), Schilling (1835), and Lieber and Wigglesworth
(1836, who associated the basset horn with the .. curved cornet .. ).
104The Random House Dictionary of the English Language, ed. in
chief, J. Stein (New York: Random H~use, 1981), p. 125; Webster'.s New
International Dictionary of the Engl1sh Language, 2nd ed., Unabr1dged,
eds. W. A. Nelson, T. A. Knott, and P. W. Carhart (Springfield, Mass.:
G. &C. Merriam Co., 1957), p. 228.
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that the Italian and French names were originally translations of
11
Bassetthorn 11 • 105

Germany and Austria
The earliest recorded name is ••corno die BaBetto 11 found in Leopold
Mozart's manuscript catalogue of his twelve-year-old son's musical
works, compiled in 1768. 106 Meusel, another German author, cited a
performance on the

11

Corno bassetto 11 in 1783, because it was not

mentioned in Forke 1 's Mus i ka 1i sches A1manach fOr Deutsch 1and auf das
Jahr 1783. 107 In the same year, the usual German name, 11 Bassethorn 11 ,
first appeared in Cramer's report of a concert that took place in 1782
at Ludwiglust. 108 Two years later, the unique combination of German and
Italian,

11

Basset-Corni 11 , was introduced by Schink.109

Wilke (1786) was

the first to provide both Italian and German terms in his dictionary.110
Use of these names in Germany, however, was far from standardized.
SchHnfeld's (1796)

11

Von

BaBettklarinet 11 , may have referred to a basset horn

105see Nicholas Shackleton,

11

Basset-horn, 11 NGDMI, 1:172-3.

106uverzeichnis alles desjenigen was dieser 12jahrige Knab seit
seinem 7ten Jahre componiert und in originale kan aufgezeiget werden 11 ,
in Mozart Briefe und Aufzeichnungen, ed. Internationalen Stiftung
Mozarteum Salzburg, collected and explained by W. A. Bauer and 0. E.
Deutsch, 7 vols. (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1962-72), 1:289.
107Johann Georg Meusel, 11 Zusatze und Berichtigungen zu Herrn
Forkels musikalische almanach von Jahr 1783, 11 Miscellaneen artistischen
Innhalts, part 17 (1783): 296-7.
108Magazin der Musik, ed. C. F. Cramer (Hamburg: Musicalischen
Niederlage, 1783-86; reprint ed., Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1971), first
year, first half, pp. 179-80.
109schink, Litterarische Fragmente, 1:286.
110ucorno Bassetto 11 and 11 Bassetthorn 11 in [Johann Georg Leberecht
von Wilke], Musikalisches Hand-WHrterbuch. oder kurzgefasste Anleitung
(Weimar: c. R. Hofmanns seel. Wittwe und Erben, 1786), p. 36.

in for to a clarinet in Qb' with an extended lower range.111

It should

be noted the writer, Weber (1822), claimed that additional terms for the
horn

basset

ClarinettbaB".

were

"Basset-Clarinette",

BaB-Clarinette"

and

112

Another name variant is "Basset-Horn" written in the
title of Backofen's tutor (c. 1803). 113 The same year, the French name,
"cor de bassette", was printed in the publication of Backofen's quintet
for basset horn and strings. 114 According to Boese, the horn part from
one edition of Peter von Winter's Concertante pour violin, clarinette,
basson et cor (c. 1803), is labelled, "Cor die Bassette", and meant for
the basset horn. 115 Another basset horn name is found in the official
account of Anton Stadler's death in 1812.
son,

.. Antonius..

Passetelist
Wien. 116

11

is

described

(in

In this document, Anton's

Viennese

dialect)

as

"erster

(first basset horn player) of Vienna's Theater an der

111von Schonfeld, Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien und Prag, p. 192.
112Gottfried Weber, "Basset-Horn," Allgemeine Encvclopidie der
Wissenschaft und KOnste, eds. J. S. Ersch and J. G. Gruber, 167 vols.
(Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1818-89), 8 (1822), p. 49.
113Johann Georg Heinrich Backofen, Anweisung zur Klarinette nebst
einer kurzen Abhandlung Ober das Basset-Horn (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Hirtel, [c. 1803]).
114"Quintetto pour Cor de Bassette, 2 Violins, Alto, ,Violorycelle,
Oeuv. 9 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hirtel, [c. 1803]), c1ted 1n the
"Recension, .. AMZ 6 (9 November 1803), eels. 91-3.
11

115Helmut Boese, Die Klarinette als Soloinstrument in der Musik
der Mannheimer Schule (Dresden: M. Dittert &Co., 1940), p. 83.
116stadarch. Wien, Totenbeschauprotokoll, quote~ by Karl Maria
Pisarowitz in 'MOaBt rna nix in Obel aufnehma ••• ' Be1tragsversuche zu
einer Gebr0der-Stadler-Biographie, Mitteilungen der Internationalen
Stiftung Mozarteum (Feb. 1971): 31-2, note 20.
11

11
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France
Roeser's (1764) important listing of instruments included the
11

Clarinette enG, re, soP, which was later described as the

clarinetten by Francoeur in 1772.117

11

grande

Both of these names may be

i dent i fi ed with either the basset horn or the cl ari nette d 'amour.

In

1774, the Mercure de France announced that M. Valentin will play sur le
corno-basseto ou contra-clarinette ... 118 The first appearance of the
11

usual French name, ncor de basset seems to have occurred in 1814, in A.
11

Charon's translation of Albrechtsberger's Anweisung zur Composition.119
An unusual sound-related name,

11

Clarinette Sourdine

11

,

is found only in

Kastner's instrumentation treatise of 1837.120
England and the U.S.A.
George
clarinets

11

Catlin

of

Hartford,

Connecticut

advertised

11

tenor

for sale in the Connecticut Courant of 23 June 1800.121

These instruments could have been either basset horns or alto clarinets
pitched in gb. since the name,

was applied to the
1atter in England during the nineteenth century . 122 Other writers,
however,

11

tenor clarinet

11

,

describe the function of the basset horn as the tenor

117Roeser, p. 2; Francoeur, p. 23.
118uvacance des spectacles, vol. 2 (April 1774), p. 164.
11

119J. Georg Albrechtsberger, Methode elementaire de composition,
trans. A. Choron, 2 vols. (Paris: V. Courcier, 1814), 1:172.
120 [Jean-Georges] Kastner,
(Paris: Prilipp, [1837]), p. 40.
121Eliason,
pp. 20-3.

11

Tra ite

genera 1e

d' instrumentation

George Catlin - Hartford Musical Instrument Maker,n

122simpson, The Bandmaster's Guide, 2:32, 1~1~2; A Descriptive
Catalogue of the Musical Instruments recentlY exh1b1ted at the Royal
Military Exhibition, London, 1890, ed. C. R. Day (London: Eyre &
Spottiswoode, 1891), p. 130, no. 276.
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instrument of the family, but do not label it as a tenor clarinet.123
Mahon, an English clarinetist, ca 11 ed the basset horn by the unique
terms, ~~clara Voce 11 (clear voice) and 11 Corno Bassetta 11 , in his clarinet
tutor (c. 1803). 124 Knight (1835), one of the earliest Englishmen to
publish the term

11

Basset-horn 11 , complained about the use of the name

11

11

The unfitness of this term must at once be obvious,

Corno bassetto 11 :

nomenclature abounds in obscurity,
absurdities, and contradictions 11 • 125 Occasionally, authors confused the
but

unhappilY,

the

musical

basset horn with the cor anglais or English horn.126

Italy
The earliest recorded Italian name from an Italian source is
11

Corno-Basetto" found in Antolini's instrumentation treatise of 1813.127

123 Mandel, A Treatise on the Instrumentation of Military Bands, p.
13; William H. Stone, 11 Basset-Horn, 11 Grove 1, 1 (1879): 150.
124John Mahon, A New and Complete Preceptor for the Clarinet
(London: Goulding, Phipps & D'Almaine, [c. 1803]), pp. 38, 61. 11 Corno
Bassetta 11 was corrected to 11 Corno Bassetto 11 in a reprint of this tutor
published between 1811 and 1816, see Appendix 3 for an annotated listing
of instructional materials.
125The Penny Encyclopaedia of the Society for the diffusion of
useful
Knowledge, ed. C. Knight (London: C. Knight, 1835), 4:2, s.v.
11
basset-horn 11 •
126Three examples are: Mi recki, Tratatto Intorno agl i Instrumente
ed a1 Instrumentazi one, p. 7 [noted by the reviewer in 11 Nachri chten, 11
AMZ 27 (26 Oct. 1825): col. 718]; John W. Moore, The Musician's Lex~con:
or 'ncyclopedistical Treasury of Musical Knowle~g' (Boston} ~e1th's
Mus1c Publishing House, 1845), p. 101 and the Off1c1al Descr1pt1ve and
Illustrated Catalogue of the Great Exhibition 1851, 3 vols. (London:
Spicer Brothers, 1851), 2:1272.
127Francesco Antolini, La Retta Maniera di
clarinetto (Milan: C. Buccinelli, 1813), pp. 49-51.

scrivera per

il
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Two other

names,

11 Claroneu

and

11 Clarinetto Dolce 11

are

given

in

Lichtenthal's authoritative dictionary (1826).128

Contra basset horn
The contra basset horn is pitched in

E one

octave lower than the

basset horn, and was developed in Germany and France.
century

examples

are

the

following:

Strei twol f' s

Two nineteenth11 Contra

Bass-

Clarinette11 (1829) initially pitched in [,1 29 later in fb, and sax's
11 Clarinette-Contrebassn (1840-41) at first in fb and later built in
[.130

Bass clarinet

France
The bass

clarinet

is

pitched one octave lower than the soprano

instruments in f'', Qb' or~,. Its earliest recorded names appeared in
France, beginning with a 11 basse-tube 11 made by Gilles Lot of Paris,
described in L'Avant Coureur on 11 May 1772.131 Another name for Lot's
128 Pietro Lichtenthal, Dizionario e Bibliografia della musica, 4
vols. (Milan: A. Fontana, 1826-36), 1:171.
According to Wright
(Dictionnaire, p. 50), an unusual Italian name, 11 Cornetto Bassetto 11 , is
recorded by Soullier in his French dictionary of 1887.
129see the article concerning Streitwolf's instruments in
Berlinische Musikalische Zeitung (1830), cited by Hauser in
Musikalisches Lexikon, 1:92; and 11 Nouvelle Invention - d'une clarinettebasse et d'une clarinette contrabasse, 11 Revue Musicale 8, no. 9 (1830):
331.
130see Fetis, 11 Nouvelles clarinettes de M. Sax fils,n p. 20, and
Kastner, Traite ••. Supplement (Paris: Prilipp, [1844]), p. 25.
131Page 292, quoted by Constant Pierre in Les facteurs
.
d'instruments de musigue (Paris: E. Sagot, 1893), pp. 103-4; Wr1ght, p.
16, and Rendall, The Clarinet, p. 139.
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TABLE 11
BASSET HORN AND CONTRA BASSET HORN NAMES, 1768-1841
France
1764

Germany and Other Countries

clarinette enG, re, soli

1768

Corno di BaBetta (Germany)

1772

grande clarinettel

1774

corno-basseto
contra-clarinette

1783

Corno Bassette (Germany)
Bassethorn (Germany)

1785

Basset-Corni (Germany)

1790
1796

Krummhorn (Germany)
BaBettklarinet 2 (Germany)

1800

tenor clarinet 3 (U.S.A.)

c. 1803

Basset-Horn (Germany)
Corno Bassette (England)
Clara Voce (England)

1803

Cor de Bassette (Germany)

1812

Cor die Bassette (Germany)
Passetelist 4 (Austria)

1813

Corno-Basetto (Italy)
1see Table 9.
2see Table 8.
3see Table 10.

4Appears in the source as "erster Passetelist" (first basset horn
player).
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TABLE 11 (CONTINUED)
France
1814

Germany and Other Countries

cor de basset

1822

Basset-Clarinette5 (Germany)
BaB-Clarinette 5 (Germany)

1824

ClarinettbaB 5 (Germany)
Clarone 6 (Italy)

1826

Clarinetto dolce (Italy)

1829

Contra Bass-Clarinette (Germany)

1830

clarinette contrabasse

1833

Tenor-Klarinette 7 (Germany)

1835

Basset-Horn (England)
corno bassetto (England)

1837

clarinette sourdine

1840-41 clarinette-contrebass

5see Table 12.
6see Tables 10 and 12.
7see Table 10.
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instrument was

11

Baisse taille (Bass tenor) reported in an issue of
L'Almanach Dauphin for 1777. 132 In 1810, Dumas invented a bass clarinet
11

for use in military bands, which he named basse guerriere (martial
bass). 133
Another instrument, the basse orgue was described in
11

11

Fran~ois

11

11

Sautermeister's patent of 12 August 1812.134

In 1830, Fetis

reported that Iwan Muller was occupied with the construction of a
Clarinette violoncelle ... 135 Subsequently, Adolphe Sax made two types
11

of bass clarinets (patented on 21 June 1838) which were much more
successful than any of his predecessors.136

Germany
Bass clarinets in Germany were initially mentioned in 1791, as
11

die sogenannten BaBclarinetten

11

,

in anonymous critique of J.

N.

132 Page 45 of the supp 1ement to L' A1manach Dauphin, quoted by
Pierre, Ibid., p. 105.
133 see Basse guerriere de M. Dumas, .. Archives des decouvertes et
des inventions nouvelle . . . pendant l'annee 1810, 3 (1811): 222-3;
.. Rapport fait par MM. Gossec, Gretry, Mehul, membres de la classe des
beaux-arts, et MM. Hauy et Charles, membres de la classe des sciences
physiques et mathemat i ques, dan 1es seances des 6 et 8 avril 1811, ..
Gazette nationale, ou Le Moniteur universel, no. 109 (19 April 1811):
420-1; and .. Arts Industriels-Musique, .. Gazette Nationale, ou Le Moniteur
Universel, no. 16 (16 Jan. 1812): 63-4.
11

134cited by Wright, p. 15. Wright, however, incorrectly describes
this instrument as a type of bassoon, cf. Pierre, Les facteurs
d'instruments de musigue, p. 402.
135Fran~ois-Joseph Fetis,

Curiosites historigues de la musigue
(Paris: Janet et Cotelle, 1830), pp. 288-9.
136For drawings from Sax's patent see, William McBride, The Early
Saxophone in Patents 1838-1850 Compared, .. GSJ 35 (1982): 113-15. Sax's
instruments are pictured and described by Kastner as a Clarinette basse
recourbee (curved bass clarinet), , a~d a Cl ar.i nette. ~as~e droi ~e ..
(straight bass clarinet), in Manuel General de Mus1gue M1l1ta1re (Par1s:
Didot Freres, 1848), p. 375, pl. XXVI.
11

11

11

11
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Forkel's Musikalisches Almanach (1782-84).137

These instruments may

have been made by Johann Heinrich Grenser, who Gerber (1812) credited
with the invention and naming in 1793, of a 11 Kl ari netten-BaBn .138

A

uBass-Clarinetten by J. H. G. Streitwolf, a maker from GHttingen, was
initially publicized in his own article of 1828 entitled, 11 Beschreibung
der von mir erfunden Bass-Clarinetten.13 9 Weber's earlier use in 1822
of 11 BaB-Clarinette•• and 11 ClarinettbaB 11 for the basset horn (referred to
above, p. 442), obviously did not gain acceptance.

Italy
In 1813, Antolini described the 11 Clarone 11 as a bass clarinet,140 a
name still used for this instrument. An instrument made about 1830 by
Catterino Catterini was stamped 11 Glicibarifono 11 , and described in an

13711 Berichtigungen und Zusatze zum den Musikalischen Almanachen
auf die Jahre 1782. 1783. 1784., 11 Musikalische Korrespondenz der
Teutschen Filarmonischen Gesellschaft fOr Jahr 1791, no. 6 (9 Feb.
1791), col. 41.
13 8Ernst Ludwig Gerber, Neues Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon
der TonkOnstler (Leipzig: J. G. I. Breitkopf, 1812-14; reprint ed.,
Graz: Akademische Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 1969), part 2, col. 393.
139According to W. Altenburg in an article from the Zeitschrift
fOr Instrumentenbau (1890), cited by Lyndesay G. Langwill in An Index of
Musical Wind-Instrument Makers, 6th ed., (Edinburgh: L. G. Langwill,
1980), p. 173. Subsequently, Streitwolf made two types of bass clarinet
illustrated in his 11 Verzeichniss von FlHten, Clarinetten, Obo~n,
Fagotten, BasshHrnern, Flageoletten, etc ... (c. 1830-5); and photographed
by Gunther Hart in 11 Gottlieb Streitwolf (II.) Vor 200 Jahren wurde der
Instrumentenmacher geboren, 11 GHttinger Monatsblatter (Dec. 1979): 4-5.
11 Neue Erfindungen, 11 Eutonia, eine hauptsachlich
See Heinroth
padagogische M~sik=Zeitschrift 1 (1829): 203-4; and Albert R. Rice, 11 '0n
Two Newly Invented Clarinets' from the Harmonicon,n The Clarinet 5
(Winter 1978): 39.
140Antolini, p. 50.
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article of 1833 as the
derivation of
f3ct? .Y.5

11

11

Polifono~~.141

Wright (p. 74) provides a

Glicibarifon(a) 11 from three Greek words: YA.YX'lfs (sweet),

(low), and ¢Wr--;{ (sounds).

The clarinetist, Hyacinthe Klose,

supplied Kastner with a French version of this name,

11

Gl ici -Baryphone 11 ,

which was included in the supplement (1844) to Kastner's treatise.142

U.S.A.
The earliest (c. 1810) of Catlin's bass clarinets is preserved at
the Henry Ford Museum (Dearborn, Michigan) and signed,
made by George Catlin I Hartford I Cqn. 11 •
maker, began advertising Catlin's

11

11

Invented and 1

Uzal Miner, an American

patent clarions 11 on 14 September 1813

in the Connecticut Courant.143

Contra bass clarinet
Contra bass clarinets are pitched two octaves lower than soprano
clarinets in c" or .Qb.
guerriere 11 of 1808.1 44

The earliest known is Dumas'

11

contrabass

In 1839, W. F. Wieprecht (subsequently director

of the Prussian military band) and the maker, E. Skorra, devised a

141This instrument is preserved at Oxford in the Bate collection
(no. 496), see An Exhibition of European Musical Instruments, ed. G.
Melville-Mason (Edinburgh: Reid School of Music, 1968), p. 31, no. 207;
described in Giornale di belle arte e tecnologia (Oct.-Nov. 1833) , p.
292 [according to 11 Nachrichten, 11 AMZ 36 (20 August 1834), col. 571].
142Kastner, Traite . . • Supplement, p. 25.
143Eliason 11 George Catlin - Hartford Musical Instrument Maker,
Part 1, 11 pp. 30'-2; Idem, 11 George Catlin, Hartford Musical Instrument
Maker, Part 2, 11 JAMIS 9 (1983): 29-48.
144see 11 Nouvel instrument a vent, par M. Dumas, 11 Archives des
decouvertes et des inventions nouvelle . • . pendant l'annee 1808, 1
(1808); 379; 11 Basse guerriere de M. Dumas, 11 pp. 222-3; and 11 Rapport fait
par MM. Gossec .•• , 11 pp. 420-2.
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contra bass in ~' which they named

11

Bathyphonn.145

Altenburg derived

this name from the Greek words: /3 «-YY.r (low) and §Jt0Yo5 (tone).146
1833, Sax completed his

11

By

Clarinette bourdon .. pitched in ~b, which is

described in the supplement to Kastner's treatise (p. 25).

Summary
The word .. clarinet .. has been shown to be related etymologically to
11

Clarino ...

This relationship is also supported by many composers during

the eighteenth century who wrote parts for the clarinet which make use
of trumpet-1 ike idioms discussed in chapter IV (above).

Most of the

names written for the soprano clarinet were variants of the French
11

Clarinette 11 or Italian,

11

Clarinetto 11 •

The diverse types of names for

the other members of the clarinet family are understandable, considering
the immense activity of the instrument makers during the period studied.
Table 13 includes: the usual English name (or Italian names for the
higher-pitched

instruments);

the

usual

pitch

produced

using

the

fingering for ~''; and lowest sounding pitch, of each member of the

145see J. P. Schmidt, 11 Ueber die chromatische Bass-Tuba und das
neu erfundene Holz-Bass-Blas-Instrument, genannt Bathyphon, 11 AMZ 42 (16
December 1840): cols., 1041-2; and Wieprecht's description (in English)
from his manuscript treatise on instrumentation quoted in A Descriptive
Catalogue of the Musical Instruments recently exhibited at the Royal
Military Exhibition, London, 1890, pp. 124-5. Day,_the _editor ?f t~~s
catalogue, incorrectly stated that the bathyphon 1s p1tched 1n .E •
Cf., the illustrations and description given by V. C. Mahillon in
Catalogue Descriptive & Analytique du Musee Instrumentale du
Conservatoi re Roy a 1 de Mus i que de Bruxe 11 es, 2nd ed. (Ghent: A. Haste,
1893), 1:216-20.
146wilhelm Altenburg, 11 F. Besson's Kontrabass - Klarinette in
Vergleiche zu dem Batyphon und der Streitwolf'schen Bass-Klarinette, ..
Zei tschri ft fOr Instrumentenbau 12 ( 1 Aug. 1892): 595; cf. Wright (p.
17) for his derivation of the word 11 Bathyphonen.
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TABLE 12
BASS AND CONTRA BASS CLARINET NAMES, 1772-1844
France
1772

basse-tube

1777

ba i sse-ta i 11 e

Germany and Other Countries

1791

BaBclarinetten (Germany)
contrabasse guerriere

1808
c. 1810

clarion (U.S.A.)

1810

basse guerriere

1812

basse orgue

1813

clarone 1

1822

BaB-Clarinette 1
Basset-Clarinette 1
ClarinettbaB 1

1830

clarinette-basse
clarinette-violoncelle

c. 1830

Glicibarifono (Italy)
Polifono (Italy)

1839
1844

Batyphon (Germany)
Glici-Baryphone
clarinette bourdon

1see Table 11.
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clarinet

family

mentioned

in

this

appendix.

A few

additional

instruments mentioned in sources dating to 1850 have been included,
also.
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TABLE 13
THE CLARINET FAMILY, 1710-18501
Pitch name
Sopranino and Soprano clarinets:
f, , ,
Piccolo 2
Piccolo 2
Piccolo 2

Lowest sounding pitch

g'

.£',

Piccolo (Ottavino)
Quintina

.9., ,

Piccolo
Quartino

f"

Piccolo

g',

Terzino
Terzino

Q"

Soprano 3
Soprano

f',

Soprano
Soprano
Soprano
Basset clarinet

f',

1cf. Curt Sachs' list of the clarinet family in his Handbuch der
Musikinstrumentenkunde, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1930), p.
347.
2These clarinets are listed in two sources: Joseph Fahrbach,
Neuste Wiener Clarinette-Schule (Vienna: A. Diabelli, [c. 1841]), p. 16;
and Antonio Tosoroni, Trattato pratico di strumentazione (Florence: G.
G. Guidi, 1850), pp. 22-3.
3Listed by Tosoroni, p. 24, and Charles Mandel, A Treatise on the
Instrumentation of Military Bands, p. 17.
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TABLE 13 (CONTINUED)
Name

Pitch name

Lowest sounding pitch

Basset clarinet

.!!b'

.!!b

Basset clarinet

.£'

A

Clarinette d'amour

.£ b'

f

Clarinette d'amour

g'

.!!

Clarinette d'amour

f'

A

f'
_g_b'

A
§

Basset horn

g'

§

Basset horn

f'

E

Basset horn

_g_'

f

Basset horn

_g_b'

fb

Basset horn

.d.'

Q

bass clarinet

f

~'

bass clarinet

.!!b

.!!b' or Ab'

Clarinettes d'amour:

Alto clarinets: 4
alto clarinet
alto clarinet
Basset horns: 5

Bass clarinets:

4Unlike the modern alto clarinet, these lowest sounding pitches
reflect the fact that the lowest written note that may be produced is e.
5These basset horns were listed by Johann Georg Albrechtsberger in
Grundliche Anweisunq zur Composition, p. 427. Their lowest written note
is the note ~.
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TABLE 13

Name

Pitch name

bass clarinet

A

(CONTINUED)
lowest sounding note

A'

or §'

Contra alto clarinets:6
Contra alto clarinet E

A'

Contra alto clarinet fb

§'

Contra basset horns:
Contra basset horn

E

E'

Contra basset horn

fb

fb'

Contra bass clarinets:
Contra bass clarinet .C.'

.c.

Contra bass clarinet l!b'

l!b"

I I

6unlike the modern contra alto clarinet, their lowest sounding
pitches reflect the fact that the 1owest written note that may be
produced is ~-
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APPENDIX 2

AN INVENTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF
EXTANT BAROQUE CLARINETS

This inventory of two- and three-key clarinets was compiled mainly
from

catalogues

of

European

museums,

instrumen~

and

from

advice

generously supplied to me by Drs. David Ross and Nicholas Shackleton.
When it was obtainable the following information is listed for each
instrument: maker and dates, tonality of instrument, material of keys,
material
dimensions

of

body,

type

of fittings,

in centimeters

number of sections,

(abbreviated by L),

length

bore dimensions

in

centimeters (abbreviated by B), 1ocat ion by city of co 11 ect ion, and
identification number in that collection.

Even though I did not

personally verify the accuracy of these descriptions, they were though
to be of sufficient value to be presented.
at the end of this appendix.

A list of sources is given
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TWO-KEY (28):
Anonymous.

1 1

In Q

,

brass keys, boxwood, unmounted, three sections,

Hague Ea 449-1933.
In gb

11
,

brass keys,

boxwood,

unmounted,

four sections

(composite of sections from different instruments), Leipzig 1457.
In Q

London, Rubin collection.

11
,

Leipzig 1462.
Boekhout, Thomas Conraet (c. 1665-1715).
stained

black,

ivory

fittings,

In

four

f

1 1

,

brass keys, boxwood

sections

(missing

the

mouthpiece/barrel), L 48, B 1.4, Brussels 2561.
Borkens, Philip (1693-after 1763).

In !!.", brass keys, boxwood, three

sections, L 54.7, Hague Ea 306-1933.
Crone, Gottlieb (fl. 1740-50).

In Q1 1 , brass keys, boxwood, L 54.2,

Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum (formerly Hague Ea 58-X-1952).
Denner, Jacob (1681-1735).

In f

11

,

brass keys, boxwood, unmounted, four

sections, L 58, Berlin 223.
In

f

brass keys, boxwood, unmounted, four sections, L 60,

11 ,

Brussels 912.
In .Q. 11 , brass keys, boxwood, unmounted, four sections, L 51,
Nuremberg MI 149.
Deper, M.

In Q

11

,

Linz MU 123.
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IGH, Hague 50-X-52.
Kelmer, G. N.

In

~'',

brass keys, boxwood, horn fittings, three

sections, L 55.2, Leipzig 1469
Oberlender, Johann Wilhelm I (1681-1763).

In .Q.", brass keys, boxwood,

unmounted, three sections (missing mouthpiece/barrel and bell), original
L 54, Berlin 2870.
In

~'',

brass keys, boxwood, unmounted, three sections, L

55.2, Leningrad 486.
Oberlender, Johann Wilhelm II (1712-1779).

In~'',

brass keys, boxwood,

ivory fittings, three sections, L 54.6, Leipzig 1470.
Rottenburgh,

Godefroid-Adrien

(1709-1790).

In gb'',

brass

keys,

boxwood, ivory fittings, four sections, L 53.8, Brussels 915.
In~'',

brass keys, ebony, ivory fittings, three sections, L

53.7, Brussels 2571.
Scherer, Johannes (1664-1722) or Georg Henrich (1703-1778).

In g'',

brass keys, boxwood, ivory fittings, three sections, L 47 .4, B 1.3,
Eisenach L-4.
In .Q.'', silver keys, ivory unmounted, four sections, L 52.7, B
1.6, London RCM 101.
In g'', silver keys, boxwood, ivory fittings, four sections, L
54, B 1.3, Paris C.529, E.697.
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In .Q.'', silver keys, boxwood, ivory fittings, four sections
an

(including

additional

middle

section),

Varel,

Holland,

Haren

co 11 ect i on .
In .Q.'', silver keys, boxwood, ivory fittings, four sections
(including an adiitional middle section), Scarsdale, New York, Rosenbaum
collection.
Walch, Georg (1690-?).

In g_b,,, brass keys, '', brass keys, boxwood,

unmounted, three sections, L 57.8, Bonn BH (formerly Zimmerman 122).
In .Q.' ', brass keys, plum, brass fittings, three sections, L
53, B 1.25, Salzburg 18/1.
Willems, Jean Baptiste (1761-1809).

In .Q.'', brass keys,

boxwood,

unmounted, four sections, L 41.5 B 1.17, Brussels 916.
In bb', brass keys, boxwood, unmounted four sections, L 65.8,
B 1.29-1.42, Brussels 2573.
Zencker, J. G.

In d''
-

'

brass keys, boxwood, unmounted, three sections,

Nuremberg MIR 424.

THREE-KEY (14):
Anonymous.

In f'', brass keys, thumb g_jQ' key, L 40, Munich BNM 134.
In g_b,,, brass keys, left-hand little finger g_jQ' key,

boxwood, three sections, unmounted, Nuremberg MI 150.
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In g'' or £b,,, brass keys, left-hand little finger gjQ' key,
boxwood, six (?) sections, horn fittings, Nuremberg MIR 426.
Denner, Johann Christoph (?) (1655-1707).
key,

g_/Q'

boxwood,

unmounted,

In .Q.'', brass keys, thumb

three

sections

(missing

the

mouthpiece/barrel), doubled tone holes for fingers 3, 4, 6 and 7, L
52.4, B 1.43-1.445, Berkeley 19.

Fridrich, J.

In f'', brass keys, thumb g/Q' key, boxwood, unmounted,

three sections (missing the mouthpiece/barrel), Prague 666E.
Fues, G. R.

In £', Bochum 50.

Kenigsperger, johann Wolfgang (c. 1705-1752).
~/Q'

In .Q.'', brass keys, thumb

key, plum, one horn fitting, three sections, L 51.8, B 1.1, Munich

BNM Mu 110.
Lindner (fl

late eighteenth century).

Brass keys, thumb

~/Q'key,

boxwood, unmounted, three sections (composite instrument, only the lower
stock/bell is from a baroque clarinet), Brussels 913.
Paur, R.

In f'', L 55.3, B 1.4, Nuremberg MIR 425.

Scherer, Johannes (1664-1722) or Georg Henrich (1703-1778).
silver keys, left-hand little finger

~/Q'

In .Q.'',

key, boxwood, ivory fittings,

three sections, L 56.5, B 1.22, Brussels 924.
Strehli, I. G.
I.S.W.

In bb'

In f'', L 61, Munich SIS 48/40.
brass keys, boxwood, horn fittings, five sections, L 64,

'
B 1.2, Linz W146.
-
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Walch, Georg (1690-?).

In Q'', brass keys, thumb gjQ' key, pear,

unmounted, three sections, L 57, B 1.2, Salzburg 18/2.
Germany, private collection.
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SOURCES CONSULTED
(Complete citations are given in the bibliography)

General:
Young, Phillip T.

Twenty-Five Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments.

Boekhout:
Historische Blaasinstrumenten de ontwikkeling van de blaasinstrumenten
vanaf 1600 (Hague catalogue).
Denner, J. C. :
Hoeprich, T. E., "A Three-Key Clarinet by J. C. Denner".
Fridrich:
Keller, Jindrich, "Pfstelnfci a Trubari" (Prague catalogue).
Lindner:
Shackleton, Nicholas, "The 'Well Known Clarinet by Lindner'".
Scherer:
Hoepri ch, T. E., "Die Kl ari net ten Johann Scherers".
Young, P. T., "The Scherer Family: German Woodwind Making".
Walch:
Birsak, Kurt, Die Holzblasinstrumente im Salzburger Museum Carolina
Augusteum (Salzburg catalogue).
Bruckner, Hans, "Die Pfeifenmacherei in Berchtesgaden".
Zimmerman, Josef, Von Zinken Floten und Schalmeien (Bonn catalogue).
Anonymous:
Oude Europese Muziekinstrumenten (Hague catalogue).
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Stubbins, William H., The Art of Clarinetistry (Nuremberg instruments).
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MUSEUMS AND COLLECTIONS
Amsterdam: Rijsmuseum.
Berkeley: University of California, Department of Music.
Berlin: Musikinstrumenten Museum, Staatlichen Institut fur
Musikforschung.
Bochum: Stadtisches Musikinstrumentensammlung Grumbt bei der
Stadbucherei
Bonn BH: Beethovenhaus.
Brussels: Musee Instrumentale.
Eisenach: Bachhaus.
Hague: Gemeente Museum.
Leipzig: Musikinstrumenten Museum, Karl Marx Universitat.
Leningrad: Institute of Theater, Music and Cinematography.
Linz: Oberosterreichisches Landesmuseum.
London RCM: Royal College of Music Museum of Instruments.
Munich BNM: Bayerisches Nationalmuseum.
Munich SIS: Musikinstrumentenmuseum im Stadtmuseum.
Nuremberg MI and MIR Germanisches Nationalmuseum.
Paris: Musee Instrumentale.
Prague: Hudebni Oddeleni Narodniho Muzea.
Salzburg: Museum Carolina Augusteum.
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APPENDIX 3
AN ANNOTATED INVENTORY OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR
THE CLARINET WHICH INCLUDE A FINGERING CHART, 1732-1843
This appendix includes a listing of tutors, treatises, or books
which include a fingering chart or directions for fingering, and are
dated from 1732 to 1843.
study.

Ninety-four sources were examined for this

They are arranged chronologically according to the number of

keys on the soprano clarinet for which each is intended.

The following

is a table which shows the number of these sources which refer to each
of fourteen types of clarinets based on the number of keys.
Type of Clarinet

Number of Sources

2-key
3-key
4-key
5-key
6-key
7-key
8-key
9-key
11-key
12-key
13-key
14-key
15-key
16-key
Klose-Buffet

2
2

7

49
8
2
1
3
1
4

11
1
1
1

1

Each

citation

includes

the

following:

author,

title,

place

of

publication, publisher, date, specific page or pages dealing with the
clarinet,

comments

concerning

the

source,

later

editions,

or

translations to 1843, source of dating, location, and library number.
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1843 was chosen as a limit for this inventory, since this is the date of

publication of the first book devoted to the modern instrument (the
Klose-Buffet clarinet).

Those sources listed by Thomas E. Warner in An

Annotated Bibliography of Woodwind Instruction Books, 1600-1830, are
given a short title, and include his numbering preceded by a "W".

When

additional bibliographical or technical data support a date other than
Warner's that date is given, with its supporting reference cited in an
abbreviated form (complete citations are given in the bibliography).
For those titles dating to 1830 not included in Warner, it was decided
to provide an exact transcription of the title page, to help to
distinguish earlier from later editions or printings, and to give full
imprint data to allow dating by publishers' address or plate numbers. 1
The locations of sources are indicated by RISM sigla identified at the
end of this appendix.

An asterisk before a siglum denotes the copy is

incomplete.

lone exception is the title of the Supplement a l'Encyclopedie, an
encyclopedia which has been studied in several secon~a;y sources, such
as Kathleen Hardesty's The Supplement to the Encycloped1e (The Hague: M.
Nijhoff, 1977).
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2-Key C.£', regist.e r):
1.

Majer, J. F. B. C.

1732

Museum Musicum •.• Schwab. Hall: G. M. Majer, 1732. W65
Page 39 includes comments concerning the clarinet and a fingering
chart.

A copy of this book in the Wurttembergische Landesbibliothek at

Stuttgart includes supplementary additions in Majer's hand, but none
concerning the clarinet.
Facsimile edition: ed. H. Becker, Kassel: Barenreiter, 1954.

2nd

edition: Neu=eroffneter Theoret i sch=und Prackt i scher Mus i c=Saa 1
Nuremberg: J. J. Cremer, 1741.

Page 52 is identical to page 39 of the

first edition.
2.

1738

[Eisel, J. P.]

Musicus autodidaktos

Erfurt: J. M. Funcken, 1738. W71

Pages 76-8 comprise a section on the clarinet and a fingering
chart.

A copy of this book in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris

inc 1udes a drawing of an instrument and a sea 1e of notes 1abe 11 ed
"Game", possibly in Eisel's hand.
Facsimile edition: Leipzig: Zentralantiquariat der DDR, 1976.

2nd

edition: Der s i ch se 1bst i nformi rende Mus i cus • . • Augs burg: J. J.
Lotter, 1762.

Pages 54-7 are identical to pages 76-8 of the first

edition.
3-Key (giQ', Q', register):
1.

Berg, Lorents Nicolai.

1782

Den f~rste Pr~ve 1 for Begyndere 1 udi I INSTRUMENTAL-Kunsten, I Eller I
en kart og tydel i g Underretning 1 om de f~rste Nader at lCEre, I Ti 1
LCEttelse ved Informationen paa adskillige I Musicalske Instrumenter, I I
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s~r

paa I Claveer, Violin, Alt-Violen, Bas-Violoncel, Citar og en Deel

bl~sende

Instrumenter. I Samlet og udgivet 1 ved LORENTS NICOLAJ BERG, 1

Kongl. Bestalter Instrumentist i Christiansand og dens Handel=District.

I Christiansand, 1782. Trykt hos A. Swane paa

Forl~ggerns

Bekostning.

Pages 48-52 comprise a chapter on the clarinet with a fingering
chart.

English translation in A. R. Rice, "The Clarinet . . • ," pp. 45-

50.
Location: *N(Ou); N(Tmi); Zumikon, Switzerland, Stalder
co 11 ect i on.
2.

c. 1810

[Anonymous] •

"Gamut for the Clarionet".

W299

A fingering chart bound as the fly leaf of The Complete Tutor for
the German Flute . • . Dublin: J. Delany, c. 1810.
Locations: US(Wc).
4-Key (~IQ', f#lf#,,, £', register):
1.

[Roeser, Valentin].

c. 1769

Gamme de 1a cl ari nette 1 Avec Six Duo pour cet Instrument. I Par Mr.
Roeser musicien de Mgr. le Due D'orleans. I A PARIS, Chez Mrl Le Menu
Md. de Musique de Feu Mdme. la Dauphine; Rue du Roule, a la Clef d'or.
Geron sculp:
Bound with [Michel Corrette], Methode pour apprendre aisement a
joOer de 1a fl ate traversi ere . . . Paris: Boivin and Lyons: Bretonne,
c. 1735.

(W68)

The six pages of this source include one fingering chart (which is
also the title page) and five pages of music.
An identical anonymous copy is found in F(Pn), Ch. 90, C. 11.
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Dating: C. Johannson, French Music Publishers' Catalogues, 2: fac.
81.

Location: US(Wc), MT 342 .C8 Case.
2.

Corrette, [Michel].

c. 1773

METHODE I Raisonnee pour apprendre aisement I

a jouer

de la Flutte [sic]

Traversiere I avec les principes de Musique 1 des Ariettes et autres
Jolis Airs en Duo I Ouvrage utile et Curieux 1 qui conduit en tres peu
de tern a la parfaite I connaiBance de la Musique

a Jouer a Livre

ouvre I

1es Sonates, Concerto, et Syrnphoni es. 1 Par Mr. CORRETTE 1 Chr. de
Christ. Nouve 11 e edition, revue cori gee et augmentee de 1 1a Game du
Haut-bois et de la Clarinette. I Prix 6tt. I Aux Adresses ordinares de
Musique

1 Avec

Privilige du Roi.

Page 55 includes a fingering chart, 56-66 include music.
Facsimile edition: Geneva: Minkoff, 1978.
Dating: this method is a later edition of W68, see D. Fuller,
11

Corrette, Michel, 11 Grove 6, 4:802.
Location: F(Pn), Res. 237.

3.

[Anonymous].

c. 1775

PRINCIPES DE CLARINETTE I Avec la Tablature des Meilleurs Mtres. I pour
cet Instrument et plusier Duo pour I cet Instrument

Prix 1tt. 4s. A

Paris
The seven pages of this source include two pages for a fingering
chart (one of which is the title page) and five page of music.
Dating: A similar title is listed as being published by Girard in
the Almanach Musicale 1 (1775):87, no.
Minkoff, 1972, p. 95.

219,

reprint ed.;

Geneva:
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Location: US(Cn), Case f V .716 .715; F(Pn), Vmg. 20820.
4.

Hotteterre, [Jacques].

c. 1775

METHODE I POUR I APPRENDRE A JOUER EN TRES PEU DE TEMS I De la Flute
traversiere, de la Flute

a

bee et I du Haut-bois. Divisee en differents

traites I Par Mr. HOTTETERRE, le Romain 1 Flute de la Chambre du Roi. 1
NOUVELLE EDITION I

Augmentee des

Principes de la Musique et de

Tablatures I de la Clarinette et du Basson Suivi d'un Recueil d'A 1 riettes choisies dans les plus beaux Operas Comiques; 1 Menuets et
autres jolis Airs ajustes pour deux Flutes 1 traversieres Violons, ou
pardessus de Viole; &c. 1 PAR Mr.
Commen~ants

et

a

BAILLEUX 1 Ouvrage utile aux

ceux qui veulent 1 parvenir a l'execution des Senates

et Concertos, &c. 1 Prix gtt. I A PARIS. I Chez Mr. Bailleux Md. de
Musique ordinaire de la Chambre et Menus 1 plaisirs du Roi, rue st.
Honore a la Regle d'Or. I A Lyon,

a Bordeaux, a Toulouse

et

a

Lille. I

AVEC PRIVILEGE DU ROI.
Page 24 includes a fingering chart.
Dating: this tutor is a later edition of W42, see C. Johannsen, 2:
fac., 2; and J. Bowers, "A Catalogue . . • ," p. 124.
Location: D-ddr(Bds); F(Pc); US(Wc).
5.

Castillon, Frederic [Adolphe Maximilian Gustav] de. 1776

"Clarinette"

in

the

Supplement

a

l'Encyclopedie,

ou

Raisonne des Sciences. des Arts et des Metiers .

Dictionnaire
. , 5 vol s.,

Amsterdam: M. M. Rey, 1776-1777, vol. 2, pp. 450-1.
One page of text (p. 451) includes a fingering chart.
Facsimile edition: Paris: Au Cercle du livre precieux, 1977.

A

corrected edition was published under the title of Art du faiseur
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d'instruments de musigue et Lutherie, Paris, 1785; reprinted., Geneva:
Minkoff, 1972, pp. 118-9.

A partial English translation is by E.

Halfpenny in ucastilon [sic] on the Clarinet, .. pp. 334-5.
6.

Abraham.

[ 1782]

PRINCIPES I DE CLARINETTE I Suivis de Pas redoubles et de Marches 1 Les
Plus a la Mode.

I

ARRANGES

I

I

EN DUO

Par Mr. ABRAHAM

I

Prix

I

A PARIS

Chez Frere passage du Saumen 1 Avec privilege du Roy
In this source there is one fingering chart in the first clarinet
part book of two books of duos.

It is bound with thirty-two collections

(called recueils) comprising 661 duos.
Dating: This source may be identified with W151, see Brenet,
Libraire musicale en France de 1653

~

11

La

1790 ..... , p. 464.

Location: F(Dm).
4-Key (giQ', ~blgb,,, ~', register):
1,

1795

Reynvaan, Joos Verschuere.

Muzikaal

I

Kunst-

I

WOORDENBOEK,

I

Behelzende,

I DE

VERKLAARINGEN,

I

als

mede 1 het gebruik en de kracht 1 der I KUNST-WOORDEN, I die in de muzik
voorkomen, 1 door 1 J. VERSCHUERE REYNVAAN, I practiseerend advocaat. I
Te Amsteldam, bij 1 WOUTER BRAVE, I Boekverkoper op den Zeekik. I
MDCCXCV.
Page 419 includes one page of text under the word,
there is one fingering chart as plate 30.

11

Klarinet .. , and

This is- the only known

fingering chart for this type of four-key clarinet.
Location: A(Wn), GM(Lbm), US(Wc).
5-Key (g/Q'', f#l£#,,, ~blgb,,, ~'', register):
1.

[Anonymous 1.

c. 1780
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The clarinet Instructor . . . London: Longman & Broderip.

W134

This source is the earliest known tutor for the five-key clarinet.
2.

Gehot, Joseph.

[1784]

A I Treatise on the Theory & Practice I of Music 1 in three parts. 1 The
1st part treats of pract i ca 1 Music in genera 1 , the 2d of the Thorough
Bass & the 3d of Counterpoint, or Composition; together 1 with Scales of
every Mus i ca 1 Instrument & the art of fingering on Keyed, & bowing on
stringed Instruments, explained in various Examples.

1 BY 1 Joseph Gehot

I LONDON, printed for the Author at N°. 17, Sherrard Street, Golden
Square.
Page 14 includes a fingering chart.

It was republished by Gehot

in Complete Instructions for every musical instrument . • . , London: G.
Goulding, c. 1801, p. 8 (W259).
Dating: J. C. Kessler, "Gehot, Joseph," Grove 6, 7:216.
Location: GB(Lbm), US(Bp).
3.

[Anonymous].

c. 1785

Complete Instuctions [sic] for the Clarinet . • . , London: S, A, & P,
Thompson.
4.

W156

Van-Der-Hagen, Amand.

c. 1785

Methode Nouvelle et Raisonnee pour la clarinette . • . , Paris: Boyer and
Le Menu.

W157

Facsimile edition: Geneva: Minkoff, 1972.
Later editions of this tutor were published by two firms in Paris:
Nadermann, c. 1797-98 [dating: Devries and Lesure, Dictionnaire des
editeurs de musigue fran£ais, 1:123; locations: F(Pn), Ch. 62]; and
Sieber, c. 1799 and c. 1802-3 [dating: Devries and Lesure, 1:147;
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locations: US(Wc), MT 382 .V32; Iowa City, Voxrnan collection].

These

later editions include additional text and music.
5.

Reynvaan, Joos Verschuere.

1795

MuzjJkaal Kunst-Woordenboek . . • Amsterdam: W. Brave, 1795.
Pages 141-2 include an entry for this instrument under the term,
11

Cl ari net to .. , and there is one fingering chart as plate 11.

For the

full title see above, page 472 no. 1.
Location: A(Wn), GB(Lbm), US(Wc).
6.

Blasius, Frederic.

c. 1796

Nouvelle Methode de clarinette . . . , Paris: Porthaux. W223
Pages 45-55 includes text dealing with the clarinet, pages 56-113
include exercises and music.
Facsimile edition: Geneva: Minkoff, 1972.
W. Menkin in

11

Frederic Blasius .

Dating: F. Lesure,
7.

11

English translation by

II

tcrits imprimes sur la musique • . . , p. 1.

[Anonymous].

c. 1797

New and Complete Instructions for the Clarionet . . . , London: Preston &
Son.

W187
Additional locations: *GB(Gm).
A later issue appeared in London by Preston, c. 1822-34 (location:

New York City, Wurlitzer-Bruck collection).
8.

[Anonymous]

c. 1798

New and Compleat Instructions for the Clarionet . . • London: A. Bland &
Weller.

W191

The fingering chart in this source is incomplete.
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9.

Vanderhagen, Amand.

c. 1799

Nouvelle Methode de clarinette divisee en deux parties
Pleyel.

. . .'

Paris:

W253

Dating: Devries and Lesure, 1:135.
Later editions of this tutor were published by two firms, Paris:
Pleyel et Fils aine, c. 1816 (marked "2eme Edition", dating: Devries and
Lesure, 1:135; locations: Zumikon, Switzerland, Stalder collection); and
Leipzig: Breitkopf &Hartel, c. 1836 [text in French and German; dating:
review in the AMZ 38 (1836), cols. 653-4; locations: GB(Lbm), h.
3878 .. c].
10. [Dickinson, Silas].

c. 1800

"Silas Dickinson's Book".
This manuscript source includes a fingering chart at the beginning
of a collection of music.
For a general description of this manuscript and an examination of
one of its trios, see J. LaRue, "Handle's Clarinet," pp. 177-78.
Locations: US(Nyp), Music Res. Amer.
11. Holyoke, Samuel.

c. 1800

The Instrumental Assistant .•• , Exeter, New Hampshire: H. Ranlet.
W234
Pages 11-12 of this sources include text and fingering charts.
Additional location: US(WS).
12. [Anonymous]
The Clarinet Preceptor . . • , London: C. Wheatstone.
13. Michel, V.

c. 1801
W255
c. 1801
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Methode de clarinette . . • , Paris: Cochet.

W260

The author of this source may have been the son of the clarinetist
Michel

Yost (1754-1786),

according to Gerber in Neues Historisch-

Bioqraphisches Lexikon .•• , cols. 424-5.
14. [Callcott, John Wall].

c. 1797-1807

"Collections for a Practical Dictionary of Music".
This manuscript source includes a chapter entitled, "Clarinett".
A transcription is by A. R. Rice in "An Eighteenth Century . • . ," pp.
29-30.
Dating: J. C. Kessler, The Science of Music in Britain, 1:150-2.
Location: GB(Lbm), add. MS. 27680, fols. 25-37.
[1802]

15. Le Fevre, [Jean-Xavier].
Methode de clarinette
Musique, An XI.

. . .'

Paris: A l'Imprimerie du Conservatoire de

W266

Facsimile edition: Geneva: Minkoff, 1974.
A shorter edition was published with parallel columns of French
and German text in Offenbach by J. Andre, c. 1805 [dating: Deutsch,
Musikverlags Nummern, p. 6; location: GB(Lbm); US(CA); US(NYp); US(Wc)].
Two subsequent editions of this tutor were applied to the 11- and
13-key clarinet, see pp. 490 (no. 1) and 493 (no. 7).
16. [Anonymous].
The Clarinet Preceptor . • . , London: G. Goulding.
17. Backofen, [Johann Georg Heinrich].

c. 1803
W268
c. 1803

Anweisung zur Klarinette • . . , Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel.

W264
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An identical copy of this source was published by Backofen as:
Neue teoretisch [sic] prachtische Klarinett Schule • •• , v·1enna: J •
Cappi, c. 1812 (W324).
2nd edition: Vienna: K. K. pr. chemischen Druckerey, c. 1810
(dating: 0. E. Deutsch, Musikverlags Nummern, p. 24; location: London,
Melville-Mason collection).
Dating:

Advertised in the

Musikalischen Zeitung

11

11

Intelligenz-Blatt zur Allgemeinen

no. 4 (Nov. 1803), AMZ, 5 (1803).

,

18. Blake, G[eorge] E.

c. 1803

A New and Complete Preceptor I for the 1 CLARINET. 1 Being an
Introduction to the Art of Playing on that Instrument 1 Explained in the
most simple and comprehensive manner

1 ALSO 1 A Selection of the newest

& most Favorite Airs, Song tunes, Marches &c. I By G. E. BLAKE. I
PHILADELPHIA.

1 Printed for the Author & Sold at his Musical Repository

N°. 1 South 3d. st.
This source includes nine pages of text, thirteen pages of music,
two fingering charts, and one page for a dictionary of terms.
Dating: D. W. Krummel, Guide for dating earlY published music, p.
66.

Location: New York City, Selch collection.
c. 1803

19. [Hunter, Thomas].
11

Thomas Hunter's Booke

11

•

This manuscript source includes a fingering chart.
Location: Binghamton, New York, State University of New York.
20. Mahon, John.

c. 1803
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A New and Complete I PRECEPTOR, I for the I CLARINET, 1 which Contains a
Short & Easy I TREATISE on MUSIC, I The Art of acquiring a Fine Tone,
including Forty-two I Lessons on the relative Notes, peculiar to the
Clarinet, I On the Chassimeau [sic] and Fingering the Instrument, on
counting I Time &c,--with TWELVE EASY LESSONS for TWO I CLARINETS,
TWELVE FAVORITE AIRS selected from the best I Scotish, Irish, & French
Music; adapted for Two Clarinets I two with Variations EIGHT EXERCISES
for acquiring neat I Execution FOUR CONCERTANTE DUETS, Pleyel's German
Hymn, I with Variations arranged for Two Clarinets, and a Variety of 1
CADENZAS or PRELUDES in DIFFERENT KEYS. I To which is added the Gamut,
for the Clara Voce or Corne Bassette 1 and a Scale of Transposition for
Clarinet Players in General. 1 by 1 JOHN MAHON. 1 Enter'd at Stats.
Hall.

LONDON Price 10sl6 I Printed by Goulding, Phipps & D'Almaine, 45

Pall Mall & 76 St. James's Strt. 1 Music Sellers to their Royal
Highnesses the Prince & Princess of Wales I and Manufacturers of
Military Musical Instruments.

W270

This source includes six pages of text, fifty-four pages of music
and two fingering charts.
A 2nd corrected edition was published in London by Goulding,
D'Almaine, Potter and Co., c. 1811-16 (dating: A. Lyle, .. John Mahon's
Clarinet Preceptor, .. p. 52; location: Leicester, Newark Houses Museum).
Dating: Langwill, An Index . . . , p. 64.
Location: GM(Er).
21. Herrick, Joseph.

1807

The Instrumental Preceptor . . . , Exeter, New Hampshire, 1807. W288
Page 8 of this source includes text and a fingering chart.
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22. Shaw, O[liver].

1807

For the Gentlemen .•• , Dedham: Massachusetts, 1807. W291
Page 9 of this source includes text and a fingering chart.
23.

D~mar,

Nouvelle

[S~bastian].

M~thode

c 1808
0

pour la clarinette . . . ,

Orl~ans:

l'Auteur.

24. [Anonymous].

W297

c. 1808

[The Clarinet Preceptor].

W292

This source is a printed tutor whose title page is missing.

It is

probably a later issue of either no. 12 or 17.
25. Bochsa, Charles.

c. 1808

METHODE I Instructive I Pour 1a Cl ari nette 1 Contenant 1es Pri nci pes
g~n~raux

de la Musique et de la Cla 1 -rinette,

Lecons faciles,

0

Gammes,

et douze petits Airs I choisis dans les Ouvrages

d'Haydn, Mozart, Paisiello et autres, ar I
Commen~ants

diff~rentes

-rang~s

facilement pour les

I Par I Charles Bochsa Pere I Prix 6tt

0

I Propri et~ de

1 'Edi teur Enregi str~e a 1a Bi bl i ote. Imp 1e. I A PARIS I Chez Imbault

Marchand de musique de leurs Majestes II. et RR. 1 au Mont d'or, rue st.
Honor~

N°.

125, entre l'Hotel d'Aligre et larue des Poulies, I et

P~ristile du Th~atre de l'Op~ra Comique rue Favart

N°. 461 I 0.41 L. a b

c d.

This source includes six pages of text, eleven pages of music, and
two fingering charts.
Dating: Devries and Lesure, 1:126.
Location: US(U), qM 788.6207 B631m
26. [Anonymous].

c. 1810
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11

Scala zur Clarinette zum Selbstunterricht

11 •

This manuscript source is an incomplete fingering chart written in
Austria and signed:

11

Antonius Schminder••.

It is reproduced and dated by

Karl M. Klier in VolkstOmliche Musikinstrumente in den Alpen (Kassel:
Barenreiter, 1956), fig. 82.
27. Froehlich J[oseph].

c. 1810-11

Vollstandige Theoretisch-pracktische Musikschule . . . , Bonn: Simrock.
W310
In this

treatise,

Froehlich wrote a chapter concerning the

clarinet which consists of twenty-one pages of text (pp. 7-27) and a
fingering chart.
28. Antolini, Francesco.

1813

La retta mani era di scri vere per il clarinet to •
Buccinelli, 1813.

Mil an: C.

W333

Antolini's rambling discussion includes comments concerning the
flute, English horn, French horn and trumpet.

he includes two fingering

charts for the clarinet.
1816

29. Whitely, William.
The

Instrumental

Preceptor

.'

Utica,

New

York,

1816.

W351
Pages 8-9 of this source include brief instructions and two
fingering charts.
30. Bacon, [Allyn].

c. 1817

Bacon's Complete Preceptor for the Clarinet·· ., Philadelphia: A.
Bacon.

W357
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Dat.ing: Krummel, p. 232.
31. [Anonymous].

c. 1818

A Complete Preceptor for the Clarinet . . . New York: Dubois. W353
Much of this tutor's material is copied from no. 17.
32. Leroy, P.
Klarinettenschule

c. 1819

I fOr I die ersten Anfanger 1 enthaltend 1 die

AnfangsgrOnde der Musik, kurz I und leicht fasslich dargestellt, die
Ton= I leitern und zwanzig UebungsstOcke I von 1 P. LEROY. 1 BERLIN, 1
in der Schlesinger'schen Buch und Musikhandlung.

1 Preis M.1,50. 1 564.

This source is a German translation of a French tutor W250.

It

includes three pages of text, three pages of music and one fingering
chart.
Dating: Deutsch, p. 21.
Locations: Iowa City, Voxman collection.
1819

33. Goodale, [Ezekial].
The Instrumental Director

., Hallowell, Maine, 1819. W365

Page 8 of this source includes a few comments and a fingering
chart.
1820

34. [Anonymous].
Literary and Musical Magazine. W362
The

11

Cl ari onet Instructions.. comprise one page of text and two

fingering charts.

They appear in vol. 4 (n.s. vol. 1), April-May 1820,

pp. 172, 176 and 180.
35. [Anonymous].

c. 1823
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A New & Complete Preceptor for the Clarinet . . • , Philadelphia: J. G.
Klemm.

W402
Dating: Krummel, p. 234.

37. [Anonymous].

c. 1825

A NEW AND COMPLETE I PRECEPTOR I For the I CLARIONET I With a Selection
of I Lessons and Favourite Airs I Adapted 1 For the Instrument 1 Boston,
Published by John Ashton. 197 Washington St.
This source comprises fourteen pages of text, twelve pages of
music and two fingering charts.
Dating: National Union Catalog, Pre-56 Imprints, vol. 412, p. 185.
Location: US(Wc), ML 31 .53e no. 3 Case
38. Rybicki,

Fran~ois.

c. 1826

Methode pour la clarinette •.• , Paris: Arnaud. W279
Dating: Journal General d'Annonces d'objets d'Arts et de librairie
2 (I July 1826): 444; reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1977, p. 904.
39. Graupner, [Gottlieb].

1826

G. GRAUPNER'S I Complete Preceptor for I the I CLARINET, I Containing an
accurate Scale 1 and Examples of the best Fingering I to which is added
a Collection of the most popular 1 AIRS, MARCHES, &c.&c. I and a Concise

I Dictionary of Musical Terms 1 Boton, [sic] Published by G. GRAUPNER
and Sold for him by 1 JOHN ASHTON N°. 197 Washington st. I Copy Right
Secured July 14th 1826. W419
This source comprises twenty pages of text, seven pages of music,
and two fingering charts.
Location: US(Cn), Case 7Q 82.
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40. [Anonymous] •

c. 1828

A I COMPLETE PRECEPTOR I for the I CLARIONET I Containing Instructions
for that instrument, and including a variety of 1 Popular Duetts, 1
Waltz's Airs, I Marches &c, I Hallowell: 1 GJazier, Masters &Co.
This tutor includes eight pages of text, fifteen pages of music,
and two fingering charts.

It appears to have printed from the same

plates as no . 35.
location: US(Wc).
41. Vaillant, [Pierre].

c. 1828

Nouvelle Methode de clarinette a Cinq eta Treize Clefs • . . , Paris:
1'Auteur.

W447

This tutor is very similar to no. 38.
Dating:

c.

Hopkinson, A Dictionary of Parisian Music Publishers,

1700-1950, p. 116.
c. 1830

42. [Anonymous].

Metzler's & Son's Clarinet Preceptor .•• by an eminent Professor
., london: Metzler & Son.

W432

On page 9 of this source clarinets are described with five, nine
and ten keys.
c. 1830

43. [Anonymous] .
"A Natural Gamut for the Clarionett".

This manuscript fingering chart indicates a range from~ to f''' ·
It was probably copied from a late eighteenth-century English source and
is reproduced by
America", p. 12.

s. J.

McPherson in "The Clarinet in Nineteenth-Century
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Location: North Andover, Massachusetts, North Andover Hi stori ca 1
Society.
44. [Anonymous].

c. 1830

"Scale or Gamut for the Clarionet".
This manuscript fingering chart indicates a chromatic range from g
tog'''.

It is the only chart which shows the practice of covering half

of a tone hole (for the notes, Q', f#' and f#''').
This chart is reproduced by S. J. McPherson in "Nineteenth-Century
American Clarinet Music, 1878-1915: An Annotated Bibliography" (M.A.
thesis, University of California at Santa Barbara, 1982), pp. 29, 31.
Location:

Edgarton,

Massachusetts,

Dukes

County

Historical

Society.
45. Bertini, Auguste [Benoit].

1837

NEW SYSTEM FOR LEARNING, I and acquiring extraordinary facility on, I
ALL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, I particularly the I PIANO-FORTE, HARP, VIOLIN,

&GUITAR, I (as well as in singing,) I IN A VERY SHORT SPACE OF TIME: I
with I A NEW AND EASY MODE OF MARKING THE FINGERING OF ALL WIND
INSTRUMENTS. 1 Illustrated by forty-four explanatory plates, including
those for musical cards, 1 That will enable the pupil to make great
progress, even in the absence of a master, and without an instrument; I
and dedicated to his pupils in Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris, Naples, and
London. I BY AUGUSTE BERTINI. I Second Edition, I Considerably Enlarged
and Improved.

1 N.B.--This

system is not only of use to the student, but

even to the most finished performer; as, by the practice of it for a few
minutes every day, he will gain more 1 than by slaving for hours at his
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instrument. I LONDON: I PUBLISHED BY LONGMAN, ORME, BROWN, GREEN, AND
LONGMANS. I 1837.
This treatise includes Bertini's manner of notating fingerings.
The fingering chart for the clarinet (p. 5) is dated

11

Nov 1830

11 ,

and

could be sold separately.
The first edition of this treatise is recorded in the British
Museum Catalogue of Printed Books as being published in London by
Longman &Co. in 1830, and located in GB(Lbm), 557* e. 24.
location: GB(Er).
46. [Moore, John Weeks].

c. 1840

[Vocal and Instrumental Self Instructor], n.p., n.d.
One

page

of

this

unpaginated

treatise

includes

similar

instructions to those given in no. 48, and a fingering chart taken from
an earlier English tutor.

The title page of this source is lacking and

is identified by A. R. Rice in

11

Instrumental Tutors and Treatises at

· Winston-Salem, .. p. 35.
location: *US(WS).
47. [Brown, William A.]
11

[1840]

Music Book for Clarinet ...
This manuscript source includes forty-eight pages of music and one

fingering chart.
Dating: The music is signed: March 1840, Aug. 1840, Dec. 17th 1840
and 1841 on different pages.
location: US(SA).
48. [Moore, John Weeks].
The World of Music, vol. I (4 July 1840): page 88.

1840
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This
entitled,

periodical

includes instructions and a fingering chart

.. Holyoke's

Complete

Scale

for

the

Clarionett

instructions were taken from an earlier English tutor.
fingerings were based on Holyoke's chart (no. 11).

11 •

The

Most of the

Identified by A. R.

Rice in .. Instrumental Tutors and Treatises at Winston-Salem, .. p. 35.
Location: US(WS).
49. Howe, Elias Jr.

[1843]

Howe's School for the Clarionett • . . , Boston: E. Howe, Jr.
This source comprises eight pages of text, thirty-two pages of
music, and two fingering charts.

A fingering chart for the thirteen-key

clarinet is also included.
Location: US(NYp).

1.

Blatt, [Franz Thaddaus].

c. 1828

Methode complette [sic] de clarinette . . • , Mainz: les fils de B.
Schott.

W425

This source includes fingering charts for the 9- and 12-key
clarinet.
2.

Carnaud.

1829

Nouvelle Methode de la clarinette moderne a Six Clefs et a Treize Clefs
. . . , Paris: Collinet, 1829. W429
1829
3. Weber, Gottfried .
.. E.1m· ges Uber Cl ar1· ne tt und Bassetthorn, .. in Cacilia, vol. 11, no. 41
(1829): 37-57.
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This article includes fingering charts for the 6- and 9-key
clarinet.

It is an adaptation of Weber's article,

11

Clarinett 11 in the

Allgemeine Encyclopadie der Wissenschaften und KOnste, eds. J.
and

J.

G.

Gruber,

167

vols.

(Leipzig:

Brockhaus,

s.

Ersch

1818-89),

17

(1828):370-74.
4.

Baissi~res-Faber,

[Fran9ois].

c. 1830

Methode Elementaire et facile pour la clarinette a sic Clefs
Paris: Schonenberger.

. . .'

W439

The copy located of this tutor is lacking its fingering charts for
the 6- and 13-key clarinet.
5.

Gambaro, [Jean-Baptiste].

c. 1830

Methode Facile de clarinette a six Clefs

. . .'

Paris: Gambaro. W410

Dating: Hopkinson, p. 104.
6.

c. 1835

Carnaud.

Methode pour la clarinette a six eta treize clefs • . . , Paris:
Richault.

W441

This tutor is very similar in content to no. 2.
Dating: Hopkinson, p. 104.
7.

Berr, Frederic [J.

Enn~s

Berr].

Nouvelle Methode de clarinette a 6 et 13 Clefs · · ., Paris: Meissonnier
and J. l. Heugel.
This tutor comprises 109 pages.
Dating: A. Wotquenne, Catalogue de la Biblioth~que • · ., P· 139.
Location: B(Bc), Litt. DO. 9004.
8.

Lefevre, [Jean-Xavier].

[1842]
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Metoda per clarinetto . . . , Milan: G. Ricordi.
This source is an Italian translation of Lefevre's tutor for the
five-key clarinet (no. 15, p. xxx).

It comprises 140 pages with two

fingering charts for the 6- and 11-key clarinet.
Dating: T. F. Heck,

11

Ricordi Plate Numbers in the Earlier 19th

Century," p. 117.
Location: A{Wn), SA 75 A 43.

1.

Simi at,

[Jacques-Fran~ois].

1808

TABLEAU EXPLICATIF I des innovations et changemens faits a la Clarinette
par SIMIOT facteur [text] Platre N°. 14 A LYON
This source comprises two pages of explanation and a dated
fingering chart.

It appears to have been written to advertise Simiot's

fine clarinets.
Location: F{Pn), Vm 8 h. 41.

1.
11

Schneider, Wilhelm.

Clarinette

11

1834

in Historisch=technische Beschreibung der musicalischen

Instrumente, Neisse and Leipzig: T. Hennings, 1834, pp. 26-32.
Tafel IV includes this very unusual fingering chart.

trill, register):
1.

Hopkinson, John.

c. 1842

A New and Complete Preceptor for the Clarinet · · ., London: Metzler &
Co.
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This source comprises forty-one pages of text.

The 8-key clarinet

in Hopkinson's fingering chart was probably made by the maker, George
Metzler and son.
Dating: langwill, An Index . • . , p. 117.
Location: GB(Lbm), h. 2175.
9-Key (g}Q'/ f#/~#,,' £b/eb,,' Qb/f'', ~#'Jg#,,, gb'/Qb,,' f'/~'''' £',
register):
1.

Blatt, [Franz Thaddaus].

c. 1828

Methode Complette [sic] de clarinette • . . , Mainz: les fils de B.
Schott.

W425

This source includes fingering charts for the 9- and 12-key
clarinet.
2.
11

1829

Weber, Gottfried.

Einiges tiber Clarinett und Bassetthorn 11 in Cacilia, vol. 11, no. 41

(1829): 37-57.
This article includes fingering charts for the 6- and 9-key
clarinet.

It is an adaptation of Weber's article,

11

Clarinettu in the

Allgemeine Encyclopadie der Wissenschaften und KOnste, eds. J. S. Ersch
and J. G. Gruber, 167 vols. (Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1818-89), 17 (1828):
370-74.

-a' ' register):

1.
11

Porter, William Smith.

1834

Wind Instruments 11 in The Musical Cyclopedia • · ·, Boston: J. Loring,

1834, pp. 426-32.
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Page 429 of this source is a fingering chart for a 5-key clarinet
with fingerings for four additional keys.
11-Key (g/Q', f#/~#,,, £b/gb,,, bb/f'', ~#'/g#,,, gb'/Qb,,, f/~''', g#',
£', £'/Q' trill, register):
1.

Lefevre, [Jean-Xavier].

[1842]

Metoda per clarinetto . . . , Milan: G. Ricordi.
This source is an Italian translation of Lefevre's tutor for the
five-key clarinet (no. 15, p. 476).

It comprises 140 pages with two

fingering charts for the 6- and 11-key clarinet.
Dating: T. F. Heck,

11

Ricordi Plate Numbers in the Earlier 19th

Century, .. p. 117.
Location: A(Wn), SA 75 A 43.
12-Key (g/Q', f#/~#,,, '!1b/gb'', Qb/f'', 'Q/f#'', ~#'/g#'', gb'/'Qb'',
f'/~''', g#', £', £'/Q' trill, register):

1.

c. 1819

Vanderhagen, Amand.

Nouvelle Methode pour la clarinette moderne

a douze

cles . . . , Paris:

Pleyel & Fils aine.
According to a printed note on the fingering chart, this type of
12-key ciarinet was used by the German clarinetist, Heinrich Baermann,
during his concerts in Paris of 1818.
Dating: Devries and Lesure, Dictionnaire . . . , vol. 1, p. 129.
2.

c. 1821

Dacosta, [Isaac-Franco].

Etude pour les Cadences de la clarinette
l'Auteur.

a douze

Clefs • · ., Paris:

W443

This incomplete source provides written fingerings for trills.
Dating:

c.

Gardeton, Bibliographie Musicale . · ., P· 46.
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3.

Backofen, [Johann Georg Heinrich].

[1824]

Anwei stmg zur Cl ari nette mit besonderer Hi nsi cht auf die in neuern
Zeiten diesem Instrument beigefugten Klappen . . . , Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Hartel.
This source comprises forty-two pages and includes Backofen's 5key clarinet fingering chart from his tutor of c. 1803 (no. 17, page
476).
Dating: Preface dated, "14 June 1824".
Location: D-ddr(LEm), P5038.
4.

Blatt, [Franz Thaddaus].

c. 1828

Methode Complette [sic] de clarinette . . . , Mainz: les fils de B.
Schott.

W425

This source includes fingering charts for the 9- and 12-key
clarinet.
13-Key (!U.Q', f#/~#,, f/~", ~b;g_b", .Qb/f"(2), .Q/f#", ~#'fg#",
g_b' /.Qb,,, f'/~''', g#', ~', ~'/Q' trill, register):
I.

1821

Muller, Ivan.

Methode pour la Nouvelle Clarinette & Clarinette-Alto . . . , Paris:
Gambaro.

W412

A very important tutor in advocating Muller's 13-key clarinet.

He

included additional thumb levers for the f#/~#,, and ~b;g_b,, keys
positioned for the thumb of the right hand.
Later editions include the following: Milan: G. Ricordi, [1824],
69 pages in length without a section on the alto clarinet [dating: T.F.
Heck, "Ricordi ••• , p. 117; location: A(Wn), SA 75 A 33]; and Leipzig:
F. Hofmeister,

[1825],

a slightly revised German edition [dating:
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announcement of 23 July 1825 by Hofmeister in the lntelligenz-Blatt zur
11

allgemeinen musikalischen Zeitung .. , no. 7 (Aug. 1825), AMZ 27 (1825);
location: GB(Lbm), h. 2179].
Dating: The publication of MUller's tutor by Gambaro is mentioned
by Louis-Benjamin Francoeur in his

11

Rapport fait par M. Francoeur . .

. , .. Bulletin de la societe d'encouragement pour l'industrie nationale,
vol. 212 (1822), page 45 (his report is signed
2.

Rybicki,

ng

January 1822

11

).

c. 1826

Fran~ois.

Methode pour la clarinette •.• , Paris: Arnaud.

W279

This source includes fingering charts for the 5-key (no. 38, page
482) and 13-key clarinet.
Dating: Journal General d'Annonces d'objets d'Arts et de librairie
2 (1 July 1826): 444; reprinted., Geneva: Minkoff, 1977, p. 904.
3.

c. 1828

Vaillant, [Pierre].

Nouvelle Methode de clarinette a Cinq eta Treize Clefs
l'Auteur.

. . .'

Paris:

W447

This source includes fingering charts for the 5-key (no. 41, page
483) and 13-key clarinet.
Dating: Hopkinson, A Dictionary . . . , p. 116.
4.

1829

Carnaud.

Nouvelle Methode de la clarinette moderne
• . . , Paris: Collinet.

a Six

Clefs et

a Treize

Clefs

W429

This source includes fingering charts for the 6-key (no. 2, page
486) and 13-key clarinet.
5.

Baissieres-Faber [Fran~ois].

c. 1830
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Methode Elementaire et facile pour la clarinette
., Paris: Schonenberger.

a six

et

a 13

clefs

W439

The copy located of this tutor is lacking its fingering charts for
the 6- and 13-key clarinet.
6.

Carnaud.

c. 1835

Methode pour 1a cl arinette
Ri chaul t.

a

six et

a

tre,·ze c1e f s . . ., Paris:

W441

This source includes fingering charts for the 6-key (no. 6, page
476) and 13-key clarinet.
Dating: Hopkinson, p. 104.
7.

Buteux [Claude

Fran~ois].

[1836]

Methode de clarinette d'apres celle Composee par Xavier Le Fevre .
Augmentee du Mecanisme de l'Instrument perfectionne par Iwan Muller
., Paris: Troupenas et Cie.
This source is an adaptation of Lefevre's tutor for the 5-key
clarinet (no. 15, page 476).

It comprises 181 pages.

Dating: Hopkinson, p. 116.
states: "Depose

a la

Direction.

A handwritten note on the title page
Mai 1836, N°. 94."

Location: F(Pn), ch. 10.
8.

Blatt, [Franz Thaddaus].

[1839]

Die Kunst des Cl ari netbl as ens 1 Methode Complete de Cl ari nette . . . ,
Mainz: B. Schott's Sohnen.
This bilingual German-French tutor is an improved and enlarged
edition of Blatt's tutor of 1828 (no. 1, p. 486 and no. 1, p. 489).
copy of this source in US(NYp) is lacking its fingering charts.
Dating: the preface is signed "September 1839".

The
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Location: US(NYp).
9.

Berr, Frederic [J. Ennes Berr].

[1839]

a 6 et

13 Clefs . . . , Paris: Meissonnier

This tutor comprises 109 pages.

It includes fingering charts for

Nduvelle Methode de clarinette
and J. L. Heugel.

the 6-key (no. 7, p. 487) and 13-key clarinet.
Dating: A. Wotquenne, Catalogue de la Bibliothegue • . . , p. 139.
Location: B(Bc), Litt. DO. 9004.
10. Howe, Elias Jr.

[1843]

Howe's School for the Clarionett • . . , Boston: E. Howe, Jr.
This source comprises eight pages of text, thirty-two pages of
music, and two fingering charts for the 5-key (no. 49, p. 486) and 13key clarinet.
Location: US(NYp).
13-Key (g/Q'' f#/£#,,' £b/~b,,' Qb/f''' Q/f#''(2), £#'/g#,,' ~b'/Qb,,'
f'/£''', g#', £', £'/Q' trill, register):
1.

Willman, Thomas [Lindsay].

[1826]

A Complete Instruction Book for the Clarinet . . • , London: Goulding,
D'Almaine & Co.

W421

Two fingering charts are included in this source.

Willman's book

is an important English tutor that was reprinted in the U.S.A. from the
mid-1840s.
14-Key (gjQ', f#/£#,,, f/£'', £b/gb,,, Q/f#''(2), £#'/g#,,, ~b'/Qb,,,
f'/£''', g#', £', £'/Q' trill, register):
1.

Berr, Frederic.

1836
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Traite complet de la clarinette

a

guatorze clefs . . . , Paris:

E.

ouverger, 1836.
This source is 96 pages in length.

Berr was an important advocate

of the 13- and 14-key clarinet in Paris.
Location: B(Br), 6367 B Mus.
15-Key Cw.Q', f#/~#,, f/~"', Qb;g_b"(2), .Qb/f", Q/f#", ~#'/g#",
g_b'/.b.b,,, f'/~''', g#', Q', Q'/Q.' trill, .Qb', register):
1.

Gutteridge, William.

[1824]

Introduction to the Art of Playing on Gutteridge's New Patent Clarinet .

. .'

London: Clementi & Co.

W391

Gutteridge stated in this tutor (p. 1) that he built clarinets as
early as 1813, according to his own placement of tone holes and
p1acement of keys.

In addition to the unusua 1 p1acement of tone ho 1es

and design of finger touchp 1ates, he added another tone ho 1e for a
second Qb;eb,, key, and a separate key for the note .Qb' in addition to a
register key.

Gutteridge's clarinet design, according to the fingering

chart in this tutor, was constructed by Clementi & Co.

See, E. A. K.

Ridley, The Royal College of Music Museum of Instruments Catalogue Part
I: European Wind Instruments (London: The Royal College of Music, 1982),
p. 37, no. 248.
16-Key g_j.Q',

f#/~#,, fl~"', Qb;g_b"(2), .Qb/f", Q/f#", ~#'/g#",

g_b'/.Qb(2), f'/~''', f#'/~#,,,, g#', Q', Q'/.b.' trill, register):
1.

Fahrbach, Joseph.

c. 1841

Neueste Wiener Clarinetten-Schule . . • , Vienna: A. Diabelli and Co.
Fahrbach's interesting clarinet included two additional keys for
the notes Qb fg_b" and g_b' /.b.b", as well as projections at the ends of
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some touchplates for greater ease in fingering.

Fahrbach's clarinet

chart is also used by Andreas Nemetz in his Allgemeine Musikschule fur
Militar Musik, Vienna: A. Diabelli & Co., [1843], p. 24 [location:
A(Wm), MS 8283].
Dati ng : Deutsch , !.. !.M=us::....:i'-!.!k:...!...ve::::..!r_!l~a..::~.:gs~N~um!!.!.!m~e:..!...r.!..!.n • • • , p • 11.
Location: GB(Lbm), h. 2174.
Klos~-Buffet

1.

Klos~,

M~thode

("Boehm System", 17 keys and 6 rings):

[Hyacinthe

El~onore].

c. 1843

pour servir a l'enseignement de la clarinette

et de celle

a 13

Klos~'s

cl~s

a anneaux

mobiles,

••• , Paris: Meissonnier.

tutor is the most important of the nineteenth century, due

to the immense popularity of this type of clarinet during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
maker,

Auguste

instrument.

Buffet,

Kl os~ and the· instrument

Jeune collaborated

in the design

of this

Buffet applied for a French patent on 15 December 1843

which specified his placement of tone holes and use of rings to the
clarinet and oboe.
1844.2

He was granted patent number 9759 on 19 February

This type of clarinet is presently played in every country of

the world except Germany and Austria.

Klose's tutor comprises 189 pages

in length and includes a fingering chart.
There were many subsequent editions of this tutor throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

A second issue was published in

Paris

c.

by

Gerard

and

Meissonnier,

1868

[dating:

Hopkinson,

A

Dictionary ••• , p. 51; location: GB(Lbm), h. 2176].

2For a reproduction and English translation of. Buffet's patent,
see H. Noble vance, Historical Development of the Clar1net (Rock Island,
Illinois: EnnenVee, 1973), pp. 30-43.
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Dating: Hopkinson, p. 90. The publication of this tutor was noted
in the AMZ, vol. 46, no. 41 (Oct. 1844): col. 688.
Location: B(Bc), Litt. DD 9054.
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LIBRARY LOCATIONS
A(Wn)-Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna Austria.
B(Bc)-Conservatoire Royal de Musique, Bibliotheque, Brussels, Belgium.
B(Br)-Bibliotheque Royale Albert Ier, Brussels, Belgium.
D-ddr(Bds)-Deutsche Staatsbibliothek, East Berlin, East Germany.
D-ddr(LEm)-Musikbibliothek der Stadt Leipzig, Leipzig, East Germany.
F(Dm)-Bibliotheque municipale, Dijon, France.
F(Pc)-Bibliotheque du Conservatoire national de musique, Paris, France
F(Pn)-Bibliotheque nationale, Paris, France.
GB(Er)-Reid Music Library at the University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,
Scotland.
GB(Gm)-Mitchell Library, Glasgow, Scotland.
GB(Lbm)-British Museum, London, England.
N(Ou)-Universitetsbiblioteket i Oslo, Oslo, Norway.
N(Tmi)-Musikkvitenskapelig Institutt, Trondheim, Norway.
US(Bp)-Boston Public Library, Boston, Massachusetts.
US(CA)-Harvard University music library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
US(Cn)-Newberry Library, Chicago, Illinois.
US(NYp)-New York Public Library at Lincoln Center, New York.
US(SA)-Essex Institute Library, Salem, Massachusetts.
US(U)-University of Illinois music library, Urbana, Illinois.
US(Wc)-Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
US(WS)-Moravian Music Foundation, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

APPENDIX 4
A COLLATION OF FINGERINGS FOR THE
CLASSICAL CLARINET, c. 1769-1816
Table 14 presents a collation of fingerings for the classical
clarinet taken from twenty-five fingering charts in sources which are
dated between c. 1769 to 1816.

During this time, charts were found for
clarinets having four, five and seven keys . 1 These sources were used
for this collation because at least one fingering from each chart
appeared there for the first time.

In the listing below, each of these

sources is briefly identified, as well as errors in their charts,
written comments, unusual or high pitches, and additional keys mentioned
by the authors. 2 Copies, later editions and reprints of these sources
are omitted from this listing.

In the headings below, numbers refer to

the quantity of keys; letters indicate the chronology.

The fingering in

both this listing and in Table 14 below distinguish between the left and
right hand.

The letter S indicates the speaker key, A the£' key, T the

thumb, B the gf~' key, C# the f#/£#,, key, and Eb the £b/gb,, key.

1sy 1819 charts began to appear for clarinets with as many as
twelve keys, r~quiring fundamental changes in fingering.
2Most of the comments concerning these sources are taken from my
article, "Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732:1~16".
This. appendix,
however, includes several corrections and add1t1ons to the l1st1ngs and
collation.
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Roeser., V:.

4A.

Gamme de la clari.nette, avec Six Duo pour cet

Instrument,_ Paris~ c. 1169.

Roeser's is the first chart for the four-

key clarinet (with C# key} and is a model for several "gammes 11 and
tutors..

A range is given from g to _g"' 'including all chromatic pitches

except g_#'" f#" and f#''".

On this chart Roeser stated that notes Q. and

~

f1T'' can be fingering in a different manner (see plate 43, page 351), but
provided only one flngedng for both of these notes.
4B.

Corrette,_ M.

Methode .. • • de la Flute Traversiere . • .Nouve11 e

edition, revue,. codqee et augmentee de la Gamme du Haut-bois et de 1a
Clarinette" [lyons and Rouen},. c. 1773.

The fingerings of this chart

were copied from Roeser's (4A},_ but a new fingering for £''' was added
to the range after a double bar line ..
4C.

cet

Principes de Clarinette Aved la Tablature des MeiHeurs Mtres pour

et plusier Duo pour cet

I~~trument

unique fingering for

~~

Instr~msnt~

Paris J

t~

;r
""ast•"l1.
1t

on, F .. A..

l *' Encvclop€d1e,

A

as AT 3 may be a printing error since there are

several more errors in thi s chart noted in the (:{)nation.

Jln_
'flil-

l/15~

:II
t'l~

'l'J

u..

ou nictionnaire

Metiers'S Amsterdam'S 1776 (plate

A \J.e..

Another

'111'1
~'O''ine
~ . "'!
ut _ .tte'U in the SUIUJlement
__

a

Ra1sonne des Sciences, des Ar.ts et des
44}~

tastillon added ten fingerings to

those found in Roeserts e;nart {4A)~ many of these also appear in some of

the later charts

~Titt~n

for the five-key clarinet..

One printing error

An unusual
application of the buttress finger is seen with the employment of the 8
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U.t!4» ~

A fingering chart for the four-key clarinet by F. A. M. G. de Castillon
in

11

Clarinette

11

from the Supplement

M. C. Rey, 1776), 2:451.

a

l'Encyclopedie · · • (Amsterdam:
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key on the six highest notes of this chart

csl",

to .9.", excluding

f#, , , ) .
4E.

Muz~kaal

Reynvaan, J. V.

30 (plate 45).

Kunst-Woordenboek, Amsterdam, 1795, pl.

This Dutch source appears to contain the only four-key

clarinet chart with an Eb key instead of the C# key.

Reynvaan's chart

is the first to specify chromatic pitches from g to .9.'''.

Among his

many fingerings (four are shown for 4''' and g'''), the use of fingers 6
and 7 as buttress fingers are given in two fingerings for g#''.

A

fingering for g' also adds fingers 456 7, an occasional present-day
practice.
5A.

Anonymous.

The Clarinet Instructor, london, c. 1780 (plate 46). 1

The earliest tutor for the five-key clarinet, this book contains an
important chart which served as a model for several copies published in
England and the U.S.A.

The range is limited to f"' and does not

include as many chromatic pitches as the earlier four-key charts 4A-D
(it omits f#, g#', f#,,,, and gb''').

One printing error occurred when

the fingering for g''' was listed a second time as an alternate
fingering.
58.

Vanderhagen, A.

Methode Nouvelle et RAisonnee pour la clarinette,

Paris, c. 1785 (plate 47).
didactic

instructions

The greater sophistication of this tutor's

(when compared to 5A)

is reflected in its

fingerings which are fully chromatic from g tog''' and ascend to .9.'''.
Three alternate fingerings are also included for

4'''. Vanderhagen also

distinguished between g#' and .9.b', all the other enharmonic notes were
1This chart is also reproduced by Nicholas Shackleton in the
article, 11 Clarinet, 11 NGDMI, 1:394.
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PLATE 45

"I/

,.

'

I "'

~

I/ I

... tA

..

.I

I

J

~ ·

..

'"'?

The only four-key clarinet fingering chart having an Eb key instead of a
C# key from J. V. Reynvaan, Muzi kaa 1 Kunst-Woordenboek (Amsterdam: W.
Brave, 1795), pl. 30.
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given one fingering.

This chart was used by several subsequent writers

as a basis for their charts.
Reynvaan, J. V.

5C.

Muz]kaal Kunst-Woordenboek, Amsterdam, 1795, pl.

1

11.

Reynvaan s second chart was written for a five-key clarinet.

He

appears to have copied some of the fingerings found in SA since the
notation of chromatic pitches begin, as in SA, with Qb.

A much greater

number of fingerings are offered here, however, chromatic pitches being
provided up to £ 111 , and there are several alternate fingerings for
•

Unique fingerings are found for Q111 , ~~~~, f# 111 ,

Blasius, F.

Nouvelle Methode de Clarinette, Paris, c. 1796.

pitches above

f

111

g# 111 and £ 111 •

50.

Blasius added nine fingerings to VAnderhagen
g 111

,

1

S

(58) range from

four (f 111 , Q111 , gb 111 and g 111 ) of which are unique.

f

111

to

A written

description of the fingerings (pp. 49-50) corrects four errors in this
chart.
5E.

Callcott, J. W.

Clarinett 11 in a 11 Dictionary of Music .. , London,
c. 1797-1802, a manuscript in the British Library. 2 Callcott provided a
11

discussion of the fingerings from g to
unique and that for f

1

f

111

•

his fingering for f

is a useful alternative.

111

is

An error occurred with

the inclusion ofT with fingers 12 for f# 1 •
SF.

Vanderhagen, A.

parties, Paris, c. 1799.

Nouvelle Methode de Clarinette divisee en deux
Vanderhagen provided nine new fingerings in

2The text of Calcott 1 s article on the clarinet is transcrybe~ with
commentary by Albert R. Rice in 11 An Eighteenth Century Descr1pt1on of
the Five Key Clarinet, .. The Clarinet 4 (Winter 1977): 29-30.
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PLATE 46
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3 little. wd htotTTI a linte Oroogcr: yet be eut1al1 tb:u. tbe Teeth do oat toncb tb• RNU ia bloniog.

The earliest fingering chart for the five-key clarinet from The Clarinet
Instructor (London: Longman & Broderip, [c. 1780]).
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this second edition of his tutor (58).

He continued to distinguish

between g#' and £b' but offered a changed fingering for the latter.
5G.

nsilas Dickinson's 8ook 11 , c. 1800, a manuscript in the New York

Public library.
is called

11

This chart of one page appears to be handwritten, and

A Scale of the Natural Notes for the Clarinet 11 •

fingerings from

~

to .Q.'" without any accidentals, and two unique

fingerings are found
5H.

It includes

for~,,,

Anonymous.

and .Q.'''.

The Clarinet Preceptor, london, c. 1801.

The

fingerings of this chart were compiled mainly from SA and Vanderhagen's
chart (58), and are the first among five-key charts to be fully
chromatic

from~

to£'''.

An unusual distinction was made between

fingerings for f#' and gb', the fingering for the latter being unique.
Several new fingerings include a useful g#'', also .Q.''', f''', f#''',
g''', g#''', and£'''.

5!.

Michel, V.

Methode de Clarinette, Paris, c. 1801.

Michel

followed the fingerings of the second edition of Vanderhagen's tutor
(SF), but added alternate fingerings for f#,, and g#,,.
SJ.

Lefevre, J. X.

Methode de Clarinette, Paris, 1802 (plate 48).

Lefevre's tutor was written expressly for use at the newly formed
Conservatoire de Musique, and is the most important and influential of
those for the five-key clarinet.
chromatic range from

~

to

~,

He was the first to provide a

'' (considered the present-day standard

range), and included a chromatic trill chart to~'''.

Some of his more

useful fingerings are those for .Q, g#', .Q'' and .Q.''' •

A number of
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PLATE 47

I

t.~~"11irrl:trrt-t-H+H+H+t-t-+-W-+-U.LL ~~~
i·

The earliest fingering chart for the five-key clarinet published in
France.

From A. Vanderhagen' s Methode Nouve 11 e et Ra i sonnee pour 1a

clarinette (Paris: Boyer, [c. 1785]).
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specific comments concerning the correction of intonation on particular
notes are included in the collation.
5K.

Backofen, J. G. H.

(plate 49).

Anweisung zur Klarinette, Leipzig, c. 1803

Backofen's tutor includes the earliest German chart for the

five-key clarinet.

He was very thorough in providing many alternate

fingerings for trills to £#,,,.
between enharmonic notes
collation.

There are some distinctions made

in this chart,

which are noted

in the

Although the upper limit is g''', Backofen stated that there

are no definite fingerings for higher notes, and that· these notes depend
more or less on the condition of the reed (his chart for the basset horn
provided fingerings for£''', Q''' and£''').

Several fingerings employ

the buttress finger on 7, and unique ones are found throughout the
entire range.
5L.

Mahon, J.

c. 1803.

A New and Complete Preceptor for the Clarinet, London,

Mahon's fingerings resemble the earlier English charts.

This

author, however, does provide unique fingerings for g#' and ~b'''.
Another fingering for g''', ST 7Eb, is probably an error since it is
nearly impossible to cover 7 with the little finger of the right hand
and depress the Eb key at the same time. 3
5M.

Anonymous.

The Clarinet Preceptor, London, c. 1803.

This chart

contains a 1arger number of alternate fingerings than Mahon's ( 5L) or
5H.

One unique fingering is found for f#,,,, ST 1 3.

3For a reproduction of Mahon's fingering chart see Andrew Lyle,
"John Mahon's Clarinet Preceptor," GSJ 30 (1977): pl. VIII.
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One of the fingering charts from J. X. Lefevre, Methode de Cl ari nette
(Paris: A l'Imprimerie du Conservatoire de Musique, An XI [1802]), pl.
3.
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5N.

Shaw, 0.

For the Gentlemen, Dedham, 1807.

This American treatise

contains a chart that is based partly on SA because of its lack of
and g#.

Its range extends only to g'''

f#

but it contains a unique

fingering for ~b,,,, ST 23 4 Eb.
50.

Demar, S.

Nouvelle Methode pour la Clarinette, Paris, c. 1808.

Demar's is a conservative French chart ascending only to f''' and is
partly copied from Lefevre (5J-).

Included are two useful alter11ates for

4''' and unique fingerings for .Q.b' and f'''.

An unusual fingering for

.9.', SAT 123 B 456 7, is given which had heen indicated by Lefevre (5J)

only as part of a trill fingering from .9.' to .Q.'.
5P.

Bochsa, C.

1809.

Bochsa's chart provided one unique fingering for

SQ.

Froehlich, J.

Bonn, 1810-11.

Methode Instructive pour la Clarinette, paris, c.

f'''.

Vollstandige Theoretisch=pracktische Musikschule,

Froehlich's chapter entitled

11

Clarinett Schule•• is one

of the most thoroughly written tutors for the five-key clarinet.
chart provided the usual fingerings to
(pp.

15,

17-19)

added

many

other

f'.'',

His

but a written commentary

alternate

fingerings.

All

of

Froehlich's comments on these fingerings are included in the collation.
He also mentioned that new instruments often include additional keys,
such as the f#'/g#,, key and one for trilling .Q.b' to f'' (when used with
the A key alone it produced a trill from .9.' to .Q.').
SR.

Antolini, F.

La retta maniera di scrivere per il clarinetto ed

altril istromenti da fiato, Milan, 1813 (plate 50).

In this treatise,

Antol ini mentioned using information from the methods of Vanderhagen
(58, 5F).

Blasium (50) and Lefevre (5J).

The range of his chart
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H. Backofen's Anweisung zur Klarinette (Leipzig: Breitkopf &Hartel, [c.
1803]), p. 10.
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follows Lefevre's in ascending to £'''', and trill
included on all notes tog"'.
g' 1 1 ' a#,,, .Q, , , and £, , , , .
-

5S.

fingerings are

New fingerings are given for f#"',

'

Whitely, W.

The Instrumental Preceptor, Utica, 1816.

This

American treatise includes a chart which is similar to that found in 5M,
but new fingerings are given for g#,,, and~,,,.

Whitely mentioned that

some clarinets have three additional keys: one for trilling

from~,

to

.Q', another for ~b'/.Qb,, (both of which are placed on the upper joint),
and a third for .Qb/f'' on the lower joint.
7A.

Simiot, J. F. Tableau explicatif des innovations et changemens

faits a la clarinette, Lyons, 1808.
fingering

chart

comprise

Simiot's

Two pages of explanation and a
Improvements

which

include

the

addition of keys for .Qb/f'', the ~'/.Q' trill, and a double hole for
£#'/g#,, (see below pp. 295-7).

He rather cautiously relegated the new

.Qb/f'' key to trills, and otherwise largely followed Lefevre's (5J)
fingerings.

New fingerings included his g#,,,, ~#,,,, .Q''' and an f#,,,

which emp 1oy both the B and the Eb keys.

Simi ot' s addition of seven

notes (£#'''' to g''' ') above Lefevre's highest pitch of £'''' was
surely to attract attention to his own clarinets.

He clainmed that

these higher notes could be played on his clarinets with the same
facility as the lower pitches, and that these additional notes have the
same character and volume of sound as£''''.
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The earliest Italian fingering chart for the five-key clarinet from A.
Antol ini 's La retta maniera di scrivere per i1 clarinetto (Milan: C.
Buccinelli, 1813), pl. V.
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TABLE 14
A COLLATION OF FINGERINGS FOR THE CLASSICAL CLARINET TAKEN
FROM FINGERING CHARTS DATING FROM c. 1769 TO 18161
Pitches:

Fingerings:2

First register:
e

g

T

123 B 456 7

in all charts.

T

123

in all charts.

T

123 C# 456 7

in 4A-D, 58-F, 5H-S, 7A.

T

123 B 456

in 4E.

T

123

in all charts.

456 7

456

[Errors in 5F and

51 are the inclusion of 7].

a

T

123

T

123 C# 456 Eb

in 50 (when too low).

T

123

45

in all charts.

T

123

45 7

in 5F and 51.

T

123

4 6 7

in 5K·.

T

123

4 6

in all charts except 5E and 5G.

456 Eb

in 4E, 58-F, 5H-S, 7A.

[Finger 7 is erroneously included in 4C].
1cf. the collation of fingerings given in Albert R. Rice,
"Clarinet Fingering Charts, 1732-1816," GSJ 37 (1984): 31-6.
2see pages 500-512 to identify the sources of these fingerings by
. their heading. Comments in parentheses were made by the author of the
fingering chart, comments in brackets are given by the present author.
T=thumb, A=~' key, S=speaker key, B=g/Q' key, C#=f#/£#'' key, Eb=£b/gb''
key. A slash is used to designate the covering of one double hole for
finger 3 (i.e., 3) in Simiot's fingering chart (7A).
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:
b

T

Fingerings:
123

4

in 4A-E, 58, 50-F, 5H-M, 50-S,

7A. [This fingering is only implied in 5E.

An error

in 4C is the inclusion of 56].

c'

T

123

56

in 5A, 5C, 5L-N.

T

123

4

7

in 5F and 51.

T

123

4

Eb

in 5J (pinch the lips) and 5Q.

T

123

4 6

T

123

5

in 50 (reduce the air a little).

T

123 B

56

in 5K

T

123

in 5G [probably an error].

in all charts. [An error in 4C is

the inclusion of 4].

e'

T

12

4

in 40, 4E, 51, 5Q.

T

12

45

in 5A, 5C, 5L-N, 5Q.

T

12

4 6

in 58, 50, 5F, 5H-J, 50, 5P, 5S.

T

123

4 6

in 5R [probably an error].

T

12 B 456 7

in 5K

T

123

in 7A.

T

12

in all charts.

T

1 3

in all charts except 5E and 5G.

T

13

45

in 5Q (when too high).

T

1 3

4 6

in 5K.

T

1

in all charts (5J: if too low,

pinch the lips).
e#'

T

2

in 5K.

f'

T

2

in all charts but 5E and 5G.
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:
f'

T

Fingerings
23

in 5E, 5K, 5J (if too high loosen

the lips), 5Q (when too high).
f#'

T

in 40, SQ.
1

in 4A-C.

12

in 4E, 5A-F, 5H-R, 7A.

[Errors

in 5E and 5M are the inclusion ofT].
123

in SQ.

2

in 5Q (when too low).
456

T

in 5H, 55.

123
g'

in 5K.
in 4E, 58-D, SF, 5H-M, 50-Q, 5R,

2

7A.
in 4A-E, SA, 5C, 5E, 5G, 5N, SQ.

Open

456 7

in 4E, 5C.
in 4A, 48, 40-E, SA, 5C, 5M, 5N,

AT
SQ.
AT

2

in 58, 50, 5H, 5R, 55.

AT

23

i n 5K, 5P, 7A.

A

in 4C.

5

in SF, 51, 5P, 50.

5

23

5

123

in 5L.
in

5K.

in SM.

5T
5T

23

5T

23

i n 5J , 50 , 5Q .
5

in 5J (if too high).
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:
ab'

a'

s

Fingerings:
in 58, 50.

2

AT

in SF, 51.

A

in 4A-E, SA, 5C, 5E, 5G, 5L-N, 7A.

A

7

in SQ.

A

2

in 58, 50, SF, 5H-J, 5P, 5R, 55.

A

23

in 5Q (if too high).

AT

3

s

in 4C.
in 5K.

2

SAT 123 B 456 7

in 50.

[Used as a trill

from~'

to Q' in 5J trilling finger 5].
bb'

in 4A, 48, 40-E, SA, 5C, 5E, 5K-N,

SA
7A.
SA

2

in 58, 50, SF, 5H-I, 5P, 5R, 55.

SA

23

in 5K, 5Q (if too high).

SA

23

SA

23

7

in SQ.

SA

23

456 7

in 50.

in 4C.

5

Second Register:
b'

ST

123 8 456 7

in all charts.

[Errors: 4C

omitted 2 B 4, 50 omitted 7].
CI

I

ST

123

456 7

in all charts [an error in 50 is

the ommision of 7].
c#,,

ST

123 C# 456 7

5G

[Errors in 55 are the omission of 7; in 40, the

inclusion of 8].

in all charts, except 40, 4E and
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:

Fingerings:

ST

123

ST

123 B 456

in 5Q (if too low).

ST

123

45 7

in 4A-D.

ST

123

456 Eb

in 4E, 5A-F, 5H-S, 7A.

ST

123 C# 456 Eb

in 5Q (if too low).

eb,,

ST

123 B 45 7

in 5K.

e''

ST

123

45

in all charts.

f''

ST

123

4 6

in all charts.

ST

123

4 6 7

in 5E.

ST

123

56

in 4A, 4C-E, SA-D, SF, SH-S.

ST

123

56 Eb

in SC, SL, SM.

ST

123 C#

56

in 51, SQ (if too low).

ST

123

ST

123

g' '

ST

123

g#,,

ST

12

d' '

d#''

f#,,

456

in all charts.

in 7A.

4

s

in 40.
in all charts.
in 4A-D, SA, SC, SL, SM, SQ (if

4

too low) [an error in 4C is the inclusion of finger
3].

a' '

ST

12

4

7

in 4E.

ST

12

4

Eb

in 58, 50.

ST

12

4 6

in 4E, SC, SF, 51-Q, SR, 55.

ST

12

3 6 Eb

in 51, SL, SP.

ST

12

ST

123

in 7A.

ST

12

in all charts, [an error in 50 is

56

in 5H, SK.
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:

Fingerings:

the omission of finger 2].

b1 1

ST

13

in all charts except 5E and 5G.

ST

1

in 4A-E, 5A-H, 5K-N, 5P, 5R.

ST

1

ST

1

Eb

c

1 1 1

ST

Eb in 5Q (if too low).

8

ST

in 5Q.

456 Eb

i n 5J , 50 , 7A.
in 4A-E, 5A-F, 5H-S [an error

2

in 50 is the omission of 2, this fingering is only
implied in 5E].
ST

2

ST

2 8

in 5G.

45

in 5Q.

Third Register:
c#

1 1 1

in 4A, 4C-E, 5C, 5F, 5K, 5M, 5P,

ST
5Q.
ST
ST

in 40.

8

in 4E, 58-D, 5F, 51, 5K, 5M, 50-

23 8 456

5R, 7A.
ST

23 B 456 7

ST

23 8

7

1 1 1

in 5K.
in 5Q (in chromatic passages).

1
d

in 4E, 5C, 5K.

46

ST

23

ST

23 B 4 6

in 50.
in 4E, 58-D, 5F, 51, 5J, 5M, 5P,

5R.
ST

23

4 6 Eb in 58, 5F, 51, 5J, 5L, 5N, 5P, 7A.
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:
d' ' '

Fingerings:

ST

23 B 4 6 Eb

in 50, 5Q, 55.

ST

23

in 5G.

ST

23 B 45

ST

123 B 45

45

in 40, 58, 5M, SR.
in 50.

ST

23

ST

23 B 45

ST

23

456

in 4E, 5C.

ST

23

456 7

in 4E, 5C, 5L.

ST

23

45 7

in 5K.

45 Eb in 5H.
Eb in 5J, 5K.

SAT

in 4E, SA, 5C, SM.

SAT 2

in 4E, 58, 5C, SF, 51, 5K, 5M,

5P, 5Q.
Eb

SAT 2

eb,,,

in 5J, 50.

s
s

2

in 4A-C, 5K.

ST

23 B 4

in 40, 58, SF, 51, 5P.

ST

23 8 4

Eb in 4E, 5J, 50, 5Q, SR.

ST

23 8

ST

23 8

ST

23

4

ST

23

4

7

in 5K.

ST

23

4

Eb

in 5N.

ST

23

5 Eb

in 5H.

ST

23 8

5 Eb in 5Q (if too low).

ST

23 8

in 50, SQ.

in 50.
in 4E, 5C, SM.

5

in 5M, 55, 7A.

7

in 5K.
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:
eb'''

ST

Fingerings:
123

5 Eb

SAT

e'''

f'''

f#'''

in 5L.
in 5K.

s
s

23

4 6

in 4A, 48, 4E.

23

456

in 4C.

ST

23 B

ST

123 B

in 40.

ST

123

in 5C, 5Q, 5R.

ST

23

ST

23

Eb

ST

23 B

Eb in 5J, 50, 5Q.

ST

23

ST

2

ST

12

in 4A-C, 4E, 5A, 5C, 5K, 5M.

ST

12 B

in 40, 58.

ST

12

ST

12

ST

12 B 4 6

in 5C, 5J, 5M, 5R, 55, 7A.

ST

123

in 4E (fingered the same as g''').

ST

123

456 Eb

in 5H, 5N.

ST

12

456 7

in 5P.

ST

2

in 58, 5C, 5M.

in 4A-C, 4E, 5A, 5C, 5K, 5L, 5M.

45

in 5F, 5H-I, 5J, 5L, 5N-P, 55, 7A.

in 5C.
in 50.

B

Eb
4 6

in 5L, 5Q.
in 50, 5F, 51, 50, 5P.

6 Eb

in 50.

SAT 1 3

Eb in SQ.

SAT 23

Eb

in 5J.

SAT 23 B

Eb

in 5J.

ST

12

in 5F, 51, 5P, 5Q, 55.
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:
f#'''

g' ' '

Fingerings:

5T

12

5T

1

in 5Q.

5T

13

in 5M.

5T

2

in 5L.

5T

123

45 Eb

5T

12

56 Eb

5T

12

456 Eb

4 6

in 4E, 5C.

in 5R.
in 5J, 5Q.

5T 12 8 456 Eb

in 7A.

5T

1

in 4A-C, 5C, 5M.

5T

1

5T

1

5T

123

5T

123

8

in 40, 4E.
456

in 5R.
in 4E.
in 5H, 5K, 5N.

45

5T

23 8

in 4E.

5T

23 B 456

in 58.

5T

23 B 456 7

in 5F, 51, 5P.

5T

12

456

in 5J.

5T

12

456 7

in 50, 5F, 51, 5J, 5P.

5T

12 B 456 7

in 7A.
in 5Q, 55.

5T

7Eb in 5L [probably an error].

5T
g#'''

in 5H, 5N.

in 4E, 5C, 7A.

5T

13

5T

123

4

5T

12

4

5T

1

in 5H, 5M.
7

in 5J, 5R.

Eb

in 55.
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:
ST
a' ' '

Fingerings:
12 B 4

ST

23

in 48, 50, SF, 51, 5L, 5P, SQ.

ST

23 B 4 6

in 4E, 5C.

ST

12 C#

in 4C, 4E.

ST

12

in 4E.

ST

123

in 5H, SM.

ST

123 B 45

in 58.

ST

13

in 5J, 7A.

ST

13

ST
a#,,,

b' ' '

c' ' ' '

in 7A.

ST

Eb

in 5J, SR.

Eb

in 55.

13

in SR.

SAT 1 3

in 5J.

ST

123

456 7

in 7A.

ST

12

45

in 7A.

ST

12 C# 45

in 5J.

ST

123 C# 45

in 5J.

ST

1

ST

12 C# 4

SAT 2

C# 4

5 Eb

in 5J.
in 5J, 7A.
in 5R.

Fourth Register (only in 7A):
c#,,,, ST 1

C# 4.

ST

123 C# 45.

eb' ' ' ' ST

23 C# 45.

d' ' ' '

e' ' ' '

ST

23 C# 456 Eb.
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TABLE 14 (CONTINUED)
Pitches:

Fingerings:

Fourth Register (only in 7A):
ST

6 Eb.

f#,,,, ST

5 Eb.

f' ' ' '

g' ' ' '

ST

456 7

APPENDIX 5
FREDERIC DE CASTILLON'S ARTICLE 11 CLARINETTE 11
This appendix presents the French text of Castillon's article on
the clarinet for the Supplement

a

l'Encyclopedie, vol. 2 (1776), pages

Due to its 1ength it has been p1aced here rather than ; n the

450-1.

footnote to the trans 1at ion which appears on pages 257-60 above.

The

original text presented here includes a correction of one word given in
the reprint of this article in the

11

Art du faiseur d'instruments de

musique et Lutherie, .. in the L'Encyclopedie Methodigue.

Arts et Metiers

Mecanigues, ed. J. F. Marmontel, vel. 1 (1782), pages 118-20.
Clarinette, (Luth.) la clarinette est un instrument
i nvente,

a

a

anche,

ce que 1 'on pretend au commencement de ce s i ec 1e, par un

Nurembourgeois.

Apparemment que la clarinette qu'on voit, fig. 16, li,

18 & ~' planche VIII de Luth. seconde Suite, Diet. rais. des Sciences,

&c. est te 11 e qu 'e 11 e etoi t dans son commencement; car ce 11 e que l 'on
trouve dans notre planche IV de Luth. Suppl. fig. 17

&

18, est plus

compliquee.
La clarinette telle qu'elle est aujourd'hui, est composee de
quatre pieces; 1a tete, deux corps de mi 1i eu

&

l e pied.

Ell e a douze

trous 1ateraux, dent sept pardevant & un parderri ere se bouchent avec
les doigts, les quatre autres sent bouches avec des clefs.

La tete de

la clarinette est faite de buis, comme le reste; elle se termine par un
bee, semb 1ab 1e endehors

a ce 1ui d' une fl Ote douce: rna is au 1i eu d' un
525
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biseau, ce bee a sur le plan superieur un trou triangulaire, comme on
peut voir fig. 19, planche IV de Luth. Suppl.

Le bee est perce

obliquement, de fa9on que le trou interieur est exactement de la figure
de ce meme bee, fig. 20.
languette

~de

La fente triangulaire se couvre d'une

roseau qu'on aminoit convenablement, &qu'on attache avec

du sil: ensorte que l'embouchure de la clarinette tient beaucoup de ces
languettes de laiton, qu'on met dans les trompettes de bois des enfans;
aussi la clarinette a-t-elle assez le son d'une trompette.
On tient la clarinette comme la flute

a

bee; on bouche les trous

2, 3, 4, avec 1es trois doi gts de 1a rna in gauche; 1e pouce bouche 1e
trou 11, & doit gouverner la clef du trou 12; outre le trou 2, l'index
gouverne encore la clef du trou 1; le petit doigt de la main sert pour
ouvrir & fermer les clefs des trous 9 & 10; il faut bien prendre garde
au doub 1e emp 1oi du pouce, de 1 'index & du petit doi gt de 1a rna in

doigts de 1a main droite baucbent 1es trous 5~ 6it 7~ & 1e petit dnigt 1e
trau 8; quant au ~~it i1 sert

a tenir

l~instrument~

La cl arinette te11e que oous veoons de 1a docrtre~ a trois octaves
& deux tons d"etendue~ avec

[see plate

44~

page

la p1upart des sem1toos~ Voici sa tablature

501]~

Les cadences oo trils se font sur 1a clarinette rome sur 1es
autres instrumens a vent~ et debouchant 1e trou superieur~
Une observation

importante qu~i1

faut fatre~

c"est que la

c1arinette est d#une tierce mineure plus basse que 1es autres
instrumens; c~est-a-dire~ que son premier ut en bas est
premier la du violon;

a ce

a

1~untsson du

compte~ l~et~ndue de 1a c1arinette est done
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effect i vement dupui s 1 'ut #

a

1 'uni sson de ce 1ui du 4 pi eds, ou du

premier ut # du violoncelle jusqu'au mi triple octave de la tierce
mineure de cet ut #, & qui est a l'unisson du miqu'on prend en
demanchant sur la chanterelle du violon.

C'est pourquoi quant la

clarinette est accompagnee d'autres instrumens, on note sa partie une
tierce mineure plus haut que celle des autres instrumens: par exemple,
si la piece est

en~

majeur, on note la partie ·de la'clarinette en ut;

si la piece est en re, on la note en fa.

Vu la difficulte du doigter,

on ne peut composer des parties obligees pour la clarinette qu'en ut
majeur (ou

~

relativement aux autres instrumens); pour remedier

a

ce

peu de variete, on a imagine de faire doubler les corps du milieu ou se
trouvent les trous: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 &7.

Moyennant ces nouveaux corps, on

eleve toute la clarinette d'un semi-ton majeur, enforte que l'on a deux
modes de plus sib &mib, &on ecrit au-dessus clarinette en sib.
Quant aux parties de remplissage, ou la clarinette n'a que des
tenues, ou du moi ns, peu de notes, ou peut 1es fa ire dans to us 1es
modes; seulement il faut faire attention au doigter, &a menager du terns
au joueur pour reprendre haleine,
beaucoup.

car cet instrument en demande

On aura toujours egard a ce que 1a cl ari nette est d' une

tierce mineure plus basse que les autres instrumens, & l'on aura soin
d'ecrire de quels corps les musiciens doivent se servir.
Dans 1e terns que je fa i soi s cet article, i 1 pass a par Berlin un
musicien qui jouoit d'une clarinette
executoit taus les modes.

a

six clefs, sur laquelle il

On a deja remarque combien les quatre clefs

causent de difficultes; ce doit etre bien pis avec six (F.D.C.)
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